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PREFACE

Sixty years have passed since GunnarBeskow and Stephen Taber published their pioneering works
on the mechanics of frost heave. Since then, there has been periodic interest in attempting to understand
the principles underlying moisture movement in freezing soil. Much of that work appears to be an ex-
tension or duplication of Beskow's and Taber's original work. With that in mind, these papers and
monograph are presented together for the benefit of those working or starting to work on the mechanics
of frost heave.

This report contains a historical perspective of frost heave research conducted in North America
and Europe since the early 1900s, Stephen Taber's two papers entitledFrostHeaving and The Mechan-
ics of Frost Heaving published in the Journal of Geology, and J.O. Osterberg's translation of Gunnar
Beskow's monograph, Soil Freezing and Frost Heaving With SpecialApplication To Roads And Rail-
roads.

In the interests of creating a uniform document, the text of Taber's and Beskow's papers was re-

typed and this report was produced on CRREL's electronic publishing system. We have tried to repro-
duce these papers exactly without introducing new errors, a perhaps impossible task. Some minor styl-
istic changes were made during the process of retyping and reformatting, but, on the whole, these
works are as they were when they were originally published.

We thank the University of Chicago Press for granting us permission to reprint Taber's papers and
RJ. Krizek of Northwestern University for allowing us to reprint the translation of the work of
Beskow. B. Sivertsen of the Journal of Geology was particularly helpful, and J.O. Osterberg willingly
gave additional insight into the history of his translation. Also appreciated are the careful review and
suggestions offered by E. Chamberlain and R. Berg, both of CRREL. In addition, P. Bosworth and D.
Valliere of CRREL are acknowledged for their efforts in typing and creating new pages for Taber's
and Beskow,*s pajiers.

P.B. Black
Mark J. Hardenberg

Hanover, N.H.
Summer 1991
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Historical Perspective of Frost Heave Research

PATRICK B. BLACK

INTRODUCTION Schofield's superficial treatment, proposed a rigorous
analysis of the thermodynamics of soil moisture, while

Stages in the evolution of current concepts of soil other soil scientists were busy with laboratory evalua-
freezing and frost heaving overlap in time, partly be- tions of pF. After they corrected suspected typographi-
cause of both professional isolation and the divergent cal errors in Schofield's equations, Edlefsen and Ander-
interests of the people involved. They include geolo- son's (1943) exhaustive analysis revealed unresolved
gists, geotechnical engineers, soil physicists, physical ambiguities in Schofield's vague interpretation of
chemists, chemical engineers, applied mathematicians freezing point measurcments, which could not be de-
and metallurgists. It is instructive to highlight some of scribed as being a result of either the presence of im-
the progress that has been made in our understanding purities or a difference in pressure between the water
since the time of Beskow (1935) and Taber (1929,1930) and ice phases. Despite initially encouraging results, the
and note how important their work remains today. laboratory studies found ambiguities as well, leading

soil physicists to abandon soil freezing studies.
During the 1950s, geotechnical engineers at the U.S.

DISCUSSION Arctic Construction and Facilities Engineering Labora-

tories accumulated the results of systematic empirical
The earliest work meriting mention was that of soil heaving tests with many kinds of soils (Linell and

physicist G. J. Bouyoucos (1920) of Michigan State Kaplar 1959), using apparatus based on Taber's classic
University, who discovered that water in soils does not demonstrations. Unfortunately, they were unable to
all freeze at one temperature. Next came the work of correlate frost heave with other engineering properties
geologist S. Taber (University of South Carolina) and that were significantly better than the commonly used
G. Beskow (Swedish Road Institute), the first to think simple design criterion of A. Casagrande ([ 1931 ] Har-

clearly about the process of frost heaving and to conduct yard University) that was based on the percentage of
appropriate experiments. Taber completely discredited soil particles finer than 0.02 mm. This resulted in spite
the general assumption that frost heave is caused by of Casagrande never intending that his field observa-
expansion of freezing water. He suggested a plausible tions of frost heave in a few silty soils be used as a
mechanism for the growth of ice lenses in soil that, as far general specification for frost susceptibility.
as it went, was correct. Beskow reinforced and greatly In the late 1950s, an interest in the mechanism of
extended Taber's work and produced his classic mono- frost heaving was reborn. Metallurgists K. Jackson and
graph on the mechanics of frost heaving. It is because of B. Chalmers (1958) at Harvard proposed a mechanism
their significance that the works of these two research- of heaving based on the kinetics of solidification. They
ers are still used today and are presented together in this perceived an irreversible process dependent on the
document. freezing of supercooled water. At about the same time,

At about the same time as Taber and Beskow, R.K. L. Gold ([ 1957] National Research Council of Canada)
Schofield (1935), a soil physical chemist at the Rotham- proposed a different mechanism based upon the surface
stead Agricultural Experiment Station in England, pro- tension of the ice/water interface. At the end of the
posed the "pF scale" for the Gibb's free energy of water 1950s, L. Cass of the U.S. Army Snow, Ice and Perma-
(specifically, H20) in moist soils, giving an equation for frost Research Establishment and soil physicist R.D.
computing pF from the measured freezing point depres- Miller (Comell University) suggested a role for the
sion. Soil scientists N.E. Edlefsen and A.B.C. Anderson osmotic properties of diffuse electrical double layers on
(University of California, Davis), clearly upset by the grain surfaces (Cass and Miller 1959). All of these
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models were in the context of lens growth perceived by concepts of irreversible thermodynamics, but the pic-
Taber. ture was still far from complete.

The 1960s brought about a period of great interest, Reflection on these results led Miller (1977) to
advancement and premature confidence in our under- suggest that Penner's (1959) "confirmation" of agree-
standing of frost heaving. Miller and his students at mentbetweenexperimentally measured maximumheav-
Cornell produced a series of experimental observations ing pressures and theoretical limits of the conditions for
and theories on the mechanisms involved in soil freez- growth of a single ice lens was in fact disagreement. He
ing. Using certain geometric approximations for soil suggested that intrusion of ice into pores below an ice
composed of uniform spheres, they showed that, when lens would not "anchor" the lens to the soil below as
appropriately married, an osmotic model of the unfro- assumed. Instead, ice in a "frozen fringe" beneath an ice
zen film and a surfkce tension model of the interface at lens could move (by regelation) at the same velocity as
the base of the ice lens, supported by grains, allowed the lens in a process he identified as "secondary heav-
experimental validation of an appropriate form of the ing" (fringe present) as opposed to "primary heaving"
Clapeyron equation (Miller et al. 1960). This result (fringe absent). What had previously been regarded as
seemed to substantiate a quantitative version of Taber's a theoretical maximum for heaving pressure became the
qualitative description of the mechanism of heaving if, transition from primary heaving to secondary heaving
but only if, heaving involved the formation of a single as the load to be heaved was increased. This hypothesis
ice lens rather than the sequence of lenses normally was tested and appeared to be confirmed in experiments
observed in freezing soils. At the University of Bristol done at Cornell by G. Loch and Miller (1975).
(England), physical chemist D. H. Everett (1961) of- Research on frost heaving took a side road in the
fered a rigorous analysis of the surface tension model in 1970s when R.L. Harlan (1973), a hydrologist from
relation to pore necks between soil particles. This der- Canada, developed a model for freezing-induced redis-
ivation avoided geometric approximations except that it tribution based on the already discredited Schofield
implied an upper limit on the pressure at which an ice equation. This "hydrodynamic" model was appealing
lens could grow in a given soil in the manner Taber because its premises were so easily adapted to the
envisioned. This theoretical basis, coupled with the numerical procedures that had been developed for sim-
experimental work on heaving pressures by E. Penner ulating transient flow processes in unsaturated, unfro-
([19591 National Research Council of Canada), led zen soils. Despite objections from the Cornell group
some to prematurely feel that the mechanics of frost (Bresler and Miller 1975), other hydrologists and soil
heaving were now explained, physicists continued to develop this model. They trans-

Meanwhile, Miller and his students were exploring formed it into a model for simulating frost heave only to
other problems. They were able to quantify relation- discover that, to achieve any degree of agreement be-
ships between the freezing-thawing characteristics of tween experimental results and simulations, a very
colloidal or colloid-free soils (confined to suppress potent and wholly arbitrary correction function ("im-
heaving) and their drying-wetting characteristics. At pedance factor") had to be introduced and "tuned" for
the same time, they were able to obtain an experimen- the occasion. Meanwhile, Miller (1973) had proposed
tally determined value (2.20) for the ratio of the surface his own "capillary sink" mechanism to account for
tension of a water/air interface at 20°C to the surface freezing-inducedredistribution.ExperimentsbyCRREL
tension of an ice/water interface near 00C (Koopmans snow physicist S. Colbeck (1982, 1985) subsequently
and Miller 1966). The phenomenon, now known as confirmed Miller's analysis, but a complete set of de-
thermally induced regelation, was anticipated and dem- fining equations for ice segregation was still needed.
onstrated for the case of an isolated grain embedded in The 1970s also brought about further studies of the
ice. The experiment that showed that the particle mi- general processes involved in heat and mass transfer in
grates up a thermal gradient was performed both at soil, both ice-free and frozen. Oil company researchers
Cornell (Romkens and Miller 1973) and at CRREL in F.J. Radd and D.H. Oertle (1973) conducted a series of
conjunction with P. Hoekstra (Hoekstra and Miller frost heave experiments that appeared to them to dem-
1967). Other work at Comell (Dirksen and Miller 1966) onstrate a Clapeyron type of pressure and temperature
discovered that freezing-induced redistribution of wa- relationship between the temperature in the unfrozen
ter in moist soils exceeded, by orders of magnitude, the soil and frozen soil. Soil scientist P.A.C. Raats ( 1975]
amount that could be explained by the otherwise suc- United States Salinity Laboratory) developed a general
cessful Phillip and DeVries (1957) theory of thermally set of transport equations for unsaturated, ice-free soil
induced redistribution. Hoekstra(1966) conducted sim- using the framework of irreversible thermodynamics.
ilar work that advanced our understanding of diffusion Canadian soil scientists P.H. Groenevelt and B.D. Kay,
processes in the frozen soil and began to incorporate following a similar approach, formulated another set of
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transport equations (Groenevelt 1974, Groenevelt and (Trondheim) renewed the belief that irreversible ther-
Bolt 1969, Groenevelt and Kay 1974, Kay and Groen- modynamics, and its rejection of the suitability of the
evelt 1974). All of these relationships were in terms of Clapeyron equation, must be applied if any hope of
yet to be determined phenomonological coefficients solving the phenomena of frost heaving was to be made.
and only slightly addressed the influence of ice. Miller Their work, like the prior work of Hoekstra in the 1960s
et al. (1975) approached the problem from a different and Raats in the 1970s on irreversible thermodynamics,
perspective. Starting with expressions that described suffered from even more formidable mathematical and
the transport of heat and mass through a frozen soil and experimental difficulties than the rigid ice model.
water system that were in terms of experimentally As the 1990s arrive, we find that we have no satisfac-
measurable coefficients, they developed another set of tory explanation for the mechanics of frost heaving.
generalized transport equations that were similar to There are many models that purport to explain it, but
those from irreversible thermodynamics. The phenom- they all suffer from the common fault of little or no ex-
onological coefficients in their expressions though were perimental verification. The mood appears to be one of
now in terms of commonly accepted soil functions. No emphasizing the experimental nature of research on
further research on frozen soil in terms of irreversible frost heaving, while reviewing the various assumptions
thermodynamics was conducted in the 1970s. and approaches all the models make in order to more in-

The last half of the 1970s brought about the final de- telligently determine how they are alike and differ. This
velopment of a model of frost heaving in the secondary latter aspect is progressing with the work of Y. Nakano
mode. As envisioned by Miller (1978), the criterion for (1990) and K. O'Neill (1983), both of CRREL, on de-
the initiation of a new ice lens within the frozen fringe fining the general formulation of the balance laws and
below a growing lens was simply the same criterion for how each model fits into them. The experimental aspect
initiation of an air-filled crack in unsaturated ice-free of frost heaving is being investigated in two ways. First,
soil used by geotechnical engineers, i.e., the condition detailed frost heave experiments are being conducted in
for tensile failure of moist soils (Snyder and Miller laboratories using apparatus very similar to Taber's
1985). This made it possible to compile a complete list original setup, while detailed, large-scale tests are being
of simultaneous equations for the conservation of mass conducted that are reminiscent to the original work of
and energy to be satisfied for a freezing front descend- Beskow. Second, detailed laboratory experiments are
ing through an air-free, solute-free incompressible soil. being conducted and planned to accurately measure
This model, now known as the "rigid ice model," is moisture movement through frozen soil in response to
hardly ready for use on practical problems. Computa- water content gradients, temperature gradients, chemi-
tional difficulties are unusually formidable and, of cal potential gradients and hydraulic gradients as is en-
course, it is necessary to have, as inputs, a series of visioned to take place in the frozen fringe. It is from
functions that describe the relevant properties of a given these carefully measured experimental data that we
soil. hope to determine which existing model is correct or

The 1980s saw a flurry of activity in frost heaving whether further model development is required. This
attributable in part to the economic influence of the approach is exactly as that used by Taber and Beskow,
proposed natural gas pipeline in Alaska. Many "new" but one that we hope will yield more fruitful results.
models were developed (Gilpin 1980, Konrad and Mor-
genstem 1980, Takagi 1980), some of which actually
had sound scientific basis, but the problem of predicting LITERATURE CITED
the influence of frost heaving still eluded our best
efforts. This was also a time of questioning the basic Beskow, G. (1935) Soil Freezing and Frost Heaving
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Frost Heaving*

STEPHEN TABER

ABSTRACT face soil has usually been attributed to the change in
volume that takes place when water freezes, the expan-

This paper describes a laboratory investigation of sion being upward because of less resistance in that
problems connected with frost heaving. The principles direction.
developed have applications in geology, plant physiol- Several observers have called attention to the colum-
ogy, and engineering. nar ice crystals that uplift pebbles and clods of earth as

Pressure effects accompanying the freezing of soils evidence of a force which could not be attributed to
are due to the growth of ice crystals and not change in expansion in volume, one of the earliest and clearest
volume. Pressure is developed in the direction ofcrystal statements having been made by Volger (1854). This
growth, which is determined chiefly by the direction of evidence, however, has failed to convince most writers,
cooling. Heaving is often greater than can be explained and, so far as I can ascertain, almost no experimental
by expansion. It is due to the segregation of water as it work has been done on the problems connected with
freezes, more water being drawn up by molecular cohe- frost heaving.
sion. The chief factors controlling segregation and Experiments carried out by me on cold nights during
excessive heaving are: size of soil particle, amount of the winterof 1914-15 indicated that thepressureeffects
water available, size and percentage of voids, and rate accompanying freezing are due to the growth of ice
of cooling. The pressure developed is limited by the crystals and that excessive heaving is to be explained by
tensile strength of the water. the segregation of water as it freezes. This segregation

More water may be concentrated in the surface soil was obtained in clay but not in sand. After publishing
through ice segregation followed by thawing than in brief descriptions of some of these experiments together
any other way. Segregation causes shrinkage cracks with certain conclusions (Taber 1916, 1918a,b), I laid
below if the supply of water is limited or the soil very the investigation aside temporarily, because of lack of
impermeable. facilities for obtaining and maintaining low tempera-

Differential heaving is due chiefly to differences in tures.
soil texture and in the amount of available water, but In March 1927, suitable low-temperature apparatus
differences in the kind and amount of soil cover are also was placed at my disposal by Mr. E.W. Allen, district
factors. manager of the Frigidaire Corporation, and I began an

investigation to determine the factors involved in exces-
sive and in differential frost heaving. I am indebted to

INTRODUCTION my colleagues in the science departments of the Univer-
sity of South Carolina for suggestions and assistance

Heaving and subsidence of the surface, due to freez- during the progress of the investigation. Since Novem-
ing and thawing of soils, have caused much damage in ber 1927, the work has been carried on through co-
cold climates to hard-surfaced roads, foundations, and operation with United States Bureau of Public Roads.
also to certain agricultural crops. The uplift of the sur- The experiments have been conducted in a room

having nearly constant temperature. The freezing cab-
* Presented in partat the New York meetingof the Geological Society inet, cooled by expansion coils that extend across the
of America, December 28, 1928; published in Journal of Geology, top, contains a box of sand, suitably insulated, in which
vol. 37, 1929. the soil containers are packed so that freezing takes
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place from the top down just as in the ground. A
thermograph records the temperature of the air in the
cabinet, and a thermocouple is used to determine soil
temperatures below the surface. In most tests the soils
are frozen in cylindrical pasteboard containers, made,,
impervious with paraffin or shellac. At the end of a test,
the container is quickly cut away from the frozen soil
cylinder, which may then be examined, measured, and - I
photographed.

In some tests gallon containers have been used, but Figure 1. Frozen clay cylinder with sand layer in
formost purposes the standardquart cartons, 17cm high middle. A-frozen clay; B-sand; C-ice; D-un-
and 8.5 cm in diameter, have proved more satisfactory, frozen clay.
as a larger number of simultaneous tests can be run.

Since the ice in some soils is formed in part of water because of the orientation of the tiny ice prisms normal
drawn from the water-table, this condition was repro- to the cooling surface (see Fig. 1, 6, 8, 12, and 18).
duced in experiments. Holes were punched in the bot- Similar segregated ice has been found in the ground
toms of cartons and covered with filter paper before when excavations have been made in investigating frost
introducing the soils; then the cartons were set in sand heaving (Wyckoff 1918).
kept saturated with water. Collars fitting snugly around
the lower part of the cartons prevented the wet sand FACTORS INFLUENCING FROST HEAVING
from coming in contact with the dry sand in which the
tests were packed. In the investigation described in this paper an at-

tempt has been made to determine the effect of different
EXCESSIVE FROST HEAVING factors on the freezing of water in soils, especially of the

factors involved in segregation and excessive heaving,
The maximum amount of frost heaving that occurs by varying one factor at a time while the others are kept

during cold winters in the northern part of the United as nearly constant as possible.
States is not known, very few accurate observations
being available. An uplift of 6 in. has been observed in SIZE AND PERCENTAGE OF VOIDS IN SOIL
New York State, but the maximum is probably two or
three times that amount. The size of the capillary spaces in soils is an impor-

When water present in the voids of a soil freezes rant factor, for it determines the height to which water
without the introduction of additional material, the may be lifted above the water table by surface tension.
amount of heaving is necessarily limited by the change Other things being equal, the height to which water rises
in volume that accompanies freezing; and, since the varies inversely as the diameter of the capillaries; in
water-content of the average soil is seldom as much as extremely fine material it may be 3 m (10 ft) ormore, but
50% while the depth of freezing in the United States most very fine soils have a high percentage of colloids,
seldom exceeds 2 or 3 ft, the amount of heaving under the effect of which is to decrease permeability and
these conditions should not be more than 1 or 2 in., for prevent water from rising as high as it otherwise would.
the expansion in volume of water on freezing is only A relatively thin layer of coarse sand will stop the
about 10%. Moreover, in most soils having a high upward movement of water by capillarity and thus
water-content a considerable percentage of the water prevent the formation of ice layers. This was illustrated
does not freeze. by an experiment. A carton with perforated bottom was

Surface heaving appreciably in excess of that which filled with tightly packed dry clay except for a layer of
would result from the expansion in volume of the water standard Ottawa sand, 2.5 cm thick, in the center. It was
contained in the soil means that additional material placed in sand kept saturated with water and compacted
must have been introduced as a result of the freezing. several times a day until, at the end of four days, it
Laboratory experiments under favorable conditions give became slightly moist on top; then it was subjected to
a surface uplift of over 60% of the depth of freezing. freezing from the top down for four days. The result is
Excessive heaving, in the laboratory, is always accom- shown in Figure 1. Because of lack of water very little
panied by the introduction of additional water and the segregated ice formed above the sand, and in the sand
segregation of some water to form masses or layers of there was insufficient ice to bind the grains together.
more or less pure ice. Such ice, while usually solid and The cylinder was photographed on its side with only
transparent, has a satiny luster and fibrous structure part of the carton removed in order to avoid complete
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Figure 2. Spiral ice lenses infro- Figure 3. Dilatometers containingfrozen
zen clay cylinder. Unfrozen clay clay and frozen lump of clay.
below.

slumping of the sand. Below the sand and resting on perature required. The apparatus has a capacity of about
unfrozen clay a layer of practically pure ice, 2.5 cm 300 cc. Because of the size of the ground-glass joint
thick, was formed. between the cylinder and its top, much trouble was

In previous papers attention has been called to the caused by leakage; but, afterconsiderable experimenting,
fact that water does not freeze as readily in very small it was found that a perfect seal could be obtained with
capillary spaces. In Figure 2 the ice lenses extend for a little paste made of powdered Castile soap and water.
about 1 cm obliquely downward into unfrozen clay. The apparatus was buried in sand with only the top
Since cooling took place from the top down the isother- exposed and the air temperature reduced to between
mal surfaces should be nearly horizontal. -12* and -15'C. Freezing was continued until the vol-

In material having very small pore spaces a portion ume became constant. The temperature reached at the
of the contained water remains unfrozen after long ex- bottom of the cylinders was between -5* and -7°C,
posure to a temperature several degrees ielow freezing. depending on the length of the tests, which varied from
The accurate determination of the percentage of water two to five days. The apparatus was tested by freezing
freezing in certain types of soil is a difficult problem. 100 cc of boiled distilled water, and during every test a
Previous investigators (Bouyoucos 1917, Wintermyer blank was run in order to correct for the decrease in
1925) have used small samples of soil (usually about 25 volume of the xylene.
gm); freezing has been rapid, heat being abstracted in all When clean sand, or other material having relatively
directions; and, usually, the sample has been agitated. large voids, is saturated with water the change in vol-
These conditions are not conducive to ice segregation; ume on freezing indicates that all of the water is convert-
thereforeit was necessary tomodify the methodshitherto ed into ice; but in every test with clay, quartz flour, and
used. other material having a large number ofextremely small

The soils were frozen in a modified dilatometer con- voids the increase was less than that which would have
sisting of a glass cylinder with tightly fitting top having occurred if all the water froze.
a long-drawn-out stem (see Fig. 3). Meta-xylene was In obtaining accurate results with clay and similar
placed on top of the soil, and the rise of this liquid in the material all air must be carefully eliminated. It is impos-
glass stem gave a measure of the change in volume. sible to pack a uniform mixture of clay and water in a
Xylene was substituted for the ligroin, previously used, cylinder without including some air. When holes were
because the loss through vaporization was less during bored in the bottom of a cylinder so that water could
long experiments and it did not congeal at the low tem- enter dry clay from below, the free air was driven up-
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ward out of the clay, but a few hours later adsorbed air
separated out, forming cracks and bubbles.

Powdered clay was stirred into boiling water to form
a thin mixture which was poured into a cylinder. Excess
water was removed by siphoning and evaporation, the
material being jarred and tamped occasionally to pre-
vent development of shrinkage cracks. On freezing,
segregated ice layers were formed in the upper part of
the clay, but in the lower part shrinkage cracks ranging
in width up to 3 mm developed. Since air might have
been absorbed during evaporation, a similar test was run
in which the excess water was removed by evaporation
under a vacuum with sulfuric acid as absorbent. Freez-
ing resulted in no cracks, but the lower part of the clay
shrank away from the glass (see A in Fig. 3). This indi- Figure 4. Quartzflour

cates that a vacuum may be formed by the shrinkage of passing 200-mesh
clay due to removal of water to form ice masses during sieve, showing slight

freezing. The percent of water present was determined segregation of ice
by drying the clay after the close of the experiment. near top; lower part

A cylinder weighing 255 gm, cut from a lump of of cylinder unfrozen. "

somewhat indurated Cretaceous white clay containing
20.4% water as it came from the mine, was placed in ing occurred on clays but not on clean sands. Even when
xylene in a dilatometer and cooled as before. A layer of the sand is so fine that water will rise in it to a height of
fibrous ice, 0.5-1.0 cm in thickness, formed on top of 20 cm or more, segregation and excessive heaving do
the clay, but very little ice was visible elsewhere; not occur.
shrinkage cracks developed in the lower part (see B in In an attempt to ascertain the maximum size of
Fig. 3). particle that would permit segregation, clean quartz was

Another clay cylinder from which half the water had ground in a ball mill and sized by screening. The quartz
been removed by evaporation gave similar results ex- dust passing a sieve with 200 wires to the linear inch
cept that the ice layer was thinner. It was necessary to (maximum particle size about 0.07 mm in diameter)
delay freezing until xylene had displaced the air which when tested under the most favorable conditions gave
partly filled the voids in the clay. only the faintest evidence of segregation (see Fig. 4).

In all of these tests the change in volume indicated After regrinding in an agate mortar and bolting through
that for each 100 gm of dry clay about 6 gm of water silk, segregation was slightly increased. Microscopic
failed to freeze. The amount of water present seems to examination showed that the average diameter of the
make little or no difference in the results, but definite quartz particles was probably between 6 and 10 mi-
conclusions should not be drawn without more data. crons.

In tests made on large fragments of porous porcelain Because of the difficulty of grinding quartz fine
saturated with water about seven parts of water failed to enough and sizing it accurately, chemically precipitated
freeze for each one hundred parts of the solid present. crystals of substances with behavior similar to quartz
The failure of part of the water to freeze is determined were substituted in some of the tests. Precipitated bar-
by pore space rather than size of particle, for the pieces ium sulphate,* very uniform in size, having an average
of porous porcelain behave in other freezing tests like particle diameter of about 2 microns and a maximum
large particles. The water that does not freeze is proba- diameter of 3 microns, gave well-defined segregation
bly adsorbed water, and adsorption is a surface phenom- under favorable conditions of cooling (see Fig. 5), but
enon. no segregation under unfavorable conditions. In mate-

rials having a particle size of about 1 micron or less
SIZE OF SOIL PARTICLE segregation took place without difficulty. The results

obtained with lithopone, which has a particle size of
Size of the soil particle is one of the most important

factors controlling segregation of water during freez-
ing, and the effects are clearly distinguishable from *The barium sulphate used in this investigationand also the litbopone

(71% BaSO 4 and 29% ZnS) and kadox (ZnO) were obtained from thethose due to size and amount of pore space. Early in the research laboratories of the Du Pont de Nemours Co. through theinvestigation it was observed that excessive frost heav- courtesy of Mr. Marion L. Hanahan.
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material, driving the air upward, the small particles are
rearranged and more closely compacted so that the wet
material below becomes separated from the dry materi-
al above by an air space large enough to stop the ascent
of the water. Therefore, it is necessary to tamp the
material occasionally with a heavy iron cylinder, and it"".; " takes several days for the water to reach the top. During

-the process of freezing the water ascends much more
rapidly or it would not be possible to build up such thick

! layers of ice.

The sedimentary clay used in these tests consists
largely of particles having apparent diameters of be-
tween 1 and I/2 micron, but it is very difficult to distin-
guish the ultimate particles from aggregates. Part of the
clay is much finer. A few flakes of mica ranging up to

Figure 5. Barium sul- 0.1 mm are present, and more rarely quartz grains
phate with ice layer having diameters up to 0.01 mm.
atlowerlimitoffreez- Tests were run on different mixtures of pure clay and
ing; faint bands of standard Ottawa sand. This sand is very uniform, the
segregated ice above. grains having an average diameterof about 0.7 mm, and
Iron weight on top. when well packed has 32.9% voids. Mixtures contain-

ing slightly less than 20% clay by weight would have

approximately 1/2 micron, and with kadox, having a justenoughclay to fill the voids between the sand grains
probable particle size of 1/4 micron or less, are shown in so that the size of the pore spaces would be the same as
A and B of Figure 6. in pure clay. On freezing no segregated ice could be seen

All of the tests were carried out under exactly the in mixtures containing less than 30% clay, and even
same conditions. The dry material was tightly packed in with 50% clay the amount of segregation is small as
cartons, having perforated bottoms covered with filter compared with tests made on pure clay. The results
paper, which were then stood in sand kept saturated with obtained by freezing sand-clay mixtures containing 50,
water. As the water rises by capillarity through very fine 40, and 30% clay, respectively, are shown in Figure 7.

The tests were prepared by weighing and thoroughly
mixing the dry materials which were then tightly packed
in cartons with perforated bottoms. The cartons were
stood in sand kept saturated with water until the mix-
tures became wet on top; then they were removed and

Figure 6. Frozen cylinders of(A) litho- Figure 7. Frozen cylinders containing (A) 50%,
pone, with particle size of 112 micron; (B) 40%, and (C) 30% clay mixed with sand.
and (B) kadox, with particle size of 1(4

micron. Note layer of pure ice 5 cm in
thickness.
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the material further compacted by tamping and evapo-
ration. When shrinkage was nearly complete the cartons
were again placed in the wet sand, and, after the mix- amI

tures were wet on top, they were frozen from the top 4-

down.
The influence of large particles in preventing segre-

gation during freezing is probably to be explained as
follows:

During the growth of a thick ice layer in soil the
freezing isotherm does not move downward; as water,
drawn up through the capillaries, crosses this isother-
mal surface it is converted into ice, and the overlying
material is uplifted through a distance equal to the
thickness of the ice. In order to maintain the position of
the freezing isotherm relative to the unfrozen soil, the
heat conducted away through the frozen material must
balance the heat conducted up through the unfrozen r

material together with the heat brought up by the as-
cending water and the heat set free in converting water
into ice.

The freezing isotherm cannot advance as rapidly in
water as in the minerals found in soils, for it is a poorer . - 3 4 5" c .
conductor of heat, has a higher specific heat, and also

much heat has to be removed in converting water into Figure 8. Frozen clay cylinder,
ice. Hence, if ice crystals in growing downward come in showing elongation of hole by
contact with the top of a large soil particle and begin to growth of ice layer.
surround it so that the temperature at the top of the
particle drops below freezing, then the temperature of
the bottom of that particle will reach the freezing point
before the water with which it is in contact. Therefore, tery cell was placed bottom side up in a shallow vessel
freezing takes place in part outward from the surfaces of of water and surrounded with insulating material so that
large mineral particles that are in contact with water, it could be cooled from the top down. When the tem-
and not merely through the downward growth of ice perature of the cell was above freezing and the air in
crystals as in pure water. contact with the exposed upper surface of the cell only

When a growing ice crystal closely approaches a soil a little below freezing, a layer of fibrous ice was formed
particle, the water separating them is gradually reduced on top of the cell; but when the air temperature was low,
to a very thin film and further growth of the crystal in so that the freezing isotherm passed rapidly down into
this direction can take place only as molecules of water the cell, very little ice formed on its surfaces, and the cell
enter this film. If the soil particle is relatively small so did not break.
that the molecules do not have far to travel through the The battery cell is similar to clay in having closely
film, and if growth is relatively slow, so that they have spaced capillaries through which watermay be fed up to
time to enter between the ice and the particle, then the growing ice crystals and in which only part of the water
growing crystal will exclude the particle; but if the freezes; but it is similar to coarse material in preventing
particle is relatively large and if freezing is relatively the formation of ice layers within. The failure to break
rapid, the particle is gradually surrounded by the ice. To can hardly be attributed to the greater tensile strength of
build up a layer of ice, which consists of many prismatic the cell, for, as will be shown later, the pressure devel-
crystals, the capillaries supplying the water must be oped by growing ice crystals may be very great.
closely spaced. Porous brick, cement, and stone even when saturated

The space occupied by a horizontal glass rod buried with water usually offer considerable resistance to
in clay was elongated in a vertical direction to form a fracture at low temperatures, especially if heat is con-
large open space by the growth of an ice layer. Even the ducted away in only one direction. This is probably
hole left by the removal of a rod was similarly elongated because they are so thoroughly fused or cemented to-
(see Fig. 8). gether that they behave as a single solid and not as an

Another experiment affords confirmatory evidence aggregate of small discrete particles. If flaws, cracks, or
in support of the theory outlined above. A porous bat- large cavities are present they may, under favorable
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conditions, be enlarged. Repeated freezing and thawing and not to previous treatment, was obtained by freezing
especially when cooling takes place from all directions, check samples with the ends of the clay cylinders
tends gradually to cause disintegration, reversed.

A cylinder of clay, cut from a lump at the mine and
imbedded in paraffin without loss of moisture, was
tested in the same way. Samples taken after freezing

The amount of heaving that takes place when soils showed a moisture content at top and bottom of 34.76
freeze is limited by the supply of available water, not and 19.06%, respectively.
merely the water present in soils before freezing, but When freezing tests were made on closed systems
also the water that can be drawn from points below the from which air and additional water were excluded, the
depth of freezing. The effect of moisture content on clay reabsorbed the water from the ice layers soon after
segregation was determined through a series of tests on melting, but in tests where air and water were not ex-
samples prepared with different percentages of water. cluded water often stood on top of the clay after thaw-

Dry powdered clay was packed in cartons with ing.
perforated bottoms and weighed. The cartons were then Another experiment sheds some light on the move-
stood in wet sand until the clay was saturated, after ment of ground-water during freezing. A cylinder 7 cm
which the excess water was removed by slow evapora- in diameter and 15 cm high, cut from a lump of some-
tiontogetherwithcompression andtamping.Thismethod what indurated clay, was placed in a carton with perfo-
prevented the development of shrinkage cracks. The rated bottom and surrounded with paraffin. The bottom
cartons were weighed daily until their weights indicated of the carton was kept in saturated sand while the clay
that the desired moisture content had been reached, was being frozen from the top down. As obtained from
when they were sealed, top and bottom, with paraffin to the mine the clay contained 20.46% water. When the
prevent further loss. The clay cylinders were about 15 cylinder had frozen to a depth of I 1 cm, with heaving of
cm high and 8.5 cm in diameter. The tests were buried 4 cm (see C in Fig. 11), a sample of frozen clay was
in sand and frozen from the top down, after which obtained 8 cm from the top between two ice layers, and
samples were taken from the bottom of each cylinder another was taken in the unfrozen clay about 7cm above
and the moisture content determined. The results are the bottom. The moisture content of these samples was
shown in Table 1. 20.68 and 20.64%, respectively.

The thoroughly consolidated clay used in these ex-
periments has extremely small capillaries and the col-

Table 1. Percentage of wa- loidal content is relatively low; therefore, water would
ter at bottom of clay cylin- rise higher above the water-table than in most soils.
ders. While the upward movement of water during freezing is

Test Before After very slow, there must be considerable frictional resis-
no. freezing freezing tance to its passage, so that, other conditions being

equal, frost heaving decreases as the depth of the water-
1 29.0 20.8 table increases. However, the effect ofa low water-table
2 25.8 19.9 could be in part compensated by slower cooling.3 24.2 18.3

4 23.2 18.3
5 19.9 16.8 RATE OF COOLING
6 16.8 12.3
7 9.5 7.7 The formation of segregated ice layers during the

freezing of soils is favored by a very slow lowering of
the freezing isotherm; therefore, the most favorable

The small irregularities shown in the table may be places for the development of ice layers are close to the
attributed to slight differences in the rate of freezing and surface and near the lower limit of frost penetration.
in the height of the cylinders as well as the difficulty of Needle ice, or frost columns, develop at the surface of
obtaining uniform samples. Samples from near the tops moist, clayey soils when the temperature of the ground
of the cylinders were useless for comparison because of immediately below the surface remains above freezing,
the presence of segregated ice layers in tests 1,2, 3, and while the air temperature is below freezing. They do not
4. These ice layers had a maximum thickness of 3 mm form when previously chilled soils are rapidly frozen
in test 1, and were somewhat smaller in the other three. during a sudden drop in temperature.
Tests 5, 6, and 7 showed no visible evidence of the In material barely fine enough to permit segregation,
segregation revealed by the moisture determinations, such as the barium sulphate previously described, well-
Proof that the segregation was due entirely to freezing, defined layers of ice were obtained only near the top and
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at the bottom of the frozen material. The absence of ........ _
well-defined ice layers near the top of the barium sul-
phate shown in Figure 5 was due to rapid conduction of .

heat by a 4-lb iron weight that rested on it during the
experiment. The development of ice layers was entirely
prevented by packing the carton of barium sulphate, R ..I
together with the wet sand in which it stood, in ice for .......
eighteen hours to bring the system to 0OC, and then
transferring it quickly to the sandbox, which had been 0
brought to approximately the same temperature. The 7 . I

freezing isotherm moved rapidly downward as the air
temperature was about -15*C. Pure clay, when treated Figure 9. Cooling curves for barium sul-
in this way, was not appreciably affected, and ice layers phate and clay. A-barium sulphate; voids
developed as usual. filled with air. B-clay; voids filled with air. C-

The rapidity with which soil temperature changes barium sulphate; voids filled with water. D-
depends on many factors, the most important being the clay; voids filled with water. Surface tempera-
temperature gradient. Dark-colored soils absorb and ture Ocforfrst 26 hours, and then -21.39C

radiate heat more rapidly than light-colored soils. Other until close of experiment.

things being equal, the rate of cooling is determined by
the thermal conductivities and specific heats of the air; but the clay, containing 50.5% water by volume,
different materials present, the former being most im- cooled down much more rapidly than the barium sul-
portant. Soils containing much organic matter change phate with 67% water and reached a minimum temper-
temperature more slowly than soils made up chiefly of ature 30 lower.
minerals. The soil minerals differfrom one anotherlittle After the temperature had become constant the sur-
in their thermal properties, but they differ greatly from face temperature was lowered to -21.3°C. Under these
air and water, the other constituents of soils. Therefore, conditions the clay cooled down more slowly than the
at temperatures above freezing, the rate of cooling of barium sulphate, so that the graphs converge instead of
mineral soils is determined chiefly by the porosity and diverging as before. This change in the relative rates of
the water content. cooling was due to the formation of segregated ice near

When the soil temperature drops below freezing, the surface of the clay, while little orno segregation took
another factor helps to determine the rate of cooling, place in the barium sulphate. In this experiment the
i.e., the amount of water converted into ice. In sand this cartons were sealed at the bottom with paraffin. If water
is limited to the interstitial water, but in clay much of the had been permitted to enter from below, the difference
ice may be formed of water drawn from below during in cooling would have been even more noticeable.
the freezing process. The difference in rate of cooling
caused by difference in soil texture is well illustrated by DEPTH OF FREEZING
the graphs shown in Figure 9, which were plotted from
data obtained as follows: The amount of surface heaving is not proportional to

Barium sulphate and clay were packed dry in sepa- the depth of freezing, but the latter is a limiting factor.
rate containers, which were then buried in insulating The uplift may vary from zero in certain soils having a
material in a constant-temperature room. The tempera- low water-content up to 100% of the depth of freezing
ture at the surface of the material was maintained at 0°C, in instances where a layer of ice is formed at the surface
while at half-hour intervals readings were made to the with no freezing at points within the soil. The depth to
nearest 0.05*C on the partial immersion thermometers which freezing extends depends on the minimum tem-
inserted 8 cm below the surface. The clay, containing perature reached, the length of thecold spell, the amount
58.7% voids, cooled down more rapidly than the barium of heat present in soil and rock near the surface, the
sulphate with 69% voids and reached a minimum tem- thermal properties of the soil and soil cover, and the
perature 10 lower, changes produced in the composition and thermal prop-

The voids were next filled with water, which made erties of the soil because of segregation during freezing.
possible somewhat closer packing, especially of the In laboratory experiments conducted at the same
clay, as it is in large part composed of tabular-shaped room temperature, the thick layers of segregated ice that
particles, and then the experiment was repeated with the mark the lower limit of freezing in clay developed at
thermometers 7 cm below the surface. Both cooled greater depth when the air in the refrigerator was kept at
down more rapidly than when the voids were filled with lower temperature. In similar tests in which the temper-
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surface load; (B) under iron weight insulated
Figure 10. Apparatus for freezing clay cylinders when from clay by wooden disk; and (C) under iron
weighted with different materials, weight in contact with clay.

ature of air in the refrigerator was kept the same, the clay supported a maximum load of 14kg (7 lb/in.2 ), but
depth of freezing was greatest when the room temper- it was necessary to remove some of the iron weights,
ature was lowest. because of lack of space, as heaving progressed. The

The effect of soil cover as a factor in frost heaving uplift was 6.4 cm and the depth of freezing 15 cm, the
was investigated experimentally. Three tests could be test being discontinued after 114 hours.
conducted simultaneously, and care was taken to secure Tests show that at temperatures above freezing con-
comparable results. Cylinders 14.25 cm high and 7.8 cm crete pavements are better conductors of heat than clay,
in diameter were cut from moist clay of uniform texture even when the latter is saturated with water.
and placed on filter paper in canons with perforated
bottoms. The top and bottom of the cylinders were made
smooth and parallel. Molten paraffin was poured be-
tween the cylinders and the sides of the cartons after a
little clay had been tamped around the base of the
cylinders to prevent intrusion of paraffin under them, as
this would interfere with the entrance of water.

The cartons were placed in sand kept saturated with
water during the experiment. A disk of wood, soaked in
paraffin and weighing 0.1 kg, rested on one of the clay
cylinders; a similar disk of wood and an iron weight
totaling 3.1 kg rested on the second cylinder; while the
third was loaded with 3.1 kg of iron (see Fig. 10). The
depth of freezing and the ratio of uplift to a depth of
freezing were both greatest where the iron, a good
conductor of heat, was in contact with the clay, and were
least where wood was the only covering.

Similar tests were run on three clay cylinders, one of
which supported 7.4 kg of iron, while another with the
same load had a wooden disk between the clay and iron,
and the third had nothing on it. The depth of freezing and
ratio of uplift to depth of freezing were greatest where
the iron rested on clay and least where the wood insulat-
ed the clay from the cold air (see Fig. I1).

The result of a test conducted in the same way, except Figure 12. Clay cylinder frozen
that tightly packed clay was substituted for the cylinders under 30 pounds of iron; shows
cut from undisturbed clay, is shown in Figure 12. The excessive segregation of ice.
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DIRECTION OF COOLING perforated bottom, and moist clay packed around it to

It is commonly stated that frost heaving is upward hold it in place, a strip of adhesive tape, 2 cm wide,

because of less resistance to expansion in that direction, having been wrapped around the bottom of the cylinder

but this is not the true explanation. The pressure effects to prevent softening by the rapid absorption of water.

that accompany freezing are not due to change in vol- The tray was placed in a large carton containing a layer
ume, but to the growth of ice crystals. Crystals perform of sand saturated with water, and oil was then poured ink bu a tr d o buntil level with the top of the clay. Carton and tray hadwork in any particular direction by growing in that. .

direction and overcoming the resistance to growth. The been made impervious to water and oil by coating with

upward heaving that accompanies the freezing of soils shellac. The oil used was very viscous when cold, thus

is due to the growth of ice crystals in a vertical direction, eliminating convection currents, yet it did not solidify at

and this is usually determined by the direction in which the lowest temperature reached.* A metal disk resting

heat is conducted away most rapidly, and by the avail- on the clay cylinder supported a stiff steel spring which

ability of the water necessary for growth. The impor- was compressed against a board held in place by steel
in bolts. The amount of heaving and the pressure devel-

tance of the direction of heat conduction is illustrated in oes wee int on avsca a th exeded
the experiments described below. oped were indicated on a scale by a wire that extended

the xperment decribd beowfrom the top of the clay up through the spring.
Mixtures of white clay and water in different pro-

portions were frozen in thin glass test tubes, half of them When ready for freezing, the apparatus was buried in

being buried in sand so that freezing was from the top dry sand, the bolts having been tightened to give an

down, while the others were exposed so that freezing initial pressure of 101 lb. Five hours after cooling was

took place from the sides inward. All of the latterwere started, the pressure had dropped to 94 lb because of

broken, longitudinal cracks extending the full length slow failure of the cylin-

of the test tubes. But where frozen from the top down der, but 15 hours later

none was broken, for the heaving had restored the

ice crystals grew only in pressure to 101 lb. The

a vertical direction. Al- pressure increased grad-vertcaldiretio. AI .- "-"'i uallyandreachedamax-
ternating layers of clear imum of 140 lb (2.3 to/
ice and frozen clay were of l 3
foed in the upperp ft2) 76 hours after theformd i th uper art ',:i. -- :- : .:;;:= " . -. experiment was started.
of the mixtures contain- epinw sad
ing sufficient water, while -: ,," The pressure then re-
shrinkage cracks devel- .mained constant asoped below as water was. - freezing had reached the

withdrawn to build the bottom of the cylinder.
ic lyes boeC--May cylinder Examination of the

ice--Vis oil clay cylinder (see Fig.
When test tubes filled W-Sand saturated with watera 14) showed that heav-

with clear water are ex- D-Steel disk
F-Steel spring ing was largely due to

posed to low tempera- M-Graduated scale the formation of hori-
tures they do not usually S-Dry sand zontal veins of fibrous
break unless there is a Figure 13. Apparatus Figure 14. Clay cylinderfrozen or columnar ice, rang-
constriction in the tube, for freezing clay cylin- under heavy vertical pressure ing upto0.5cm in thick-
for the density of water ders under heavy verti- with no lateral support. ness. The large vertical
decreases on cooling cal pressure and no lat- cracks, due to failure
from 40 to 0C, causing eral support. under pressure, con-
the coldest water to rise ressue
and come in contact with raied little ice, being occupied chiefly by oil, but a few
the downward-growing ice crystals. The clay not only cracks, less than 2 mm in width, were filled with ice.
prevents convection currents, but it also supplies capil- In similar tests, conducted under less pressure, the
laries through which water reaches the growing ice clay cylinders showed no evidence of failure, and their
crystals. appearance after freezing was essentially the same as

Apparatus was devised in which it was possible to the cylinders shown in Figure 11.

freeze clay cylinders from the top down under heavy
vertical pressure and with practically no lateral support *"The Humble 'D' Pale Oil" used in these experiments was fumished

(see Fig. 13). A cylinder 6 cm in diameter, cut from through the courtesy of Mr. J.W. Saybolt ofthe Standard Oil Compa-

hardened clay, was placed in a pasteboard tray with ny of New Jersey.
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In anotherexperiment clay was packed around heavy for the boards. While the clay was being frozen the
copper bars standing in a carton with perforated bottom. apparatus was buried in dry sand up to the top of the
The carton was placed on wet sand and then the entire carton.
apparatus was buried in the sand box for freezing as in In tests with this apparatus an indicated pressure of
previous experiments. When removed a layerof fibrous over 155 lb/in. 2 (11 kg/cm 2) was obtained before the
ice, about a centimeter thick, was found surrounding the sidewall of the carton was broken and pushed out near

copper, the crystals being normal to the copper bars. Ice the bottom by softened clay. But the force exerted by the

veins, ranging up to 2 mm in thickness, branched off ice crystals must have been much greater, for in forming

from the vertical ice layer and sloped steeply upward. each layer of ice it was necessary to pry apart the clay

Near the bottom of the carton a large mass of ice was cylinderand push it up against the friction of the paraffin
formed which ruptured the carton and pushed part of the in which it was embedded. The clay, containing 20%

clay out into the inclosing sand. water as it came from the mine, had a crushing strength

The rapid conduction of heat by the copper caused of 200 lb/in.2 and a tensile strength of about 75 lb/in.2 ,

the growth of ice crystals radially outward from its as determined in standard testing machines. Therefore,

surface, and the pressure of these growing crystals rup- the maximum pressure developed by growing ice crys-

tured the carton. In other experiments the cartons were tals in these experiments must have been well over 14

never ruptured by the direct pressure of growing ice ton/ft2 (14 kg/cm 2 ).

crystals because heat conduction, and therefore crystal In several tests with clay cylinders, vertical or steep-
growth, were limited to a vertical direction. ly inclined planes of weakness developed against which

the ice veins terminated abruptly, the growth of the

EXTERNAL PRESSURE veins causing local contemporaneous faulting along the

flaws (see Fig. 16). While these faults were more com-

The determination of the maximum force that may mon in tests made under high pressure, they also occur

be exerted by growing ice crystals is an interesting but occasionally in tests made under no surface load. One of

difficult problem. Apparatus used in measuring pres- the clay cylinders showed an open vertical fissure when

sures developed during frost heaving is shown in Figure it was placed in the refrigerator. On freezing under

15. A carton containing a clay cylinder set in paraffin pressure the fissure was filled with ice and contempora-

stands in sand kept saturated with water. The spring,

supported by the clay, is compressed as heaving takes

place, the amount of compression being measured as

previously described. In most of the work a much

heavier spring than the one shown in the photograph

was used, and it was necessary to substitute steel plates

A

,__...__ "Figure 16. Clay cylinderfro-

:en under heavy pressure,

Figure 15. Apparatusforfreezing clay showing ice veins and con-
cylinders under pressure. temporaneous faults.
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" 'strength increases with the ice content, the maximum
--" -obtained being over 700 lb/in.2. In all tests compression

- was applied in a direction parallel to the principal axis
of the ice crystals, although in much of the material the
ice crystals were too small to be visible to the naked eye.

During the freezing of soils the growing ice crystals
are, as a rule, supported laterally by other crystals, so
that the crushing strength of the frozen material does not
limit the load which may be lifted.

If the crushing strength of the unfrozen material is
small, flowage will prevent the development of high
pressures unless the material be confined. When water
freezes in a confined space the resulting pressure may
still be attributed to growing ice crystals, for the crystals
develop hydraulic pressure by displacing the water with
which they are in contact.

The effect of pressure on ice is slightly to lower the
melting point, thus making necessary a lower tempera-
ture if crystal growth is to continue. Bridgman (1912)
found that a pressure of 1,000 kg/cm2 lowered the

/freezing point to -8.8*C, while at 2,115 kg, where the
freezing point is -22.0*, ice I and III are in equilibrium
with each other as well as with water.

Figure 17. Clay cylinder frozen Extremely high pressure would compact the clay,
under heavy pressure, showing reduce porosity, and make it less permeable to water,
breccia. but the entrance of water would be retarded rather than

prevented, and, if the water entered slowly, the removal
of heat would likewise have to be slow in order that ice

neous faulting occurred along it because of the growth segregation take place. High pressure may bring part of
of horizontal veins. In some tests the lower parts of the the clay particles into such close contact with one
clay cylinders were more or less shattered by the high another that they conduct heat essentially as though the
pressures together with insufficient lateral support, and clay were partly composed of larger particles.
typical breccias were formed (see Fig. 17). With the apparatus available it was impractical to

From these tests it is clear that excessive heaving measure accurately pressures exceeding 150-200 lb/
may occur under surface loads of 150 or 200 lb/in.2. The in.2, but wet clays were frozen under much higher
ratio of the uplift to the depth of freezing was much less, pressures by sealing them in wrought-iron cylinders,
however, than that obtained under lower pressures. having a bursting strength of over 11,000 lb/in.2. At first
What would be the effect of much higher pressures? ice crystals grew radially inward from the exposed sides

If the frozen clay cylinders had no lateral support the of the cylinder, but as the pressure increased and the
pressures developed would be limited by the crushing wooden end plugs were slowly displaced, the ice crys-
strength of the material. Little is known concerning the tals grew in the direction of least resistance, forming ice
crushing strength of ice, but apparently it increases layers transverse to the axis of the cylinder. In the small
somewhat as the temperature is lowered, and is greater iron containers cooling could not be limited to a single
in a direction parallel to the principal axis of the crystals direction as in the other tests.
than in other directions. Barnes and Mackay found the
crushing strength of St. Lawrence River ice, at or near
the freezing point, to be about 363 lb/in. 2 (Barnes 1928). DIFFERENTIAL HEAVING
Tarr and von Engeln (1915), working with small blocks
of pond ice at temperatures between 180 and 20°F, ob- Simple heaving of the surface, if uniform, causes
tained a crushing strength of 1,000 lb/in. 2 in the direc- little cracking of pavements or disturbance of struc-
tion of the principal axis of the ice crystals and 350 tures; but differential heaving is very destructive. Local
lbin.2 in a direction normal to them. differences in soil texture and in the amount of water

Tests on frozen clay cylinders, made by the writer at available are the two major causes of differential heav-
temperatures near freezing, show that the crushing ing. Differences in the kind and amount of soil cover,
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such as snow, paving and foundation material, vegeta- sary to prevent collapse until the photograph (see Fig.
tion, etc., are probably of importance. Local differences 19) could be taken. The upper part of the sand was thor-
in insolation, air drainage in hilly regions, and differ- oughly cemented by ice which filled all voids. Because
ences in pressure due to static load are minor factors. of differential heaving, the soil cylinder was gradually

The effectofdifference in soil texture is easily illustrat- tilted away from the clay sidecausing the wall of the car-
ed experimentally. A carton with perforated bottom was ton to be pulled apart by tension.
packed with fine sand on one side and clay on the other, Even though the soil texture is uniform, differential
by inserting a partition down the middle and gradually heaving will occur under favorable conditions where
withdrawing it as the materials were rammed into place. there are differences in the moisture content and espe-
On placing the carton in saturated sand, water rose slowly cially differences in the position of the water-table rela-
to the top displacing the air. Penetration was more rapid in tive to the surface. In experiments, the ratio of up-lift to
the fine permeable sand, and therefore some water spread depth of freezing showed little decrease as the height of
laterally into the clay. The carton was buried to the top in the soil column above the artificial water-table was
dry sand, so that freezing took place from the top down, increased.
but the bottom of the carton was kept in saturated sand
throughout the experiment. At first only the clay was EFFECTS OF THAWING
appreciably heaved, but later the sand also began to rise It has been shown that freezing may result in the
because unfrozen clay was being forced under it, and at concentration of excessive amounts of water in the form
the close of the experiment the bottom of the carton had of ice at, or near, the surface. Melting of this ice usually
been pushed out and to one side by the movement of the takes place from the surface downward, so that removal
clay (see Fig. 18). by downward percolation is largely prevented until

Another test was made in the same way except that, after most of the ice has melted. In this way much water
after saturating the sand and clay with water, the carton may be concentrated under pavements where it could
was sealed at the bottom by standing it in molten paraf- not accumulate as a result of the rapid melting of snow.
fin. On freezing, ice layers, 3-4 mm thick, were formed These conditions are conducive to unequal settling, es-
in the clay, the required waterbeing drawn from the clay pecially on slopes, and the resulting damage to pave-
in the lower part of the carton and also from the sand. At ments is, in my opinion, greater than that which may be
the close of the experiment, when the carton had been attributed directly to frost heaving. As the cracks may
cut away, the lower half of the sand was so nearly dry not develop except under heavy traffic and perhaps long
that it flowed readily, and careful handling was neces- after the freezing occurred, this cause of failure has not

been appreciated.

Figure 19. Differential
displacement of cylin-

S.Figure 18. Frozen cyl- der, due to segregation
inder, half sand and of ice in clay but not in

(. ,'.halfclay. Much segre- sand. Cavity caused by
gated ice in clay but dislodgement of dry
not in sand. sand.
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EFFECTS OF THAWING AND REFREEZING

Experiments have shown that freezing tends to con-
centrate water near the surface, and that segregation is
accentuated by a high water-content. Therefore, prompt
refreezing after thawing should result in greater segre-
gation than on the first freezing. This conclusion was
confirmed by thawing and refreezing clays which con-
tained too little water to form ice layers on the first
freezing.

A sudden drop in temperature after a spring thaw,
which has left an excessive amount of water in the
surface soil, is a condition favorable for segregation and
excessive heaving. Bituminous macadam pavements
seem to be especially susceptible at such times, as are Figure 21. Cellular structure formed in
also certain agricultural crops, such as wheat. bentonite on freezing. For description

see text.

SHRINKAGE OF CLAYS CAUSED ward to form a columnar structure, and this combined
BY ICE SEGREGATION with the usual horizontal ice layers results in the cellular

In every experiment in which no additional water structure shown in Figure 21. The clay forming the

entered the system, the withdrawal of water from the interior of the cells does not freeze easily, and therefore

lower part of the container to build up ice layers above the divisional walls of clear ice are gradually thickened

caused shrinkage in volume, and, usually, the develop- at the expense of the clay in the interior. With decrease

ment of tensional cracks. This shrinkage in volume in the percent of colloids the polygonal cracks become

furnishes an indication of the force with which water is more widely spaced.
drawn toward the growing ice crystals. Terzaghi (1925) In tests requiring soils with a high percentage of
drasswn ta the grwiniced rytalshrzag (1 ) colloids, bentonite and mixtures of bentonite with Southhas shown that the forces involved in the shrinkage of Crln rtcoswieca eeue.Teiely

clay on evaporation are equal to the external pressure Carolina Cretaceous white clay were used. The ice lay-

required to produce the same change in volume, and that ers were thicker with depth below the surface (see Fig.

these forces may be very great. 21) because cooling was slower and there was more

In soils that are very impermeable because of high time for the slow movement of water to the growing ice

colloid content, the formation of segregated ice sets up crystals. Carton no. I stood in sand saturated with water,

tension in the material immediately below, and, since while caron no. 2 was sealed at the bottom. The close

the stress is uniformly distributed, vertical cracks tend similarity in the two tests proves that little water was

to develop and form a polygonal pattern (see Fig. 20). drawn into carton no. 1, and this was confirmed by

The cracks are gradually filled with clear ice, and, as weighing the cartons before and after freezing.

freezing progresses, the ice-filled cracks advance down-
EXPLANATION OF ICE SEGREGATION

The mechanics of the process by which an ice crystal
grows under external pressure and displaces solids with
which it is in contact is closely tied up with problems
concerning the constitution of water and the nature of
the changes occurring as the temperature is lowered and
freezing takes place. Therefore, it is not possible to give
a complete explanation at the present time, and only a
tentative hypothesis is offered here.

During the groth of an ice layer in clay, water is
supplied to the crystals through small capillary pass-
ages, but the upward flow of water should not be
attributed to capillarity, as there is no free surface or

Figure 20. Polygonal structure meniscus. The uplift is due to the cohesive forces in the

formed in bentonite on freezing. water. Askenasy's experiment shows that under suit-

For description, see text. able conditions a column of water may be placed under
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tension (Palladin 1918). Conditions existing during the with a boiling point of 79.60 C, heaved less than water.
growth of an ice layer in clay are particularly favorable Both of these liquids freeze with decrease in volume at
for the uplift of water by molecular cohesion, temperatures between 50 and 60.

A growing ice crystal is in contact with a thin film of
water similar to the adsorbed layer that forms on other SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
solids. As molecules are removed from the film and
attached to the crystal, they are replaced by others from Freezing of soils often results in heaving much
the surrounding water. When an ice crystal grows in a greater than that which can be attributed to change in
direction in which growth is opposed by a solid body, volume of the water present. This excessive heaving is
such as a clay particle, the pressure is exerted through due to segregation of water as it freezes, additional
this thin film which separates them. The film probably water being drawn in by molecular cohesion. The pres-
consists of little more than a single layer of molecules, sure effects accompanying freezing result from the
for it is not expelled by pressure. After the available growth of ice crystals. Ice crystals develop pressure
water has been exhausted, the film may be frozen, but it only in the direction of growth, which, in soils, is de-
does not freeze easily. Cohesion is greater between the termined chiefly by the direction of heat conduction and
molecules in the film and between these molecules and the availability of water, differential pressure being of
the ice than it is between water molecules that are not minor importance. In experiments a pressure of over 14
close to ice crystals. kg/cm 2 has been obtained through growth of crystals to

Orientation and attachment of a water molecule to an form ice segregations, and water has been placed under
ice crystal is accompanied by a slight repulsion, propor- tension sufficient to lift a column of water over 150 m
tional to the change in volume, and this results in a slight in length.
displacement of the whole crystal relative to the The chief factors controlling segregation and exces-
neighboring solid. Crystallization may be accompanied sive heaving are: size of soil particle, amount of water
by the conversion of dihydrol into trihydrol molecules, available, size and percentage of voids, and rate of
as advocated by some physicists, but this would not cooling. Segregation occurs readily if the particle diam-
materially alter the process here outlined. As the new eter is less than a micron, and under favorable condi-
molecule is attached to the ice crystal, another molecule tions where particles are somewhat larger. High water-
is drawn into the film by cohesion, and this is the direct content favors segregation, and additional water may be
cause of most of the displacement. drawn from the water-table to form very thick ice layers.

The growth of ice layers in soils and the accompany- Water occupying very small soil voids does not freeze
ing pressure effects are therefore attributed to molecular readily and may be undercooled in the immediate vicin-
cohesion. The energy for the process is of course sup- ity of ice crystals. Rapid cooling when the temperature
plied by the removal of heat. Water is not only pulled is near the freezing point prevents segregation in some
into the film under an ice crystal with force sufficient to soils, but has little effect if the soil particles are suffi-
lift the overlying load, but considerable force must be ciently small.
exerted in pulling it through dense clay to the growing Segregation of water on freezing causes shrinkage
crystal; hence in these experiments, water has been cracks if the supply of water is limited, or if the soil is
placed under tension sufficient to lift a column of water very impermeable because of high colloid content. In
over 150 m in height. the latter case, the cracks are gradually filled and en-

The maximum pressure that may be developed as a larged by ice.
direct result of ice segregation in the materials used in Frost heaving, when uniform, can cause little dam-
these experiments is probably not much above 15 kg/ age to pavements or structures, but unequal heaving
cm 2. This limit is not due to the inability of ice crystals may be very destructive. Local differences in soil tex-
to grow under higher pressure, but to the failure of the ture, and in amount of available water, are the major
water supply when the tensile strength of the water is causes of differential heaving. Differences in the kind
exceeded. Water under such high tensile stress is super- and amount of soil cover are important, and difference
heated, even below 00 C, and the formation of vapor in load is a minor factor.
would immediately interrupt the supply. In one exper- Freezing, followed by thawing, may result in the
iment water was forced into the clay under pressure, concentration of so much water near the surface as to
thus reducing the tensile stress at the points of crystal cause flowage and unequal settling. A sudden drop in
growth. This permitted segregation to take place under temperature after a thaw which has left an excessive
higher external pressure. When nitro-benzene, which amount of water in the surface soil is a condition fa-
boils at 210.85*C, was substituted for water, greater voring segregation and excessive heaving.
heaving was obtained under high pressure; but benzene, The principles developed in this investigation help to
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The Mechanics of Frost Heaving*

STEPHEN TABER

ABSTRACT
D

The old theory that frost heaving is due to change in -
volume of frozen water was based on experiments with
closed systems. Field observations and recent experi-
ments indicate that soils, when subjected to freezing
under normal conditions, usually behave as open sys-
tems. When the freezing of saturated soils results in
little or no heaving, part of the water is forced through
the soil voids below the zone of freezing, compressing .
or expelling air. Excessive heaving results when water
is pulled through the soil to build up layers of segregated
ice. These ice layers grow in thickness because water -
molecules are pulled into the tbn film that separates the
growing ice crystals from underlying soil particles. . .-
Since heavy surface loads may be heaved and much less
force is required to pull water through impervious clay,
the water is put under high tension. Figure .Apparatusforfreezing soils

Heaving is limited by the tensile stress that may be in a system that is open with respect
developed in the water and by downward growth of ice to water. C-soil; K-container; A-air;
crystals in soil voids. These two factors also probably W-water; R-sand saturated with water;

explain the rhythmic banding due to alternating layers S-dry sand; L-lead disk with recording

of ice and clay. pen; and D-drun turned by a clock.

In well-consolidated clays the surface uplift equals
the total thickness of the ice layers, the water content of
the clay between the ice layers remaining approximate- water. This assumption was based on experiments in
ly constant; but heaving is continuous and regular which water was frozen in closed systems, i.e., systems
instead of intermittent. Clay is soft near the lowest ice from which the water present could not escape and into
layer because much of the water is unfrozen, the hard- which additional water could not enter. The experi-
ness increasing higher up where the temperature is low- ments of early investigators were limited to such sys-
er and freezing has gone on for a longer time. Additional tems.
evidence has been obtained by freezing in open systems In an investigation of frost heaving in 1914, the
other liquids than water. writer experimented with open systems on nights when

the temperature was sufficiently low. The work was
resumed in March, 1927, with an electric refrigerator,
which made close control of temperature possible.*

It has been generally assumed that frost heaving, as Simple apparatus for freezing water in an open
well as other pressure effects accompanying the freez- system is shown in Figure 1. A cylindrical container
ing of water, is due to increase in volume of the frozen having a perforated bottom is tightly packed with the

* The refrigerator was made available through the courtesy of the
Frigidair Corporation. Since November 1927, the U.S. Bureau of

Published in Journal of Geology, vol. 38, 1930. Public Roads has given financial cooperation.
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soil to be tested, and is stood in a vessel containing sand, explained by change in volume of water present in the
which can be kept saturated with water. This apparatus voids, and in other instances it is too little. Assuming the
is placed in the bottom of the refrigerator and buried to water content of soil to be 50%-and it is usually much
the top in dry sand so that the soil is cooled from the top less--the change in volume, if all of it froze in situ,
downward. A collar, fitting snugly around the container could account for an uplift of 5% of the depth of
and resting on top of the vessel, prevents the entrance of freezing. The depth of freezing in the northern part of
dry sand. Container and vessel are held rigidly in place the United States seldom exceeds 2 or 3 feet; but a
by a strong frame. A heavy lead disk resting on the soil surface heaving of 6 inches is not uncommon, and an
in the container carries a recording pen which is in con- uplift of "a couple of feet" has been reported from
tact with a drum turned by a clock. This gives a graphic Minnesota. On the other hand, the freezing of saturated
record of the amount and rate of movement of the soil soils is accompanied in many places by no appreciable
surface during an experiment. Temperature is recorded uplift.
on the same drum by another pen. Freezing extends The entrance of additional water where soil heaving
gradually downward from the surface, and the intersti- is excessive, and the partial expulsion of water from the
tial spaces below the zone of freezing permit the move- soil voids where freezing results in little or no heaving,
ment of water either upward or downward according to may be compensated for, in the one case, by the expan-
the forces to which it may be subjected. This movement sion and, in the other, by the compression of imprisoned
is without interference from outside forces, since air air, orby the entrance and expulsion of air through pores
may readily enter the vessel, or be expelled, through the and cracks. Most soils probably contain sufficient air to
dry sand. permit the free movement of water during freezing.

If a definite amount of water is cooled under atmo- Soil may behave as a closed system with respect to
spheric pressure, it freezes at 00C, with an expansion in water when the water-table is flat over large areas and
volume of about 10%. Greater pressures tend to prevent practically coincides with the surface so as to exclude
solidification, because the distance between the water air; but even under these conditions, lenses and layers of
molecules increases when ice crystals form; therefore, segregated ice can form if the soil texture is favorable,
with increasing pressure the freezing point is lowered, and differential heaving may be produced if there is
If the water is confined so as to prevent expansion, sufficient variation in the conductivity of soil cover so
freezing results in high pressure; but the maximum that freezing does not begin everywhere at the same
pressure obtainable is 2115 kg/cm 2, for at this pressure time. The distinction between closed and open systems
and -22'C ice III, which is denser than water, begins to in the ground is not sharply defined. As the resistance to
form (Bridgman 1912). In suchasystem pressure devel- the movement of ground water increases, an open
ops because openings through which water can escape system tends to grade into a closed system.
are absent. In laboratory experiments excessive heaving is al-

In experiments with open systems, it was found that ways accompanied by the introduction of additional
some soils, when kept saturated with water, freeze with water and its segregation to form layers or masses of
no uplift of the surface, while others give uplifts ranging more or less pure ice (see Fig. 2). Similar layers of seg-
up to more than 60% of the depth of freezing. An uplift regated ice have been formed in the ground where ex-
of even 100% was obtained in some tests through the cessive heaving has been observed. An excellent illus-
formation of a layer of ice at the surface. When no heav- tration of such ice layers (see Fig. 3) was sent to me by
ing occurs, some of the watermust bepushed downward Mr. F.C. Lang, of the Minnesota Department of High-
by the growing ice crystals and expelled from the soil ways. The lump of clay shown in the photograph was
container, when the surface uplift is in excess of that excavated in the spring of 1929 from a street where the
which could result from the expansion in volume of the heaving was "a couple of feet." It is obvious that these
water frozen, it is obvious that additional water must ice layers could not have been formed by the freezing of
have entered the container as a result of the freezing. water in situ.

When liquids that solidify with decrease in volume An investigation of the factors involved in segrega-
are substituted for water in freezing experiments, simi- tion andexcessive heaving has been made (Taber 1929).
lar pressure effects are obtained in open systems, al- The chief factors are: size and shape of soil particle,
though these liquids could develop no pressure as a amount of wateravailable, size and percentage of voids,
result of freezing in closed systems. rate of cooling, and the surface load or resistance to

Numerous observations made out of doors indicate heaving. Segregation occurs readily if the particle di-
that soils, when subjected to freezing under normal ameter is less than a micron, and under favorable con-
conditions, usually behave as open systems rather than ditions if the particles are slightly larger. Tabular parti-
closed systems. Frost heaving is often too great to be cles, such as are found in clay, probably give results
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Figure 2. Cylinder of frozen clay. Figure 3. Clay containing ice layers from a badly heaved street in St.
The surface uplift equals the total Peter, Minnesota.
thickness of the ice layers. Scale in
centimeters.

similar to those obtained with somewhat smaller parti- the mechanics of the process by which ice crystals
cles that are more nearly isodiametric. Water occupying growing in open systems are able to exert pressure and
very small voids in soil does not freeze readily and may overcome resistance (Taber 1929). A continuation of
be undercooled in the immediate vicinity of ice crstals. the investigation has led to the discovery of additional
The water remaining unfrozen at low temperatures is facts which shed more light on the problem.
probably adsorbed water. Rapid cooling, when the tem- A growing ice crystal is in contact with a thin film of
perature is nearthe freezing-point, prevents segregation water similar to the adsorbed layer which forms on
in some soils but has little effect if the soil particles are many other solids that are in contact with water. As a
sufficiently small and the other factors favorable. Mod- molecule in the film is oriented and attached to the crys-
erate loads have less influence on the heaving of clay tal, it is replaced by another from the adjacent liquid,
than the heat conductivity of the material used in apply- thus maintaining the integrity of the film. If resistance
ing the pressure; heavier loads tend to reduce heaving, to growth is offered by a solid body such as a soil par-
but in laboratory tests with pure clay, surface loads of ticle, the pressure is exerted through the thin film of
nearly 15 kg/cm 2 were required to prevent heaving, water that separates them. This film may consist of a
Moderate loads prevent the heaving of relatively coarse single layer of molecules; but I am inclined to think that
material. it is somewhat thicker, for the molecules in it possess

It is commonly stated that frost heaving is upward considerable mobility. A unimolecular layer could not
because of less resistance to expansion in that direction, be expelled by pressure alone; thicker layers could be
but this hypothesis is not supported by the facts. Exper- reduced through expulsion of some of the molecules
iments prove that the pressure effects accompanying under pressure, though this is probably resisted by the
freezing are due to the growth of ice crystals. The pres- strong attractive forces. After the available water has
sure is developed only in the direction of crystal growth, been exhausted, the film may be frozen; but it does not
which is determined chiefly by the direction of heat freeze readily.
conduction and the availability of water. Differential The orientation and attachment of a molecule to the
pressure is a minor factor, of little importance when crystal is accompanied by a slight repulsion, propor-
soils freeze under normal conditions. tional to the change in volume; but this cannot be con-

A tentative hypothesis has been advanced to explain sidered an essential factor in the process, for liquids that
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freeze with decrease in volume give pressure effects in
open Fystems similar to those obtained with water.

Cohesion is greater between the molecules in the
film and between these molecules and the ice, than it is
between water molecules that are not similarly located
close to ice crystals. Since no outside force is competent
to push molecules of water into the film between the
growing ice crystal and the resisting solid, the crystal
must be displaced relative to the adjacent solid because
water is pulled in between them; and this is made -

possible by the high intermolecular attraction, which - -

prevents the separation of the water molecules.
During the growth of an ice layer in soils, water is

pulled up through the interstitial capillary passages; but
the upward flow cannot be attributed to capillarity, for
there is no free surface or meniscus. Since ice crystals
growing in an open system are able to overcome a re-
sistance many times as great as atmospheric pressure,
the water, in such cases, is actually pulled into the
nourishing film under high tension.

The ultimate tensile strength of water has been es-
timated, from the energy required to separate the reol- Figure 4. ClayfIozen under pres-
ecules when it is converted into gas, as over 1300 at- su eIkce i clara
mospheres. A water column of large cross-section is sharply separatedf'om clay.
placed under tension with difficulty, for the water is
superheated when under negative pressure, even at
temperatures below 0°C, and the formation of a gas development of successive ice layers as freezing extends
phase immediately breaks the column. Extremely slender downward in clays (Fig. 2, 3, and 4).
columns, or filaments, and thin films are more easily In indurated clay, or in clay that has been thoroughly
maintained under tension than larger ones; and this is consolidated artificially, the layers of segregated ice are
the form in which water is present in clays, clear, for the most part, and very sharply separated from

Only rough estimates can be made of the maximum the frozen clay. The total thickness of these layers, as
tensional stress developed in water during the freezing close as can be measured, is the same as the amount of
of soils. The surface load lifted can be measured in surface uplift. The ice layers, because of slowercooling,
laboratory experiments; but to this it is necessary to add tend to become thicker and more widely spaced with
the frictional resistance of the frozen soil in contact with distance from the cooling surface. In unconsolidated
the container, the force necessary to separate the clay clay the ice layers are not so sharply defined, and it is not
cylinder, and the force required to pull water through usually possible to estimate accurately the thickness of
impervious clay to the growing ice crystals. Moreover, the segregated ice. In tests with open systems where
an ice layer must begin to form at some favorable point water can enter, moisture determinations show that the
and then spread outward rather than form across the frozen clay between the ice layers contains the same
entire cross-section of the cylinder instantaneously, percentage of water as clay below the depth of freezing.

Since the ratio of surface uplift to depth of freezing This observation confirms the conclusion that heaving
varies greatly with different soils under similar condi- in these tests is due to the formation of the ice layers and
tionsofsaturation, and with the same soils underdifferent that the freezing of interstitial water causes practically
conditions of loading, the tensile stress that can be no uplift. However, in spite of this, the rate of heaving,
developed in the water is not the only factor limiting soil as shown by repeated experiments, is continuous under
heaving. If tensile strength were the only factor, the constant temperature, and never intermittent.
amount of uplift would equal the depth of freezing or be Using the apparatus shown in Figure 1, tests were
zero. The principal additional factors are the rate of made on indurated clay cut in the form of smooth, true
freezing and the downward growth of ice crystals due to cylinders and set in paraffin so as to equalize friction on
the freezing of interstitial water in situ. The gradual all sides, and thus, as far as possible, prevent develop-
formation of ice in the soil voids below a growing ice ment of irregular ice layers. Temperature and heaving
layer probably explains the rhythmic banding due to graphs for one of these tests, redrawn so that they start
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-" Figure 5. Graphs showing air tem-
" VA-M" perature and rate of heaving dur-

0.. 10 t , o o 'O , , ...... .... ing thefreezing of the clay cylinder
Tim ....ir .. shown in Figure 2.

from the same vertical axis, are shown in Figure 5; and The formation of layers of segregated ice is possible
the distribution of the ice layers at the close of the only when the soil particles are excluded by the growing
experiment is shown in Figure 2. A sample of clay taken crystals, a process which is aided by slow freezing, for
just below the frozen material and three samples taken then the molecules have more time in which to penetrate
between successive ice layers gave 22.0,22.1,21.8, and between crystal and soil particle.
22.0% water respectively. When tested with the point of In carefully sized material having a particle diameter
a knife, the clay between the lowest ice layers was found of about 2 microns, segregated ice forms under condi-
to be soft, as compared with that higher up, the hardness tions of slow freezing, but not when freezing is rapid.
tending to increase toward the surface where the tem- Even with slow freezing segregation may be prevented
perature was lower and freezing had gone on for a by applying a little pressure to the surface. As the di-
longer time. ameter of the soil particles diminishes, higher pressures

The hypothesis which best explains the facts here are required to prevent heaving. The effect of pressure
outlined is that during the growth of an ice layer the in reducing and preventing heaving in open systems
voids in the adjacent underlying clay, beginning with seems to be due in part to a decrease in the mobility of
the larger ones, tend to fill gradually with ice and thus molecules in films that are under pressure.
increase the work that must be performed in supplying If heat is conducted upward from the bottom of a
water to the ice layer. When resistance becomes too growing ice layer just fast enough to remove both the
great, the flow of water to this ice layer stops and a new heat set free when water is converted into ice and the
layer of ice begins to form near the bottom of the zone heat brought up by the water, the ice layer will continue
of frost penetration. More of the water in the clay to grow in thickness; but if heat is conducted away more
between the ice layers freezes as the temperature grad- rapidly, the freezing isotherm will move gradually
ually becomes lower, some of it possibly migrating to downward, causing ice to form in soil voids below. As
the ice layers; but previous tests with this clay have freezing extends downward in clay, cooling is slower
shown that 6 parts of water per 100 parts of dry clay do and there is less resistance to the upward movement of
not freezing on prolonged exposure to low tempera- water, therefore, the ice layers tend to become thicker.
tures. Conditions most favorable for slow freezing are a

An ice prism in one of the layers continues to grow relatively steep temperature gradient below the freez-
at the base where it is exerting pressure against an ing-isotherm and a relatively gentle temperature gradi-
adjacent soil particle as long as water molecules can ent above.
enter the separating film and be attached to the crystal. Separation of the air dissolved in water, as freezing
If the soil particle is very small, the molecules travel progresses, is a factor in interrupting the supply of water
only a short distance through the film to reach the points to the growing ice layers, but it is of relatively little
where they are attached. If the soil particle is larger, it importance. Examination of the ice with a strong mag-
takes longer for the molecules to reach their points of nifying glass shows that it contains small filiform cay-
attachment; and meanwhile freezing may extend down- ities filled with air and oriented in the direction of
ward around the particle so as to gradually inclose it in crystal growth. These cavities, together with the parallel
ice. As soon as crystal growth is checked at any point, orientation of the ice prisms, give the ice a satiny luster.
the temperature of the adjacent soil particle begins to The cavities begin a short distance below the top of an
fall, for heat is no longer liberated at this point by the ice layer and become more numerous lower down, but
conversion of water into ice; and, since water is a poorer there is no difference in their abundance between the
conductor of heatand has a higher specific heat than the central and lower portions of thick ice layers. When
minerals present in soils, the temperature of the bottom boiled distilled water is used, with protective oil layers
of the oil particle will reach the freezing point sooner to prevent the absorption of air, the results obtained on
than the water with which it is in contact. This helps to freezing are not appreciably different. Also, when liq-
bring about the inclusion of the soil particle in the ice. uids which do not absorb air are substituted for water in
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freezing experiments, the same rhythmic banding oc- crystals from the clay below, and it is therefore at this
curs. place that any break would occur. The breaking of a

In order to prove that the pressure developed through water filament, or film which is being drawn toward the
the growth of ice crystals in an open system is limited by ice layer, means that the molecules are separated be-
the failure of the watersupply, and notby inability of the yond their range of attraction; or, in other words, a gas
crystals to grow under greater pressure, the following phase is formed between the liquid water and the ice.
experiment was performed. The gas phase, however, could not extend far below the

The upper part of a strong fiber container, water- ice layer, for the tensile stress in water a little below the
proofed with paraffin, was filled with clay and the lower ice is due to frictional resistance to the passage of the
part with water, the two being separated by a perforated water through the small soil voids, and this stops as soon
disk of hard rubber with filter paper resting on top. The as the upward movement is checked.
disk was held in place by a stiff steel spring that rested On freezing clays that are extremely impermeable
on the bottom of the container. Before filling the lower because of high colloid content and that contain a high
part of the container with water, air was removed from percentage of water, tensional cracks of polygonal pat-
the clay by displacement with water and clay thorough- tern develop and extend downward in advance of freez-
ly compacted for several days underapressureof l4kg/ ing. As freezing progresses, the cracks are gradually
cm2.After introducing the water, the lower part of the filled with ice (Taber 1929). These results were ob-
container was stood in a can of impervious cement, and tained with South Carolina Cretaceous white clay to
the upper part was strengthened by surrounding it with which from 5 to 95% bentonite had been added.
wood strips held in place by steel bands. The hypothesis that the growth of ice crystals stops

The container was placed in the refrigerator and because of interruption of the water supply by the for-
buried to the top in dry sand. With the apparatus set up mation of a gas phase receives some support from freez-
as described, and with the clay placed under a pressure ing experiments with open systems in which liquids
of 14 kg/cm 2 by means of a piston inserted in the top of having different boiling-points were substituted for
the container, the water in the lower part, because of the water. The ratio of uplift to depth of freezing for nitro-
supporting action of the spring, was under a pressure of benzene, which boils at 210.85°C, is greater than for
only about 10 kg/cm2. As freezing progressed, the water under the same surface loads and conditions of
pressure on the clay increased; and at the close of the freezing; and this is true in spite of the fact that greater
experiment it was about 15 kg/cm2. force is required in pulling nitrobenzene through the

The walls of the container were sawed through and clay to the growing crystals, since its viscosity at low
one-half was removed to expose the cylinder of frozen temperature is about 1.7 times that of water. Benzene,
clay (see Fig. 4). The rubber disk in the photograph is with a boiling-point of 79.6*C and a viscosity of 0.5 that
slightly displaced. The total thickness of the ice layers of water, on freezing heaves much less than does water
was between 2 and 3 cm, whereas almost no heaving under similar conditions. Nitrobenzene and benzene
could be obtained in experiments with this clay under both freeze with decrease in volume at temperatures
similar pressures but with the water under no outside between 5' and 6°C.
pressure. The spring in the reservoir was completely It would be interesting to know the maximum tensile
compressed, for the water had been pulled into the clay stress that could be developed in water as a result of
to build up ice layers in spite of the high pressure on the freezing in an open system. By using finer material and
clay. cooling with extreme slowness, it should be possible to

There is some evidence that rupturing of the upward- obtain somewhat higher tensile stress in the water, and
moving filaments and films of water under tension is therefore lift heavier loads, than was possible in the
one way by which water supply is interrupted and writer's experiments. In an ideal system it is theoretical-
growth of ice layers stopped. The inability of molecules ly possible to obtain a tensile stress of about 1350
to enter films that are under pressure, or to enter fast kg/cm 2, but it is improbable that this stress could be
enough to prevent the downward freezing of interstitial approached in any attainable system.
water, is probably another way in which the growth of The energy for frost heaving is supplied, of course,
ice layers is stopped. The data now available are insuf- by the removal of heat. The greater the pressure on an
ficient to determine which of these methods is the more ice layer the lower the temperature must be if growth is
important. to continue. Therefore, if the films of water are not

When water is under tension because of the growth ruptured under tension, the load lifted is determined by
of an ice layer in clay, the stress is ordinarily greatest the amount of undercooling possible in the clay imme-
right at the points where water molecules are being diately below an ice layer. The presence, between the
pulled into the film which separates the growing ice base of an ice layer and the underlying soil, ofa separat-
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ing film connected with water below makes frost heav- tion of associated molecules in benzene and nitroben-
ing a reversible action from the standpoint of thermody- zene, and thus help to make undercooling possible.
narnics. For one whose conceptions of frost heaving have

When liquids that solidify with decrease in volume been derived from freezing experiments with closed
are substituted for water in freezing experiments with systems, the results obtained in this investigation seem
open systems, surface load, or pressure, reduces heav- paradoxical. 1) Heaving on clay is greater than on sand,
ing, although removal of heat is the only source of although part of the water does not freeze in clays.
energy; and the freezing point of such liquids is raised whereas practically all of it, within the zone of frost
by hydrostatic pressure acting on both liquid and solid penetration, freezes in sand. 2) The pressure developed
phases. during heaving in an open system is limited by the ten-

This anomaly might be explained if we assume that sile stress that can be developed in the water. 3) The
thebaseofacrystalwheregrowthtakesplaceissubject- boiling-point of a liquid seems to be more important
ed to non-uniform pressure because of adjacent soil than the freezing-point in determining the pressure
particles, for the effect of unequal pressure would be to developed by freezing in open systems. 4) While water
lower, locally, the melting-point; but this assumption expands on freezing, the freezing of saturated clays may
seems improbable, for crystal growth would tend to be accompanied by the formation of shrinkage cracks,
equalize the pressure, and as long as the pressure is owing to withdrawal of water to build ice layers. 5)
transmitted across a separating film it should be practi- Heaving is upward because that is the direction of heat
cally hydrostatic. conduction rather than because it is the direction of least

An alternative hypothesis is that pressure tends to resistance.
reduce the thickness of the nourishing film by expelling It cannot be expected that the explanation of frost
some of the molecules and, since the expulsive forces heaving here given is complete and without error in all
are increased, the attractive forces must likewise be in- of its details. It is a first attempt and will doubtless need
creased, by lowering the temperature, else molecules modification as additional data become available. A
cannot enter the film. Pressure decreases molecular better knowledge is needed of the constitution of water
mobility in the film and retards crystal growth. and the nature of the changes occurring as the tempera-

Growth of ice crystals under resisting pressure in ture is lowered and freezing takes place. Also, more
open systems is analogous to the growth of crystals must be learned about the properties of thin films of
from solutions under similar conditions (Taber 1916, water in soils. And, it is highly desirable that accurate
1917). One is possible because water occupying very field observations be made of the conditions under
small voids can be undercooled; the other, because solu- which soil freezing is accompanied by excessive heav-
tions in such voids can be supersaturated. Water mole- ing in some places and no heaving in others.
cules are pulled toward a growing ice crystal to replace
those that become attached to it, while molecules in
solutions reach their points of attachment because of LITERATURE CITED
osmotic pressure. If water at low temperatures is con-
sidered to be a saturated solution of trihydrol, or ice Bridgman, P.W. (1912) InProceedings of the American
molecules in dihydrol, the analogy would be even Academy, XLVII: 441-558.
closer, but it would be unwise to draw conclusions until Taber, S. (1916) The growth of crystals under external
more data are available. Benzene and nitrobenzene pressure. American Journal of Science, 4th Ser., XLI:
have usually been classed as non-associated liquids; 532-556.
but, according to Schames, molecules of (C6H6 )4 begin Taber, S. (1917) Pressure phenomena accompanying
to appear near the treezing point in liquid benzene, the growth of crystals. In Proceedings of the National
which corresponds to (C6 H6)2 ; and Dutoit and Moijou Academy of Sciences, III: 297-302.
find nitrobenzene slightly associated (Turner 1915). Taber, S. (1929) Frost heaving. Journal of Geology,
Tension in water should favor the formation of trihydrol XXXVII: 428-461.
molecules, and therefore of ice, in soil voids below a Turner, W.E.S. (1915) Quoted in Molecular Associa-
growing ice layer, but tension should oppose the forma- tion. London, p. 87 and 101.
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TRANSLATOR'S PREFACE

Dr. Gunnar Beskow has devoted most of his life to the study of frost action of soils and is the author
of numerous publications (see bibliography). This publication is a summary of his studies of the
subject up to 1935 and is perhaps the only complete treatise on frost action.

The translator first became interested in the subject through his studies under Professor Arthur
Casagrande, Graduate School of Engineering, Harvard University, and following his suggestion,
translated this treatise, completing it in 1938. The manuscript was later re-edited, retyped, and made
into a bound manuscript form with the suggestions and help of Professor W.L. Malcolm, Director,
School of Civil Engineering, Cornell University.

Recently, due to the large airport program necessitated by our war effort, there has been a renewed
interest in frost action and the translator has had numerous requests for this translation. The Techno-
logical Institute, Northwestern University, through Dean O.W. Eshbach and Professor P.C. Rutledge,
in the interest of making worthy research of a valuable nature available to the American engineering
profession, has undertaken the publication of this translation.

The translatorhas attempted tobe as literal as possible in order to avoid any possible misinterpretation
of the author's meaning. In cases where there is any obscurity or possible misunderstanding, the trans-
lator has inserted his cornents indicated by brackets. Single parenthesis are the author's own
remarks.

The Swedish soil classification of grain size, which is the same as the international classification,
is somewhat different than the U.S. Bureau of Soils Classification. The Swedish word "mo" is used
for grain sizes between 0.2 and 0.02 mm, and is translated as "silt." The word"majiala" is used for grain
sizes between 0.02 and 0.002 mm, and is translated as "fine silt." Where adjectives are used, they are
added to the terms; for example, "fin majaila" is translated as "very fine silt." Clays are those soils hav-
ing grain sizes smaller than 0.002 mm and are designated as lean, medium or fat clay, fat clay being
the real fine colloidal clay.

Soils indicated by letter and number, such as "GB20," refer to disturbed soils used by the author
in his experiments. The mechanical analyses of all these soils are given in a summary table at the end
of the text. References to publications as "Beskow 1932a," for example, are given in the text, and the
full reference is given in the bibliography.

The translator is indebted to Mr. H.B. Edwards, Translator, U.S. Waterways Experiment Station,
Vicksburg, Mississippi, for his careful proofreading of the equations and tables in the manuscript.

The permission and cooperation of the Swedish Government and the author for publication of this
translation is gratefully acknowledged.

J.O. Osterberg
Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering

Northwestern University
Evanston, Illinois

October, 1947
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Soil Freezing and Frost Heaving with
Special Applications to Roads and Railroads

GUNNAR BESKOW

I. INTRODUCTION-HISTORICAL with a part of this phenomenon. Concerning highways

it was observed quite early that frost heaving had done
A part of the particular phenomena that appear in damage to culverts and bridge piers (especially during

connection with the transition of groundwater from a the development of stage coach traffic in the 1700s). It
liquid to a solid state, and vice versa, has long been a was known that this phenomenon was not well under-
subject of observation, chiefly by the country people, stood. Observations that the disturbance of soil due to
although not until considerably later is it mentioned in freezing is damaging to roads are naturally probably as
literature. The early literature contains such descriptive old as the roads themselves. However, this occurs at the
terms as: frost boil, "pipkrake" [needle ice or hoar same time that the ordinary difficulties associated with
frost], and "freezing up of stones from the ground." The spring weather occur, such as floods, thawing of snow
latter phenomenon is mentioned by Urban HiAme and ice, as well as a general softening of the roads due
(1694).* One of the very unusual characteristics and to the melting waters. These difficulties were so large
startling nature of the phenomenon is the so-called that they covered up the real phenomenon of the melting
"earth heaving" or "earth shooting" which is mentioned of frozen ground. It is apparent then, that few obser-
by Urban HiArne (1694) and more completely described vations could be made. It is peculiar that locally restricted
in 1706 (see Sj6gren 1903). The usual frost heaving or frost heaving of a volcanic silt, which occurs long after
the raising of the ground surface associated with freez- the road is dried up, has long been noticed in the north-
ing of the soil, seems to have been well known at least ern part of Sweden. However, I have found no published
by the middle of 1700, when a full explanation was accounts of it. But preventives against frost heaving,
given by E.O. Runeberg (1765). Runeberg also men- such as beddings of twigs, has, according to the infor-
tions how he observed clean ice down in the frozen soil. mation from road superintendent 0. Sander, however,
He says "At the depth where the frozen soil stops, I been used in Norrbotton (in northern Sweden] at least
found ice granules, lumps of clear blue ice in big sixty years ago.
pieces." He also understood this mechanical effect: Only recently, due to the general rebirth of highways
"When such an ice layer lies underground, it is undoubt- by the tremendous growth of the automobile as a means
edly true that it forces out the frost crust at the place of of transportation, has the technical problem of frost
least resistance." Frost disintegration of hilly ground action on roads become practically and economically
and boulders early awakened the attention of nature significant. There has since then been an important de-
observers, and was well known by the scientists in the mand for a direct and thorough investigation to clarify
beginning of 1700. Considerably later, the various types the general phenomenon of the occurrence of frozen
of phenomena that can be described under the heading soil, the mechanical effect of different types of soil, and
of Arctic or Alpine frost-and the earth slide phenom- the possible practical preventive measures and their
enon-were a subject of interest to geographic-geolog- relative suitabilities.
ic investigation, and also toTilas at the end of 1700 who, The treatment of the problem of frost action in soils
according to N. Zenzen, seems to have been acquainted has considerable practical significance in the civilized

nations of the north temperate zone, where the winters
are so severe that freezing occurs to considerable depths.

* Although his explanation is somewhat different. He says. "In fields The treatment of the problem also concerns the effects
where boulders have been picked out and the ground cleared, more and extent of the quaternary glacial period, for this
boulders will be generated." period determined the special characteristics of the soil.
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Glacial soils have a lack of colloidal matter, and a large ested in the road frost-action problems.These havebeen
amount of medium-grained sediments, this type of soil dealt with mainly by K. Backofen, W. Loos and E.
being highly susceptible to frost action. Schbnleben.

In many countries having this climate and soil char- From a practical standpoint, considering the effect of
acteristics, the problem of frost action on roads reached the change of state of the groundwater, we can divide the
such importance shortly before 1920 that special inves- effects into two headings, depending upon which way
tigations were undertaken independently at the same the change occurs [i.e., freezing and thawing]. Along
time in several different countries. with the freezing of the groundwater, there is a damag-

Sweden was the first country to consider the problem ing effect upon all structures-roads, streets, railroads,
seriously. In October 1925, under the auspices of the bridges or houses-which can be attributed in all cases
Swedish Institute of Roads, a conference on the frost to the same cause, that of the raising of the ground
action ofsoils was held in LuleA in which representatives surface associated with freezing of the soil. This phe-
from highways, railroads, and other technical interests nomenon is even damaging to farming in that the ex-
were present. pansion of the soil layers can tear apart roots, especially

The complete proceedings of the conference, pub- after the autumn planting. This was of special concern
lished in the Transactions of the Swedish Institute of to Kokkonen (1927, 1930, 1931), Ekstr6 (1930) and
Roads (no. 2), gave a valuable comprehension of the Beskow (1934a).*
practical knowledge of the frost heaving and soil freez- The difficulties encountered during the melting of
ing phenomena, and the use ofeffective preventives,the the frozen soil consist partly of the resulting settlement
cost, and the technical procedure. These were given in oftheground surface (important for railroads andbuild-
the statements of the northern road and railroad techni- ings), and partly of the loosening of the soil during
cians (Hjelm, Lundstr6m, Sander, Skarstedt, Wedberg, thawing, which reducesthe bearing power of the ground. t

Wolff). Also the theoretical progress in the frost heav- The loosening and corresponding reduction in bearing
ing study and the physical assumptions involved were power is due to a large increase in water content of the
discussed (Simon Johansson). soil. The water content is increased during freezing of

Shortly after this conference, the Swedish Geologi- frost heaving soil by the sucking up of water from
cal Survey and the Swedish Institute of Roads decided underneath, and also during melting when the melted
to undertake jointly a searching theoretical-practical water from the upper layers and the rainwater from the
investigation of the frost problem. This investigation, surface is prevented from draining downward by the
after a bit ofpreliminary work, began in 1927. While the still frozen layers underneath. Thus an excess amount of
investigation was in progress, the preliminary conclu- wateraccumulateswhenthawingoccurswhichconsid-
sions of the important results were presented in reports erably reduces the bearing value of the ground. This
and papers (Beskow 1928, 1929b, 1930a-g, 1931a, phenomenon is called "frost boil." It is of fundamental
1932a, 1933a,d, 1934a,b). Parallel with the frost prob- importance that in both frost heaving and frost boils
lem investigation, results of othergeological road prob- there is a sucking up of water during freezing and the
lem investigations have been published (Beskow 1930g, consequent rising of the ground surface, and also that
1931b, 1932a,b, 1933b,c). during thawing the bearing value of the roadway is

In various countries, the frost problem has been a reduced. Both frost heaving and frost boil can then be
subject of investigation with respect to road and build- considered as different phases of the same phenome-
ing problems. The foremost of these are the United non. Frost boils occur only (but not always) at places
States, Soviet Russia, Norway and Germany. The Amer- with considerably strong frost heaving ground. Howev-
ican frost investigations began with some experiments er, the occurrence of frost boils depends upon the
in 1925 and 1926, and have since then been carried on passive factor of the composition of the soil of the
chiefly by Stephen M. Taber and A. Casagrande (see roadbed, and the active factor, the intensity and load of
Taber 1929 and 1930a,b). the road traffic.

The Norwegian investigations, which began a little Because the primary process of frost heaving is,
later, were carried out chiefly by T.B. Riise, A. Dahle
and H. Brudal (see Bibliography). Finland has done *With this appears a localized special form of the phenomenon. called
little with the road frost problem, but Kokkonen, how- hoar-frost, which often plays an important role. In general it is the
ever, has conducted valuable investigations of the struc- repeated shallow freezing during the spring night frosts that has done

ture formation of frozen soil in different types of soils, the greatest damage.
mainly from the geological-agricultural standpoint, but t There is even a structure change during the loosening caused by

freezing in fine-grained soils, which in farming is very significantlywith much significance in the road-frost-action studies. advantageous, since otherwise most of the clay soils are difficult, ifRecently Germany has become considerably inter- not impossible, to plow.
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from a technical standpoint, the fundamental cause of the amount of water transmitted by vapor through the
all frost damage, the technical and theoretical study of soil is also significant.
frost heaving is the essence of the problem. For this The author, after observations during the early inves-
reason, the investigations in Sweden and the United tigations, agreed with Simon Johansson. The results
States have first concentrated on this question. showed that the amount deposited by evaporation and

It was early discovered that frost heaving was ac- condensation was insignificant. On the basis of many
companied by an increase of volume as the water field and laboratory observations, the author decided
underwent the change from liquid to ice. E.O. Runeberg that a gas phase always exists, and that the transporta-
(1765) noticed this, after observing the freezing of soil tion in the form of vapor has an important significance,
in place. He says, "We can say for certain-that earth, though the quantity was very small. The vapor diffusion
stone, or houses, that rest on this (referring to the between the ice crystals and the soil particles occurs
saturated soil that is freezing) must either resist or be over a distance of 1/10o to 1/100m mm. The author,
displaced" (page 931). Later he determined the water however, has later given up this opinion on the basis of
content of a frozen piece of clay, and found it to be quite later experiments and of Taber's careful (summarized
large:* "Is it not a wonder then, that a clay layer can 1929) study. It is possible that in many cases such
displace a load that rests on it, when the water freezes" transportation happens, but not in all cases, and it is not
(page 95). a necessary step in the process.

This discovery, that the cause of heaving is the ex- The water supply to the freezing layers in frost
pansion of the existing water in the soil due to freezing, heaving ground comes practically exclusively from
was retained until recently. The first investigator to find capillary flow of the water below. The important factors
thatduring freezing ofafine-grained soil waterflowsto of this process, which are extremely variable, are the
the freezing layers, increasing the water content, was distance to water and the soil grain size. An analysis of
Simon Johansson, who published his experimental re- these questions includes the manner in which water
sults in 1914, and uses this observation to explain freezes in soils of different water content and in differ-
heaving (Johansson 1914, p. 95). Here lies the key to the ent types of soils.
whole frost problem, both frost heaving and the forma-
tion of frost boils. At the LuleA conference (1925),
Johansson explained how this process takes place from II. MECHANICS OF SOIL FREEZING
the physical standpoint of the soil, and by this, ex-
plained how frost heaving and frost boils occur. A. Structure of frozen soil

Taber (1929 and 1930) has further shown that the It was mentioned in the Introduction that in the
expansion of water due to freezing is not at all the freezing of a sufficiently saturated fine-grained soil,
fundamental cause of heaving, forexperiments in which such as a clay, water flows to the frozen part, increasing
water has been replaced by other liquids (benzene and the water content. This process was assumed by Simon
nitrobenzene) which decrease in volume when frozen, Johansson (1914) to be the cause of frost heaving and
have shown strong heaving during freezing, provided frost boils. This has been verified by a large number of
the freezing soil column has access to suck upthe liquid. borings of frozen soil, especially from localities of

While Simon Johansson assumes that the water severe frost boils on roads and railroads, where through-
movement is caused by capillary flow, which has later out the frozen earth there are clean ice layers, from
been verified by Taber's and the author's investiga- hardly visible short strips of a few tenths of a millimeter
tions, Pdpke suggests that water is transported by the in thickness, to layers several decimeters thick, and
flow of water vapor through the soil pores and condens- further, that this ice-banded frozen soil contains a larger
es on the outside of the frozen soil (1926, 1927, 1928). water content than the soil in an ordinary state can hold.
This theory is, however, hardly feasible (see Beskow, The occurrence of such clean ice layers in frozen
1929a), for frost heaving soil is always filled with soils is more sporadically written by several other in-
capillary water, and also even if this is the case, the rate vestigators. The oldest known published observation is
of diffusion would be so small that it could not account an early citation of E.O. Runeberg (1875).*
for the large increase in water content. This ice-layer building in soil has later been ob-

Gustaf Dahlberg (1924a,b) agrees with Simon Jo- served independently by several investigators. For ex-
hansson that only capillary flow is responsible for the ample: Holmquist (1897, p. 418), Simon Johansson
increase in watercontent, while Homell (1924) believes

* On page 95 he says of his observations of frozen clays: "At the depth
* "It sucks up so much water in the dry clay layer that the proportion where freezing stops, I found ice granules. lumps and clear blue ice in

is 191/2 to 5, this being almost four times as much water as soil." large pieces. In one place I saw a matrix of hanging ice layers"...etc.
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(1916, p. 73), O. Glaerum (1920) and Ekstr6m (1926, p. 2. When the water content is greater than capillary
33). The first one to make a more detailed study was saturation, the structure depends partly on the rate of
Kokkonen, who published in 1926 an extraordinarily freezing andpartly upon the pressure on the soil.Quick-
detailed and well-illustrated article, explaining the er freezing, and an increase in pressure tends to prevent
structure formation of ice layers in different kinds of the growth of separate ice layers, and to produce homo-
soils. geneous frozen soil. The finer the soil is, the less is this

Kokkonen classifies, on the basis of his large amount effect. Coarse silts often freeze homogeneously. How-
of observed data, the structure of frozen soil into three ever, with a small surface load and a high groundwater
groups: massive, porous and stratified frozen soil. Frost level, coarse silts can become very appreciably ice-
action appears only in very porous and loose soil. Both stratified. On the other hand, silts, fine silts, and clays
massive and stratified forms of frost action can, howev- will almost without exception form an ice-stratified
er, according to Kokkonen, occur in non-porous soils, frozen soil.*
independent of grain size, when the water content is the It should be noted that in the case where open cavities
governing factor. That is, there is a certain water content exist in otherwise homogeneous sandy soil, they can be
limit, below which the soil becomes massive, and above totally or partially filled with ice, usually in the form of
which it becomes stratified, thin layers of ice crystals on the cavity walls. When

Kokkonen's thorough studies are, however, on the these cavities occur frequently, the frozen soil is obvi-
basis of Taber's and the author's independent investi- ously not homogeneous. Nevertheless from a theoreti-
gations, incorrect in three main respects: cal standpoint, it still belongs to this group. It should be

1. Whether the frozen soil becomes massive or strat- emphasized, however, that there is a large difference
ified depends not only on the water content, but above between such sand and stratified frozen soil.
everything else on the grain-size; coarse sand never gets Stratifiedfrozen soil (discontinuous, heterogeneous
ice stratified. Besides this, as will be shown below, the frozen soil). Here a part of the water is frozen outside of
load and the rate of freezing play a considerable part. the soil pores, in large aggregations, i.e., banded or

2. In spite of water content analysis of many frozen stratified, which may have considerably variable struc-
soil samples from apparently strong frost heaving ground, ture formations. The remaining water can either freeze
the fact that with such soil freezing, in order to have an in the pores or remain unfrozen. The lower the freezing
increase in water content, there must be a supply of temperature and the finer the grains, the larger will be
water to the freezing ground, was not considered or at the amount of water that remains unfrozen. In fine clays,
least not mentioned.* cooled only a few degrees below freezing, all the pore

3. The water in the ice-layers was assumed without water is unfrozen, leaving the clay between the ice
exception to be clean ice and the soil particles covered layers plastic and soft.
with frozen water. The very important fact that in an ice- Even in stratified frozen soil open cavities can exist
banded frozen soil with a moderately low temperature, which also become partly or fully filled with ice. Often
the soil between the ice bands is fully plastic and soft, the ice in these cavities is porous, and therefore white in
therefore unfrozen, has not been considered. color. A distinction is usually made between this type of

My own investigations in the field as well as in the freezing and the normal type of ice layers.
laboratory, of the conditions of ice-structure formation The building of clean or partly clean ice crystals or
of frozen soil, have led to the following conceptions of layers, which occurs during the freezing of the ground,
the structure of frozen soil, the influence of the type of can be separated into the following types:
soil, and other factors. 1. Ice formation on the ground surface (so-called

Massive or homogeneous frozen soil. This soil type hoar frost).
indicates that all the frozen water is frozen in the pore 2. Ice formation in cavities, cracks or holes (inside
space of the soil. This always occurs in nature in the hoar frost).
freezing of coarse-grained soils, medium sands and 3. Ice formation around objects, such as stones,
coarser.t Fine-grained soils can freeze homogeneously pieces of wood, etc.
in the following manner: 4. Ice layers that occur inside of homogeneous soil.

1. Always when the water content is less than capil- This division, however, does not mean that there is
lary saturation. an absolute differentiation or a theoretical difference,

*Kokkonen made numerous water content determinations that were * For quick freezing, such as the laboratory tests that are explained
as large as three hundred and even up to 470 percent by dry weight- later, silts usually freeze homogeneously or show only sporadic ice-
in spite of the fact that in an unfrozen state, the soils could not have strata.
much more than 30% water content.
t However, with the exception of sand in a saturated, closed system.
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for there is always a combination of the different types. thin porous soil layer. The hoar frost is often built in
We might find several other bases for division, for several "stories" or layers, the border between each
example the ice building that occurs at discontinuities, layer being blended with soil. Surface leaves, lumps,
that is, in the border between two different substances stones and other objects on the ground surface are lifted
such as soil-air, soil-stone, clay-sand, etc. However, up by the building of hoar frost ice (that is, it has the
for practical purposes and theoretical considerations, abilitytolift). Ofcoursethe hoarfrostcannot lift objects
the following division is suitable: so large that the frost cannot penetrate downward and

1. Ice formation outside the soil (hoar frost). build ice under it.
2. Ice formation inside the soil (stratified soil; dis- Concerning the question of what kind of soil hoar

continuous frozen soil). frost builds on, opinion differs. Hesselman describes
the typical hoar frost building on greatly decayed turf

1. Hoarfrost (sod) (which is quite prevalent in the flats of northern
This damaging phenomenon, especially significant Sweden). Hamberg (1915, p. 383) says that hoarfrost in

in agriculture, has been investigated quite thoroughly mineral soil occurs mostly and more strongly in clay.
by several investigators, some of whom are H. Hessel- This disagrees, however, with the observations of Si-
man(1907),B. HOgbom (1914), A. Hamberg(1915), S. mon Johansson, Kokkonen, the author, and several
Johansson (1916) and P. Kokkonen (1926). The follow- other authorities. Hoar frost can develop in all mineral
ing remarks can be made of the observations of these soils from sand to clay, but the mineral soils that are
investigators: most susceptible to the formation of hoar frost are the

Hoar frost consists essentially of long thin needle- coarser soils, silt to fine, rather than clayey soils. In the
like ice crystals, appearing immediately below the ground finer soils, especially in stiff clay, the hoar frost is very
surface which buildorgrow perpendiculartothe ground thin. The cause of this, as Simon Johansson (1916, p.
surface. The stalks or needles are grown together in 73-73) says, is that in order for hoar frost to grow, the
bunches, which can either grow into larger bunches or soil must be quite pervious.
clusters, or can remain separate, but more or less closely A number of conditions are necessary for hoar frost
spaced. The smaller bunches are often somewhat bent to form or to grow to any large extent-a damp or wet
and crooked, but the large bunches of ice needles appear ground, a ground surface that is not densely covered
to be more straight. with vegetation, and certain temperature conditions,

The hoarfrost ice itself is always dense and clean, but etc., which shall be dealt with in more detailed underthe
there is often on top of these bunches of ice needles a discussion of the frost action theory.

Figure 1. Hoar frost from Mo~rby, Province of Stockholm. The hoarfrost is removed from
part of the surface anda loose piece is shown in the foreground. Observe the different layers. Type
of soil: lean clayey silt. See Table I.
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Figure 2. Undisturbed, day-old hoar frost on road cut between Ornskoldsvik and
Bj6rna, Province of Vasternorrland. Type of soil: Coarse silt. These single ice needles, or
groups of needles (note curling) occur when the soil is relatively warm and the water supply is
plentiful.

Hesselman stresses as very significant the fact that slope at the foot of a hill, with the groundwater flowing
while hoar frost is forming in a sod or turf soil, the lifted a few decimeters under the surface. In the fall, a large
sodclumps are always frozen, but the sod under the hoar amount of hoar frost occurs in lengths of 11/2 to 21/2 cm.
frost is unfrozen. The author's conclusions from obser- Table I gives the height of the hoar frost and its condi-
vations on mineral soil are the same, namely that the soil tions during a frost period that occurred 5-12 of No-
is unfrozen under the hoar frost. However, the frost will vember, 1928.
slowly penetrate through the soil under the hoar frost The time of observation was the same each day-9
and the growth ceases, the ice needles still remaining on to 10 a.m. As the table shows, the rate of increase in
the surface as "dead" hoar frost. thickness is about 2 cm per day, but varying consider-

As an example of the extent of hoar frost formation, ably from day to day depending on how cold it is. It also
the following observations are presented: shows that while the old hoar frost layer grew 3 cm, the

Locality: Vicinity of M6rby, Province of Stokholm. new layer grew 5 cm. This is because the old layer
Soil and Topography: Soft clayey silt, lying on the becomes isolated by the new layer, and the rate of cold

Table 1.

Number of layers
Maximum observable Depth from Average daily
depth of a b surface to temperature

Date Temperature hoarfrost At place of Nearby hoarfrost at Stockholm
(1928) condition (cm) observation locality (cm) (0C)

5 Nov Frost begins 0 - - - +1.1
6 Nov Frost 2 I (1) - -0.3
7 Nov Frost 4.5 1 (2) - -2.4
8 Nov Frost 8 2 (3) - -3.0
9 Nov Frost 10 3 (4) 0.0 -3.0
i0 Nov Brief thaw in morning 11.5 4 (5) 1.5 +0.6
1I Nov Frost - - - - -1.4
12 Nov Frost; thaw since 13 - - 5.0 +1.3

forenoon
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tpenetration becomes less, and therefore the rate of
growth becomes less the thicker the hoar frost is.

The structure formation depends upon this fact. The
upper part of a layer is usually thin with thin ice needles,
which become thicker and larger with depth. At the bot-
tom of the layer there is a plane of thick massive hoar

.t frost impregnated with soil particles. Under this are
J.L found weak thin needles of the next layer, etc.

Kokkonen has noticed that each layer is formed in a
day (24 hours) and that therefore each layer marks a
day's growth. Table 1 also shows this. However, it must
be mentioned that one often finds hoar frost of several

b days' growth to be homogeneous, and also there are
cases of layers of less than a day's growth. One might
also find cases of uniformly stratified systems, in which
each stratum is subdivided into layers of a day's growth.

ANaturally the formation of layers depends upon the
temperature variations, variations in the water supply
from underneath, and the porosity of the soil. The domi-
nant cycle of variation is usually one day, and therefore
a day's layer will be the normal cycle; but sometimes
these daily rhythmic variations do not appear, and a

S"~ layer can represent several days' growth.
From the clean ice at the surface, the hoar frost

changes continuously downward to the ice stratified
soil. In hoar frost there is always a scattering of soil in
the border between layers, and also occasional lumps of
soil in the border between layers, and also occasional

Figure 3. Hoar frost from a road cut, Province of lumps of soil in the ice layer. It seems as if the hoar frost
Stockholm. Warm groundwaterflows out on the slope near changes gradually into ice-stratified soil with depth, the
the water-filled ditch, and the hoar frost is therefore not soil layers between the ice growing larger. The zone of
continuous. Butthepatchesaresolid,probablybecauseofthe transformation is actually so small that one can say there
capillary rise of groundwater in the clusters of ice needles, is a definite plane of division. Sometimes this change
which later froze (see Fig. 5). Type of soil: silty lean clay. occurs not in a vertical direction but sidewise, as in the

AL.Figure4. Twopieces of hoar

frost from same cut as in
Figure 3. I-From approxi-
mately the center oftheforma-
tion. 2--From the upper part
including the boundary be-
tween hoar frost (a) and the
frozen soil (b). (Notice the
horizontalsurface plane isata
1:2 slope with respect to pho-
tograph.) Type of soil: silty
lean clay.
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Figure 5. Schematic diagram of a hoarfrostformation on a damp slope of a
road cut. 1-Solid hoarfrost. 2--Normal (porous) hoarfrost. 3-Frozen soil. 4-4ce.
5--Water (4 and S in ditch).

case of a road cut, with sufficiently high and long side frost can build and melt together, forming a very irreg-
slopes. On such slopes it often occurs after a few days ular and coarse ice-banded system. In compact sand, the
of frost weather that the bottom of the slope has a hoar frost forms in a regular pattern at the surface and
blanket of pure clean hoar frost. Advancing up the does not branch off into "inside" hoar frost as in loose
slope, the layerofhoar frost* becomes thinner and more soil. There will then be a sharp division between the
porous and gradually disappears (see Fig. 5). Where the hoar frost and the homogeneous frozen soil.
frost disappears the soil becomes ice-stratified. In be-
tween, there is a gradual change, the border between the 2. Discontinuous frozen soil (stratified soil)
hoar frost and ice-stratified soil being oblique to the The structure of stratified frozen soil is extremely
slope (see Fig. 5). This division can be sharp or gradual. variable, depending upon the soil properties, especially

As a rule, the transformation with depth between the grain size, but also on the structure, water content,
hoar frost and frozen soil is clear and distinct. The rate of freezing and the overlying load. As mentioned
difference is less marked, the finer-grained the soil is. In before, ice building readily occurs in pre-existing dis-
pure clays, the hoar frost occurs as a thin surface ice continuities: cracks, worm-holes, around stones, etc.,
layer attached directly to the stratified ice layers in the through which the structure formation brought about
soil below. This is only a special case of the normally differs markedly from the normal frost structure in
stratified soil. The coarser the soil the larger the differ- massive soil. The upper layers of tillable farm land
ence is. For example, in a silt, the hoar frost ice forms a freeze into a very irregular, greatly porous frozen mass.
very marked distinct layer above the ice-stratified soil. In the following discussion, we are not so much con-
In coarser soils, such as sands and turf, the ice can only cemed with the occurrence as we are with the freezing
form in the open pores as hoar frost, and the soil below of relatively homogeneous packed soil, such as is com-
is frozen homogeneously. Note that when pockets and monly found under all top soil and which is the most
discontinuities exist in sand, the hoar frost grows in important thing in highway and railroad structures.
these places and can fill them entirely, giving it the To summarize we can say that under ordinary condi-
appearance of being ice stratified. When the porous soil tions of soil type and climate, the usual frozen soil
near the surface is in a very loose state, such as occurs structure of relatively compact earth is as follows: The
in soils with many roots, the co-called "inside" hoar fine grained soils in the frozen condition are composed

of layers of clean ice which are essentially parallel to
This difference between the top and bottom of the slope. as shall be each other and parallel to the surface. The character of

explained mne fully later. dependson the difference in distance tothe these layers depends mainly on the fineness of the soil.
groundwater table; the groundwater table often rises somewhat above In clays, the layers are thick and widely spaced (Fig. 6-
the bottom of the ditch, and hoar frost lies along the line of the water 11), built in uniform and distinct systems, being more
seeping out. while closer to the top of the slope the soil may be quite
dry. distinct and thicker, the finer (fatter) the clay is. The
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Figure 6. Stiff clayfrozenfor the first time, from the Figure 7. Naturalfrozen medium clayfrom Ramvik, Prov-
bottom of a 3112-m-deep excavation for a building. inceofVisternorrland. From subbase, near edge ofroad. The
Scale 1:1. (Photo courtesy of P. Kokkonen.) top of the block shown is about 22 cm and the bottom about 70 cm

from the surface.

coarser the soil is the less ice there will be, both in color.Sometimes, however, therearealsoairpocketsin
thickness and in spacing of the layers. For example, in these beddings, giving similar white layers. There is
a silt we find very thin (a few tenths of a millimeter), thus a gradual transition between the two types, making
short (a few centimeters), separate, parallel, and well- them difficult to distinguish. As an example of this refer
oriented layers a few millimeters apart, which gives the to Figures 7, 8, 9, and 10. In coarser soils, in which the
mass a streaked appearance. The coarser the silt gets, normal ice-banding consists of finely dispersed, even,
the finer and more distinct becomes this structure, until dark-colored bands, there is a marked contrast between
finally at a certain range of grain size (0.06-0.1 mm) it the two types (compare Fig. 2 and 32 in Kokkonen
disappears entirely. Soilscoarser than this freeze totally 1926). The soil in this case is, as the analysis shows, a
homogeneous (with the exception of ice-building in coarse silt.
pre-existing cavities in the form of "inner" hoar frost). In clays, the coarser ice layers appear only as ordi-

Aside from this regular structure of ice-banding in nary layers which have become thicker than usual. The
fine-grained soils, whose character is largely deter- explanation is that at certain levels, the rate of freezing
mined by the particle grain size, there exists, however, (that is, the rate of heat conduction upward) is less than
ice strata of another character in these soils. These strata normal, and the zone of freezing remains constant. The
consist of unusually plane beds parallel to the ground layer then has a chance to grow thicker than usual.
surface, the ice layers being especially tough and thick, Observation has shown this to be true. A section through
the ice is quite porous, consisting of needle-like ice the soil then will give an indication of the temperature
crystals perpendicular to the strata, the structure con- characteristics or variations under which it has been
taining many air pockets which gives the ice its white frozen. Notice the thicker ice layers in Figures 7. 8, 9,
color. in clay these thicker strata do not differ very and 10.
markedly from the normal ice bedding, which is dark in The coarser the soil is. the less frequently does this
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Figure 8. Detailed photo ofFig- ~ /

ure 7. Measuring tape shows depth
below road swface.

Figure 9. Medium clay from Ramvik (analysis number Figure 10. Detailed photograph of igure 9. The centi-
GBI 7)frozen inan insulated cylinder at the State test- meter rule shows the distance from the top of the cylinder.
ing grounds during the 1 92 7-1928 winter. Observe the
two especially thick ice layers (a and b) where the frost line
advanced slowly and was stationary (during brief thaw peri-
ods). The marked rectangular area is shown in Figure 10.
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.- type of thick ice layer formation occur. But we
may see, however, even more of the thick layers
in coarser soils. We must be careful here to
distinguish between two different causes. In
coarser soils, these layers are caused by pre-
existing discontinuities, especially at the bound-
ary between different strata. In all the cases the
author has investigated, the coarse ice layers (in
coarser soils) were always formed only in pre-
existing discontinuities, and this has been veri-
fied by the experiences of several road officials.
This has also been verified by experiment. An
experiment carried out by freezing three sample
soil cylinders at the same time consisting of a
medium clay, a clayey fine silt, and a somewhat
clayey silt, respectively, in which the tempera-
ture of the freezing chamber was constant for a
period of time, showed in clay thick ice layers
throughout the cylinder, but in the silt and the

Figure 11. Medium clay from Ramvik,frozen in a cylinder in the fine silt merely a closer spaced normal ice
State proving ground freezing chamber, May-June 1929. Notice stratification (see Fig. 11 and 12).
the regular ice layered structure. It has been already mentioned that in sandy

soils, the cause of ice growth is the existence of dis-
'. continuities, usually fissures or cavities. If no fissures

or cracks exist or if there are no thin layers of fine
material, no ice layers can occur.

However, in sands, if an ever so thin layer of fine
material, a silt, fine silt or clay seam exists, an appre-
ciable ice layer can form under favorable circum-
stances. This gives the impression that the coarse sand
has become ice-stratified. This occurrence may be of
considerable practical importance, for while the sand
may appear at the surface to be non-frost-heaving, the
existence of thin layers of fine silt underneath may
make the ground strongly frost-heaving.

In clays, thick ice layers also occur at the surfaces
of discontinuities, caused mainly by the stratification
of the soil itself. In all soils, stratification is the usual
occurrence, and has therefore a large significance in
the structure of the frozen mass, in that the strata plane
becomes the starting place for ice crystallization. As
an example of how remarkably parallel the ice strata
become in a varved sediment, refer to Figure 15. Natu-
rally in a varved clay with slow freezing, many thick

and uneven ice layers can grow, because there are
many places at different levels at which the ice can
start to grow.

Such ice layers occur especially along the very dis-
tinct boundary between two soils, for example be-
tween a sand and clay or fine silt (Fig. 17). A few cases
follow:

Figure 12. Lean clayey siltfrom Southern Sunderbyn (anal- 1. A road in Vdsterbotten Province. During a trip in
ysis number GB 20),frozen in a cylinder in Proving grounds May 1927 there was observed on a road pavement after

freezing chamber, May-June 1929. the snow had melted away, a high (few decimeters)
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Figure 13. Frozen silty soil, flsalmi. Finland. Scale 1:1. Figure 14. Varved lean clay before freezing in jacket.
(From Kokkonen 1926, Fig. 34; photo courtesy of p. Arrangements:piece ofclayplacedas shown inphoto. insulated

Kokkonen.) on itssides with powdered cork, surface cleaned bare, andput out
forfreezing.

Figure 15. The same piece of clay as in Figure 14 after freezing. The clay froze with the
free surface and the isothermal lines parallel to the stratification, both causing the ice layers to
form in parallel planes (in spite offieedom for sidewise expansion.
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. hump in the road, a few meters in diameter. After dig-
ging, a layer of clean ice about 20 cm thick was found
at a depth of about 80 cm. A short distance away, a frost

Sboil appeared.
0 Upon examination of the place in September of the
v• $ same year, it was found that the ice layer had come up

in one place, where to one side the sediment cover or
1 morraine ended at the ground surface. The sediment

consisted of fine silt and gravel, and the depth to the hot-
,.4 tom of this morraine was 7-10 dm at the place where the

heave appeared. A borehole showed the morraine mate-
rial to be quite saturated.

2. At Tdrana village (in Visterbotten Province) it
was found that a stretch of road 3 m long had lifted 60
cm. At this place, a single ice layer, which reached the
entire width of the road, had a thickness of 35 cm. The
place is in alow location with fine silt on top of bedrock.
The large ice layer was formed at the boundary between
the fine silt and the coarse silt fill material in the 15- to
20-cm-thick road bed.

Discontinuities of another kind also influence ice
structure formation. These are air discontinuities, those

Figure 16. Another piece of the same varved lean clay as that occur in the cracks of the dried upper portion of
in Figures 14 and 15. frozen from the top in the position varved clays, which upon freezing become filled with
shown in the figure. The isotherms thus are almost transverse white ice. Discontinuities such as borders between
to the stratification. The ice layers then are a compromise and stones, pieces of wood, worm holes, etc., are also filled
freeze across, along and at an angle to the stratification. with white ice. The ice layer becomes thicker on the

under side of the object, and thicker the bigger the object
is.

......... . ..... ,. . . I I0 %.°:.:: o'e ;:e :.

• ,.. ........ ... ., a .''--- -

a. Single ice layer in a clay or fine silt b. Very thick ice layer at the bottom ofan ice
strata in otherwise non-frost-heaving stratifiedclay orfinesiltlayer, which lies on
sand. (Practical importance: Because of the top of a saturated gravel or sand. (Note: In
occurrence of such insignificant, unnoticed both cases it is assumed that there isa high water
layers, a sandy soil can be frost heaving.) table, so that the coarse soil next to the ice layer

is saturated.)

Figure 17. Example of the origin of particularly thick ice layers, caused at the boundaries
between soil layers; a = unfrozen, b = frozen condition.
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Figure 18. Schematic illustration of the usual appearance of the frost line in clay
undergoingfreezing. Ice crystallization occurs principally in open fissures whichareprogres-
sivelyformed below the frost line. The lowest ice layers continue downward as air-filled cracks.
Dashed line =frost line, i.e., the level where the ice layers end. Somewhat beneath this, single
ice crystals usually occur. It is important to note that the clay itself is unfrozen a short distance
above as well as under the frost line.

It is interesting to note that at the frost line, the unfrozen, or only partially frozen, being less frozen the
freezing of ice in fissures causes the fissures to widen finer the soil is. This fact (first mentioned by Holmquist
and work their way progressively downward (Fig. 18). [1897], but overlooked by most of the later investiga-
At the frost line, the freezing stops but the open fissures tors) obviously shows that the water in the soil pores has
extend a few centimeters deeper. undergone a lowering of the freezing point. This lower-

This phenomenon is much more frequent and has a ing is in itself the key to the stratified frozen soil prob-
larger tendency to occur, the more fine-grained the soil lem.
is. Under ordinary circumstances this is met in all freez- Some investigators have said that the freezing of
ing clays; in silt soils this has not been observed, and waterinsoilat atemperaturelowerthan 0 Cisan"insta-
may not occur at all. This is not a necessary orcharacter- bility" phenomenon due to supercooling. Hamburg
istic phenomenon for ice-stratification or frost-heaving (1915), on the contrary, says the lowering of the freez-
to occur. The author's and Taber's investigations have ing temperature is definite and stable, pointing out that
shown this; Taberhas carried out tests on freezing under in colloidal substances (gels) this can amount to a few
conditions that exclude all possibility of a gas phase in degrees centigrade.
the freezing soil system, and has obtained entirely The first known systematical investigation of this
normal ice-stratification and heaving. The air fissure water freezing phenomenon is that of G.J. Bouyoucos,
zone under the frost line, therefore, occurs only under whopublished a detailed article of his findings in 1915-
certain circumstances, especially those which occur 1921. He used two methods for his investigations, the
under natural conditions, and is of a considerable theo- freezing point method and the dilatometer method. The
retical interest. first uses the common method of reading temperatures

An occurrence that is of great significance is the fact at frequent time intervals of a thermometer inserted in
that the soil between the ice layers is not completely a freezing sample. The beginning of freezing can be
hard and frozen. Just to what degree this occurs depends determined by a sudden drop from the gradual lowering
onthe temperature in the soil andthe grain size. Near the of the temperature (often first a slight lowering due to
frost line (where the temperature is only slightly below previous undercooling).Thedilatometermethodisbased
0*C) the soil between the ice layers is unfrozen and soft on another principle, thatof the expansion of water upon
even in silty soils, while at lower temperatures (with freezing. This is determined by enclosing the sample in
colderweatherand as the ground surface is approached) a graduated glass vessel, and filling it with a suitable
the soil very quickly becomes hard. In clays, on the liquid (for example, kerosene or ligroin [a petroleum
contrary, not only near the frost line, but also higher up, ether]) and allowing the dilatometer to cool in a suitable
the soil is just as soft and plastic as it is under this level, cooling bath, and reading the change in height of the
Thus in clays at moderately low temperatures, the soil liquid surface. The increase in volume of the soil sample
itself between the ice layers is soft and unfrozen. due to freezing (which is obtained after correcting for

the change in volume of the glass container and the
B. The process of soil freezing liquid) is taken as a measure of the quantity of frozen

1. The lowering of the freezing temperature in soil water.
It often occurs that the soil between the ice-strata is A part of Buoyoucos' results are shown in Figure 19.
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Figure 19. Curves of the lowering of the freezing temperature for different types of
soilsplottedfromBouyoucos'figures, obtained bythefreezingpoint method. ]- "Humus
loam," 2 and 6-"clay loam," 3-"silt loam," 4-"sandy loam," 5- "quartz sand."

His purpose was at the start to determine in this manner nation of the freezing of the small last quantity of water,
the percentage of dissolved salts present in the ground- are certainly even in this case considerable, depending
water. He has in his later publications proposed that the on both technical imperfections and errors in principles
presence of these dissolved substances was the cause of due to approximations, but since the accuracy is greater
the temperature depression. His theoretical conclu- and the method itself is simpler, this principle is be-
sions, which I shall discuss later, are based entirely on lieved to be superior to the dilatometer method.
this idea. Because of other soil samples, which general- The particular apparatus used in this case is shown in
ly have a considerably larger content of dissolved salts Figure 21. In order to protect the stem of the thermom-
than is usual in our regions, the lowering of the freezing eter during freezing, it is placed in a nickel- or silver-
point is naturally caused by both the salts and the effect plated case, filled with alcohol or mercury for good
of the particle system. conductivity. In most cases the usual thermometer grad-

Lately E. Jung (1932)-from the theoretical discov- uated to 1/100C is used, but forespecially accurate deter-
cry that the lowering of the freezing temperature is minations of a very small decrease of the freezing point,
dependent upon the soil particles' adsorption power- a special thermometer graduated to 1/50OC is used. The
published the results of his careful experiments by the determination of the thermometer corrections or cali-
dilatometer method, which are shown graphically in brations were accurately determined before and after
Figure 20. It is seen from the diagram at first glance, each test by the determination of the freezing point in
however, that the curves have little accuracy. The cause freezing and melting distilled water.
of this lies in the inherent technical difficulties, in that The sample is held in a tube made of a poor heat-
the error in the correction for the liquid and the sample conducting material called "isolit," which keeps the rate
container's volume changecanbe very large, and possi- of cooling or heating and, therefore the temperature
bly also in the method itself, in that the change in vol- difference between the outer part and the inner part of
ume of a low water content cannot be measured accu- the sample, small. For cooling, a eutectic mixture of a
rately. salt and ice is used; BaCI2 is mostly used, the eutectic

The author's method is by direct determination of temperature being -21.6 0C (the bath temperature being
temperature readings while cooling or heating, and 1/2 to I degree higher). For warming, water of a higher
constructing the temperature-time curve, and deter- temperature is mixed in the water bath.
mining from this the temperature at the beginning of The measurements are made graphically, by con-
freezing, and freezing point of the free water. structing on millimeter-ruled paper the temperature vs

The possibilities of errors, especially in the determi- time curve. As an example, Figure 22 shows each curve
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Figure 20. Freezing temperature curves for the same soil (stiff clay) for three
different original water contents plotted from Jung's figures, obtained by the
dilatometer method (Jung 1932). Diagram shows, by the very unlikely appearance of the
curves, the inaccuracy of this method (compare Fig. 22 and 23).

consisting of an upper, steep hyperbola, which reaches
a little below 00, and then a nearly horizontal curve,
corresponding to the freezing of the free water, and

a continues more steeply and slowly changes into a lower
hyperbola, representing the cooling of the totally frozen
sample.

The hyperbolic curve has the following form:

-n*O -Y Coox,7 loge
'On: OpT-y

-,-h wherey = temperature
- - -o x = time (y, = starting temperature, xo = starting

S* •=time)
. T = the temperature asymptote (y =7) that repre-

,_-sents the bath temperature
c = constant, depending upon the temperature

ao, icoefficient and specific heat of the soil con-
.. :.tainer and soil sample.

b- Figure 21. Apparatus for the determination of the
. freezing point of soil. a-thermometer, b-case of nickel..0 filled with alcohol or mercury and having eightfinsfor better

-.- ,. . heat conductivity, b-rubber tube, c-soil sample, d-insulat-
ing tube of "isolit," e-rubber stopper.f-thermometerfor the

oo. 0.* 
°  determination of the temperature of the cooling bath. g & h-

:.a..o O I o- cooling bath, consisting of g-salt solution. h-eutectic ice-salt
, d,- Aft -"T mixture, crystallized on the walls of the container i, k-""- :" " pulverized cork, l-cover.
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Figure 22. Temperature-time curves for two different types of soil,for cooling and

warming, to determine the freezing point for different water contents. From the
deformation of the harmonic hyperbolic cooling-warming curves, the curves for the
freezing temperaturefor different water contents can be constructed (Fig. 23). 1-very stiff
clay,35.6% water content; 2-lean clay, at a loose consistency, at about 41 % water content;
I a and 2a-cooling; l b and 2b-warming

If we put x0 = 0, we get the following form: properties of the container are dominant, and the differ-
ence in c for both hyperbolic curves become quite in-

cx = log_ T-y0  distinct. The lower hyperbolic curve corresponds in
T-y form to a parallel continuation of the upper. The deter-

mination of the soil freezing curve-that is, the percent
which can be written as: of water which is frozen at a certain temperature-is

thereby easily obtained.

log 10  If we assume as a start that the temperature asymp-
x T-y tote is very distant, that is to say, the temperature of the

logl0 e-c cooling or warming bath is quite low or high respec-
tively, and if we call the distance from a certain point

By the use of this formula, it is easy to construct the (for example -2°C) to the extended upper hyperbola a,
continuation of both hyperbolic curves (dashed line in and the whole distance between the extended hyper-
Fig. 22).The constant c of course is different in the both bolas e, the amount of water frozen q, in relation to the
branches, since the temperature coefficient and the spe- total water content is:
cific heat of ice and water are different. However, these a
components vary in the same manner and effect as the q = -

soil sample's heat coefficient in that they partially I

compensate each other, and since these are small in In this manner enough points can be obtained to
comparison to the values of the sample container, the construct the desired freezing curve (Fig. 23).
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Figure 23. A number offreezing temperature curves for different types of
soils, determined by the thermometer method, and obtained from the
curves of Figure 22. Water-content given in % weight of dry soil. I- Fractions
0.05-0.02 mm;2-fractionsO.001-0.005 mm; 3-lean clayfrom (rnskoldsvik; 4-
clayey silt from S. Sunderbyn; 5-very stiff slay from Skdresta.

Actually, the temperature asymptote distance is not is obviously the attraction of the water molecules to the
infinite; at least when fine-grained soils are concerned, soil particles' "adsorption power," which is important
a suitable correction must be used.* in many other properties of fine-grained soil, hygrosco-

The obtained temperature curves, of which parts are py and plasticity, etc. The water molecules are grouped
given in Figure 23, show the following (for capillary together in a skin around the soil particles. This skin
saturated soil) similar features: The curves begin just consists of many thousands of layers of molecules, the
above the 0°C line (x-axis), further from zero the finer- innermost layerbeing boundthe strongest, and the next,
grained the soil is, and curves up gradually, becoming next strongest, etc. During freezing an "extra-force"
steeper and asymptotic to the y-axis. (lowering of freezing point) is needed to pull the water

In a capillary saturated soil, a certain amount of molecules from the skin and place them in the structure
water freezes first with almost constant, but a very of the ice crystals. This "extra-force" is proportional to
slowly lowering, temperature. The more water that is the strength which the molecules have in the adsorption
frozen, the lower the freezing temperature becomes, skin; that is, how far in, orhow nearthe watermolecules
and becomes very low for the last remaining water. The are to the particle walls.
freezing temperature is lower forthe same watercontent The action of the force of adsorption which is ex-
(that is, the temperature decrease is greater), the finer- pressed as the "hygroscopity" can be explained by the
grained the soil is. following analogy: For the force of adsorption, an "ex-

The explanation of the lowering of the freezing point cess pressure" is necessary in order to change the water
meniscus into vapor, that is to say, the same thing causes
a decrease of the relative vapor pressure, and the de-

* The important fact is that the amount of heat energy given up or crease of thative vapor presure, and toge-
absorbed in unit time is directly proportional to the distance to the rease is larger (that is, the watermolecules hold togeth-
temperature asymptote (temperature difference between the sample er tighter) the less the number of molecular layers in the
and the bath). meniscus.
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Zunker(1928) has shownthat the forceof adsorption Table 2. Freezing point (temperature at beginning of freez.
is practically directly proportional to the surface area of ing) in different soil fractions from Atterberg's data.
the particles, down to a grain size of about 0.002 mm; for
smaller grain sizes there is a definite increase, but it is Fraction Capillarity K Particle sized' Freezing-point
not as fast as the increase of the specific surface. It is )

therefore quite natural that the decrease in the freezing 0.5-0.2 25.5 0.235 2.06 -0.009
point for each water content is larger, the finer grained 0.2-0.1 40.7 0.147 2.60 -0.015
the soil, that is, the larger the specific surface. 0.05-0.02 186.0 0.0322 5.62 -0.031

The freest water being in the centerof the pore space 0.01-0.005 820.0 0.0073 11.7 -0.067

furthest from the particle walls naturally freezes first.

This water is essentially what is called capillary water; * Calculated from K.

but between this and the extremely tight bound water
nearest the particle walls lie layers of molecules (ad- rial, and is the same material on which the author deter-
sorption water) which have a continuous change from mined capillarities (Beskow 1930c). The results of
the one to the other. Capillary water (or pore water) and these are given in Table 2 and Figure 24.
adsorption waterare not differentiatedby a sharp border As shown in the figure, the values lie quite close to
of different kinds of water;, the radius of influence of the a straight line through the origin. We can say then that
force of adsorption theoretically extends out an infinite the lowering of the freezing point in the center of the
distance from the particles, but rapidly decreases in pores is inversely proportional to the square root of the
magnitude. The finer grained the soil is, the larger the reciprocal of the average grain diameter, if this is called
relative volume of adsorption water films is-a part of d, the formula for the freezing point depression then
these related mechanical soil properties are treated in becomes:
Beskow (1930c, p. 52-53 and 47). The water which is
the most important in this problem is the freest water,
the central pore water, which freezes first and deter-
mines the starting temperature of freezing. In order to where the constant c = 0.0056, when t is measured in 'C
get a quantitative measure on the influence of grain size and d in millimeters.
on this, the temperature has been determined (which is The expression for the relation of the freezing point
quiteeasy todetermine very accurately, even though the depression to the specific surface (U) becomes:
freezing curve is almost horizontal) for a series of sam-
ples of sorted fractions of different grain sizes, with the t = c
same water content in the samples (capillary saturated
with a constant but very small capillary pressure). The The formula is then only an empirical relation for the
samples used were based on Atterberg's original mate- series of tests made for varying grain sizes.

C

o

Figure 24. Graphical representation of Table 2. of the last two columns, showing
the freezing temperature as a function of particle sizes (a linear funct ion of 'l-d).
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A theoretical detail of interest is that these determin- This explanation has been confirmed by numerous
ations also give a measure of the radius of influence of observations of freezing clay both in the field and in the
the force of adsorption. The largest thickness of the ad- laboratory. This explains how all air-discontinuities,
sorbed water film that has been observed is about 3 to 4 cracks, fissures and other void spaces, insect and rodent
g (1 p = 0.001 mm). Far beyond this boundary of meas- holes, etc., become filled with ice, and also how ice
urable mechanical effect, there is, however, a continu- forms on contact surfaces between contained solids:
ous measurable thermal effect of the force of adsorp- stones, pieces of bark, etc. One can often see how an ice-
tion; in the largest fraction in which a freezing point band under a stone or bark chip continues sidewise out
depression was observed (0.5-0.2 mm), the average into the clay as a normal ice-band. But most important
distance from the pore center to the particle walls is of all, the crack zones immediately below the frost line
about 40 p±-that is, at a distance of 0.04 mm the force explain just how the ice strata can form by successive
of adsorption still has a noticeable effect. filling of cracks, which build anew by the action of the

We can say then that the determination of the radius ice-crystallization in prying open new cracks.
of influence of the force of adsorption is merely a ques- From the above reasoning it becomes very evident
tion of the accuracy of the apparatus (here it is the ther- why discontinuous ice formation decreases with in-
mometer); Figure 24 (on which the empirical formula is creasing grain size and at a certain maximum size does
based) confirms the idea that the radius of influence of not exist at all. The coarser the soil is, the less the
the force of adsorption is theoretically infinite, and that difference is between the discontinuities and the normal
the force of adsorption exists even in coarse sands over pores. In a moderately coarse soil, such as a sand, the
the whole pore space with a continuous definite magni- freezing point depression in the pores is so exceedingly
tude. minute that crystallization can occur practically as eas-

ily in the pores as in a discontinuity.
2. Ice crystallization in a soil This reasoning, however, does not explain com-

On the basis of the freezing point depression in the pletely the structure difference between the fine ice lam-
pores of a soil-or in more general terms the general inae in a silt and the coarse ice strata in a clay, nor does
effect of the force of adsorption, of which the freezing it explain why the rate of freezing and the surface pres-
point depression is a part-the discontinuous freezing sure have an effect. Even though it would be possible to
in fine-grained soils and the significance of grain size explain by the above method of reasoning how these
can be understood. phenomena are effected, the phenomena are much more

Let us consider a saturated fine-grained soil such as complicated than this simple explanation makes them
a clay, which has been cooled to below 0°C. Even the appear, and a more detailed analysis is necessary.
freest water in the centerof the largest pores is within the Let us examine what happens at the frost line in a
radius of influence and has a considerable freezing point fine-grained saturated soil, a fine silt for example. The
depression; the water in the clay pores can therefore particles are surrounded by concentric films of water,
begin to freeze at a temperature definitely under 00 C. If the binding force rapidly diminishing as the distance
there exists, however, a discontinuity ever so small; a from the particles increases. These "adsorption films"
crack, a flaw, a contained foreign solid, etc., this discon- act partly to lower the freezing temperature of the water
tinuity represents a surface of weaker force of attraction and have also a purely mechanical effect, which can be
on the water, that is, a higher freezing point than in the imagined as a pneumatic elastic rubber skin. Suppose a
clay itself. Ice crystallizations therefore begin in such surface loading acts on the soil system. At the ice-soil
places; and due to the force exerted by the crystalliza- boundaries this pressure is distributed on the contact
tion, the cracks widen and grow sidewise, with the con- points between the ice surface and the soil particles. But
sequence that crystallization of ice continues in the the ice and the soil particles do not touch each other
newly made cracks, which in turn grow wider, etc. And directly, there being the adsorption films between them.
similarly, if a few pre-existing discontinuities exist in a The resistance of these films becomes larger the thinner
soil (in a dried or frozen clay), ice crystallization must the films are. There is then a balance for a certain load-
begin somewhere (the border plane between homoge- ing, that is, a squeezing together of the adsorption films
neous clay strata is naturally a discontinuity, which ex- so that their elastic resistance corresponds to the load
plains why crystallization begins here); from the result- pressure.
ing crystallization small cracks are immediately formed What occurs now if the system is cooled by conduc-
which spread as explained above.* tion of heat upwards? If there is a small temperature

depression underneath an ice crystal, the water mole-
* On the surface of a piece of wet clay that is subjected to quick cules in the film nearest the ice crystal enter into the
freezing, a needle-like ice structure is built; crystallization continues crystal structure, that is, ice crystallization grows down-
inward from these needles in the form of thin lenses.
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ward. This makes the adsorption-water film thinner,
causing an increase in the negative pressure (pressure 1AN Ci.. ' ND
deficiency) causing water to flow to this surface, and the
adsorption film swells until it reaches the same thick-
ness as before. Actually, this whole process occurs con-
tinuously.

Ice can grow easier out in the pores, since the force
of adsorption is less here and the freezing point higher,
the surface of the growing crystals, therefore, becomes
somewhat uneven and protrudes down into the pores,
similar to that shown in Figure 35. This building of FA C 1rn

elementary ice layers by projecting in steps can be Ca o.a, ,,
stopped by three causes: the manner in which the forma- a b
tion of the crystal occurs (the slowness of growth being
the causing factor), the temperature gradient, and the Figure 25. Schematic diagram showing the rela-
projection of crystals reaching down into deeper "films" five importance of the adsorbed water films in a
(with a lower freezing point) of the zone of adsorption fine-grained (a) or coarse-grained (b) soil. The
forces. stippling illustrates the magnitude of the force of ad-

The factors that have been found empirically to af- sorption, i.e., how much the water molecules are ad-

fect the formation of ice layers can be easily understood hered to the particle surface. It is assumed both soils
are capillary saturated, and are subjected to the samefrom these theoretical considerations. pressure. The sand grains are in direct contact, while
the clay orfine silt particles are separated by the layers

3. Factors that determine the type offrozen soil of adsorbed water.
(heterogeneous or homogeneous frozen soil).

a) Grain size. We have above considered a relatively
fine-grained, discontinuously frozen soil. If we consid- possibility of ice crystals growing freely is presented.
er a coarse-grained soil, such as a sand, the following The ice then grows in the pores, surrounding the soil
occurs: The thickness of the adsorption water films is particles, and we have homogeneous soil freezing.
very small in comparison to the grain size. We will b) Rate offreezing. From the above, the effect of the
assume that the surface is loaded with the same pres- rate of freezing is clear. For increasing rates of freezing
sure; this pressure will in the coarse soil be distributed an increase in the mobility of the adsorption-water film
over much fewer points of contact, which makes the is necessary to allow flow of water. The heat lost in
pressure at the contact points larger. The adsorbed film conversion into ice compensates the heat conducted
then becomes much more "squeezed out"; there will away from the frost line, i.e., for an increased rate of
exist an extremely thin film of only the innermost freezing the frost line moves downward.
molecules. Moreover, this "shell" is stretched out much Jung has recently published his investigation of this
further, and the water molecules have a longer distance (1932). He has by a special arrangement been able to
to travel (compare Fig. 35). The flow of water to the sur- study soil freezing at different rates under a microscope.
face of the icecrystals at thecontact points occurs by the The soil sample on an object glass was cooled by a blast
exchange of molecules-by the molecules from the of expanding carbon dioxide. The soil used was a stiff
film changing into ice crystals and being replaced by clay (specific surface U= 12,000; watercontent 42.5%)
water that has come up. And the nearer to the particle which was allowed to freeze at two different water
surface the water molecules are, the less movable they contents, 51.4 and 24.8%, and also at different temper-
are and therefore bound much tighter, the innermost atures varying from-I *to-190°C. It was shown that in
film of molecules having a rigidity in the order of solid general, the lower the temperature, the greater the rate
bodies. The coarser the soil is, the more spread out and of freezing and the less the amount of water frozen as
the thinner the adsorption films become, which means visible ice crystals and therefore the more finely divided
the molecules become less mobile and have a longer the system becomes.
distance to travel. Fora constant load and a constant rate For the larger water content at - 1°C, large ice strata
of cooling, the possible rate of transportation of water appeared; at -2°, extended, large aggregate, at -10°,
molecules at a certain limiting grain-size becomes so scattered large ice crystals; at -25°, finer and wide;
small that the flow of water to the ice surface cannot at -78', very fine ice crystals; at -190', no visible ice
keep up with the rate of cooling, and the ice crystals crystals were observed* and the stiffened soil mass ap-
freeze solid on the adjacent particles-and by this the The microphotographs shown were magnified 188 times.
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peared homogeneous. At the lower water content there entirely in this manner. But water flow can also occur
appeared no ice strata, but closely spaced short crystals when, for example, a dry soil column comes in contact
which practically disappeared at -25* and were com- with water, caused by capillary adsorption.
pletely gone at -78'. We can see then from this how a The forces ofcapillary pressure are known as surface
fine-grained soil such as a stiff clay in a saturated con- stress conditions; the concave meniscii (borderbetween
dition can cool so quickly that all ice banding does not air and water) in the pores try to straighten themselves
appear and even microscopic crystals are prevented, out, and exert therefore a "suction," giving a pressure

It should be remembered-because of the small deficiency, whose magnitude is inversely proportional
thickness of the sample-that even at moderate freezing to the pore diameter and can be expressed in the usual
temperatures the rate of freezing is very fast, and at the hydrostatic pressure measure (mm mercury or water).
lowest temperatures freezing occurs practically instan- This measure of the capillary pressure of soil can be de-
taneously. fined statically as the maximum height to which the

The same thing has been found by the author (Sec- capillary pressure can lift a water column, but it acts also
tion II) where series of Atterberg grain fractions from I- with considerable force as a dynamic effect, that is, as
0.5 mm down to 0.002-0.001 mm were frozen at the capillary adsorption, which exists as a pressure defici-
same time under the same conditions, but with different ency directly under the meniscii which is equal to the
rates of freezing. For an air-temperature of-2°C and the capillary pressure.
time required for total freezing at 42-48 hours, 0.1-0.05 In fine-grained soils the behaviorbecomes consider-
mm was the largest fraction that showed noticeable frost ably more complicated, due to the fact that the adsorp-
heaving and ice-banding, while with a temperature of tion film around the particles has a considerable thick-
-14 0 C, and about 12 hours for freezing, the largest size ness relative to the size of the particles. The mechanical
that showed any ice-banding was 0.05-0.02, and the effect of this film around a clay particle is to exert an
largest that showed definite heaving, 0.01-0.005 mm. expansive pressure effect. In a saturated clay the parti-

The rate of frost penetration in the apparatus shown cles are separated from each other, surrounded by water
in Figure 36 was 1/3 to I cm perhouror 8 to 24 cm a day. films, which act as apneumatic elastic rubberskin. With
This rate is approximately ten times as large as usually increasing load pressure, the film becomes thinner, with
occurs in natural freezing. It has also been found with diminishing pressure, it tries to expand, thereby chang-
this apparatus that the coarser frost heaving soils- ing the volume of the whole system, decreasing or
nearly all silts and also some clay free fine silts--either increasing it. But the actual soil particle volume remains
show no ice-stratification at all or only sporadic strata, the same, and therefore the volume change occurs in the
while these same soils show definite stratification under voids, which are in this case filled with water. An in-
natural freezing. The cause of this difference is un- crease in the load pressure, therefore, causes a consoli-
doubtedly the difference in the rates of freezing. dation of the soil which squeezes out water. With de-

c) Pressure. The effect of increased pressure is to creasing pressure the soil tends to expand, and even
counteract the formation of ice strata by "squeezing" does this, if it is possible for it to suck up the waterneces-
out the adsorption film, thus diminishing the supply of sary for the increase in volume.*
water to the freezing zone. Pressure has the same effect The compressive force acting on the particles can
as an increase in the rate of freezing. consist partly of the actual load pressure, that is, the

d) Water conditions. Water conditions are affected pressure of theoverlying mass, and also-and this is the
by many marked and extremely variable factors. In most important-of the positive capillary pressure ef-
order to understand this, a short summary of the the- fect on the entire capillary system.
oretical principles of the flow of water in soils, includ- If we have a uniformly thick horizontal tube with a
ing the work of the most recent investigations, would be watercol umn in the center, both meniscii try to draw the
desirable; for an exhaustive treatment, the reader is water column towards its end; the result is a pressure
referred to Zunker's excellent presentation (1930). deficiency which we call capillary pressure. But at the

All flow of liquids (or gases) depends upon the exis- same time, the meniscii exert a compressive effect, a
tence of a pressure difference, which causes a continu- positive force on the tube (Fig. 26). Or if the tube stands
ous flow from a higher to a lower pressure, in this case vertically with one end in water, the capillary water
being the flow of water through soil. column is pulled up by the meniscus to a height which

The pressure difference and the consequent flow de-
pend on the difference in height, therefore on the slope, *This compression and swelling can easily be illustrated experimen-
and the water flows in the same manner as occurs in a tally: for several reasons, however, stiff colloidal clay does not

conform very well to this principle, because of its unusual tightness
(very low permeability) which has a tendency towards an "irrevers-

soils, crushed stone and gravel, the water flow occurs ible aggregate structure."
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Figure 26. Partlyfilled, horizontal capillary tube, both meniscii pull with equalforce, causing
a pressure deficiency in the water. The tube is subjected to an equal compressive force. A similar
effect occurs in soils.

corresponds to the capillary pressure. This acts as if the elastic-adsorption films represent a stable reservoir
meniscus is fastened to the tube holding up the weight supply which, by causing a slight decrease in pressure
of the column and direct compression exists in the tube at a point when evaporation occurs, causes a flow of
equal to the negative capillary pressure. water to that point by the tendency to equalize the

The same occurs if instead of the single capillary pressure. This pressure change is transmitted inwards,
tube, the capillary system consists of pores of a soil; the and straightens out by straightening of the films, but
capillary water columns act as if they were a load pres- occurs slowly, due to the dampening effect of the films.
sure of the same magnitude acting on the surface of the The water thus flows slowly. The process of the rate of
capillaries (for experimental results see Beskow I 930b), flow is then regulated by the porosity of the soil and the
and the meniscii exert the same compression as if they viscosity of the water.
had a certain compressive pressure. The effect of grain size, then, is a double one. For de-

If we have a piece ofclay of a plastic consistency, the creasing grain size the pores become smaller; therefore
pores are saturated and at the boundary between the the resistance to flow gets larger and the thickness of the
waterand the surrounding airthere exist meniscii curved adsorption film becomes larger, therefore also decreas-
inward. These meniscii exert a definite pressure defi- ing the amount of water that can flow out for a certain
ciency in the pore water, and an equal positive compres- increase in compressive pressure. Both of these factors
sive force on the soil. If water evaporates from the act together in causing a slower spreading of pressure
surface of the clay, the meniscii curve inward, causing change due to the loss of water at a certain point in a soil,
an increase in the capillary pressure, and the soil parti- which is tosay that the changc ;, potential is transmitted
cles are pressed closer to one another. The pore volume slower the finer grained an. ',,il is; the amount of
is decreased and the excess water squeezed out is lost by mobilized water becomes greater, and the mobility less.
evaporation. This process naturally occurs continuous- Now in a freezing soil in which ice is forming, the
ly so that during evaporation the meniscii curve inward water next to the ice strata changes from a liquid to a
more and more, and the compression of the clay grad- solid state and has the same effect as a change into vapor
ually increases. This process continues until the me- by evaporation. At the frost line a drying-out occurs, a
niscii are fully developed and the particles touch one squeezingtogetherofthe adsorption films, whichspreads
another, or until the negative pressure in the pores further and further, causing a shrinkage. If now this
reaches the soil capillarity and the meniscii and also zone spreads to a place of contact with a free supply of
therefore air advances into the pores. water-to the free water in a submerged sample or the

Conversely, the soil swells when put in water be- flowing groundwater in the fissuresofaclay-the water
cause of the expansion of the meniscii and the flow of brings to flow upward from this point, and the funda-
water into the pores.* mental requirement for an appreciable volume increase

The characteristics of flow of water in a fine-grained and a subsequent frost heave is fulfilled.
soil is therefore, in summarizing, the following: The In this phenomenon soils act quite different from one

0 In most cases, however, the process is not completely reversible, another, depending on their grain size. In a clay (assum-
Note also that swelling usually requires a much longer time than ing that it is saturated and under a small capillary pres-
shrinking due to the fact that at the thickness of capillary film existing sure) the amount of water"mobilized" is largedue to the
the expansive pressure is small. A piece of soft clay with an inside pressure increase, and is larger the stiffer the clay,
pressure of 1I/0 atmosphere, for example, can easily have a capillary which explains why even without contact with a free
pressure in the meniscii of a few hundred atmospheres, and the water
therefore-having a pressure drop in the order of 100 atmospheres/ groundwater supply considerable ice stratification can
cm--can be squeezed out of the clay very fast. When the soil is put in occur. In stiff clays the amount of mobilized water be-
water, the water is first sucked up at the same large pressure. but the comes so large and the permeability so small, that the
pressure decreases very rapidly and approaches the original pressure "zone of compression" can only have very small spread
deficiency inside the pores, i.e.. about 1/1o atmospheres. Also, due to
the irreversibility of the process, the original volume cannot be (which in natural ground means it cannot reach to the
attained even after swelling an infinite length of time. groundwater table) and consequently cannot suck up
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water. On such ground, therefore, there is practically no Groundwater conditions are treated further in Sec-
frost heaving, and the entire ice formation is caused by tion IV.
a local flow from the unfrozen clay nearest to the ice
bands (Fig. 27, 2a and 2b). 4. Critical grain size between heterogeneous and

The phenomenon is quite different in a coarser soil homogeneous soil-freezing (frost heaving and
such as a silt. Due to the relatively small thickness of the non-frost-heaving soils)
adsorption films the amount of water that can be set free From above we have seen in what manner various
by a pressure increase is very small, whereas the permea- factors have an effect on whether a soil becomes ice-
bility is quite large. If the soil is not in contact with free stratified or not, and also that the critical grain-size
water, the mobile or free water is quickly used up in ice between heterogeneous and homogeneous freezing soil
formation (thin ice bands) at the first point of freezing, is not constant but depends on the prevailing factors. It
and therefore no ice layer can form in the rest of the soil was shown that it is possible by instantaneous freezing
(Fig. 27, 1 a). If, on the other hand, the soil is in contact to have even a stiff clay freeze homogeneously. In
withafreegroundwatersupplyatnottoolongadistance nature, however, the variation of this factor is very
away from the frost line (Fig. 27, 1 b), the water that limited and the so-called critical grain-size can be fixed
flows up and the consequent increase in water content within a relatively close interval; in earlier works of the
at the frost line can be very large due to the relatively author the critical size was first established as 0.06 mm
high permeability, which results in considerable frost (Beskow 1929a), and later as 0.1-0.06 mm (Beskow
heaving. 1930e).
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Figure 27. Diagram illustrating the difference between the freezing of a silt (1) and afat clay (2), without (a), and
with (b) access to free groundwater. The difference between the two is that soil (1) has a small amount of "mobilized water"
but has a large permeability, while (a) has a large amount of "mobilized water" but a very small permeability.

In (la) without access to free water, the small amount of available water flows quickly to the frost line andforms ice strata in
the top part of the frozen soil; since it diminishes rapidly and ceases completely, the ice bands therefore quickly become thin and
sparse, andfinally cease all together. The total expansion becomes very small. When there is free access to water (1 b) however,
water is continuously sucked up, and the entirefrozen soil becomes ice stratified, accompanied by a considerable expansion (frost
heave).

When thefat clayfreezes, the large amount ofavailable waterflowsfrom the adjacent parts of the soil cylinder to the ice bands;
due to the enormous tightness [structure], the zone of suction force does not gofar, and theflow becomes entirely local. Also, when
the soil column is in contact withfree water (2b), no water is sucked up; 2a and2b therefore are alike. The expansion in both cases
is small. Fat clays become richly ice banded, but are hardly frost heaving.

The medium soils (fine silts, and lean clays) behave intermediately: they become noticeably ice-stratified even without access
to free water, and with free water, become considerably ice enriched, and appreciably frost heaving.

It should be noted that in all cases it is assumed that the soil cylinders are capillary saturatedfrom the start to the same degree
that is usual in natural soil whenfreezing begins under our climatic conditions. The more water clays hai'efrom the start, the larger
becomes the resulting amount of ice; when soft clays freeze, the ice stratification is especially large.
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In natural soils it has been found that definite ice (variation between -1.4 and -2.6), and for the second
stratification is always necessary for a soil to be appre- test at about-14 0 (variation between -12.5 and -15.5).
ciably frost heaving. This has been observed in so many In both of the first tests the paper cylinders remained
cases that it was concluded in preliminary work that the whole. However, the samples showed a tendency to
formation of separate ice layers is fundamental to the freeze fast to the walls, causing a large pressure in the
process of frost heaving. Laboratory experiments have freezing cylinder which was noticed by an expansion of
shown that this is by no means the case: a soil can with the walls and a bulging of the cloth bottoms. In order to
rather quick freezing show a large amount of heaving eliminate this resisting pressure, the paper cylinders
without showing any ice strata under the most minute were cut from the top edge to about 1 cm from the bot-
observation. As we have seen above, at a rate of freezing tom (see Fig. 28). Before freezing the stiff cylinders
of about 1/3 to I cm per hour (approximately ten times held together as before, but only a very small pressure
the rate in ordinary ground) almost all silt soils and even was necessary to open the cylinders. The cylinders
some clay free fine silts freeze homogeneously or show opened up in a conical form as the frost-heaving oc-
only a small amount of ice-banding near the surface. In curred freely. The amount of ice formed in this case be-
these cases the heaving consists practically entirely of came larger.
the additive effect of small increments of expansion After the soil samples were frozen all the way through,
between the particles, the ice underneath was melted and the water dried off

The difference between this and natural freezing is and the samples weighed again. The appearance of the
due primarily to the lower rate of freezing, but also to the samples was recorded (form, size, noticeable ice strat-
fact that the structure is less homogeneous, thus provid- ification, etc.) and where necessary (for the whole series
ing fewer discontinuities in which ice layers can start. In except the last test), the frozen samples were cut in half
natural freezing it is then true that as a rule frost-heaving to observe the frost structure.
soil is practically always ice-stratified and we can say The results are given in Table 3 and Figure 29. Notice
that the critical size between homogeneous and hetero- that the considerable evaporation from the surface of the
geneous frozen soil is therefore the same as the critical samples occurred after freezing started, which therefore
size between frost-heaving and non-frost-heaving soil. was not caused by being sucked from below. The evap-

The value of the critical grain size has been deter- oration was shown by the fact that soil was all dried out
mined by two different methods. One method consisted for a few millimeters below the surface. Weighing the
of a laboratory investigation of a series of soil samples samples showed that the coarser sample had a definite
of different grain sizes, and the other method consisted loss of weight. For the three largest fractions, which
of gathering samples of the coarsest frost-heaving soils showed no ice-strata at all, the loss in each case was
from different localities (either ice-stratified frozen soil practically the same: in the diagram the curve was
or soil from places of frost-heaving) and making a grain straight and nearly horizontal. In order to get the actual
size analysis of these samples. increase in weight due to frost heaving, it is necessary

The freezing test was carried out in the following to lower the base line to the place where the lines start
manner. Nine of Atterberg's pure fractions were used as to curve upward.
the sample material, with grain sizes of 1.0-0.5, 0.5- The following is a summary of the tests:
0.2, 0.2-0.1, 0.1-0.05, 0.05-0.02, 0.02-0.01, 0.01- The three coarsest fractions, 0.2-0.1 mm, showed
0.005,0.005-0.002,and0.002-0.001 mm. The samples either no ice-strata or relatively little; these are essen-
saturated to a thick consistency were packed in paper tially "safe from heave." On the other hand the fourth
cylinders impregnated with paraffin, 5 cm high and 3.5 fraction, 0.1-0.05 mm, for slow freezing showed a
cm in diameter, and were tied at the bottom with linen small but definite increase in weight. This is seen in
cloth through which water could flow. The cylinders Figure 29 where this fraction shows the first rise from
were placed in a metal tray filled with a sand bed coy- the horizontal. For tests 1 and 3 the point of tangency
ered with filter paperand which was filled with distilled lies about at the 0. 1-mm size.
water toa few centimeters above this. The test cylinders The fraction 0.1-0.05 had a discontinuous structure
were then weighed, placed on the tray into a box of cork (tests I and 3). The stratification was of course very thin;
dust, packed with cork dust so that only the top of the actually the ice was built from needles of ice crystals in
cylinders protruded, and the box was then put in the the soil which grew downward in the freezing column.
refrigerator. The starting temperature of the apparatus They did not extend down more than a centimeter;
was the room temperature, about 20*C. The tempera- lowerdown, notracesof ice-stratification were noticed.
ture of the refrigerator was thermostatically regulated The next fraction, 0.05-0.02, on the other hand,
and could be held at a very nearly constant temperature. showed stratification throughout the whole column.
For tests I and 3 the temperature was held at -2' Thissoilcolumnwas, therefore, entirely heterogeneous.
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Figure 28. The nine paper cylinders with soil after freezing of test number 3 (Table 3
and Fig. 29). The split sides of the cylinders are turned to the front; the amount of expansion
can be seen in the picture.
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Table 3.
Fraction

i/d Change in weight (g)
Grain size Capillarity computed Exp. no. I Exp. no. 2 Exp. no. 3

limits K from cap. Freezing temperature
No. (rm) (cm) (I/mm) -2.2' -14' -2.0"C Remarks (for no. 3)

1 1-0.5 11.3 1.88 -1.4 -0.9 -0.6 Non-ice-banding
2 0.5-0.2 25.5 4.25 -1.65 -1.2 -0.8 Non-ice-banding
3 0.2-0.1 41 6.79 -1.9 -1.3 -0.7 Non-ice-banding
4 0.1-0.05 99 16.5 -0.55 -0.7 +0.5 Small but visible banding at surface (to

7 mm depth)
5 0.05-0.02 186 31.6 -0.3 -0.85 +1.35 Sharp thin ice bands throughout the whole

sample
6 0.02-0.01 440 73.4 +1.0 -0.5 +3.05 Ditto, but more prominent
7 0.01-0.005 820 137 +4.45 +0.8 +8.6 Extreme ice-banding
8 0.005-0.002 1700 283 +8.6 +0.5 +18.05 Numerous and thick ice-banding
9 0.002-0.001 7000 1170 +11.1 +3.75 +15.4 Numerous and thick ice-banding

(= 0.0016-0.0005)

cases it could occurfor larger sizes, and gave the interval ously downward as the ice forms in the cracks and opens
to be about 0.1-0.06 mm (Beskow 1930 e). We can say up more cracks ahead. Another contributing cause is the
that these results agree substantially with the above, consolidation due to the drying out below the frost line.

From the other method of determining the critical In such a case the dimensions of the network of
size, mechanical analysis of natural soils, the results cracks depend on the mechanical properties of the clay,
have likewise agreed. For these results, see the conclu- of its cohesion, which determines the tightness of the
sions in Section III. system of cracks formed by drying out; the larger the

cohesion is, or the "fatter" the clay is, the coarser the
5. The structure of stratified frozen soil network of cracks will become.

a) The dimensions of normal ice-strata. The dimen- For a coarser frost-heaving soil such as a fine silt, the
sions of the ice-strata structure, and the quantitative phenomenon is the following: when crystallization oc-
differences between clay and coarser soils can easily be curs in the center of one of the larger pores just under the
explained from the above considerations; of essential surface, an ice-layer is started which through the force
significance in this connection is super-cooling, exerted has a tendency to form a little crack. The occur-

The cause ofthis troublesome ice-stratification which rence of this crack, however, is not facilitated by any
forces its way down through the soil and hardly seems shrinking of the surrounding soil; the cracks then only
to end with continuous cold and whose growth is det- extend sidewise a very short distance. In this man-ner a
mined by the heat conducted away, is principally that bi-convex lens shape is formed in the ice strata; as the
the water is not sucked up fast enough, so that the soil has very little plastic deformation, the mechani-cal
amount of heat conducted upward from the frostline is pressure exerted on such an ice lens becomes considera-
larger than the heat which is released by the freezing of ble. But an increased load pressure has the effect of de-
the water sucked up; due to this there is a super-cooling terring ice crystallization, and the ice strata soon cease
of the system, an isotherm below, which causes freezing to grow. The coarser the soil is, the less it can shrink and
to begin sooner or later below the previously formed ice therefore the less plastic it is, and the condition for the
layer.* formation of such bi-convex lenses becomes more fa-

As has been said before, it is noticed that in fine soils, vorable; likewise the effect of a load increase becomes
such as clays, an open pore system of cracks is formed more effective in deterring crystallization. For increas-
along with the ice stratification, which grows continu- ing grain sizes the size of the ice lenses becomes smaller

and smaller, until they become as small as the pores.

* In certain cases, when the water sucked up can keep up with the It is worth noting this detail: the local pressure in-
freezing, a single very large ice layer is built, which theoretically can crease accompanied by the growth of such ice lenses
grow to an unlimited thickness, practically in our locality it can only occurs as a local pressure zone (rapidly dispersing)
reach a magnitude of a few decimeters. This process (Fig. 17) is aboveandbelowthelens.Thenextcenterofcrystalliza-
facilitated by the occurrence of definite discontinuities, such as tion has therefore a tendency to form at the side of or
boundary surfaces between different layers. Possibly-and perhaps
actually-the ice of Northern Siberia was formed in this manner. over directly under the preceding. Thus each ice lens lies
a very long period of time; thicknesses of up to tens of meters are the immediately below the one above it.
largest known on record. The dependence of the structure formation on the

freezing point depression can be stated as: the finer
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grained the soil is, the more difficult it is for crystalliza- on the magnitude of the temperature gradient. If it ap-
tion to start at a new place, that is to say, the more con- proaches zero, that is if the cooling occurs almost uni-
tinuous the ice layers become, therefore the distance formly, the temperature is nearly the same at different
between them will be larger. This rule holds whether the levels. The isotherm system is "thinned out" and a sharp
ice system is continuous or not. As a matter of fact in the frost line does not exist. Crystallization can just as well
latter case the following criterion can also apply. With occura little furtherdown as alittle higher up; the whole
decreasing grain size a larger temperature depression is soil column cooled just below 00, then, consists of
required forcrystallization to begin at a new center, that closely spaced thin ice strata built at different levels
is the larger the distance becomes between a new layer approximately simultaneously; thus, the possibility of
and the preceding one. There are other influencing fac- upward water flow is rapidly diminished and shut off
tors in the phenomena but subordinate in importance. completely from the soil under the lowest ice strata, and

The principal reason for the occurrence of succes- there is no further ice-layer growth.
sive ice strata, and not merely a single growing ice layer, The stiff homogeneous clays are an exception to the
has been assumed to be that the rate of flow of water above discussion. In a clay of this kind, no, or hardly
upward to the freezing zone is not large enough to com- any, large discontinuities exist, and the amount of un-
pensate for the conduction of heat away. In case the rate dercooling in the "tight" pore system is quite large, and
of upward water flow is sufficient, a single ice layer is the reason why the ice formation in the soil cannot oc-
should thenoccurwitha stationary frost line. Numerous cur spontaneously. In this case a network of cracks is
experiments have shown that such is the case. However, formed in front of the first crystallization which are suc-
it is probable that exceptions to this exist, depending cessively filled and are successively built downward.
on another process, which in certain cases has a tenden- The crystallization is tied to this discontinuous system
cy to prevent the continuous growth of the lowest ice and the rate of growth downward is restricted by the rate
layer. ofcrystallization sidewise. This structure can also occur

The cause is the following: at the under surface of a if the temperature gradient is very small.
growing ice layer, which presses against the underlying But in general the rule is that the larger the temper-
soil with its entire weight of the overlying soil, a tem- ature gradient is, the more distinct the frost line becomes
perature somewhat below the freezing temperature of and the larger the water content of the frozen soil (other
free water exists, let us say -0.2 0C. Let us assume that things being constant). Not only is the absolute value of
the temperature gradient is not too high, for example the rate of cooling important, that is, the difference at
0.05* per cm. This means that the 00 isotherm exists at any given level between the heat conducted upward and
a depth of 4 cm under the frost line; in this zone we are the quantity of heat energy conducted from below, but
concerned with minus temperatures. In the pores, free the total heat energy transfer is also important, which
from a load pressure, the freezing point depression is quantity is directly proportional to the temperature
considerably less, for example 0.1 C. This implies that gradient.
between the frost line and the -0.1 1 isotherm, a zone of The larger the temperature gradient, the greater is the
2 cm immediately below the frost line, undercooling likelihood of the occurrence of the continuous extreme
exists. Now it is quite probable that in one or several ice layers that were explained before; the other temper-
large pores some distance below the frost line, for ex- ature factor that facilitates this which has already been
ample 1/2 cm, where the temperature is -0. 175 0C, mentioned is a slow rate of freezing (a small difference
undercooling occurs spontaneously, and new centers of between the release and receipt of heat energy). These
crystallization are started, each one forming a small ice factors can at least in clay soils cause large extensive ice
stratum. This acts to prevent the upward flow of water layers, which sometimes reach a thickness greater than
to the ice layer existing above, which causes it to di- a few centimeters. The process is facilitated, however,
minish it more, until the flow of water no longer balanc- by marked soil boundaries or discontinuities where
es the thermal gradient, and the isotherm progresses crystallization can occur so easily that no new crystal-
downward. The new ice crystal takes the role of the old lization can form near it (and thus encourage large
one, and the old becomes isolated or "dead." This pro- single ice layer growth).
cess is again repeated in the same manner. b. Factors determining the direction of stratifica-

The accuracy of this explanation is confirmed by tion. The factors which influence the arrangement of ice
direct empirical observations. Below the lowest definite layers, or frozen soil structure are the following:
ice layer, under what is loosely called the frost line, l.Pressure,especiallyitsdirectionandrelativemag-
small ice-crystallizations are often seen in small cracks nitude.
up to adistance of a few centimeters under the frost line. 2. Temperature, especially direction of isotherms,

The above process is naturally primarily dependent and also temperature gradient and rate of cooling.
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3. The soil structure: existence of ajointed ordiscon- both factors act to orient the ice stratification parallel to
tinuous structure. the ground surface. Therefore the effect of direction of

a. stratification. the isotherm can be seen when it differs from this, which
b. discontinuities such as fissures. can easily be investigated experimentally.

In general the most important of these factors, name- It is, however, obvious that the magnitude of the tem-
ly direction of pressure, direction of the isotherm and perature gradient, that is, the fall in temperature per unit
stratification, cause a system of parallel ice strata orient- length, is of greatest importance. The smaller thegradi-
ed parallel to the ground surface; but in particular on entis,that is, the more sparsely spaced the isotherms are,
road and railroad structures there can be a considerable the smaller is the quantitative importance of definite di-
divergence for the usual conditions. vergence from a given isotherm; when the gradient ap-

Probably the most important factor is the pressure proaches zero the isothermal surfaces of course disap-
direction. It is essentially the pressure that occurs due to pear.
the increase in volume during freezing and not the pre- The importance of soil structure is most marked at
existing pressure in the soil. If we have a freezing soil contact surfaces between different layers. It has already
column in a stiff container shut tight or a natural ground been explained how large ice layers can grow on the
that freezes over the entire width, it is noticed that the contact surfaces between a coarser and a finer soil.
small expansion sidewise causes an enormous pressure When the change of layers is repetitious as in varved
increases, since no space exists for this expansion. clays, the entire structure is completely dominated by
Above, however, there is unlimited space and as soon as this: stratification becomes extremely parallel and dis-
ice crystallization starts, it grows perpendicular to the tinct, with the ice formed in the boundary surfaces.
ground surface, the direction of least pressure or of least Under natural conditions the above three main fac-
resistance to expansion. tors usually work together to cause stratification to oc-

The action of a vertical pressure on crystallization is cur parallel to the ground surface. An example of how
obvious. Vertical pressure decrea3es the rate of freezing the structure is a compromise when there is a divergence
and reduces the freezing point by pressing thinner the of the factors is shown in Figure 16 (compare with Fig.
adsorption water in contact with the soil particles. If in 15).
a homogeneous soil the pressure in a given direction is
a minimum, crystallization occurs in that direction. It is
obvious from this that the successively formed ice- III. THE PROCESS OF FROST HEAVING
filled cracks usually occur perpendicular to this direc-
tion. A. To what extent may heaving be caused by

In the most general cases, the freezing of natural expansion through freezing of the water originally
ground, crystallization and also expansion occur in an in the soil?
upward direction, perpendicular to the ground surface, It is usually accepted as an axiom that a freezing soil
and the ice stratification becomes parallel to it; the same must expand at least as much as the increase in volume
occurs in a closed strong container, due to expansion of water originally in the soil when it

In the freezing of a free mass of clay the direction of freezes, or in round numbers, about 1/10 of the volume
least resistance is much less distinct, and is different in of water in the soil. Practical experiments and simple
different parts of the clay mass, which has a corre- theoretical considerations have shown that such is not
sponding effect on the frozen soil structures. the case. Taber first pointed out (1930) emphatically

The qualitative importance of the direction of the that this presupposes a closed system, such as a com-
isotherms is obvious: though in a given soil crystalli- pletely closed container. In such a container the water
zation starts close to a definite temperature, it is clear would expand during freezing about 10%. But actually,
thatthe ice stratahave a definite tendency to grow paral- freezing soil is always in an open system where surplus
lel to the surface along which this temperature exists; an water can flow out of the pores.
ice stratum can not grow more than a very short distance
below the surface before the temperature becomes too 1. By the freezing of water-saturated soils
high. Particularly in the case of thick, large ice layers, Assume that freezing takes place in a saturated
such as are formed by a frost line remaining relatively coarse soil such as a natural sand (open system), where
stationary at one level, the direction of the isotherm isof the pore water can flow downward freely. As shown
the utmost importance. Generally, in nature, the direc- below (part B, par. 1), theoretically and experimentally,
tion of the isotherm corresponds to the ground surface, in such a coarse soil the water molecules cannot wedge
that is to say the direction of the temperature drop themselves between the particle surface and the ice
correspondstothedirectionofleast resistance, of which surface on the frost line, which is why no expansion of
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the particle system takes place. Therefore the solid par- On the other hand, fine grained soils which freeze
ticle system does not change and the expansion due to discontinuously and which in an open system suck up
the freezing of water is taken care of by the forcing out water if available undergo a very small expansion when
ofacorresponding amount of water from the pores. The there is no supply of water (whether open or closed
water content of the saturated sand therefore diminishes system). For a given temperature the amount of expan-
during freezing about 1/10 of the original. sion depends upon the amount of waterfrozen, which in

But if the sand is in a closed system, i.e., the water is turn is less the finer grained the soil is.
prevented from flowing away, an expansion occurs The temperatures used for the tests (an air tempera-
analogous to the freezing of water in a closed container, ture of-6 0 C, and temperatures of the samples at the end
and its magnitude is about 1/10 of the volume of the of the test between -5°C and -P°C or an average of
water.* about -3°C) correspond quite well with the conditions

The theoretical explanation is easily understood from of natural freezing. The surface temperature of course
the experiments of which the results are summarized in varies with the local climatic conditions, but one can say
Table 4. that the temperature of the ground varies approximately

A number of glass tubes 20 cm long and 2.0 cm in with the surface temperature but evened out (dampen-
diameter having a piston of perforated paraffined cork ing of variation). There is a large fluctuation where the
which is easily displaced on one end, are filled with sat- snow covering is small, such as on roads which are
urated soil of different grain sizes, from medium sand to plowed during the winter.
stiff clay. After weighing and length measurements, In addition, the author has carried out detailed deter-
they are placed vertically in pulverized cork in a refrig- minations which are explained later in detail (Fig. 36),
erator and are frozen with a constant temperature from on soil samples packed in segmented glass tubes which
above. In the first test the tubes were placed on a metal have practically no wall friction (Fig. 30b) and the
tray which was cooled very fast. The samples were then amount of heave measured for small time intervals.
frozen quickly from the bottom, and thus have a closed From this a curve of heaving versus time is plotted (Fig.
system. In the other test, they are fully insulated below 30a).
and the samples froze only from above, i.e., as an open The soil used was a fine silt of very liquid consisten-
system. Forcomparison, a closed containerofthe coars- cy designated as BW 19, and had a capillarity of 9.6 m.
est sand with a tight stopper in the bottom was also in- The water content at the start was 21. 1% by weight
cluded. From this, it was shown, amongst other things, (always measured on basis of dry substance). The
that the open sand samples forced out a considerable material was very thick but became liquid when shaken.
amount of water, and that they had very little or no ex- As the curve in Figure 30 shows, there is a large
pansion. amount of frost heaving at the start of freezing, having

From the tests shown in the table we can thus con- the same rate of heave as determined for capillary satu-
clude the following: Coarse soils-medium sands and ration under the same load pressure. Then a very small
coarse silts-act as an open system and do not expand amount of water is sucked up to the frost line, under
upon freezing; instead the water is forced out and the hardly any capillary pressure. As more water is drawn
amount is about 1/10 of the quantity of frozen water. But up, the capillary pressure becomes greater and the rate
as a closed system these sands have an expansion upon of heaving diminishes, andthe curve bends over. Finally,
freezing an amount up to 1/10 of the contained watert the rate becomes constant and the curve is a straight line.

Under ordinary conditions, however, such closed The rate is then 0.087 mm/hr. It is interesting to note that
systems are seldom found, and therefore of no impor- this is the same rate of heaving as if there was full
tance for road beds. capillary flow, but with a pressure acting equal to the

value of the maximum capillary of the soil (about 1000
gr/cm 3). Thus what happens is the following: the exist-
ing excess capillary water-that is, the water you get by

* Whereagas phase exists. air in the pores can compress considerably squeezing the soil-has flowed to the frost line, while

under pressure, offsetting the volume increase. In other cases the
watercan release dissolved gases w'hen it freezes and have an opposite the pressure gradually increases. But when the pressure
effect (increase the amount of expansion). becomes equal to what is called for short "the capillarity

t In one lest the expansion in one direction (upwards) was about 2% of the soil"-the maximum capillary pressure-it has
or 2 cm per meter of frost depth. This corresponds to a water content reached its limit and does not increase any more but
of about 20% by volume, while the actual water content was between remains constant, and the rate of frost heaving also
36 and 42% by volume. The expansion was therefore only about 1/20 becomes constant. The water flow to the frost line is
of the total volume of water. Part of this discrepancy is due to the fact therefore rapidly reduced, and the pressure approaches
that some of the water (absorbed films) remains un frozen, but also due
to the existence of air-filled voids, the maximum pressure existing at the frost line.
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Table 4. Results of freezing tests of water-saturated specimens, completely frozen specimens and moist, unsaturated
soil samples.

Water-saturated Completely frozen
Dimensions Weight reduction
of specimens Change of length With reduction for

Length Water content Shrinkage evaporation, etc.
before before freezing before ( water squeezed out)

Diam freezing Total % by % by freezing Total % of total
(cm) (cm) (gr) weight vol (cm) Heave (gr) (gr) water

1. Closed system

1. Medium sand 2.02 19.1 - - ca 36 0 +0.4 cm = 2% -0.6 0 -

2. Fine sand 2.02 19.2 - - ca 42 0 +0.4 cm = 2% -0.7 0 -

3. Fine silt 2.02 19.45 24.89 26.0 39.9 -0.15 +0.23 cm = 1.2% -0.35 0 -

4. Stiff clay 2.03 19.25 34.80 49.5 55.9 -0.15 +0.25 cm = 1.3% -0.5 0 -

11. Closed system.
l.a. Medium sand 2.03 18.0 21.40 22.6 36.8 0 +0.4 cm = 2% -0.55 0 -

Open system.
I b. 2.02 19.1 21.45 21.9 35.0 0 +0.1 cm=0.5% -1.6 -1.05 4.9
2. Fine sand 2.02 18.8 24.80 28.1 41.2 0 +0.0 cm =0 % -1.2 -0.7 2.8
3. Silt 2.04 18.8 23.55 25.6 38.4 0 +0.05 cm = 0.3% -0.35 0 0
4. Fine silt 2.02 19.2 27.44 25.5 39.8 -0.08 +0.2 cm = 1% -0.45 0 0
5. Stiff clay 2.03 17.75 30.15 42.8 56.2 -0.08 +0.07 cm = 0.4% -0.45 0 0

Moist soil samples (not saturated).
Dimensions and type of soil column

No. I fine sand, No. 2. coarse sand,
capillarity 54 cm, capillarity 10 cm,

height 75 mm, height 65 mm,
diam 32.5 nun diam 32J mm

Test no.
1 2 3 4

a. Temperature gradient (*C/cm) 1-0.6 0.1-0.05(?) 0.2 cla 0.1-0.0
b. Freezing time 2 hr 30 min cla 6ft/hr 6 hr 2 hr 10 min
c. Load (gr/cm2) 25 a) 25; b) 50 a) 50; b) 110 25
d. Initial water content (%) 10.7 10.9 10.2 9.8
e. Final frost depth (mm) 11 75 38 29
f. Increase (%) of water in upper

frost cm of frozen soil by
weight (%) +9.2 +4.2 +8.6 -

g. Total heave (mm) 0.80 0.25 0.13 0.12
h. Water frozen in sample (ht) (mm) 3.17 11.21 8.35 4.4
i. Normal expansion of above in

freezing (0.1 h) (mm) 0.32 1.12 0.84 0.44
k. Frost heave quotient (steps g + i) 2.5 0.21 0.16 0.27

This description also explains the significance of the is first large but diminishes rapidly and becomes almost
diagram showing the distribution of water after freezing negligible; in the case at hand about 0.25 mm heave for
(Fig. 30b). a depth of 3 cm, that is less than 1% of the frost depth.

The experiment shows that in freezing of a saturated Controlling factors are, of course, the percent of excess
lean clay without access to free groundwater, but having water and the porosity of the soil. The relatively porous,
a water content greater than that existing under maxi- coarse silty clays as a rule have very little water excess;
mum capillary pressure, the excess water flows to the in fact in early winter after the fall rains, silty soils
frost line and the soil first frozen attains a large water loaded with ballast, as on roads and railroads, seldom
content. Simon Johansson has already shown this in have more than 3 or4% excess. At some depth there can
1914.Therateoffreezing, asthedescriptionhasshown, be considerable water excess in clays, but due to the
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Figure 30.

a. Frost heaving curve obtained for freezing of a capillary saturated silt (BW !190), packed in at the liquid limit, and therefore at a
water content greater than natural saturation. The excess water flows at the start of freezing to the frost line (see water content
diagram, Figure B ). The rate of heave is large at the start, but decreases after the excess water is consumed. The capillary pressure
increases until it becomes constant, and the heave basic constant rate (= 0.087 mm/hr) which agrees with the rate offrost heave
determined from the maximum capillary pressure (= capillarity of soil, K ± 9.6 m ). Surcharge load during freezing = 50 gr/cm2.

b. Soil column (height 10 cm, packed in a glass tube, consisting of eight loose Il-cm rings) and the water content distribution after
freezing. (Original water content uniform throughout column =2 .1 %.)

tightness of the soil, the excess water can only flow from water exists only as films or meniscii known as "Porch-
right close to the frost line. winkel wasser" [Funicular water] is of some theoretical

We can say then that in ordinary cases freezing of interest. It would seem off-hand that there would be no
soil without capillary connection with free ground is of expansion of the whole system since the air pores would
no significance in road and railroad problems. Excep- provide ample room for the free expansion of the water
tions are possible, however. Freezing of a detached spot when it crystallizes. But apriori it would certainly seem
or a small strip, such as a stretch of road insulated by a that it is possible the water would not use this possibility
snow-covering sometimes has access to a very large of expansion (amongst other reasons the temperature
surplus of water which can flow in from the sides. Or condition at the contact points of the particles) and that
there might be a very strong frost heaving soil such as there could be an expansion due to crystallization at the
a fine silt, for example, on top of the coarse soil (sand) contact points (see Fig. 3 1 a).
which, due to its large capillarity, can "suck out" a large The method used is the same as above and is ex-
amount of water from the coarser soil below, even plained below (Fig. 36). The soil sample is packed in a
though it does not have access to free groundwater. It is glass tube and heaving is measured at equal intervals of
of course possible that both of these possibilities can time.
occur in combination. Two kinds of sand were used as samples, 1 ) a fine

sand of a capillarity K = 54 cm and 2) a coarse sand of

2. By the freezing of non-saturated soils K-- = 10 cm. The sample, after being moistened homoge-
The case of the freezing of partially saturated soil, neously to a moisture content of about 10% by weight,

i.e., one in which the pores are filled with air and the was packed with uniform density into a glass tube,
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Figure 31. Diagram showing two different possibilities of freezing of non-
saturated soil (moist sand) a = the sand before freezing. Its funicular water ("Por-
enwinkelwasser" )at freezing mayform either expanding ice needles between the particles
(b), causing the soil to expand much greater than the 10% increase due to waterfreezing,
or the ice crystals may grow in the free spaces of the pores (c), and the soil specimen not
expand. Between these extremes, all kinds of transitions may occur. The experiments have
shown that the phenomenon depends on the pressure. For no pressure [surcharge load],
noticeable expansion can occur, but even a small pressure will reduce this expansion
practically to zero.

consisting of a bottom tube 5 cm long, half of which was sure and other factors, but they definitely showed that
occupied by a rubber stopper, and with five 1-cm-high the magnitude of frost heave in a moist sand is insignif-
glass rings. The height of the soil columns were then 7.5 icant from a technical standpoint. For a moist fine sand
and 6.5 cm respectively. The tubes were placed vertical- (10-15%) (under no load) of a few decimeters in thick-
ly in pulverized cork and placed in a refrigerator; the ness, the maximum heave will be at the most 1-3 cm per
bottom was placed in a refrigerator, the bottom was decimeter of frost depth. For increasing depths (which
placed in about 2 cm of water (level with the stopper) means increased pressure) there is a rapid diminishing
and a thermometer placed in this, so that the temperature of heaving and for 1/2-m depth there is only a few tenths
at the bottom could be read (see Fig. 36). Thus it was of a millimeter heave per decimeter. As an example, the
possible to compute the temperature gradient approxi- possible displacement of a rail due to the heaving of the
mately. ballast sand of the railroad bed can be as much as I/2 cm

Sample I was tested in three different series (differ- and at the very most I cm, which is certainly an insignif-
ent temperature gradients, different rates of freezing, icant amount.
and different loading). The heave and temperature were The very marked increase in water content in the
measured as usual at intervals of a few minutes and the frozen portion of the soil is of interest (Fig. 32). It is
heave vs time curve drawn similar to that in Figure 30. probable that this is due to a condensation phenomenon

Part 2 of Table 4 gives the principal results. From in the air-filled pores, that is, as water transported as
this and other observations we can give the following vapor and condensed against the cold surfaces of the
conclusion: frost line. The quantitative determination of this is given

In freezing of moist sand there is an appreciable below.
expansion (heave). This magnitude, however, is quite In such a fine-grained sand as this, it is not possible
variable, and is particularly affected by the surface that convection flow could play a large part. The gas-
loading. If we consider the expansion on the basis of the eous water transportation must occur by diffusion, i.e.,
percent of water in the soil we find that for a small load a wandering of water molecules through the air caused
(25 gr/cm 2) the heave is several times the ordinary ex- by differences in the partial water vapor pressure. Zunk-
pansion of water when it freezes (10%); for increased er has determined experimentally the rate of diffusion
loading (50- 100 gr/cm 2) the heave only becomes a frac- for sands of different sizes, in which he got very similar
tion of this amount. An increased rate of freezing also values (Zunker 1930, p. 205), on the average 0.0045
tends to diminish the percent expansion. gr/cm 2 for 24 hours and a vapor pressure gradient of I

This implies that for small pressures on the sand the cm of water per cm distance. The experiment was start-
ice forms columnar crystals between the sand grains ed at an average temperature of 19.7°C, and with rela-
(similar to the illustration in Fig. 31 b) while for larger tively dry sand (only hygroscopic moisture). When the
pressures the expansion of the water occurs essentially temperature was nearer zero with more moist sand the
in the air spaces of the pores (Fig. 31 c).The tests did not rate of diffusion became less. Without using the com-
determine any quantitative values of the effect of pres-
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sand (see Part 2 of Table 4). Soil:
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plex general formula given by Zunker, we can tempo- shown (see Holden 1926) that in soils which are drier at
rarily use his given values as absolute maximum. one place than at anotherthere is a flow of water toward

In the foregoing case, the vapor pressure differences the dry place due to "migration of the absorption films."
are caused by the temperature. The magnitude of the The cause of such a process could be that water is taken
pressure drop can be found by tables when the temper- from a surface by evaporation; i.e., in exactly the same
ature is known. When the temperature is near zero the manner the water can be transported in the freezing pro-
pressure difference is about 0.5 gr/cm2 per 'C. For a cess by changing into a solid state as well as a gas-
temperature gradient of 1-0.6*/cm the rate of diffusion eous state.
then becomes 0.0023-0.0014 gr/cm 2 per day. But from Later in this work a test was carried out on the same
test 1, Part 2 of Table 4, the water flow to the freezing fine silt (BW 19) with the same dimensions as in Figure
soil was 0.18 gr/cm2 for a length of 21/2 hours, or, in 30, the results of which are given in Figure 33. The
round numbers, a thousand times larger than computed initial water content was 13.7% which was about 6%
by diffusion. For various other tests-though the tem- less than capillary saturation. No heaving at all occurred
perature gradient was considerably less-the differ- when frozen under the same load as in Figure 30 (50 gr/
ence was still larger. cm 2 ), but the height remained constant (within ±0.002

It is therefore obvious that the transportation of water mm). No spreading of the particles occurred due to crys-
cannot be explained by diffusion. The cause is proba- tallization, all the expansion occurring in the pore space
bly, instead, the following: In a freezing moist sand, the (likewise there was a considerable amount of water
adsorption-water membranes enclosing the surface of increase in the zone of freezing as Figure 33 shows).
the particle also enclose (or try to enclose) the lower
surface of the ice crystals in the frost line. The ice crys- 3. Summary
tals grow in such amannerthat the watermolecules next Under natural conditions it can be said that heaving
to the ice enter the atom structure of the ice. This implies of ground caused by the expansion of the existing water,
that the membranes or films which are in contact with
the ice become thinner. But there is a tendency for the o , Io ,r, iv ,%0 *t .L• mi i

meniscii to have the same stress all over (i.e., same
thickness). The decrease in thickness at a point then g 0
causes a flow of water to that point. Numerous tests have 2 i .

..J
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Figure 33. Water distribution afterfreezing ofa col-
umn of moist (13. 7%) silt(B Wl 9). Surcharge load = 50
gr/cm2; freezing time 3112 hours. No trace of heaving. ." ' ,' .1,
Compare with Figure 32. WATER CON-TENT, PERCETr BY WEIC4T
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Figure 34. Frost heaving curve obtained with the arrangement shown. The soil
is coarse silt with a capillarity of 2.9 m, and there is a layer offine silt (BW 19) with a
capillarity of 9.6 m underneath the silt and on top of saturated sand. At the start of
freezing, the capillary pressure was only afew centimeters (positive A of the mercury-
fill vessel), and the frost heaving curve A was obtained. Then the vessel was lowered to
position B, corresponding to apressure deficiency of4.0 m of water. Since the coarse silt
had a capillarity of 2.9 m, the capillary surface dropped in the soil column to the top
surface of the fine silt, where it remained stationary. This is reflected by a sudden drop
of thefrost heaving curve, which approaches a horizontal line, i.e., no more heaving
occurred although the freezing test was continued for 135 minutes.

independent of any water supply, is under all circum- For sandy soils the frost heaving is of no importance
stances very small, at all (except for certain exceptions*). On unloaded soil

For fine grained soils, which freeze discontinuously, it can reach 1 cm maximum heave; for a load of about
this heave cannot amount to 1% and at most 2% of the 100 gr/cm 2 or more it is reduced to zero.
frost depth. The largest heave occurs on fine silts, lean All frost heaving of any practical significance de-
clays, and also on stiffer clays of a very loose consisten- pends upon water flow to the freezing zone. This occurs
cy (surplus water). For stiffer clays of a harder consis- almost always by capillary flow (capillary suction)
tency, which are usually found on the upper first meter, (usually from below but can of course occur from the
the heave is very small, a few tenths percent or a few sides depending on local conditions). A good illustra-
millimeters per meter depth. However, under natural tionofthe significance of capillary flow in frost heaving
conditions, fine grained soils are never found in such a is shown in Figure 34.
condition that no water at all can be sucked up. The
above figures are then only for the part of the heave due B. Frost heaving caused by water suction
to the pre-existing water. Even for only moderate frost to the frost line
heaves of one or two decimeters, the part due to this is
very small and is only from a few hundredths to a few 1. Theoretical considerations offrost heaving
tenths of a total heave. Since the solid material particles in a soil do not

themselves expand when cooled (in fact there is an ex-
* Sometimes natural sands can be in a closed system if the sand lies tremely small contraction) it must be implied that the
on an impermeable base: bedrock, clay without cracks, etc., and this solid particles separate from each other within the soil
base forms a sort of shell or basin. Such a basin in the fall season is mass eitherall over or in certain places, orat certain sur-
naturally filled with water, and the sand in this will heave about 2 or
3 cm per meter depth. Practically this is not important for sands used
as a foundation material can hardly even be in such a condition. It show that such is the case, that is along certain places
should, however, be emphasized that sands in such a situation can be where the soil is forced apart by the growing ice layers
partially ice stratified-in the tests ice stratification occurred in the which orient themselves generally perpendicular to the
lower part which froze last, where the water was pressed out from the
upper part. If the load pressure is very small, as at the ground surface, direction of expansion.
such ice-stratification may occur there. From these considerations we can say that in order
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11111 tI~i; '1,111 1 I I 1  quickly through the adsorption films to the surface of
the growing ice crystals, which thus pushes the soil par-ticles ahead, or actually lifts itself and the overlying

mass upwards. In this manner ice strata may be formed
which theoretically can reach infinite thickness. If the

rate of cooling is greater than the flow of water, new
I III Jil I, I I I it Jill layers of ice crystallization are started further down

CEI which cut off the supply of water to the upper layer, etc.l, l~l l'tll ,*'I'h il~~lllIn this manner we can explain the difference in freez-

L~ I I 1 1 111 ing of different sizes of coarser soil. However, themo
I I..I I bility of the adsorption films is dependent on the pres-

sure. For increasing pressure the films are pressed
tightly and the mobility is reduced; we should therefore
expect that the rate of heaving would be correspond-
ingly decreased. This is actually the case, as Taber has
shown experimentally (Taber 1929). In natural ground
we can conclude then that for coarse soils (coarse silt)

Figure 35. Schematic diagram of the frost line, or on an unloaded surface (example, surface of a cut) there

the contact between growing ice crystals and the would be considerable heave, while the soil under the

underlying soilparticles (drawn as spheres), in two road bed, loaded by the ballast, would not heave very

different types of soils, the upper a clay, and the much.

lower a coarse silt. Note that the scale of the upper Quantitative values of this phenomenon can only be

diagram isabout2O timesthatofthelower. Thepointsand found experimentally. The experiments carried out by
the arrows show the maximum distance that the water Taber on the effect of pressure were not performed so
must travel in order to have frost heaving occur, that quantitative results could be obtained. To evaluate

this, more tests were performed, which are explained

that growing ice crystals can expand they must push the below.
particles in front, which can only happen if new water
molecules can come in between the ice crystals and the 2. Experimental tests-apparatus and method
particle surfaces against which they rest. Figure 35 The biggest difficulty in performing freezing tests in
illustrates this further. tubes is the effect of friction between the soil column

The diagram shows schematically what occurs at the and the tube walls. When the freezing column length-

frost line during freezing for a coarse and a fine grained ens, there is a sliding of part of the column in the tube,
soil. The outer surfaces of the ice crystals do not rest and to overcome the frictional resistance an extra pres-
directly against the particles but lie between the adsorp- sure occurs which has an effect on the freezing. This
tion films. Assuming now that the ice crystals grow pressure is considerable and is usually very uneven. For
from below, displacing a layer of molecules taken from coarse soils greatly affectedby pressure inconsistent re-

the adsorption films, these films become thinner and suits were obtained in earlier tests, and this was caused
they in turn get back their thickness by attracting water by the frictional effect. Of course, this effect does not
molecules from the side (this agrees with the mechan- exist under natural conditions.
ical properties of the films discussed previously). One way to get around this difficulty would be to do

In a coarse soil the meniscii are very wide and thin. away with the tube, and remove the tube from the
Free passage of water is thus small because it concerns packed soil column before freezing. But for certain soils

the innermost, tightly bound molecules which are the (clayey soils) this would be impossible because of their
least mobile. In a fine-grained soil, on the other hand, tendency for flowage sidewise. Also the soil could ex-
the meniscii or films are relatively short and thick, and pand sidewise without any resistance, while in natural

the flow of molecules can occur much more rapidly. ground the sidewise expansion is prevented by a con-
In order to have frost heaving there must be a certain siderable soil pressure which causes the entire expan-

rate of diffusion, or molecular mobility, in the films sion to occur upward.
between the soil particles and the ice. In coarse soils this The problem thus resolved itself into retaining the

is small and for practical purposes is zero (in sands); no tube container, but reducing the sliding resistance to the

heaving occurs and the ice grows into the pores and sur- least possible. After a few trials, the following arrange-

rounds the particles. On the otherhand, in a fine-grained ment was found to be the most suitable. The tubes con-
soil such as a clay or fine silt water molecules flow sisted of a series of short sections, each placed on top of
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Figure 36. Apparatus for freezing tests on small soil samples,for determination offrost-
heaving rate at different pressures (load pressures or capillary pressures). The right part
is placed inasmallfreezing chamber with double windowand internal electric light. The soil column
(a) is placed in a segmented glass tube (b) built up of glass rings (bl) (32 .5mm diam, and 10 mm
height), and a 50- to 100-mm long tube (b2) underneath; the soil specimen rests on a buffer (f) of
sand (fl), a copper screen (f2) and a rubber stopper (g). The soil column is covered with the nickel
plate d3, in contact with the lower disc ofthe pressure apparatus (d). On the upper disc (d1 ), the load
(e) is applied. The heaving is measured on the dial indicator (c). graduated in 1/10o mm. The soil tube
is placed in the water-filled pan (i), where the water can be heated by means of the electric heating
element (m), and its temperatare measured on the thermometer (in). The whole is carefully insulated
by pulverized cork (p). From the water-saturated soil column a water conduit (q), consisting of a
glass tube and a rubber vacuum tube, leads through the wall outside the freezing chamber, where
it is connected with two partly mercuryfilled vessels (r). by which various subpressures in the water
can be produced, resulting in a capillary pressure in the soil column. The rubber tube may also be
connected with a single water container as shown in Figure 37a.

each other to form one tube (Fig. 36). This friction only lifts itself up and with it the frozen-fast tube sections.
occurred overa short section, less than the height of one To further reduce the remaining friction the inside of
ring; the friction was thus reduced to a fraction of what the rings are smeared with a thin layerof Vaseline. Thus
it was before. In detail the system functioned as follows: the effect of friction was reduced to practically zero.
when freezing started and the topmost ring froze fast, at The only remaining pressure acting on the soil was
the upper edge the soil column under expansion was the surface load and the capillary pressure. In order to
pressed out from the ring (relative to the ring). This have different surface loads the pressure apparatus
upper ring then separates from the one below, and the shown in Figure 36 was used, on which different weights
distance is proportional to the expansion, until the frost can be placed. Of course the weight of the dial and the
reaches to the upper edge of the second ring, which soil itself was included. When small pressures were de-
freezes tight and the procedure repeats, etc. Though the sired the pressure device was removed and the dial was
whole system rests on a fixed bottom the freezing soil applied directly on the cover plate.
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0 Cwere put in the refrigerator vertically, insulated on the
sides by powdered cork, which was filled up to the

J L surface of the sample. The bottoms of the samples were
immersed a few centimeters in a water container, the

CO.MAlt PA" temperature of the water of which was regulated by an
O , *N A-4 " electric heating unit. The water temperature was read

A. F from a long thermometer stuck through the cork insula-
tion.

The tests were carried out by reading the time at
definite intervals (usually 1-5 minutes), recording the
reading on a time-height diagram so that the curve for
the heave vs time was continuously recorded during the
test. The air temperature was also recorded every now

A , C- and then (very slow change). The load and the capillary
,.- / pressure, of course, were varied, but were held constant

for certain definite periods.
Usually it was required to determine the variation ofFigure 37. Example of various arrangements of test cylin- the rate of heaving with pressure. In these cases a certain

ders and vessels (a and r in Fig. 36). A-Only the surface load load was applied, freezing allowed to progress, and the

is varied, while the capillarypressure remains constantandof small heav masured u nti l th cremi e a the
magnitude by means of the water-filled tube kept only a few heave measured until the curve remained a straight line

centimeters below the sample. B-For very impermeable soils, only over a long period, when the pressure was changed, the
a thin layer of soil is used which is covered by and lies on top of effect of the change observed, and freezing continued
saturated sand. There the capillary pressure caused by resistance under the new load until the heave again became con-
toflow is reduced to a minimum. C-For very low surcharge loads, stant, when another load was again added, etc. (Fig. 41 ).
the pressure apparatus is removed and the dial indicator spindle In the other case, when it was required to determine
lies directly on a thin metal plate which covers the sample. how the rate of freezing affected the rate of heaving, the

Increased capillary pressure was achieved by a tube
leading from the bottom of the sample out from the re-
frigerator to an ordinary pressure apparatus (Fig. 36r). b.
By this apparatus the pressure at the bottom of the soil
column could be measured. To determine the water
pressure at the frost line it is necessary to add the pres-
sure difference and the flow of water through the soil,
which can be determined exactly from the rate of flow
(9/10of the observed rate of heaving) if the permeability
is known. Usually only the load pressure varied and the
capillary pressure remained constant and small. The
soil was kept in contact with an ample water reservoir
with the water surface a few centimeters below the
sample (Fig. 37).

The magnitude of heave was determined by the use
of an ordinary dial, graduated to 1/00 mm, and on which
the change in height can be read to an accuracy of about
±0.001 mm. To make continuous observation possible
without opening the refrigerator, a double glass window
(the air between the glass being kept dry by CaCI 2) was
placed in the refrigerator.

The refrigerator used was supplied with a Frigidaire
cooling unit. In order to get very accurate constant tem-
perature the standard temperature regulator was cut off,
and was replaced by a mercury thermostat. A tempera-
ture accurateto -0.3'C was obtained. The soil samples Figure 38. Exterior view of thefreezing chamber.
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pressure was kept constant during the entire test, and the bend does not occur immediately when the temperature
temperature was varied, passes the zero mark is due to the fact that the apparatus

and the soil have a certain heat capacity and thus it takes
3. Frost heaving independent of the rate offreezing a short time to absorb this heat.)

Observations of nature and of experiments (see Bes- The tests have then fully proven, as the previous tests
kow 1928 and 1929a), previously showed that the rate did not fully show (Beskow 1928, 1929a), that for a
of frost heaving must be at least approximately indepen- constant pressure the rate of heaving is independent of
dent of the rate of freezing (the rate at which the frost the rate of freezing.
line moves downward).* It should be noted however that this is completely

From the recent tests this fact has been proven much valid only for relatively permeable soil. Due to the
more accurately. Tests were performed with different expansion of the water during freezing an amount of
soils with a constant load and capillary pressure, but water of almost 10% is released, which contributes to
with greatly varying air temperatures. The temperature the heave and can therefore be subtracted from the water
changes were made after quite long periods, for exam- that must be sucked up to maintain a certain frost heave.
pie -2°C for two hours, then -10*C for the same time, This water, which does not have to be sucked up, is pro-
etc., so that a definite change in the rate of freezing portional to the rate of freezing and in very impenneable
would be allowed to occur. The temperature of the bot- soils, therefore, the rate of heaving is partially depen-
tom was held nearly constant very near zero. dent on the rate of freezing; the rule that frost heave is

Curves for two of the tests are shown in Figures 39- independent of the rate of freezing assumes a constant
40. As shown, the curves are practically straight during total pressure at the frost line. Concerning strong frost
freezing, independent of the large differences in tem- heaving soils then, the effect of the rate of freezing is
perature and therefore independent of the rate of freez- under all conditions small and quite insignificant.
ing. The small irregularities that exist occur without any This fact is of great practical importance. While with
relation to the temperature variations; that is due to little approximation we can say that the measure of frost
irregularities in the materials. Even when a natural soil heave is a measure of the amount of water sucked up, we
is carefully packed, the soil is obviously not perfectly can also state the rule as: the amount of water sucked up
uniform, but has layers of more fine material than in unit time to the frost line is independent of the rate of
others. penetration of frost. (Of course, we always assume that

Frost heaving is then entirely independent of the rate the rate of cooling is greater than the minimum men-
offreezing.Itisinterestingtonotethatwhenthetestwas tioned above.) If freezing occurs rapidly, the water
finished and the temperature raised above 0' , the curve sucked up is divided up (small layers), and if it occurs
bent over with a smooth curve approaching the horizon- slowly the layers are large. Therefore the water content
tal, and when continued bent downward. The latter of the frozen soil (a measure of the amount of ice strati-
phase means melting is taking place. The important fication) registers the variations in the rate of freezing
thing, however, is how suddenly the bend starts, which (in natural ground, the variations in the air temperature
shows the heaving was continuous at a constant rate and the snow covering); thick ice layers are found dur-
until the instant that the above-mentioned zone (previ- ing slow freezing and thin during fast.* Because of the
ous footnote) is passed, when the heat condition cannot reduction in bearing capacity during thawing in the
any longer keep up with the sucking up of water, i.e., frozen soil the rate of frost heaving is very important in
cannot freeze all the water sucked up; after this the highway problems (see Beskow 1928).
heaving becomes directly proportional to the cooling,
which in this case rapidly diminishes. (The fact that the 4. Frost heaving as afunction of the grain-size

and pressure
The fact that frost-heaving is independent of the rate

* This implies also that the rate of increase of height (the amount of of freezing greatly simplifies the determination of the
water freezing in unit time) is independent of the rate of freezing,
assuming that the rate of cooling is large enough to allow all the water rate of heaving as a function of other factors, since any
that can be sucked up to freeze. Neglecting this possibility, this means rate of cooling can be used. Earlier tests have shown that
the frost moves downward and its rate is independent of the rate of grain size and pressure are the most important of these
heaving. But when the freezing just balances the water sucked up. the other factors. The essential purpose of the experiments
frost line remains stationary, while the ice layer keeps forming; if the
rate of freezing is decreased the smallest amount, the frost line still is to determine quantitatively the rate of heave of dif-

remains stationary, but then the amount of water that is sucked up and ferent soils under fixed pressures.
freezing is proportional to the rate of cooling. For a rate of cooling
under the minimum (therefore a stationary frost line) the rate of
heaving is directly proportional to the rate of freezing or cooling (heat *Assuming perlctly homogeneous soil: at points of change of soil
loss in unit time at the frost line), composition there is a great divergence in the ice content of the soil.
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Figure 39. Diagram showing that frost
'heaving rate is independent of the rate

'2 of freezing. The large variations in air
temperature, causing corresponding varia-

tions in rate offreezing, have no effect on the
''$ slope of the frost heaving curve until the

temperature goes above 0°C, when the heave
&o curve bends over and becomes horizontal,

then drops offduring thawing (not shown on
diagram). The bend in the curve at a is due

0.9 to an increase in friction of the dial indica-
tor. See Figure 40 where this does not occur.

I . 1 -1 Soil: M102, medium silt. Load pressure
o " "bo oh " N about 50-6O grlcm2.

"c tl _ BOTTOI WATER TEMP.
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Figure 40. Another e~ample show-
ing that frost heave is independent

0 @S of rate offreezing. Exactly the same

as Figure 39, except that the endphase
* is left out. Soil: Bw 19, very fine silt-

to 0M 0 pressure, 410grlcm 2.
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Figure 41. Diagram showing frost heaving rate for different pressures, surface load or
capillary pressure. For any given pressure, there is a certain slope of the curve, i.e., a definite
rate of heave. For each slope the corresponding pressure is given in grcm2.Soil: pure fractions,
0.01-0.005 mm. From diagrams of this type, the frost heaving rates for different pressures are
obtained,from which the curves of types shown in Figures 42-44 are constructed.

In each series of tests the type of soil was kept but the effect of this pressure is positive since it tends to
constant and the pressure varied, either the loading or compress the soil, and it is therefore the positive value
the capillary pressure or both. As in the above tests of this pressure that we want.
freezing was allowed to progress until the rate of freez- To determine how each of these two pressures acted,
ing became constant over a reasonable length of time, two tests were run on each soil sample, one time freez-
i.e., a straight line heaving-time curve. For purposes of ing undera varying load (and constant, very small capil-
proper control in the series of varying pressure inter- lary pressure), and the other time freezing under a
vals, a constant "comparison pressure" was used, for varying capillary pressure (a constant very small load).
which the amount of frost heaving has the same value. Parallel tests carried out on different soils showed that
Figure 41 shows the graphical results on a heave-time when the pressures were reduced to the same units (gr/
curve. For each load, the curve begins at a definite slope cm2), the values were identical for capillary pressure
but has a slight parabolic curve which becomes straight, and surface loading.
each having a different slope. The slope is, of course, a Capillary and load pressure then have a similareffect
measure of the rate of heave. This rate was determined and the frost heave can be stated in relation to the total
graphically by drawing a line to the straight portion and pressure acting at the frost line, which is the sum of the
reading the tangent of the angle with the x-axis. From two.
the scale constant and this tangent the rates can be As the results show (Fig. 42-44), the curves for the
computed. Foreach pressure there isthereforeadefinite rate of freezing versus pressure are hyperbolic. It was
value of rate of heave.* then required to find a formula that would fit the curves,

When a sufficient number of rates have been deter- accurate enough (within the accuracy of the variation of
mined we can construct the rate of heave-pressure the points on the curve) by computation. This can only
curve (Fig. 42-44). be done graphically.

a) Frost-heave as a function of pressure. The pres- As a trial the formula for the hyperbola X"Y = a was
sure acting at the frost line consists of two components, tried, or in this case
the external load and the capillary pressure. The capil-
lary pressure in the pore water is, of course, negative, pn Q = a

* When the same pressure exists but the circumstances of freezing are where Q (cm/hr) = rate of heaving and p (gr/cm 2) =
different, the rates are not always identical, depending on the irregu- pressure. One can tell by inspection of the form of the
larities in the test factors (different packing, different frictional curve that the exponent must be greater than n = 1; a
effects. etc.). These variations are not usually large but nevertheless value of n = 2 would look probable. For a start, then, n
significant; therefore several determinations were carried out foreach
pressure. was assumed equal to 2.
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Figure 42. Diagram offrost heav'ing rate as afunction of pressure, obtained from
diagrams similar to Figure 41. Here the pressure is mostly capillary pressure (thle only
load pressure is that of the metal plate and the dial indicator spindle, about 16 grlcm2). Soils:
Atterberg's pure fractions.
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Figure 43. Same as Figure 42, but for a number of different coarse natural Soils
(equivalent to Atterberg's 0.02-0.01 nimfractions).
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The simplest way to try out an empirical formula b
graphically is to choose the coordinates so that it re- + b C);
duces to a formula of the first degree, that is a straight
line. p2Q = a can then be rewritten either as

1-P--+c; 1iQ 1

a -L=Q, or f/- b P+ c
p 2 b

p=b 1; (b=). Q_ 1 b2
Q

In the first case I/p2 is plotted along the x-axis and Q (Pb+ c) (+ cb)2

along the y-axis; in the other case x =p and y = 1/V-Q.
Which of these methods is preferable depends upon For pure fractions, the value of c is practically con-

which is most suitable. Figures 45 and 46 show a num- stant for silts, and varies between 1 and 0.7. However,
ber of diagrams for various soils obtained in this man- it happens in general that c decreases with decreasing
ner. grain size. It is of course impossible, due to such uncer-

The experimental points for each soil fall quite well tainty, to state any definite rule on the basis of such little
on a straight line, especially when there are numerous material; it seems, however, that forcoarse soils without
points on the curve. For the Atterberg fractions 0.01- any clay (silts) c is relatively constant (about 1 or less)
0.005 mm, the curve would be parabolic if straight plot- and decreases with decreasing grain size and reaches
ting were used. But with this plotting there are two practically zero for lean clays.
points which do not fall close to the line; however the Or expressed in words: the rate of frost heaving for
percent error in the amount of heave is small, and also a given soil is inversely proportional to the square of the
since we plot the reciprocal of the heave, the error seems pressure (= sum of load and capillary pressure), afterthe
greater on the plot. pressure exceeds a certain but not large value. The rea-

We can say from the diagram that the points fall with son forthis "initial pressure increment" is that when the
fair accuracy on a straight line. The line does not go pressure approaches zero, the theoretical rate of heave
through the origin butcuts they-axis atadistancec from does not approach infinity but approaches a limiting
the origin; then the formula for this line becomes: (but quite large) value.

on 4Lftl
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Figure 44. Diagram offrost heaving rate as afunction ofpressure for a number offine-
grained soils, which are considerably frost heaving even for large pressures. Analogous
to Figure 43 but to a different scale.
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Figure 45. Diagram showing graph-

L, * ,. c , d, " .16 bo,,. ically the relation between rate of
frost heave and ressure. On the y-

V axis: 'in =I/Q = reciprocalofthe
square root of the frost heaving rate Q

$. in mm/hour; on the x-axis,pressure pat
the frost line. As seen the observed
points lie on straight lines which inter-
ceptthe origin between 0.4and 1. Hence
the formula for rate offrost heave as a
function of pressure:

LOAD PmM'f (p/b+c) 2 (p+cb)2

M 102 SILY a OW wl 0DAR5E 5Wt;'CA"'0
I"-- I' CO Uli

The relation between frost heave and pressure can b2 = ed (1)3.
then be given by the formula

n.is was found graphically by plotting the points on a
Q= 1 b2  straight line through the origin.

(E+c 2 (p + cb)2  This relation is shown in Figure 47 for both natural
(b +sediments and pure fractions, except that the reciprocal

of the particle diameter is substituted by the capillarity
where b is a definite exponent for each soil, and c is a K.*
factor which for silt is about = 1, and for decreasing b2  3
grain size approaches zero. =ek.K

b) Frost heave as a function of grain-size. In the
formula As the diagram shows, the points for natural soils fall

Q 1on a straight line intersecting the origin as given by the

P + cformula (b2 = ek.K 3; ek = 425, see Fig. 47). Correspond-
(b ing results were found for the pure fractions (however,

for 0.005-0.002 mm, K = 17, the point falls above the

h is an exponent depending on the type of soil. From line), but the exponent ek has a much smaller value. In
tests on different coarse natural soils and on different general then, b is a function of the capillarity (or grain
Attererg fractions, it was found that b increases for size) but the actual relations are different, depending
,ct. rea-sing grain size.

It * a found by trial that the relation of b to grain size
t e ,4uare of his proportional to the inverted cube of *To simplify the scale, the formula b2 = ek"K3 was further reduced to

,hr p4rlt I diameter, or. fb = 'f' oK.
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Figure 46. Analogous to Figure 45.

largely upon the grading of the soil-which is, of (p gr/cm2) is then:
course, what one would expect.

For example, if a sand is mixed with a small amount Q = 1 _ 1

of colloidal material, it has practically an infinite capil- ( P + c
larity, but is quite different in frost heaving properties; f k 3
it may become strongly frost heaving, while the clean ed/
sand might have been non-frost-heaving (seeTable 10). d

We can say on the whole that the exponent ek in the where for natural sediments ek = 100-1000, but gener-
formula b2 =ek.K3 has varying values, depending on the ally lies between 200 and 600, and where c = I for silts
grading. Generally this value rises for a better grading but decreases towards zero for decreasing grain size.
distribution. For such natural well-sorted sediments as If we make an approximation by neglecting c-
found in the northern sections, the value of ek lies any- which forvery large pressures is a very slighterror-the
where between ek = 100 and 1000, but usually is found formula becomes:
to be ek = 200-600, when K is given in meters, p in gr/
cm2 and Q in mm/hr. Q = ed I (approx.)

The formula for the rate of heave (Q in mm/hr) ex- p2d3

pressed as a function of the soil properties (particle
diameterdmm orcapillarity Kmeters) and the pressure i.e., Q is nearly inversely proportional to the cube of the
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Figure 47. Diagram showing the relation between the capillarity K and
the exponent b in the formula for the rate of heave (Q) as afunction of
pressure (p):

Q 1 2

(p/b+c)

It is seen that for natural sediments, the points are scattered but fall close to the
solid straight line given by the formula b2 = ekK 3 (ek = 425 in the figure). This
relation, however only holdsfor soils of the same grading characteristics. Other
differences such as the chemical and mineralogical properties also affect the
relationship. Generally, then, this relationship is a good average for the same
types of soils,for example, the Norrand [Northern Sweden] valley sediments.

grain size (lId 3). Let us see what this means practically. This zone is only a dividing zone for practical pur-
Coarse frost heaving soils have such large perme- poses because theoretically, all coarse sands are frost-

ability in comparison with their frost heaving rate that heaving, although the magnitude is negligibly small, as
the pressure difference (= capillary pressure increase at experiments have proved.
the frost line) needed to suck up the water is nearly zero. Let us assume an ordinary silt and imagine the grain
The pressure at the frost line then depends only on the size to decrease. If the diameter is halved, the frost-
loading and the distance to groundwater. heaving is increased eight times, and if for example the

If we imagine the grain size to be variable and the diameter changes from 0.063 to 0.02 mm (a change
surface load anddistance togroundwatertobeconstant, from the coarse silt-silt boundary to the silt-fine silt
the rate of frost heaving varies inversely as the cube of boundary), the heave is 32 times larger. If the rate of
the grain size. It is then obvious that the rate of heaving having varies thus as the cube of the reciprocal of the
is very sensitive to variations of grain size so that a small particle diameter, the rate would become practically
increase in grain size causes a large decrease in heave, infinite for smaller diameters. A change from 0.063 to
Doubling the particle diameter decreases the rate of 0.0063 mm corresponds to an increase of a thousand
heaving eight times; an increase of grain size by 1 times. The reason why this tremendous increase does
(corresponding to the usual grouping of grain sizes, for not actually occur is because the pressure at the frost line
example, from 0.063 to 0.2 mm, etc.) decreases the rate increases rapidly due to the increased resistance to flow
of flow of water (heave) to 1/32. But differences of this as the grain size is diminished.
orderof grain size are practically the difference between For the finer silty clays the permeability is so small,
frost-heaving and non-frost-heaving soils. As an exam- that is, the resistance is so large, that the pressure at the
pie, a road bed of medium silt of average diameter0.063 frost line consists essentially of the very large capillary
mm showed a heave of about 16 cm, while a coarse silt pressure; that is to say, the formula
of average diameter 0.125 mm had a heave of about 2
cm. This is why a close zone can be designated between p = a + k = a + I + IQ.
frost-heaving and non-frost-heaving soil.
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/p can be simplified to 5. Calculation of the rate offrost-heaving for
varying grain size, load pressure, and distance

p = Q x I x I (approx.) to the groundwater
P From the preceding formulas, the rate of frost heave

(see par. 5 following for explanation of terms). But the can be computed for a given soil for varying loads and
permeability P is proportional to the square of the depths to groundwater, or for a constant load and depth
diameter (P = cd~d2 ; see section IV). to groundwater but varying grain size.

Therefore the rate of upward flow of water as a The first requires the capillary pressure at the frost
function of particle size is line be given a function of grain size (or capillarity) and

distance to groundwater.
Q= =e_ . _ c _ _1 The pressure (p) at the frost line consists of the load

p- d3  .d 3  pressure (a) and the capillary pressure k. k may be given
I -Qa d ' by the formula

k=1+ 
I.LQ,

P

d 4  = --I (approx.). where £ = distance to the groundwater table, P =
2 ;ap2r3x.) permeability, Q, = rate of upward flow of water.* The2. Q 2.d 3  1 total pressure p then becomes

Expressed in words, for fine-grained soils under con- = a + e + 1. .P
stant load and depth to groundwater table, the rate of But the permeability P is a function of the grain size
upward flow of water is approximately proportional to or capillarity (Section IV).
the cube root of the diameter, i.e., decreases slowly with
decreasing grain size. .=

Therefore we can say that for coarse silty clays frost P C
heaving decreases with increasing grain size, and for therefore the preceding formula becomes
fine it decreases with decreasing grain size. We can say
then that the curve of rate of heave vs grain size must
reach a maximum. But since in the formercase Q is pro- P = a + I + K 2 Q-
portional to the cube of lid, and in the latter it is propor- Cpk
tional to the cube root of d, the curve will drop very If we put this value of p in the above given formula
rapidly from the maximum on the coarse side, while on for the rate of frost heaving Q, we get an expression for
the fine side it will drop very slowly. (The curve will Q as a function of grain size, distance to groundwater,
have aboute sathe sameshapeas showninFig. 73.) Also on and surface loading. Since this expression is a compli-
the coarse side the frost heaving soils are bounded by a cated third degree formula, which has no general solu-
rather sharp boundary,whiletowardsthclaysidethere tion, and since solutions for the specific cases are too
is no such zone, since the curve drops so gradually. tedious, and especially since C cannot even be deter-

Both screened laboratory samples and field samples mined with sufficient accuracy as a function of grain
have shown that lean clays are usually always very size, a solution would be meaningless.
strongly frost heaving, while medium clays are always The rate of frost heave as a function of grain size for
definitely notably frost heaving (i.e., several centime- The rat o frodaves nc of rasze for
ters up to adecimeter). Ifwedefine a zone of"essentially a given depth to groundwater and load pressure cannotthen be calculated.
non-frost-heaving" as that which has less than 3 to 4 cm For certain soils, on the other hand (namely those
heave during a winter, the stiffer clays would fall in this soils on which freezing tests have been performed and
zone. C evaluated empirically), the frost heave can be cacu-

Bear in mind that it is important how we define lated emirl t fro t heave an balcu-
essentially non-frost- heaving." For certain structures

the tolerance might be of a smaller magnitude, and stiff
clays might even be considered as dangerous, and also * The rate of upward flow of water is not quite as large as the

for clays, that heave is practically independent of corresponding rate of heaving (before called Q) due to the expansion
note, of water during freezing. lf.consideringthe ice. wecall Q Q, the relation
the load acting. However, it is important to note that becomes Q. = 0.090 Qj" If we assume a small error there is no

drainage has a big effect and is easy to perform on clays, difference and Q, = Q,.
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It is quite simple to use the empirically found curve is reduced by 1/10, in the latter the permeability is
for frost heave as a function of pressure; if we use p and increased by 1/10.

l _11Q the curve is a straight line. From the curve we can Figures 48 and 49 give the curves for frost heaving
take various different values ofp and the corresponding rate and groundwater depth for a few different soils.
Q-values. If a = load pressure, k = capillary pressure at Figure49 is a summary ofthe soils giving the greatest
the frost line, the total pressure isp = k + a. Then solving heave under normal conditions. The diagram shows
for t (distance from the frost line to the groundwater only five different soils, but as illustrated in the included
table) from the equation grading-curves, they are evenly divided over grain sizes

from medium silt to very fine clayey silt. BW I and GB
p-a = k = t + 20 show the strongest heave, both of which lie in the

P middle of the grading diagram, while the coarsest (no.
8) and the finest (A 84) show considerably less heaving.

p - - a ;(p a = k <K). The worst frost heaving soils are therefore the silty

+ Q  soils.
p The diagram is of special interest in that it shows

graphically the effect of lowering the groundwater, as
The permeability P must of course be determined em- for example by culverts.
pirically. This value must naturally be reduced to a
temperature of OC (see Table 15). Also Q and P must 6. The effect of lowering the groundwater
be converted into the same units: centimeters or milli- on the rate offrost heaving
meters per unit time, and both should be computed as This effect can also be approximately calculated
water or ice; in the former case the value of frost heave arithmetically. If we proceed as above and start first

;/oulz
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Figure 48. Curves of rate offrost heave as afunction of distance to the groundwater
table for a number of different types of soils. The curves are constructed on the basis
of the empirical curves of rate offrost heave as afitnction of pressure (Fig. 42-44) redrawn
as in Figures 45 and 46, and the measured permeabilities of the soils (from which, then, the
capillary pressure required for a given rate of upward flow and a given distance can be
computed). Observe the break in curve GB20, which is due to the fact that for this depth to
groundwater (32 cm) the maximum capillary pressure at the frost line is reached (= K, the
capillarity of the soil) and cannot increase further. For increasing depth to groundwater,
therefore, the rate of heave decreases very rapidly. The dashed curve shows the relation on
the assumption that the maximum capillarity is not reached. The other curves have similar
breaks but fall outside the diagram (i.e.,for larger depths). The break in GB20 occurs at the
small depth because it is a clayey coarse silt, having a small capillarity (K = - 3.2 m) but a
large amount of frost heaving. Such a soil is therefore much more sensitive to changes in
groundwater level.
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Figure 49. Same as Figure 48, except to a larger frost heaving rate scale and
with additional soils. The solid lines are for no surface load and the dashed lines are

for a surface load of5O grcm2. The effect of load is greater the coarser the soil is. For
A84, there is an additional effect of crack formation (lowest curve-notice there is a

break similar to GB20 in Fig. 48). Inset is a grain size distribution curve for the soils in
question.

with such a coarse permeable soil that the dynamic cap- 3

illary pressure can be neglected, the pressure at the frost Q= fd
line becomes p k + a = I + a; where I distance to
groundwater.

Q == e-~- since Q is inversely proportional to the 3/2-root of 1, the

P22 (I+ af.d3  effect of lowering the groundwater in this case is much
less than in the former case. However, there we as-

Iftheload isassumed very small, sothata can be neglect- sumed that the surface loading pressure could be ne-

ed, the rate of heaving becomes inversely proportional glected; since coarse soils are very sensitive to pressure

to the square of the depth to groundwater, which means (i.e., pressures of the magnitude which are common on

that variations in groundwater have a very large effect. roadbeds have a considerable effect), this relation be-

For the other case of an impermeable soil such as a tween depth to groundwaterand frost heave is not valid

very fine silt, the formula is practically.
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For cases in between, the values fall between these. values, larger than 3 m. We can see from the equation
Figure 49 shows the case of a silt which for an increase
in groundwater depth from I to 2 m, the frost heave was K
diminished to about half, that is to say, fordepths of this Q
order of magnitude the frost heave for silty soils is very 1
nearly inversely proportional to the distance to ground-
water. Forfine silts the reduction in frost heavebecomes that I becomes small when for a given capillarity the
less and approaches permeability is very small. As will be shown later

S2/3 , f- (Section IV), this is the case for unsorted soils: the less
Q= C /3 sorted a soil is, the smaller is the value of this "relative

Ie permeability" (in relation to the capillarity).
We can see from Figure 49 that silt GB 20 is consid-

However, it is important here to note: this assumes g

that the capillary pressure at the frost line (k) does not erably less sorted than the other silts (flatter curves,

reach the magnitude of the capillarity of the soil (K). But more fine silt and clay content), and is the reason why

since this is not always so, the capillary pressure is often it also has a low relative permeability, as direct determi-

quite different. nations have shown. The full capillary pressure also oc-

For the first case, the capillarty K has a value which curs at a small I value (f = 82 cm); after this point
For the inrouate depith s a eve upwad (breaking point) the frost heave curve drops very fast forfor the given groundw ater depth can prevent upw ard i c e s n r u d a e i t n e( r a d w n F gwtrflow and the consequent frost heave; when g = K increasing groundwater distance (breakdown in Fig.

water flotaneae seque frt of whe t 48); an increase from I to 2 m decreases the rate from
the frost heave is zero.* The capillarity of the frost 0.375 mm/hr to 0.113. The same thing occurs for mor-
heaving sediments is hardly ever below 2 to 21/2 m, raine soils, where however, the "breaking point" (for
which is important to keep in mind when one is con- capillarity) occurs for still smaller I values.
cemed with lowering the groundwater by culverts and For less graded soils-morraines and other poorly
other means. As soon as the resistance becomes large sorted sediments-the amount of water sucked up and
enough to cause a considerable extra capillary pressure therefore the frost heave for small groundwaterdistanc-
drop in the upward flow, the picture is different. Then ter ine the f orma groma i tant
the zone where the capillary pressure at the frost line k, es is determined by the formula for maximum amount
is equal to the capillarity K, occurs at a much smaller of capillary water that can flow up. Thus a lowering of
distance to groundwater; after this k can no longer grow groundwater has a very large effect.
largert and from here on the formula for the maximum The resistance to "water suction" can also be in-

amount of capillary water that can be obtained for frost creased by crack formations (see Section IV). This oc-

heaving is: curs mostly in clays and clayey soils; thus the capillarity
is much less and the formula for maximum capillary

Q K - I.P. flow becomes applicable for small depths togroundwa-

I ter. In Figure 49, the curve for A 84 (lean clayey fine silt)

or, if we use the resistance (m) instead of the permeabil- is constructed assuming that the resistance to flow by

ity, cracks is increased five times as shown, the "breaking
point" occurs at t = 55 cm.

Q_ K - t The occurrence of these cracks in clay is quite com-
t-,n mon. Besides clays are generally less graded than the

average fine silts. The "breaking point" must then occur

The distance to groundwater can be obtained from at very small i values. For clays (as well as morraine

the equation soils) the fbirmula for heaving for distances to ground-
water greater than about 1/2 m, is the same as the for-
mula for the maximum capillary flow.g p-aZ.q wherep -a =K.K-

I + Q- Q= K- t

P t-m
Where K is very large the formula becomes approxi-

However, for well sorted sediments f has quite high mately Q = K/f.m, i.e.. the rate of heave is inversely

proportional to the distance to groundwater.
* Actually there is a very small amount of heave, when above the Thus the effect of groundwater lowering is greatest
capillarity, but for practical cases this can be completely neglected, for morraine and coarser soils on the one hand and for
t The frost heaving curve has at this point a definite break; see the clays on the other hand. While on the contrary it is small
diagram.
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Figure 50. Cross sectional profile ofa road on a steep slope, showing uneven
heaving, caused by the sloping groundwater table. Soil:fine silt with gravel and
sand layers. It is seen that the amount of frost heave is approximately inversely
proportional to the distance to groundwater. [The numbers +28, and +16 are the
heaves in centimeters of the left edge, center and right edge respectively of the road
on Feb.!, '29. Likewise, +51, +42, +35 are heaves on March 12, '29. The lowest solid
line is the profile of the ground including the road surface before frost heaving.]

for the soils in between well-sorted silts and loams. This considerably frost heaving, do not have frost boils, can
also agrees with practical experiences, have a frost heave in certain cases up to 10 to 15 cm. An

To summarize then, we can say: To calculate the ef- example of this is a drained roadway shown in Beskow
fect of lowering the groundwater on the heaving rate, (1934b, Fig. 100). This drainage remedied frost boils,
assume the heaving rate to be inversely proportional to but there was still a frost heave of about this magnitude
the distance to groundwater (compare Fig. 50). This is after the drainage was installed. It was also found that
very nearly exact in most cases; greatest deviations oc- the frost heave is greatest at the beginning of winter and
cur for clean fine silt, unsorted silts, and silty morraine later decreases rapidly; this is because after the ground
material. freezes, the groundwater is lowered so fast that the

The depth for drainage that has been found to be ef- distance to groundwater (in spite of the lowering of the
fective practically in preventing frost heave on roads is frost line) is increased, and besides the pressure due to
about 1.7-1.8 m under the road surface, which means load above is increased. An average heave of say 20 cm
that when the roadbed begins to freeze, the distance to under normal conditions has a heaving rate of about 4-
groundwater is about 1.5 m and the load is nearly 50 5 mm/day at the start of freezing (see Fig. 49), and for
gr/cm 2. 10 cm total heave, a rate of about 2-3 mm/day. And

From Figure 49 we see that for a depth of 1.5 m to when we consider the thawing of frozen soil, it is the
groundwater the magnitude of the heave is between 5 excess water in the upper-most part that is most impor-
and 2 mm per day (not considering the lowest curve). tant, and this is dependent on the starting rate of heav-
This is a considerable heave and seems therefore to be ing; 3 mm/day is the value of the largest tolerable start-
in contradiction to the above-mentioned value of proper ing rate of heaving,* which for the soils in Figure 49
groundwater depth. corresponds to a groundwater depth of 0.65-1.9 m.

We must however take the following into consider- The excess water at the frost line, however, depends
ation: Only in special cases does such drainage nec- on the rate of frost penetration; the above therefore
essarily make the soil completely non-frost- heaving; as refers only to the normal cases of freezing on northern
has been pointed out several times before (Beskow roads with machine snow plowing. In these cases the
1929b, 1930d, 1933d and 1934b) for most cases, such rate of freezing at the start of winter is quite constant and
drainage is only a means of preventing damage due to is about 2 mm/day. For slower freezing then, the value
thawing of the frozen soil, to frost boils. What happens for the tolerable rate of heave must be lower.
is that the amount of water sucked up is diminished so From the above it can be said that lowering the
much that the excess water content is no longer large groundwater to I 12 m under the surface of the road fill
enough to make the soil unstable during thawing when
subject to the weight of the road and the traffic. * We. of course, consider only roadbeds of frost heaving soil and not

Samples taken from northern roads, which although non-frost-heaving beds on top of frost heaving ground.
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will prevent frost boils on most northern roads, but These observations agree with the experiments of
certain very poor soils (the worst fine silts) seem to Sante Mattson on the influence of electrolytes on films,
require adistance of almost 2 m, and forslower freezing measured by the variation in volume of fine colloids.
even as much as 21/2 m. Therefore for these special According to Mattson (1932) the osmotic phenomenon
cases considerably more drainage is needed. is very important. The difference in ion concentration of

However, as will be shown later, high groundwater the films and the surrounding pore waterdetermines the
can only exist in silts if it is underlain at small depths by thickness of the films. For certain colloids there is a
more permeable layers. If then the coarse soil touchts a maximum thickness of the adsorption films for a certain
culvert, the effect of drainage becomes greater than concentration of a hydrating salt. For example, with
computed assuming a homogeneous fine silt layer. NaCl, the particles absorb the sodium ions which then

form part of the films, swelling them up, increasing the
7. Influence of dissolved substances in force of adsorption, when the ion concentration of the
the soil water on frost heaving pore water is very small. This effect is interpreted by

From the discussion given previously, the rate of Mattson as an osmotic phenomenon, a sort of swelling
heaving depends upon the thickness of the adsorption of the films due to the difference in ion concentration
films and various other properties at the boundaries between the films and the pore water. However, a fur-
between the growing ice crystals and the underlying soil ther increase in the total concentration causes an in-
particles surrounded by water films. Increased pressure crease in the ion concentration of the pore water and
squeezes together the films and decreases the rate of therefore a decrease of the difference in concentration,
heave. Decreased pressure has the opposite effect. and thus the osmotic pressure difference between the

Otherfactors which affect the adsorption films should films and pore water is diminished, which results in a
have effects correspondingly. Many years of experience decrease in the size of the adsorption films.
and numerous tests have shown that dissolved substanc- The results of the tests carried out here seem to be in
es in the groundwater have a very marked effect on the agreement with Mattson's theory.
adsorption films. One should expect then that they The effect of the various substances used is to de-
should have an influence on the rate of heave in such a crease the rate of heaving, noticeable at very weak con-
manner that by adding substances that are hydrating, centrations, and generally an increase in this effect for
i.e., increasing the films, they would increase the heave, stronger concentrations. For CaCI2 and sulphite leach
and conversely the addition of dehydrating substances [sulphite waste liquor from the sulphite paper process],
which would make the adsorption films thinner would the decrease in rate of heaving for increasing concen-
decrease the heave. trations seems to continue indefinitely, but for H2SO4

Freezing tests on soils where the pure water was re- the decrease is quickly stopped and then remains con-
placed by dilute salt solutions (NaCI and CaCl2 ) showed stant. The coarser the soil is, the quicker the constant
a definite effect, but also showed that it was quite rate is reached with increasing concentrations. For the
complicated, sometimes increasing and sometimes de- silt U296 and N 102 the minimum value is reached at a
creasing the heave, depending on the concentration of concentration of about 1/2 to 1/10 of normal, and for the
the salt solution and other factors. Further tests (fall clayey fine silt H 28 at about 1/2 normal.
1933) had to be postponed on account of lack of time, The magnitude of this decrease in the rate of heaving
but were resumed in February 1935 and are now, at the can be seen from the diagram. For sulfuric acid the
time of this writing, still in progress. magnitude is about 1/2 to 1/3 -in favorable cases such as

The freezing tests were as a rule carried out in series, soil U296 it is about 1/5 of the rate of heaving with pure
where the influence of several different substances was water. These differences could be accounted for by dif-
tried on different soils, each at several different concen- ferences in the soils' original acidity, so that the smallest
trations. The dissolved substances used were NaCl, decrease would correspond to the soil which had the
CaCI2 and H 2 SO 4 . The tests were summarized in the largest hydrogen ion concentration. But determinations
following paragraphs-some of which are presented of the original pH values of the soils did not show any
graphically in Figures 51-55. agreement with this. Surely, however, the differences

NaCI has a most complicated effect. In weak concen- depend upon the original ion adsorption, but this seems
trations the salt solution increases the frost heave over to be quite a complicated phenomenon. For this reason
ordinary distilled water (notice [Fig. 51 b] that the re- the tests have not yet been completed.
suits are quite different when the soil is first put in HCi The action of CaCI2 is practically zero at small
and washed). At a certain concentration a maximum is concentration but increases very rapidly. For the rock
reached; and then for increasing concentrations the rate flour H28 the amount of frost heave for a l-normal
of heaving decreases. solution was reduced to less than a tenth.
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Figure Si. Curves showing different rates of heave caused by using solutions of
different concentrations as the ground water. Upper curves, Silt U 296, undisturbed,
frozen with distilled water (curve marked "1-120"), and with H 2 S04 of different con-
cent rations. The concentration for each curve is given in normality (I normal has 49.04
grIL, or aboutS5% by weight; 1/10 normal about 11% etc.) As shown, the effect of dilute
sulfuric acid in decreasing frost heave is very largefor this soil. Lower curves: The same
soil. bwtprepared with HCl and carefully washed and dried at 105 9C, then fr-ozen with
NaCI solu tion in dis ti lled wate rofdifferen tcon ce ntrations (g iven in normali ty:)I - nNaCl
= 58.46 grIL = about 6% by weight). Thefirost heaving rate shows amaximumfora given,
rather small NaCI content. It is believed that the crooked curves are due to changes in ion
concentration as the soilfreezes.
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Figure 52. A nalogous to FigureS 51:frost heaving curvesfor silt GB20 with different
concentrations of sulfuric acid in distilled water.
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Figure SS. Analogous to Figures 5l-S4:frost heaving curvesfor clayeyfine silt
H28 with different concentration of sulphite leach solution [a by -product of the
sulphite process ofpaper pulp mills]. Concentration for each curve is given in parts
of syrup-thick leach, having 60% dry substance. For example, "'120" means a sulphite
solution with 3.0% dry substance, "115" with 12%.

The effect of sulphite leach is quite interesting. Sul- An important technical question is how fast the
phite leach intended for the purpose of keeping down material will be washed out under different conditions.
dust was used for the tests. It was moistened to a syrupy Various tests are in progress at this time, and others are
consistency with 40% water. The values of concentra- planned.
tions in the diagram of Figure 55 refers to this moistened
leach; 1/1o therefore corresponds to 6% dry substance. 8. Relations between frost-heaving and
The effect of this substance is very large; for a concen- increase in water content of the frozen soil
tration of 1:20 the rate of heave has already been de- The question of how much increase in water is
creased to one-half, for 1:5 to about 37%. caused by a certain amount of frost heave depends first

Since considerable decrease in frost heaving can be upon whether the ice in the frozen soil is massive orpor-
obtained by the use of cheap substances in small con- ous, which in turn depends upon several conditions,
centrations, it does not seem unlikely that the applica- most important being the degree of saturation of the soil,
tion can have practical use, as a substitute for other its structure, and the magnitude of the load pressure.
substances. For practical purposes the ice is usually always mas-

As an example, the following determinations are sive or nearly massive at least to some depth underneath
considered: A 1/20 to 1/10 normal sulfuric acid solution the surface when the soil is capillary saturated. For this
(about 1/4 to 1/2%) causes a decrease of 1/2 or more. If case, which is the only important one from the practical
we assume a penetration of 1/2 m of depth, and the water standpoint, the amount of water increase (Qv) = 9/1 of
content of the soil to be 30% by volume, this requires the frost heave (Q), minus the heave due to the expan-
0.38 to 0.75 kg of sulfuric acid per square meter. Even sion of the existing water in the soil (Q0):
if the quantity -is doubled several times to allow for
spilling and washing out, the cost of the material is Q". = 9 10 (Qi - QO).
relatively small. The same applies for the sulphite leach.
A quantity of about 5 kg dry material per square meter If Q0 = Qj, no increase in water content occurs, and
is sufficient in most cases with a wide margin of safety if Q, is greater than Qj, the increase is a negative one,
to reduce heave 1/2 or more; the cost of the material is i.e., the water is pressed out of the system, which is the
on the average about 50 dre per square meter or less case with the freezing of sand (Section III). Howeverthe
[about 120/M 2]. In many districts waste leach can be magnitude of Q0 is always very small, the very most
obtained free. Acid unneutralized leach is most suitable being one or two centimeters per meter frost depth. For
and can usually be obtained, an appreciable heave of the order of several decimeters
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for a frost depth of one or two meters, Q0 is then very distance to the bottom (Fig. 56 and 57). Depths of such
small in comparison with Qi, and can be omitted; for a depressions quite often exceed 15 to 20 cm and some-
close approximation then, the amount of water sucked times 30 to 40 cm. A similar but special case is shown
up is 9/10 of the frost heave, in Figure 58. Another example is the case where a large

Considerably larger heave for the same amount of stone remains stationary while the ground around it
water content increase occurs when the ice is porous, as heaves (Fig. 59)
is often the case when the ice forms on the surface of the On railroads it is the relative magnitude of heave,
ground (hoar frost). The heaving ice layer consists of that is, the difference between adjacent unevenly heaved
more or less thin vertical needles, and often the volume parts of the rails that is noticeable. The magnitude can
of ice is only a fraction of the total volume. The un- easily be measured, and is usually done by recording the
loaded ground surface can actually heave a few centi- required thickness of the wedges necessary to bring the
meters up to a decimeter or even more in a few days by various points back to level. Wedge thicknesses usually
the formation of hoar frost, in which the actual water vary between one and four inches, but are sometimes
increase (measured in relation to the thickness of the ice even larger.
layer) is only a small part. However, wedge thicknesses only give a measure of

Such thin, heaving ice layers can even occur at unevenness, that is, a detailedprofileof theheaved sur-
depths and under considerable load, especially in pre- face, and is not a measure of the total magnitude of
existing cracks in clays, as well as at the boundary be- heave, that is, often only a fraction of the total.
tween twodifferent soil layers ("inside hoarfrost"). The Absolute magnitudes of heave can only be obtained
cases where such occurrences are significant are rare; as by taking levels of the unfrozen and frozen ground.
a rule one can usually assume that as soon as there is an Such levels have been taken over long stretches by the
appreciable amount of frost heave to be important for State Railways especially of the newly built lines, and
roads and railroads, the amount of "water sucked up to have recently also been taken over various highways.
the frost line is equal to or very slightly less than 9/10 of Simon Johansson has plotted this voluminous material
the amount of the frost heave." for various successive years graphically on a continu-

ous profile. Figure 60 is a sample of such a diagram. In
9. The magnitude offrost heaving and increase order to determine the occurrence of frequency of a
in water content of natural frozen soil certain magnitude of frost heave, these values have been

a) Magnitude ofheave. There is a vast amount of ob- computed from two of such diagrams. This is given in
servational data existing of the total amount of frost Table 5, and shows the total lengths of roadbed having
heave that occurs under natural conditions. In many various values of heave. These values are for two dif-
cases the relative differences in elevations between ferent railroads over a length of 20 km and represent
frost heaving and non-frost-heaving ground can be about the average type of sections found along these
directly determined, railroads.

Such cases are seen at culverts on highways built on It is seen from the table that the extreme top values
frost heaving soil, where the culvert remains stationary, are about 40 cm, and that heaves over 30 cm are already
but the roadbed is heaved on each side. The magnitude quite extensive (about 1% of the length), magnitudes
of the frost heave can be measured at such depressions over 20 cm occurover 3% of the total length. Just where
directly, either by levels or by laying a long stiff stick the line can be drawn for the magnitude between frost-
transversely across the depression and measuring the heaving and non-frost-heaving ground depends of course

Figure 56. Unusual example of a de- i..
pression over a culvert in frost heaving
ground, due to heaving of the ground
on both sides of culvert but not over it
(from A. Casagrande).
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Figure 57. Depression over a culvert on fiost heaving ground. Usual type on Swedish
gravel roads.

Figure 58. Example of frost heaving. When this road was built, the part over frost
heaving ground should have been excavated to about 60 cm and replaced by non-frost-
heaving soil. By a nistake, those responsible neglected to take this precaution, andthought
it would not be noticed. The photo shows the road right after the snow melted, with the
sudden drop between replaced and non-replaced frost heaving sections.

upon special conditions. Under all circumstances, a occurring in Norway, the author is indebted to Chief
magnitude of at least 10 cm must be considered from a Engineer A. Rode, Trondheim, Norway. The Swedish
practical standpoint as considerable. This occurs over observations are made from data obtained by the Swed-
about 15% of the distance. Certainly it would be better ish Bureau of Roads and carried out by many Road
to draw the line somewhere near 5 cm, which then Superintendents over various parts of the country. The
would make dangerous frost heave occur over 1/4 to various investigations are very variable, ranging from
1/3 of the whole length. single cross-sections and longitudinal profiles to com-

An extract of the results from level surveys on high- binations of both.
ways is given in Tables 6 and 7. For the data of frost From the tables (or more correctly from all the data
depths for various values of frost heave (Table 7) from which the table is a condensed form) we can con-
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Figure 59. Frost heaving in moraine material,
noticed by the contrast to apartially uncovered
boulder, which ramained stationary. (In other
cases boulders can be lifted with the heaving soil,
leaving an open space under the boulder). M~rby,

* . Stocksund, near Stockholm.

n ' a -l l l l .[ l t! ! '

Figure 60. Profilefrom a section oftheBastutrskSkellefted railroad, showing the ground profile (above)
and the magnitudes offrost heavefor different years (below); (dotted 1909-10, dashed 1910-1911, solid
line 1911-12). The heavy lines underneath show the stretches and years in which sections of soil were either
replaced with non-frost-heaving soil or drained. The dotted curve 1909-1O, before these measures were taken, show
frost heaves up to 30 cm. Soil: Normal moraine material, in a relatively saturated state. The correlation between cuts
and heave is quite evident.

clude the following: frost heaves of about 20 cm are Table 5. Percentage of total length of two railways in North
quite common, especially in northern Scandinavia. The Sweden which is subject to frost heaving.
silt and lean clay sediments show a normal frost heave 1 +11 1+11
of about 20 cm* not considering the special extreme Frost heave 1 II 2 Frost heave I II 2
cases where frost boils occur. In the latter cases, the (cm) (%) (%) (%) (cm) (%) (%) %)
usual heave is about 30 cm, and sometimes reaches 40 45-50 0 0.1 0.05 >40 0 0.1 0.05

cm and even more. 40-35 0.4 0.2 0.3 >35 0.4 0.3 0.35
On moraine soil as a rule the frost heave is consider- 35-30 0.2 0.6 0.4 >30 0.6 0.9 0.75

ably less, generally about one-half. However, it is quite 30-25 0.7 1.0 0.85 >25 1.3 1.9 1.6
25-20 1.3 1.6 1.45 >20 2.6 3.5 3.05

variable on moraine material, not only different from 20-15 2.0 4.8 3.4 >15 4.6 8.3 6.45
place to place but there are local spots of excessive 15-10 8.0 7.9 7.95 >10 12.6 16.2 14.4
heave, making an uneven frost heave profile curve. 10-5 18.7 24.8 21.75 >5 31.3 41.0 36.15

Type of soil: moraine material.
I- Line from Hilnas to Stensele, kilometers 30-50. Winters of 1922-

* For roads with normal embankments. the greatest height being a few 23. 23-24. and 24-25.
decimeters above the ground surface; for greater heights of embank- II- Line from Bstutrask to SkellefteA. kilometers 0-20, Winters of
ments the frost heave is less. 1909-10. 10-1I1 and 11-12.
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Table 6. Magnitudes of frost heave of various Swedish roads, obtained by leveling surveys.

Frost
Type Of Length Heave depth

Locality Province doil observed* Date (CM) (CM)

Vinnils, Overkalix-Korpilom- Noffbotten Lean clay on s 1/2 29 16-28 -
bolo, I (Overkalix) gravel or bedrock

s 12/4/29 35-51 -
a 28f"/3 19-27 -

s 29/4/30 17-28 -
Vinnis, Overkaix-Korpilom-bolo, 11 Norrbotten a 28/2/30 23-46 -
Lingsel. Avafors-Viti (RiwA) Norrbotten Lean clay a 9/3/31 24-27 80

Nonfbotten Varved lean
Reaholnsvalgen, km 3 (PiteA) Noffbotten clay a 18/2/30 18-21 -

a 5/4/30 22-28 -
Selet-Norrlingtrlsk (Byske. Skelleftel) Vilsterbotten 40 m 14/130 12-30 -
Skanshoim, Vilbelmina, 1 Vlsterbotten Moraine material a 11/5/30 15-23 -

Malgomnaj II (Vilbelmina) Moraine material a 11/51) 14-26.5 -
Ugmyren, Kusfors-Noraji (Nomjol) Visterbotten Moraine material 175 m 30/12/30 2-12 -

175mnu 3/4/31 7-22 -
Buftrisk-SkellefteA, km 26 (Burtrlsk) Vlsterbotten Moraine material 25 mn 28/12/28 5-21 -

25 m 3/4/29 14-44 -
Lycksele-Bjerkberg (Lycksele) Visterbotten Moraine material 300 m 10/4/31 2-14 -
Brafbylikemn, Umnei-VInnis (Utnei) Visterbotten Lean medium

Clay 2 p 27 - -

2 p 5/8/28 18-23 -
250 m 8//29 19.5-42.5 -
250 m 30--
250 m 9/2131 10.5-23.5 -
250 m 22/1/32 c/a 2-10 -

10/3/34 10-19 -
Soirfora Brinniand-Overboda (Umel) Visterbotten 2 p 16/2(7 16.5-19 -

2 p 19/3/28 16.5-18.5 -
2 p 12/4/29 21-23 -

2p 30 - -

2 p 26/3/31 24-25 -
2 p 27/1/2 11-13 -

311/34 8-18 -
Rarovik, HanOsand-Solleftei Vister-norrland Meditum Clay 40 m 19/3/27 9-15 c/a 90

(Gudinundri) 105-120
FrOland, HlmOsand-Sundsvall (Sibri) Vilsterbotten Lean Clay 40 m 17/3/27 15-20

Alvesta--Bergunda (Kinnevalds) Kronobergs Morain material 3040 m Spring '30 Frequently 8-10 cm 20-25
13-15 cm max.

3040 m Spring '31 Frequently 5-8 cm.
12 cm max 35-40

VgxjB-Huseby (Kinnevalds) Kronobergs Moraine material 440 m Spring '30 Normally about 5 cm
Up to 10 cm max
Normally about 5-10 cm

440m Spring '31 11lcm max 35-40

"s" means one section, 2 0" two observation points from the centerline of the road surface.

These undulations or waves are very bothersome for B ut what is important for roads when thawing occurs
road traffic. The cause is probably due to the unusually is not the total amount of water increase, but the relative
sudden changes in the composition of the moraines, and thicknesses of the layers in which the increase is sepa-
is sometimes due to uneven water supply. A magnitude rated and the type of uneven distribution within the
of 15-20 cm for a moraine must be considered as large, frozen soil.
and actually dangerous for frost boils. In exceptional If we neglect for a moment the latter factor, we can
cases moraine material can heave 30-40 cm. observe from the preceding tables (T 'es 5-7) the data

b) Magnitude of water-content increase. The heave for computing the relative water-content increase. The
is a measure (with a small reduction, see discussion thicknesses of the road beds are not usually given, but
above) of the amount of water sucked up during freez- for ordinary gravel roads, we can use an average value
ing. of 15 cm. The frost depths are in some cases determined,
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Table 7. Frost heave and maximum frost depth at certain points on the roads
of S6r TrOndelag, Norway.

1929/30 1930131
Frost heave Frost depth Frost heave Frost depth

Locality (cm) (cm) (cm) (cm)

Trondheim-Klett (kin) 2.778 12.9 - 14.9 100
Klett-Orkanger (kin) 31.438 18.5 40 27 90
Kieut-Orkanger (kin) 31.500 9.5 40 16 c/a 100
Klet-Berkik (kin) 114 A 14 25 -
Klett-Berkllk (kmi) 114B 12 27 - -
Klet-Svartay (kin) 33.9 - - 13 125
Svartby-Berklik (kin) 52.9 - - 22.5 110
Storas-Berkik (kin) 117.35 - - 12 80
Storas-Berklik Mkml 119.30 - - 15 90

Table 8.

Orig. depth % avg increase in
Corresponding amount Frost of frozen ground water content

Frost heave of water sucked up depth (Road bed assumed (% offrozen soil)
(cm) (cm) (cm) 15 cm deep) (cm) by volume by weight

10 9 50 25 36 23
100 75 12 7.5
20 18 50 15 120 75

100 65 36 23
150 115 16 10
30 27 100 55 49 31

150 105 26 16
40 36 100 45 30 50

150 95 39 24

and from these we can conclude that for the northern amount, varies very markedly with the soil grain size
roads in normal winters the depth is about I to 11/2 composition (see Beskow 1934b, Fig.97,p. 308). When
meters, depending upon the geographical and terrainal the soil is capillary saturated to begin with, as in the case
conditions of the road. with all frost-heaving soils, it is only necessary for a

In the table above (Table 8), the values are computed small increase in water to bring a silt or fine silt to a
for these average conditions. liquid state, while on the other hand, for the same re-

One can see from the table that the average increase duction in consistency (i.e., bearing capacity) for a clay
in water content in frost heaving soils in Norrland a large amount of water excess is needed, and a greater
(northern province in Sweden) is about 20-30% by amount of fatter the clay is.
weight, or about 30-50% by volume. These results The distribution of the water excess within the road
agree well with the results of numerous direct deter- bed has been shown by observations of frost structure to
minations (see below), be very uneven. At certain levels the strata are closer

But let it be emphasized that the average water con- together or are thicker than usual, at these points the
tent increase in the road bed is by no means the only excess is, of course, larger (Fig. 61). Sometimes single
causeof thebehaviorof the roadway duringthawing, or ice layers of several centimeters and even decimeters
for the occurrence of frost boils. If we neglect the effect are found, which is why at such levels we can say the
of variations in the road surfacing or loading as well as water content of the frozen soil is infinite.* From this
traffic loads, there are two factors that are of extreme
importance, namely, the mechanical properties of the Naturally this depends upon how large an element one uses to
soil and the distribution of the water excess in the road compute with. If we take a very small thickness and divide it into
bed. Concerning the first factor it will only be men- millimeters or fractions of millimeters, the water content curve will
tioned as Simon Johansson (1916) has shown, that the consist of short sections of 100% water content (per volume: per dry
decrease in bearing capacity caused by a certain water substance it is infinite) varying to sections with watercontent less than

for the same clay in an unfrozen condition, which is due to the drying
excess, or the other way around, the water increase that out of the clay between the ice bands, although the total water content
is necessary to lower the bearing capacity a certain increases.
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-0 A/v Wd C4T6.-T layers occur, as has been explained before (see Fig. 17).
- But more important than these differences in soil

- composition from a practical standpoint is the effect of
the climatic factor as it affects the rate offreezing.

I i c) The effect of rate offreezing on the distribution of
the excess water in the frozen soil. It has been shown
above that the water sucked up to the frost line is in-
dependent of the rate of freezing.

What occurs is that the water transported upward in
a given time is divided unequally inthe soil volume, that
is to say the water excess is different at different levels
in the soil causing different density and thickness of ice

WNE'T. I tw - -- - - layers. Numerous tests have shown that at the levels
where the rate of frost penetration is very small, the ice
content is large (Fig. 9), and that quantitatively the
difference in the ice content at different levels is nearly
proportional to the quotient of the rate of heaving and
the rate of freezing.

The smaller the rate of heaving the more concentrat-
ed the ice content becomes. When the rate is so small
that the rate of heat conduction balances the amount of

F1G. 15b FIG~. Awater sucked up, the total amount of "coldness" is used
up to freeze the water, so that none is left over for further

Figure 61. Diagram showing the relation between dif- penetration downward of the frost line. The frost line
ferent ice layers infrozen soil (A), and the water content becomes stationary and a single ice layer grows, which
distribution curve (B). The soil is assumed to be a medium can theoretically continue to an infinite thickness (un-
clay, with permanent cracks. a = frozen part, b = dried out der these assumptions the rate of heaving is directly
zone below the frost line. Since the clay contains permanent proportional to the thermal energy transfer).
cracks, the groundwater surface is real, i.e., the level where As mentioned before there is often found in natural
the cracks contain free water, and is therefore noticed as a ground places where there are thick ice layers corre-
kink in the water distribution curve. sponding to levels of relative (or absolutely) stationary

frost lines (see Fig. 7 and 8). Actually what the ice dis-
extreme value all variations in water content occur tribution really registers is the surface temperature. The
down to a water content about equal to that of the unfro- most important climatic factors that cause these chang-
zen soil. Sometimes certain levels can be entirely free of es in ground surface temperature and therefore the rate
ice strata. of freezing are, of course, the air temperature and the

The causes of this uneven distribution are varying snow covering. For bare ground or a constant snow
climatic factors, and uneven soil composition. If the cover the distribution of ice layers registers all marked
effect exists in a discontinuously frozen sediment, then temperature changes which last sufficiently long. But
the sand layer will be a level where there are no ice strata changes in the thickness of the snow covering (or, more
and no excess water. But less extreme changes can be specifically, ground insulation) have a considerable
noticed, as when layers of different coarseness have effect added to that of the air temperature, and can often
different amounts of heave, so that a difference in water exceed the latter. On cultivated ground, or even on roads
excess occurs for various strata. Even a very small vari- that are only snowplowed by horses, as is usual in Norr-
ation in the average grain size or even in the grading land (northern Sweden) where there is an early snowfall
(and this often occurs in a silt or lean clay which might in the Fall, there is a marked decrease in the rate of frost
seem uniform) can cause appreciable variations. The penetration, and sometimes there is even melting from
effect of grain size variations was very markedly seen in below. In late winter, on the other hand, when thawing
the analyses of heave with grain size. The small varia- occurs accompanied by very cold nights, the snow
tions in grading, however, cause a considerable differ- covering is reduced to ice and there is a fast penetration
ence in the pore volume and therefore in the water con- of frost (see Fig. 84). Nowadays that roads are generally
tent at the beginning of freezing. In addition, if the quite efficiently plowed by motor power, the effect of
different types of soils are separated by a sharp bound- the snow covering is relatively immaterial, and the big-
ary, this boundary becomes a place where thick ice gest factor is the air temperature.
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It is now clearly understood that the most important of northern Sweden, the variations often become much
factorforthe stability of roads during thawing is at what larger. Here the elevation of the groundwater is also
depths in the roadbed the larger water excesses are con- high when the first frost comes, due to the heavy fall
centrated, and that it is more advantageous the deeper rains (about 1/2 to 1 m underthe surface). Butthe sinking
these occur. A considerable water excess deposited as of the groundwater during the winter can be so large that
ice high up in the fill, or even in the roadbed itself, will towards the end of the winter the groundwaterdepth can
cause softening or frost boils during the thawing even if be as large as three, four, and even more meters. This
it occurs on a soil that is inclined to be very stable. The lowering is compensated only slightly by the penetra-
deeperthe waterexcess occurs, theless possibility there tion of the frost line, so that (assuming homogeneous
is for the water-saturated soil to penetrate to the surface soil) the amount of frost heave decreases during the
as frost boils or for large deformations to occur. Only in winter.
the most unstable soils, such as silts and fine silts, can As will be shown later in Section IV, the theoretical
it penetrate to the surface from depths of 1/2 to 1 m. importance of the groundwater surface is quitedifferent

Slow freezing in early winter, caused by a moderate for different soils. Concerning a fissured clayey soil, the
cold spell orby snow, causes a large amount of ice in the groundwater surface is actually a place where the water
upper layers of the road, which tends to produce diffi- content changes and is of great importance. But in non-
cult thawing effects. For rapid freezing in early winter, fissured silts and fine silts, the groundwater surface is a
the critical upper layers become relatively barren of ice, "theoretical surface" and is not of great importance.
and therefore more stable during thawing. For this rea- Here the important factor for frost heaving is the dis-
son machine snow plowing, contrary to current opinion, tance to more permeable soil, such as gravel or sand or
is not only unharmful, but is a positive advantage con- even fissured clay. When such is the case the distance
sidering thawing (Beskow 1928).* from the frost line to the water conducting layer de-

Lastly it should be kept in mind that, independent of creases as the frost depth increases, and the rate of frost
other contributing factors, a certain inequality in the heaving increases. But this occurs only as long as the
distribution of the water excess can occur by a change permeable layer actually conducts water up to the freez-
in the rate of upward flow of water due to variations in ing soil layer, if the water supply is reduced for the
the distance to groundwater during freezing. The pene- duration of the winter so that the groundwater flow is
tration of frost brings the frost line closer to the ground- stopped or only sunken below this contact surface, the
water table, but, on the other hand, the groundwater amount of water sucked up and therefore the heave is
table itself is generally lowered during the winter. Just practically reduced to zero.
how the distance between both boundaries will change Likewise local conditions can cause an infinite num-
depends on the local conditions, and only a few general berof complicated, varying, special cases which cannot
values will be given here. be dealt with here. Regional behavior also becomes

Variations in the height of the groundwater table are quite different in different climatic regions. If there is a
generally less the flatter the topography is. On relatively continuous winter with a decrease in the groundwater,
horizontal plains of clayey ground with appreciable or if there is a milder climate with intermittent freezing
expanse, such as the farm lands in central Sweden and and repeated thaws causing a renewal of the groundwa-
certain northern coastal plains, the variations are pretty ter supply, this makes a great difference.
small. If the depth to groundwater when freezing starts All of the factors causing uneven distribution of the
is about 1/2 to I m, it sinks to about 11/2 to3 m. Since the water excess in frozen soil are directly shown by the ice
frost depth on the cultivated parts of this section seldom layers found in the frozen samples. Numerous tests of
exceeds a few decimeters, there is a considerable in- the free ice volume and water content have been per-
crease in the distance to groundwater during freezing. formed by Kokkonen (1926), and it was found that in
On roads, on the other hand, one can usually assume a clays the transported water in the water excess of a fro-
frost depth of around I m, and here both movements zen sample does not constitute all of the free ice content,
compensate each other, and the distance becomes ap- but that some of the water in the ice comes from pre-
proximately constant. existing water in the clay. The magnitude is generally

When it concerns a coarser soil, such as a silt sedi- larger the stiffer (fatter) the clay is and the larger the
ment with somewhat greater variations in elevation and water content is.
less expanse, which is the type of ground in the valleys Figure 62 shows graphically the results of two series

of tests. The shaded area between the water content

* That the total frost heave increases due to this is another matter- as curve before and after freezing shows the magnitude
a rule the significance of this on roads is relatively small. The cause and distribution of the water excess.
of this increase is. of course, that for increased frost depth, freezing d) Summary of the magnitude of water content in-
occurs closer to the groundwater table. crease in considerably frost-heaving ground. The fol-
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Figure 62. Example of water content increase in roadbeds during freezing.
Graphical summary of moisture determinations on a series of soil samples from
differen depths, taken at different times during the same year. Depth under the road
given in centimeters, and water content in percent of dry substance. The soils in both
cases were light medium clays (at Fraland, the clay changes to afine silt at a depth
of 160 cm, which causes the inward bend of the curve at the lower part).

lowing is a summary of all the data accumulated on the such large variations of the distribution of the water ex-
water content excess occurring during freezing: cess. If we have layer thicknesses of 3-5 cm, a waterex-

For very slow freezing-the freezing being slowed cess of 100-200% of the original soil volume is not
by snow insulation or by a mild winter-the water in- unusual.
crease can be very large. Kokkonen's data of frozen cul- For large frost depths, the distribution is much more
tivated ground give an ice content in percent of the total uneven. The rapidly frozen layers of a very strong frost
volume for clayey soils of about 25-55%, for silts 0- heaving roadbed only increase to about 10-15% of the
75%, with an average of about 50%. The frost depth is original volume, corresponding toan increase of the ori-
only a few decimeters due to the higher temperature. ginal water content of 20-30%; if we should consider
The above figures therefore correspond to a frost heave very thin layers the increase can be even smaller. On the
of about 15 cm which is quite what one would expect. other hand, the levels containing a lot of ice, denoting a
For a silty soil with a normal water content of 35-40% relatively stationary frost line, can have practically an
by volume there is therefore an increase in water content infinite water content; since a single ice layer can grow
of 100 to 150%. Similar water contents were obtained to a few decimeters, we can say that the water content
from roads in Vaxjo and Stockholm during relatively increase for a layer of that thickness is infinite. But ne-
mild winters even though the frost depth was only a few glecting exceptional cases, assuming unit layer thick-
decimeters. Levels taken in Vaxjo showed a heave of nessesof 3-5 cm as before, thelayers of large ice content
10- 15 cm for a frost depth of 20-40 cm (see Table 6), usually have an excess water content from 100%, and
which gives an average water excess of about '/3 to 1/2 sometimes up to 200% and 300% of the original vol-
of the total volume. Direct determinations from soil ume, which means the water content is doubled and
samples give similar values. The above are of course sometimes tripled and quadrupled.
average values, but with small frost depths there are not
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Table 9. Frost-heaving rate at different pressures, for varying moraine-soils or similar
types.

Capillarity Frost-heaving rate (mm/hr) at pressure (grlcm2)

No. Soil sample KM (M) 15 48 170 410 650

A Miscaceous sand 1 0.95 0 - - - -
B Miscaceous sand 2 1.9 0.06 0 - - -

1 102 moraine 0.8 0.1 0 - - -

2 BI 14 rock flour 1.5 0.26 0 - - -
3 So 4 gravel (0.1)1 0.1 0 - -

4 44 Road surface 1.6 0.24 0.19 0 - -

5 GA 6 moraine 1.9 0.52 - 0.18 0.02 -

6 209 Road surface 2.5 [0.24]* 0.5 0.24 0 -
7 1934, 1:10 road surface [0.4]* 0.53 0.19 0 -
8 29 Road surface (0.261* 0.6 0.2 0.07 -
9 4/11/33, 8 b road surface (0.7)* 0.7 0.26 - -

10 B1 14 Rock flour 4.4 (0.6)* - 0.3 0.11 -
11 4/i1/33, 4 road surface 4.7 [0.61* 1.2 0.34 - -
12 47 Road surface [0.61* 1.05 0.48 0.2 0.01
13 1934, 11:1 macadam 1.0 0.75 0.55 0.25 -
14 BI 5 Road surface 6.5 [0.68]* - 0.66 0.4 -
15 201 Road surface - 0.84 0.7 0.38 0.18

* Importantl ( ) [I the figures are wrong (too small), because of bad contact with the cold air in freezing
chamber (slow freezing).

10. Limits between frost-heaving and 0.062 mm or 55% of the material is finer than 0.125 mm.
non-frost-heaving soil All soils coarser than this are definitely non-frost-

From the above considerations we can see how vai- heaving.
ous factors act to cause an expansion of the soil during But the soils that lie just under this limiting value--
freezing, and how they determine whether a soil will for the coarsest soil that can be frost-heaving, or actually a
practical purposes heave or not heave, that is, whether medium coarse silt-are not under all circumstances
soils become frost-heaving or non-frost-heaving. It is frost-heaving, butonly undercertainconditions, such as
therefore practically impossible to fix a definite bound- a high groundwater table and a very small load pressure.
ary between frost-heaving and non-frost-heaving soil. Such soils are only dangerous when located in wet

However, when we consider the conditions which slopes, where the load pressure is insignificant, and
the highway engineer is concerned with, the degree of when in road beds with a very high groundwater table
variation of these factors is so strongly marked that for (very poor drainage or an abnormally wet fall).
practical purposes one can with fair accuracy determine As a boundary for normal frost heaving sediments a
certain limits or boundaries. The basic properties which value can be taken where 50% is finer than 0.062 mm.
can be evaluated in this respect are grain size and cap- For unsorted moraine soils the conditions become
illarity. more complicated. The first difficulty arises from the

a) Limits of grain size. A description has already method of analysis; the first question is at what size shall
been given (Section II-B-4) of a series of freezing tests we start the analysis and neglect the coarser material.
on sorted fractions, from which it was found that the Certainly the large stones must be omitted. Since we are
limiting average grain size was about 0.1 to 0.05 mm. concerned with a continuous variation of grain sizes,

Results of other tests (which were carried out with such a limit must be arbitrary and conventional. For
the apparatus described in Figure 36) as well as grain several reasons it is, however, suitable to use the limit
size analysis of various natural frost-heaving soils, are between coarse soil and fine soil or 2 mm.
given in Table 9 and Figures 63-65. The material has According to the Inter-Scandinavian grain size de-
been summarized into two groups: sediments and mo- signation the diameter refers to the diameter of a round
raine material. The following is a summary of the holed sieve. For road purposes it is, however, more
results: suitable to use the nearest number in the series of sieves

Concerning normal sediments (that is, well-sorted that the road institute together with the Swedish geo-
soils) the limiting grain size is a very definite boundary logical survey has agreed upon, or a 2-mm four-cor-
as shown in Figure 63. If we choose a suitable value nered-holed sieve. The road institute has determined
consistent with these curves, we can say that this limit that for normal soils the relationship between round and
is at the point where 30% of the material is finer than four-cornered holes is about 1:0.8 so that a 2-mm sieve
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Figure 63. Grain size analysis curves forthe coarsestfrost-heaving andfinest non-frost-
heaving sediments. Dashed curve: non-frost-heaving (group o, Table 11). Solid curve:frost-
heaving group la and lb.
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of a moraine material.

with round holes corresponds to 1 .6-mm-square-holed fall fairly exact; they pass through the points where 1 8--
sieve. On this basis, it is possible to convert the results 20% is finer than 0.062 mm and 30% is finer than 0.125
of the round holes to that of the square and vice versa. mam. Curves BI and 82 are of special interest. They
Diagrams 63-65 are given in a special form in which consist of variations of the same moraine mantle, and
both designations are given and are related to each other were taken a few kilometers away from each other on
by the given value of 1:0.8. the same roadway on which levels showed that, al-

Figure 64 contains curves of fine soils which are though they were both in about the same type of cut, the
definitely frost-heaving, and also a curve for a non- one (sample Bi) was considerably frost-heaving while
frost-heaving moraine. As shown the shape of the the other (sample 82) was completely non-frost-heav-
curves are relatively harmonic, and the limits seem to ing. Here the limits are fixed within a very small zone.
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Figure 65. Sieve analysis curves of relatively coarse mixtures, on which
freezing analyses were made in order to determine the limit betweenfrost-
heaving and non-frost-heaving moraine mixtures (see Table 9).

Figure 65 gives curves of the sieve analyses for a material in the soil the greater is the danger of frost-
number of coarse moraine soils and moraine mixtures, heaving even though there may be very coarse soil in
on which freezing tests were performed with different the mixture.
pressures, and the results of which are given in Table 9. The behavior of unevenly sorted mixtures was stud-

On the basis of both of these diagrams, Figure 66 is ied by freezing tests of mixtures of sand and fat clay in
constructed, giving on the one hand the limit of such different proportions.
soils that are underall circumstances non-frost-heaving The sand consisted of a medium sand; the clay came
from a practical standpoint, and on the other hand the from SkarestA in Ostergtland, with a water content of
frost-heaving in normal road beds in a relatively moist 47% on a dry weight basis. Freezing tests were carried
condition. If we state this graphical illustration in nu- out on these materials in different proportions in the
merical values, we can state it as: non-frost-heaving usual apparatus.
moraines are those of which less than 22% of the ma- The samples were capillary saturated, with the
terial passes the 0.125-mm sieve and less than 15% groundwater surface at a constant depth (about 10-5
passes the 0.062-mm sieve, computed on the basis of % cm). The results are given in the summary of Table 10
weight of the material that passes the 2-mm sieve. (also Fig. 67, curve A).

Note that the above refers to moraine material of ap- From the table we can conclude the following: By
proximately "normal" grading curves, and also to mix- adding a small amount of clay to the sand the mixture
tures of materials having approximately the same type immediately becomes frost-heaving. An addition of 5%
of grading curve, clay (corresponding to 21/2% dry substance) causes a

For more unevenly sorted mixtures, such as disinte- noticeable effect, 10% considerable, and 20% a very
grated soils and certain soils found in road beds, the large effect.
behavior is quite complicated and the freezing proper- For increased clay content, the heave decreases, and
ties cannot always be determined only on a basis of for 40% clay it is practically zero.
sieve analysis. In such cases the composition of the The cause of this is the following: for a small amount
finest sieve fractions must be determined either by of clay, the clay particles form a colloidal covering on
sedimentation analysis or by hygroscopic determina- the sand grains, having the physical requisites for
tions. In general it can be said that the more colloidal discontinuous freezing at the same time the pores are
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Figure 66. Limits between frost-susceptible and non-frost-susceptible
mixtures of moraine materials or similar mixtures. The lower cross-hatched
zone is for soils in group 2 of the same table, the middle blank zone for soils in
groups la and lb.

increase in the groundwater depth may exceed the
S capillarity of the mixture, and causes a decrease in theng.

Just how the mixture will behave if on the one hand
l./ q we vary the grain size of the coarse component and its

, - "consequent capillarity and on the other hand vary the
fineness of the clay component and its consequent per-

nO ioo 0 0/ meability, shall not be discussed here, except that we%0 0 900 CLAY may note that if we mix a sand and a leaner clay, the
Figure 67. Schematic curves of frost-heaving rate relation between the heave and the clay content will be
for mixtures of sand and clay. Curve a: a very stiff approximately as shown in Figure 67 [curve b].
practically impervious clay; constructed with the help of b) Limits of capillarity. Of the direct physical prop-
Table 10. Curve b: similar curvefor lean,permeable clay, erties which might possibly be used to determine the
having a frost-heaving rate "q" in unmixed state. Full frost-heaving characteristics of a soil, capillarity has
saturation and small depth to groundwater assumed, been found to be the most useful.

There are several reasons for this, principally that
capillarity is an approximate measure of the grading of

open, and the mixture is very permeable, which allows a soil, and is also very important in the process of up-
the soil to suck up water causing a large frost heave. On ward flow in the soil. Also it is a very easy property to
the other hand, when the clay content is so large that it determine and requires only a very small sample (see
completely fills the sand pores, which occurs at 40% Section IV).
clay content, the system becomes practically imperme- Determinations of the capillarity of a large number
able, and no appreciable frost heave occurs. The opti- of frost-heaving and non-frost-heaving soils have been
mum value is about 20% at which the colloidal covering made, and the results are summarized in Table 13. The
is appreciable, while at the same time the pore system is table includes natural sediments, such as moraine mate-
relatively open. rial as well as materials of very variable grading curves.

Keep in mind that since sand almost half filled with As can be seen from this table, the capillary number is
clay has a very low capillarity (actually about double a good, comparatively accurate index of the heaving
that of clean sand), such a mixture is very sensitive to properties of a soil.
changes in groundwater depth; although for small We can, therefore, without much approximation fix
groundwaterdepths, uptoahalf meterforexample, this the limit between soils which are non-frost-heaving
mixture may be strongly frost-heaving, an appreciable under all circumstances and such soils which become
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Table 10. Frost-heaving rate in mm/hour for mixtures of sand and fat
clay (water = 47%), at different pressures. Full capillary saturation.

Percent by weight Pressure (gr/cm2)
Clay (wet) Sand (dry) 15 48 109 170 410

5 95 0.1 0 - - -
10 90 - 0.31 0.14 0.04 -

20 80 0.62 - - 0.2 0.12
30 70 0.18 0.08 - - -

40 60 0.1 0 - - -

ice-stratified under a small load pressure and slow continue with a large frequency to a hygroscopic value
freezing asKF= 1.Om and KM= 1/2 to 11/4m. [Note: KF of about 4, where the frequency decreases. At this value
means the capillary height for loose standard packing (4) we find the dividing line between lean clay and
and KM means the capillary height forthe densest pack- medium clay (Ekstrom 1927). This then is essentially
ing.] The limit between the latter type and normal frost- the maximum limit for soils which can form frost boils.
heaving soils can be taken as KF = 1.5 m and KM = 2.0 Naturally, this limit is not as sharp as the upper limit
m. of the coarser soils. For increasing clay content, there is

Since capillarity can be determined so easily and ac- a gradual change of the soil properties that reaches over
curately it is the most suitable method of determining a wide region. The most important of these properties is
the heaving properties of a soil. The grain-size and frost the reduction in the permeability which decreases the
properties of a so-called silty soil are difficult to deter- amount of water sucked up and decreases the tendency
mine in the field without great experience. The silty mo- to become fluid which requires a greater water excess
raine soils can even give considerable difficulty to the for a given reduction in rigidity [author means that the
trained technician. For approximate rapid determina- fatter clays do not become fluid and form frost boils as
tions of the capillarity of the coarser soils of up to a few readily] (see Simon Johansson 1916). Of course both of
meters capillary height, a very simple apparatus can be these factors act together so that for increased clay con-
used for field determinations (see Fig. 72). tent the soils become more favorable from the stand-

c) Hygroscopic limits.* The hygroscopic method is point of frost damage. It is important to note that the
of little use in determining the upper grain size limit of magnitude of the water excess which is released during
frost-heaving soil due to the very small magnitude of thawing and also the time which this excess takes to be
hygroscopic moisture which makes the method inaccu- absorbed is of significance. The fatter the clay, the long-
rate, and also due to the organic content. On the other er time it takes and the more force is required for the
hand this method is considerably more useful in dis- tight clay layers between the melting ice layers to take
tinguishing between the strongly frost-heaving soils up this melting water excess and to form a fluid mass.
and the comparatively harmless stiffer clays. The medium clays can then be taken as relatively but by

Figure 68 contains a number of hygroscopic values no means completely resistant. The leaner clays with a
of frost-heaving soil. hygroscopic value of 4 to 5 must therefore be classified

It should be noted that the determinations were made as always being dangerous, although to a lesser degree.
on soils containing no organic material. Also, in order In other words, these clays are only dangerous when
to fix a lower limit, the author endeavored to get a large there is a very thin surface and very unfavorable hydro-
number of the most clayey soils, which are over-repre- logical conditions.
sented in relation to the other types of soils from the Therefore, the extreme limit for soils susceptible for
location, frost boils can be put at the hygroscopic value of Wh =

The diagram shows that the frost-heaving soils are 5. However, this is by no means the limit forfrostheave;
within the hygroscopic limits of 0.4 to 4, the greatest this limit lies much further on the clay side. For increas-
number occurring in the interval I to 2. The lattercorre- ing clay content the amount of frost heave is diminished,
sponds to the silts and fine silts. But frost-heaving soils but theoretically never reaches zero. But from tests

analogous to those shown in Table 3, the frost heave for

* Translator's footnote: The author does not define the term "hygro- a very fat clay (hygroscopic value Wh = 16) was imper-
scopicity"--it is the amount of water (in percent of dry soil) adsorbed ceptible. From a technical standpoint just where the
&a the surface of the soil particles from an atmosphere of water vapor boundary between frost-heaving and non-frost-heaving
of known relative humidity. Since the method used to determine can be drawn is not at all definite; however, it would be
hygroscopicity is not given, the values in the following discussion useful to define the limit as that heave which is of no
should be considered merely as relative values.
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Figure 68. Hygroscopicity (Wh) offrost-heaving and non-frost-
heaving humus-free mineral soils. Upper part: soils from frost boil
regions (solid bars) andfrost-heaving regions (unfilled rectangles).

significance on railroads. Just what numerical value can standpoint the entire range of medium clays may be
be assumed for this is difficult to say, but about 4 to 5 cm considered frost-heaving. Therefore, the ultimate limit
total heave would be about right. The hygroscopic value for any danger at all must be put at Wh = 10.
of clay corresponding to this value has not been ascer- 2. Moraines. The limit is here quite difficult to fix
tained, but certainly the entire group of medium clays definitely. Only the silt and fine silt sediments are really
(up to Wh= 7) must be considered as frost-heaving. This dangerous to form frost boils. For a considerable clay
specific technical railroad problem requires further content, and especially when there is a very even distri-
study. bution of grain size causing a small pore volume, the

d)Summary. To summarize, we can set down the fol- permeability and therefore the possibility of frost-heave
lowing facts: become very small.

1. Soils with a capillarity of KFless than I m (coarse The above summary is organized in Table 11.
silts, sand, and gravels) are under no circumstances
frost-heaving. For sediments this is defined as material
of which less than 30% passes the 0.062-mm sieve and IV. THE HYDRODYNAMIC CONSIDERATIONS
less than 55% passes the 0.125-mm sieve. For moraine, OF FROST-HEAVING*
it is the material of which less than 15% passes the 0.062
and less than 22% passes the 0.125 sieve, all computed The transportation of water to the freezing layers
in percent of the material that passes the 2-mm sieve, occurs by capillary suction or flow. The factors that

2. For small loads (and high groundwater), soils with control the rate of flow are the following:
a capillarity of KF= 1-21/2 m and KM= 11/4 to 4 m may 1. Capillary pressure (k) at the frost line, the maxi-
be dangerous (silt sediments: 30-50% less than 0.062 mum value of which is the capillarity of the soil (K).
mm). Such soils may cause bank slides even if they 2. The permeability of the soil (P).
don't have any heave in roadways. For an extremely 3. The distance to the groundwater table (the surface
high groundwater and slow freezing they may even be where the relative capillary tension is zero) = 1.
dangerous in the roadbed. For such capillary flow the following formula may

3. Soils with a capillarity of KF greater than 2 m and be given:
KM greater than 3 m (fine silts and finer sediments of
which more than 50% is less than 0.062 mm) are under Q _ k - k _< K
all circumstances frost-heaving. These soils usually e-m
have hygroscopic value of Wh greater than 1. where Q is the rate of flow of water (quantity of water

These values are for the upper limit of grain size in unit time) and m is the specific resistance of soil,
which are critical. For the lower grain size limit the fol- which is equal to the reciprocal of the permeability (P):
lowing data may be given:

1. Sediments. The soils which are essentially frost * The literature on capillarity, permeability, and flow of water in the
heaving and cause frost boils have a hygroscopic value soil is voluminous, so that even a brief summary of the important
up to Wh = 4, which is the division between lean clay and findings of different investigators would be unduly long. Due to the
medium clay. However, even the leaner of the medium large amount of work done, there seems to be a divergence of opinion

on much of the phenomena of water in soil, and there is also aclays (Wh = 4-5) may become dangerous under very confusion on definitions and terminology. In this treatise, therefore,
variable hydrographic conditions and under a very where we are concerned only with that part of the subject that has to
small load pressure. The extreme limit may then be put do with frost heaving, no historic discussion is given, and only the
at Wh = 5 for soils which may form frost boils. But stiffer most recent and basically sound ideas are considered. For the part on

capillarity, reference is made to Beskow (1930c); for the other parts,
clays may still be frost-heaving, and from a practical the bibliography contains a few recent articles on this subject.
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Table 11.

Average Amount passing Capillarity Hygro.
diameter sieve K F scopocity

Soil group (m) (0.062 mm) (0.125 mm) (M) Wh

0 Non-frost-heaving under any Sediment 0.I <30% <55% <1 -

circumstances Moraine - <15% <22%

la Causing frost-heave only at Sediment 0.1-0.07 - - --

surface and for very high 30-50% - 1-13/4
groundwater Moraine .. ..

lb Same, except affects whole Sediment 0.08-0.05 -. ..
road base for very high - 15-25% 22-36% -

groundwater Moraine - 11 /4-21/2

2. Normally frost-heaving and Sediment <0.05 >50% - - <5
liable to frost boils for
groundwater depths I1/2 m - - 2-20 1-4 -

(moraine 1 m) Moraine - >25% >36%

3. Frost-heaving clays but not (Sediment) - - - 20-? 5-(10?)
liable to boils

4. Non-frost-heaving stiff clays (Sediment) - ? (>10?)

m =1. determination has been carried out on the basis of Atter-
P berg's original material, on pure fractions. Capillarity

determinations agreed quite well with those of Atter-
If the amount of water is so large that the entire capillary berg (Beskow 1930c, Table I, p. 20) but were carried out
pressure is realized, the formula is: to considerably larger values, up to 70 m. These deter-

K - I minations verify the following empirical formula for

t = M the capillarity (K) as a function of the particle diameter

The magnitude of the factors entering into these for-

mulas are of course of importance to know. The maxi- K = ck 1
mum capillary pressure (K) and the specific resistance d
(m) are functions of the grain size composition and where ck is an exponent, composed of the capillary con-
distribution of the soil (also density of packing) or the stant and degree of packing. For constant temperature
specific surface and the pore volume, and degree of packing, Ck is a constant; for these tests,

the packing was relatively dense and the temperature
A. Capillarity was the room temperature (about 20'C). The value of

For rapid determinations of the captllarty of small the exponent Ck was determined as 0.060 when K is
samples the author's capillarimeter has been used (Bes- given in meters and d in millimeters. For purely spher-
kow 1930c). The apparatus is shown in Figures 69-71. ical-shaped particles, the exponent (as determined by
Figure72 shows a simplified form, for use in fielddeter- tests on shot, Beskow, 1930c, p. 22) is 0.053.
ininations to determine the limits between frost-heav- For natural soils the exponent has a different value
ing and non-frost-heaving soils.* The relation between depending on the gradation of the soil. Generally we can
capillarity and grain size has been empirically deter- say that the less well-sorted the soil is, the higher its cap-
mined by the author as well as Atterberg (1903), Bes- iilarity becomes in relation to its average particle diam-
kow (see 1930c) and Engelhardt (1929). The author's eter. For the relatively well sorted sediments, the expo-

nent is between 0.060 and 0.085 (see Beskow 1930c, p.
* This type is essentially similar to Englehardt's capillarimeter 26). The average particle diameter is in this case com-
(Englehardt 1929, Fig. I and 2). although both methods were worked puted by using the logarithm of each fraction [i.e.,
out simultaneously and independently. Another type of capillarimeter logarithmic mean].
was constructed by engineer A. Eriksen, and published by Fleischer If, however, the average grain size is computed by
(1934).
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Figure 69. Diagram of author's capillarimeter.
Figure 1 is the normal apparatus, Figure 11 a detail of
the specimen container, where a = flter paper, b =
metal screen, c = porcelain filter, d = rubber edge. In
a later model, c and d were replaced by a perforated
glass bottom weldedto the container. Figurelllshows
the arrangementforthe determination of the capillar-
ityfor a piece of undisturbed natural soil (a = sand
bedb =asoilspecimen, c = st iffclay). Figure III shows
the arrangement with air pressure for determining

" -- capillarities greater than 9-5 m.

mL 

L

Figure 70. Author's capillarimeter, Figure 71. Detail of Figure 70, showing the setup right after a test, when

1933 model. the air sucked in during the test is being driven out.
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SI-I Figure 72. Simplified type of U = 1.
capillarimeter intended for d

, field use for the determina- For Atterberg's pure fractions the pore volume is
SAO tion of the capillarity of sand very nearly 40%; if the value is substituted in formula* andcoarsesilts,andthusdis- (12) we gettinguished between frost

O-TON PUG heaving and non-frost-heav- I-0.4 .!

. ing sediments (from Beskow K = 4.5 - 6.0 - [cm] = 0.060 -I[m].
FUNU"GL" " I 1933a, 1934b).Mercuryis not 0.4 d d d

used in this apparatus; instead
the whole system is filled with The value of the exponent in the formula K = Ck ( /d)

QA fti water. After the soil sample is (Ck =0.060, when K is given in meters and din millime-
"rO - placedata consistency atabout ters), is exactly the same as obtained empirically by the

the liquid limit (during which author.
the tube is kept closed by a The largest difficulty in determining the capillarity is
clamp), the excess water is in the packing. The effect of the degree of packing is so
sucked out by holding the fun- large that for sediments of a normal grading, the capil-
nel afew decimeters above the larity for the densest packing is about twice that for the
water surface. Thefunnel is then l
raised slowly, and the level at oosest packing (this is much larger than the error which
which the air breaks through is might arise due to segregation ofsizes).The divergence

- -I observed. By using a table, lad- is larger, the less well-sorted the soil is. For the usual
W A n. der. etc., capillarities up to 3 m well-sorted sediments fairly accurate values can be ob-

can be determined, which is a tained by having the soil at a liquid consistency, and
large enough range to deter- shaking it slightly, and removing the excess water by
mine the degree offrost.heav, applying a very small suction (a few millimeters ofmer-
ing danger. cury).

It cannot be claimed that this method is entirely satis-
factory either. To say "a liquid consistency" is not being

using the inverted value of the diameter for each frac- very definite and leaves a wide margin. The variation
tion, the exponent Ck seems to have a constant value of becomes greater for less well-sorted soils.
about 0.06 and independent of the grading of the soil Because of this, a definite value of consistency has
(see Beskow, 1930c, p. 27). The capillarity is also ap- been chosen, andthis is theconemethodof theGeotech-
proximately inversely proportional to the specific sur- nical Commission. This is the consistency at which a
face. Zunker (1930, p. 98) gives the following general cone of 600 containing 60 gr of materials sinks 5 mm.*
formula for the capillarity as a function of specific According to Ekstrom (1927, p. 121) this value is very
surface, pore volume and degree of packing; nearly the same as Atterberg's liquidlimit. Thus forthis

degree of packing we can denote the corresponding

K = 0.3 • a2  -v .U [cm]] capillarity by KF [the F stands for liquid limit]. To show
Vol the small variations in values obtained the following

results of F. Rengmark are given:
where K = capillarity

a2 = capillarity constant Capillarity

v = apparent pore volume Soil type values

vol = "pressure and air-free" pore volume Silt U296 230. 230, 260, 230, 245; KF = 240 cm

U = specific surface. Silt M102 (<335), 315, 315, 315. 325, 355; KF= 320 cm
Silt GB20 325, 325,325, 325.315; KF = 325 cm

For coarse soils, or where the accuracy required is not Fine Silt BW19 (<670), 790, 625. 625. 600, 585; KF = 625 cm
Clayey Silt H28 <960,940, 950, 965; KF = 950 cmgreat, thedifference between vand volcan be neglected, Lean Clay GB21 12.2, 12.5, 12.5. 12.1. 12.1; KF= 12.3 m

and also if temperature variations are neglected, the
formula becomes: Another type of packing is the "densest possible

K =4.5 • I - ,. U [cml. packing," by which is meant the densest packing that
v

The specific surface U is obtained from the recipro- * This does not include slumping that occurs after some time as in
cal of the effective particle diameter d in millimeters. clays (plastic flow), but means only the instantaneous slump.
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can be obtained without changing the homogeneity packing (KF). Of course, the bottom moraine materials
(i.e., without stratifying) or crushing. are originally packed densely, but in the frost zone they

The "densest possible packing" is principally appli- are usually loosened by previous freezing. KF then be-
cable as a standard of packing, and is also of particular comes closest to being the actual capillarity, and is the
use. In these tests this was obtained in the following minimum value. KM then becomes a maximum value,
manner: the soil is put in the receptacle in a fairly liquid and is approached by natural soils which are densely
consistency, and either shaken or tamped with a glass packed.
rod. Then the surplus water is removed by a vacuum of KF is the most suitable value of capillarity as a char-
a few centimeters of mercury, using greaterpressure for acteristic soil property, at least as far as natural sedi-
stiffer soils, so that the rate of flow of water is small so ments are concerned.
that the lower part does not silt up due to the finer par- For unsorted soils, moraines, disintegrated soils.
ticles being washed through (see Beskow 1930c, p. 11). road bed mixtures, and others, the case is a lot more
Then the sample is shaken and tamped again, this time complicated. For the first it is best to determine the
a little ha.-der, and the surplus water sucked out again. capillarity on material free of gravel, or the material that
The procedure is repeated, each time tamping harder passes the 2-mm sieve. For such soils, in which the fine
and using more suction (a vacuum up to 1/2 to 2/3 of the soils fill the pores of the coarser particles when packed,
permeability) until the sample cannot be packed any the values obtained are only slightly higher than those
further, which is the densest state to which the soil can for the soil in a natural condition, due to the fact that the
be packed. If successive capillary determinations are larger particles have hardly any effect on the capillarity
made and the soil is tamped after each determination, (see Beskow 1930c). In other cases it is useless to try to
the values of the capillarity become asymptotic and be- obtain definite values of capillarity.
come constant when the optimum packing is reached. It is also true that for moraine soils it is practically
KM is used as the symbol for this densest possible impossible to use the cone method to determine the
packing or the optimum capillarity. consistency, and that if one wants to find Kp, he has to

The practical disadvantages of this method are, how- be satisfied to try to bring the soil to an approximate con-
ever, significant. The most important one is that even sistency. The value of KF then becomes relatively un-
though the greatest precaution may be taken, the bottom certain. KM is also very difficult to get for unsorted ma-
part becomes silted up with finermaterial, and therefore terials because it is so easy for the bottom of the sample
causes too high values to be obtained. To be more cer- to silt up with the finer material. Determinations of the
tain, several determinations should be made of the same capillarity of moraine materials are therefore only ap-
sample, from which the abnormally high values may be proximate.
separated and the average of the rest used. Values of capillarity for the accepted grain size clas-

The degree of packing usually found in nature is sification and, for the soil groups classified according to
between these two types, and although varying, usually average grain size, are given in Table 12.
lies nearer one than the other. For the condition we are A numberof values of capillarity of principally frost-
concerned with-suction to the frost line-the natural heaving soils are given in Table 13.
condition certainly lies close to the looser degree of

Table 12.

Pure fractions Natural sediments
Capillarity

Grain size Grain size Soil Loose Dense
classification (mM) Capillarity type KF KM

Coarse sand 0.2-0.6 3-10 cm Coarse sand 3-12 cm 4-15 cm
Medium sand 0.6-0.2 10-30 cm Medium sand 10-35 cm 12-50 cm
Coarse silt 0.2-0.06 30-100 cm Coarse silt 30-200 cm 40-350 cm
Silt 0.06-0.02 1-3 cm Silt 1.5-5 m 2.5-H m
Fine silt 0.02-0.006 3-10 cm Fine silt 4-10 m 6-12 m
Very fine silt 0.006-0.002 10-30 m Lean clay 8-15 m 10-1 8
Coarse clay 0.002-0.0002 30-300 m Medium clay 14-? m 15-'? m
Fine clay 0.0002 300 m
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Table 13. Capillarity of various sediments and moraine soils.

a. Sediments b. Moraine soilst

Frost Frost Capillarity Frost Capillarity
Soil number heaving Capillarity (m) Soil heaving KM Soil heaving KM

and type index* KF  KM type index (n) tpe index (n)-

GI I Fine sand 0 - 0.95 102 0 0.8 B 12.000 2 3.4
Bw 10 Mica sand I a 0.70 1.35 B 9,640 0 1.35 Bw 15 2 4.6
No 5 Fine sand 0 1.15 1.9 GI 6 Ia 1.9 No4 2 4.9
GI 2 Fine sand, micaceous 0 - 1.9 Kc 7 la 2.85 V: 7 2 7.8
Bw 25 Coarse silt lb 1.6 2.15 V: 4 lb 2.9 Bw6 2 10
VI: 7 Coarse silt lb - 2.5 Bw4 2 3.1 Bw 16 2 11
GB 5 Coarse silt lb 1.8 - V: 2 2 3.3 Bw 18 2 11.5
No 8 Coarse silt lb - 2.9
Bw I Coarse silt I b 1.85 3.0
Bw 23 Coarse silt I b 1.9 3.8
Bw 2 Coarse silt lb 2.0 -
U 296 Silt 2 2.4 6.1
Bw 14 Clean silt 2 2.7 4.8
GB 9 Clayey silt 2 3.0 7.8
M 102 Clean silt 2 3.15 5.0
GB 20 Silt 2 3.25 6.0
GB 15 Fine silt 2 - 6.0
No 7 Fine silt 2 - 7.7
Bw 13 Unsorted clayey silt 2 4.6 9.5
GB 18 Fine silt 2 4.7 7.2
GB 16 Fine silt 2 - 7.8
A 84 Fine silt 2 4.9 9.3
Bw 26 Clayey fine silt 2 5.3 9.0
Bw 21 Clean fine silt 2 6.1 9.7
Bw 19 Fine silt 2 6.4 9.6
Bw 22 Fine silt 2 6.6 10.1
Bw 7 Clayey fine silt 2 7.1 -
45990 Lean clay 2 9.0 c/a 15
Bw 24 Clayey fine silt 2 9.3 -
H 28 Lean clay 2 9.6 -
GB 21 Lean clay 2 12.3 -
GB 2 Medium clay 2 14.0 -
GB 17 Medium clay 2 15 -

* See group classification Table 1I.
t Determined on material passing 2 mm sieve, densely packed in the soil container of the capillarimeter.
KF = capillarity determined on soil specimens placed at the liquid limit, and then the water surplus removed by snow suction.
at a vacuum of only 10-50 mm Hg.
KM = capillarity determined at maximum density.

B. Permeability changes. For aconstant temperature and degree of pack-
The resistance to flow of water (non-turbulent) ing the value of ep is constant.

through a capillary tube is inversely proportional to the The validity of this formula has been proven empir-
fourth power of the diameter, and directly proportional ically by permeability tests on soils of different coarse-
to the permeability. In a complex capillary system such ness. The author has used Atterberg's pure fractions for
as a soil, assumingthe packing and grain shape to be the the purpose, as well as soils with very different grada-
same, the pore space is proportional to the second power tion curves and grain shape.
of the grain size, and can be taken as: The soils in these tests were all brought to the same

degree of packing, the densest possible packing (see
P = Cp •above). This was obtained by mixing the soil with dis-

tilled water and shaking it until it had a fluid consisten-
where d = average particle diameter and cp is an expo- cy, then placing it in a capillarimeter and subjecting it to
nent, which takes intoaccount the degree of packing and a slight vacuum. This was repeated until the soil could
the changes in viscosity of the water due to temperature be compressed no more.
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Table 14. Permeability of Atterberg fractions.

Real particle
Capillarity size d Relative

Grain size Permeability P* K from capillarity permeability
(mm) (at) +20'C (M) d = 0.06 x l/K P/d2 = C P .K 2

0.2-0.1 37.5 0.41 0.147 1.73 x 103 6.3
0.1-0.05 5.3 0.99 0.066 1.21 x 103 5.2
0.05-0.02 1.74 1.9 0.0322 1.67 x 103 6.0
0.02-0.01 0.46 4.4 0.0136 2.48 x 103 8.9

0.01-0.005 0.11 8.2 0.0073 2.07 x 103 7.4
0.005-0.002 0.020 17 0.0035 1.62 x 103 5.8
0.002-0.001 0.0012 70 0.00086 1.64 x 103 5.9

(cm3/hour) (cnmcm) (cm2) = cm/hour.

The permeability was determined by the quantity of in millimeters and P in cubic centimeters of water per
water collected in a burette in a certain time interval hour and the cross-section in square centimeters when
under a constant hydrostatic pressure. Due to the very the head is equal tothickness of the sample, and the tem-
large effect of even small variations in packing of the perature is 200 C.
soil on the accuracy of the determinations, it was not Permeability is therefore, like capillarity, a single
thought necessary to keep the temperature absolutely function of grain size; there is then a definite relation
constant; the temperature T was on the average about between permeability andcapillarity, which is given by
+20.5°C, with a maximum variation of ±3'C which the following:
seldom occurred; as a rule the temperature was +20.50 K =

±20C.
The results of the permeability tests are summarized d 2

in Table 14. P = c' d2 =c . 2
The permeability P is given in centimeters per hour K 2

and signifies the thickness in centimeters of a layer of
water that passes through a soil of a given thickness of The formula can be written more conveniently as:
the soil sample. It is also interpreted as cubic centime- P=C
ters per hour (square centimeters percentimeter) which pk
means it is the quantity of water in square centimeters
that passes through a soil of one square centimeter in where
cross-sectional area when the thickness of the sample is
equal to the head acting. Cpk = Cp• Ck.

As the last column in the table shows, these tests
prove the validity of the formula. The separate values of If we assume only pure fractions, where Cp = 1.6 x
the product P .K2 ofcourse vary considerably, but these 103 and ck = 0.060, then Cpk = 5.8.
variations are due to the variations in the tests, the prin- The above formula, however, only holds for the
cipal ones being the difference in the degree of packing. same grading characteristics, and the given value of the
The distributions of each of the variations are complete- exponent and the viscosity constant vary, and therefore
ly unsystematic and show no tendency for any one the values of the exponents also vary, as shown by
value, even though the tests cover a wide range, the di- Table 15.
ameterof the particles of the coarsest fraction being 170 For varying grading characteristics, the capillarity
times the smallest. and the permeability vary, the former much less than the

Permeability is therefore directly proportional to atherm
the square of the particle diameter, assuming other fac- This can be understood by qualitative reasoning. If
tors are constant; for Atterberg's pure fractions, for we take a fine grained fraction, a fine silt for example,
close packing, the exponent cp in the formula and mix with it an equal amount of coarse material such

as small stones, the capillarity of the mixture is un-
P Cp. d2  changed (same as for fine material). The permeability,

on the other hand, which depends on the number of
has the value ofabout 1.8 x 103 (= 1800) when d is given pores as well as the size of the pores, must diminish due
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Table 15.
C fo,

Relative values of c, c. and Cpt at unsorted
Capillary Coefficient various temperatures fractions

Temp constant &2 of viscosity (+200C = I) (absolute
(CC) (mm2 ) (11) Ck CP Cpk value)

*0 15.406 0.0179 1.040 0.564 0.610 3.5
+5 15,251 0.0152 1.029 0.665 0.706 4.1

+10 15.105 0.0130 1.020 0.785 0.817 4.7
+15 14,959 0.0114 1.010 0.885 0.903 5.2
+20 14,821 0.0101 1.000 1.000 1.000 5.8
+25 14,686 0.00894 0.991 1.130 1.109 6.4
+30 14,556 0.00800 0.982 1.262 1.208 7.0
+35 14,424 0.00723 0.973 1.399 1.322 7.6

Table 16. Permeability and capillarity of mixtures of Atterberg fractions.

Component Relative
fractions Propor- Capillarity K Permeability P permeability

(mm) tion Of components Of mixture Of components Of mixture P K2

A B A:B A B A +B A B A +B A +B

0.01-0.005 - - 8.2 - 8.2 0.11 - 0.11 7.4
0.01-0.005 0.02-0.01 1:1 8.2 4.4 6.35 0.11 0.46 0.14 5.6
0.01-0.005 0.05-0.02 1:1 8.2 1.9 7.3 0.11 1.74 0.10 5.3
0.01-0.005 0.2-0.1 1:1 8.2 0.41 7.3 0.11 37.5 0.082 4.4
0.01-0.005 0.2-0.1 1:2 8.2 0.41 6.5 0.11 37.5 0.74 3.1

Table 17. Permeability and capillarity of some natural soils.

Permeability P Relative
cmlhour Capillarity K permeability

Type of soil (at) +201C (m) P K2

Medium sand 80.5 0.20 3.2
Fine sand 1.20 0.54 0.35

2. Moraine silt 0.140 1.3 0.24
12. Coarse silt 0.29-0.25 2.72 2.1-1.8
8. Coarse silt 0.113-0.073 2.9 0.95-0.63

BW 1. Coarse silt 0.36 3.0 3.2
GB 20. Silt 0.017 3.65 0.23

1. Silt 0.090-0.061 4.6 1.9-1.3
M 102. Silt 0.032 4.9 0.77

7. Fine silt 0.0088 7.7 0.52
A 84. Fine silt 0.0013 9.4 0.11

10. Lean clay (very fine silt) 0.0013 >9.75m

to the decrease in cross-sectional area (40%) and also to rapidly, and continues until it reaches an asymptotic
the fact that the path is made longer since the water has value which is somewhat less than the original perme-
to travel around the large included particles, ability.

It is obvious that the decrease in permeability de- This phenomenon has been experimentally investi-
pends upon the grain size of the mixed material, or gated by tests on different mixtures of Atterberg's pure
rather on the difference between the grain size of both fractions, the results of which are given in Table 16. The
fractions. If to a fine grained soil fraction a fraction very permeabilities of the separate fractions are also deter-
nearly the same size is added, the effect is only an mined.
increase of the pore size (also a very small decrease in The practical significance of this is that the relation
the pore volume) and the permeability increases; if the between capillarity and permeability changes as the
difference in size of the fractions increases, a point is fractions in the mixture are changed, and that the change
soon reached where the permeability begins to decrease is quite large. Experiments have not been performed on
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more complex mixtures, wherein other factors besides p = 2.4 .2 [cm/sec].
grain sizes are changed, but of course they have been 3
carried out on natural mixtures, i.e.,on natural soils.

In Table 17, a number of such determinations are Convened tocm/hour the exponent cin the formula
given, from which we can see that the product of the per- for permeability P = cpd 2 becomes
meability and the square of the capillarity-here called 3
relative permeability--which for unsorted fractions is = 2. ,3600 = 2.4 x 10
constant, varies greatly for natural soils. The values for
natural sediment are lower than for pure fractions, and which agrees well with the empirical value for the
formoraine material are considerably lower, being only determined exponent (Table 14), which lies between

one hundredth as great. 1.21 x 103 and 2.48 x 103.

The product of the permeability and capillarity is a By the use of the formulas for capillarity and perme-

measure of the grading. The more unsorted a soil is, the ability Zunker derives the following formula as a re-
smaller is the relative permeability. This explains why lation between the two:

very poorly sorted soils, especially normal moraines, =A
are so littlefrost-heaving, in spite of their high capillar- K 2
ity. K

In the above the relations between permeability and (Zunker 1930, the formula 190a, p. 172). X is a coeffi-
the various mechanical properties of the soil are de- cient of viscosity which is constant for a constant
termined only for a number of special cases; for exam- temperature (at 20*C it is 1957); gi is the shape constant.
pie for similar degrees of sorting and grain shape, for The significance of this formula is that permeability
similar packing, etc. A formula containing all variables is for practical purposes determined by the capillarity
has beenestablishedby Zunker (1930).The grading and (the value of g varies only between 0.018 and 0.004 for
packing act together on the pore volume, the effect of soils, and is as a rule quite constant, being about 0.01);
which is given by an experimental factor easily ob- Zunker himself expresses this fact as [translated from
tained. His formula for permeability (Zunker 1930, p. German]: "In all tests in which the value of the capillar-
157) is, ity is determined this value can be used for the solution

P =E Vol e]of K (= permeability P)."
SL [cm/sec] This is not always the case; it has been shown above

l (1 - v, U2  that the permeability is by no means necessarily deter-

mined by the capillarity, and that the relation between
where v = "apparent pore volume" the two, P: I/K2, varies considerably depending upon

Vot = "actual pore volume" the grading. We can say in general that Zunker's formu-
U = specific surface la for the relation of permeability and capillarity is in-
T1 = coefficient of viscosity (see Table 15) correct. This is obvious since both formulas from which
p = a number that characterizes the shape, sur- this relation was obtained contained the specific surface

face properties and degree of mixture (not and the pore volume as factors and this one does not.
grading) of the soil grains. Table 18 contains the values of permeability for dif-

ferent grain size groups and natural sediments.
If instead of U, the grain diameter d is introduced, It should be pointed out that the computations of the

from the relation U = lid, and the value for the pore vol- permeability assume that the soil is in its densest state,
ume forAtterberg's pure fractions, i.e., 40% is inserted, that it is homogenous, that the pores are entirely filled
the equation becomes: with water, and that no cracks or fissures exist. In nature,

however, these assumptions are seldom fulfilled, and
P (t 0.4 "d2. certain disturbances occur, which complicates matters.

T1 (1- 0.4 Air pockets often occur in the coarser soils, which
has the effect of considerably decreasing the perme-

The value of gt for ordinary natural soils lies between hsteefc fcnieal eraigtepre
T.015and0.010;ifthe valueof for r nat ois iesetee ability. In filter sands and in pumping from wells, small

0.015 and 0.010; if the value for at 200C is inserted the air bubbles from the water can accumulate so rapidly
permeability becomes: that the permeability is rapidly decreased. This can also

p = 0.01 0.4 .d 2  happen in laboratory determinations of permeability
0.01 0.6 and have a serious effect.

The effect of cracks depends partly on theirarrange-
ment, and partly on just how much they are filled with
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water and air, the latter depending largely upon the way and the fonnula can be written:
the water seeps through. Water-filled fissures allow (K ).P
seepage, and increase the permeability, the greater the -

larger and more numerous they are. In clay layers the
cracks in the top layers allow considerable seepage However, it is more practical and more correct to use
through the otherwise impermeable material. But when the first formula, with the resistance instead of the per-
it concerns the capillary suction of water above the meability, because it applies when the soil is not corn-
groundwater table where the fissures are not filled with pletely filled with water and not homogeneous, and
water, the fissures have a tendency to hinder the pro- therefore the actual specific resistance is greater than
cess. I/P.

The same reasoning applies for laboratory determi- It should be kept in mind that in the above formulas,
nations. Water filled fissures increase the permeability; as in all such formulas, the values of the permeability
especially in thecase of tests on clays has it been noticed and resistance (P and m) must be reduced to the actual
that the very fine fissures can increase the permeability occurring temperature, due to the change in viscosity.
many times the actual value. Similarly, it has been no- For the coefficients for this reduction see Table 15, ex-
ticed that air filled cracks decrease the permeability. ponent Co.

Strict attention should be given these facts, both in The reason why the distance to groundwater is such
the laboratory tests, as well as in the practical ap- an important factor is that in the formula for frost heave
plicationofthevaluesofpermeabilitytohydrodynamic it enters in the denominator and therefore when it in-
determinations, creases the heave decreases, but the quantity Q also de-

creases, therefore the effect of e is a double effect.
C. The process of water suction The limit, where Q = 0 occurs when e = K; that is the

In this section, only capillary flow in capillary satu- distance to the groundwater surface is equal to the
ratedsoils willbedealt with, sinceonlythistypeofflow capillary height; above this level, no capillary suction
is important for frost heaving. Water flow in non- can occur.*
saturated soils, although of great theoretical and practi- When f is large compared to K, and especially when
cal interest, will therefore not be discussed here. t is very nearly equal to K, the effect of the depth to

groundwater on the rate of flow is very great. This is the
1. Assuming a homogeneous soil column case for the coarser frost-heaving soils, having a capil-

a) Maximum capillatry suction. The following form- larity of a few meters. Take forexample a silt with a cap-
ula has been given for the capillary suction in a homo- illarity of 2 m; for a groundwater depth of 1.5 m its rate
geneous soil column: of suction is

Q k-t Q = 2- 1.5 __1

I -m fi .(1.5) 1 3
where Q = the quantity of water sucked up in unit time For a groundwater depth of 1.75 in. Q becomes

(cm 3/cm 2 hr = cm/hr)
k =capillary pressure - 1. 75

t = the distance to the groundwater surface Q2- -1.75 7

m= the specific resistance.

An increase in the groundwater depth front 1.5 to
k has a maximum value which cannot be exceeded, 1.75 in, which is 1/6 of the original value, causes a de-
which is called the capillarity or capillary height, K. crease to less than 1/2 of the original rate o suction tor
When k = K the maximum possible capillary suction is a further increase of 0.25 m the rate reduces to zero.
then Therefore the coarser the soils ale. the more senlsiti e it)

K- I groundwater changes they are.

Q -i Clays. on the other hand hae such a large capillarit.
thattheeffect ofgroundwaterchanges is small. When I

For homogeneous soils, the specific resistance m is can be neglected compared to K. the tomiula b-cone,

equal to the reciprocal of the permeability: approximately

* I it)%%,c cr. %%at.llcr tlan l l, I lwonati .n.Ltl IkkUl Il" i a ,' [Ll. ' ,Iaw '1 1 1,J

(L'id I/P by i f p i lld. } .l i Ut. I 1) ihe gnl i iiS l~ l il Id \ ol tit\ old1i,ii N
t ht oik tapllai. tim% i, tt" 111- [ 1111., 1111
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Q= _K boundary between the water-saturated soil and the air-
1-m filled soil moves upward. In natural ground this process

Variations in the rate of suction then becomes in- is insignificant; the important process here is the water
versely proportional to the change in distance to ground- suction to a relatively stationary surface, from which the
water, the increase from 1.5 to 1.75 in the previous ex- water is taken away, usually through evaporation.
ample causes here a small decrease to 6/7 of the original. The rate of capillary rise in a dry soil sample, even if

If we insert Kand m in the formula as functions of the it is fully homogeneous and densely packed, is, as a rule,
grain size, we get considerably less than the value computed from the cap-

illarity and permeability. The reason for this is the fol-
Ck •Cp .d

2  lowing: In order that arapidly penetrating water surface
Q and the maximum capillary pressure shall occur, it is

e d necessary that in front of the advancing water surface a
d very rapid wetting of the soil particles occurs, so that the

Q= Ck Cp ,diadsorption films can cover the particle surfaces before

the meniscii develop in the voids; otherwise the maxi-
For a given constant value of I (assuming that mum curvature does not occur and consequently the

temperature and grading is constant) for clays, the rate maximum capillary pressure does not occur. When the
of suction is approximately directly proportional to the rate of penetration is fast, however, wetting cannot take
particle diameter. place fast enough so that (especially if the soil particles

If for a certain groundwater depth, for example a are the least bit coated with certain substances such as
meter, we allow the grain size to decrease, it is obvious grease, resin, etc.) the maximum capillary pressure does
that until the capillarity can exceed I m, no water flow not occur, and the rate of capillary rise is less than the
can occur, then each decrease in grain size (increase in maximum.
capillarity) causes a very large relative increase in (K- Experimentally, the maximum rate of upward flow
t), and therefore a large increase in the rate of flow. For can only be obtained when the rate of evaporation from
clays on the other hand, a decrease in grain size causes the capillary surface is as large as the greatest possible
a proportional decrease in the rate of flow, it is then ob- amount of capillary suction; a condition of dynamic
vious that the curve for the rate of upward flow or suc- equilibrium is then reached, a condition of continuity in
tion for constant groundwater depth and varying grain which the stationary meniscii in the pores are fully
size must reach a maximum foracertain particle diame- formed, and continuously suck up the same amount of
ter. A number of such curves, for different groundwater water that is removed by t. vaporation. In this manner
depths, are given in Figure 73. high valuesof capillarity can be obtained experimental-

From Figure 73 we can see that the grain size for ly (see Beskow 1930c, p. 48-53; Fig. 9 and 10).
maximum capillarity falls in the region of fine silt, i.e., This type of capillary flow, having a relatively sta-
the soils which in practice show the most frost heaving. tionary capillary surface. is the most common type of

b) Capillary suction in natural ground. In experi- capillary suction in nature. As soon as the possible
mental tests, capillary suction usually occurs in the form evaporation from the ground surface exceeds the max-
of a capillary rise in dry soil, that is to say that the imum rate of capillary flow in the ground, the capillary
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surface no longer remains stationary, but moves down- cipally nearer the surface, lying approximately in the
ward; in this region a "dry zone" is formed, in which upper meter. This is partly due to the fact that close to
water movement can only occur in the adsorption films the surface there is much more drying out and that the
surrounding the particles. The thickness of this dry zone pressure is much less, which encourages the formation
changes, i.e., the capillary surface moves downward or of cracks, but is also due to (and this is just as important)
upward, depending upon the rate of evaporation and the freezing of the soil during previous years. Due to ice
thus the depth to groundwater changes. stratification, horizontal fissures are formed which are

A similar condition of continuity as discussed above difficult to "close up" in clays. By careful digging dur-
occurs in the upward capillary flow of water to a grow- ing the summer or fall, long after the frost has disap-
ing ice layer at the frost line; the only principal dif- peared, one can observe in clays thin discontinuities or
ference is that the water is removed in a solid state rather fissures which have the same arrangement and structure
than a gas state. as the ice stratification occurring in the same soil in a

Water flow to the frost line is then, from the above frozen condition.
reasoning, seldom of maximum magnitude; this corre- The degree to which fissures lying cross-wise to the
sponds to the case of upward flow to a slowly evaporat- direction of capillary flow prevent flow, depends large-
ing surface, where then the meniscii are not fully devel- ly on the widths of the fissures. Water transportation
oped, and therefore the maximum capillary pressure across the fissures can be considered as occurring in two
cannot exist. A comparison of the computed maximum ways: in a gas phase (diffusion), and in a liquid phase,
rate of upward water flow in a frost heaving soil and the by capillary flow at points where the two surfaces touch
actual amount of flow to the frost line, would show that each other. The rate of diffusion is inversely proportion-
the latter is much less, and for the coarser soils is only al to the distance (width of crack), and the number of
a small fraction of the maximum. points of contact are larger the smaller the distances be-

The difference between the maximum rate of flow tween the two surfaces are.
and the actual flow to the frost line, or the reductionfac- If we imagine the fissure to widen gradually, we get
tor requiredfor the formula of maximum capillary suc- to a width where there are no contact points, and the sur-
tion, in order to be valid for actual cases of soil freezing, faces are completely separated, and over which the en-
is therefore larger the coarser the soil is. The reduction tire water transportation must occur in a vapor phase, by
factor is, however, not constant for any one type of soil, diffusion.
but depends also on the load and the distance to the Diffusion. Capillary flow is caused by a capillary
groundwater table. These phenomena have been dealt pressure difference. Flow by diffusion is caused in a
with in a previous section. similar manner by a pressure difference in the direction

of flow, but the difference is in the vapor pressure. In
2. Water suction in heterogeneous soil order fordiffusion of water vapor from the lowerside to

a) The effect offissures on the rate offlow. We have the upper side to occur, the relative vapor pressure must
previously assumed that the soil between the ground- be larger on the lower side than the upper. Such a pres-
water surface and the frost line is a fissure-free, homo- sure difference can occur in two ways. One possibility
geneous mass. For the coarser frost-heaving sediments is a temperature difference, in which the upper surface
containingnoclaythisassumptionisvalid.However, in would be cooler. Such a condition certainly oc-
the clay soils the direct capillary flow is interfered with curs during freezing from above. The average tempera-
or broken by a more or less well-developed fissure net- ture gradient during the winter at depths from 0.2 to I m
work, which is formed in the so-called dried uppercrust, is about 0.02-0.04°C/cm. Since air has a much smaller
which as a rule extends to 2- or 3-m depth. More- conductivity,thetemperaturechangeinacrackismuch
over, in some sediments varying, and other alternations larger; the effect of this difference is to cause water
of layers of different coarseness can occur and compli- transportation in a gaseous or vapor state, cooling the
cates the process of water suction. The significance of evaporating surface, and warming the surface of con-
these factors will be discussed briefly below. densation. If we take the ratio between the coefficient of

Fissures only prevent capillary suction when they conductivity of air and soil to be about 1:50 (see Tables
cross the prevailing direction of capillary flow. This 20 and 21), the temperature changes across a fissure
flow departs very little from the vertical, and therefore would be l-2*C/cm. For temperature close to OC the
vertical cracks are of little importance. The deeper fis- change in partial pressure of water vapor is about 0.35
sures are usually vertical or depart only a few degrees mm Hg/0C. This temperature then would correspond to
from the vertical and hardly diminish the flow at all, and a vapor pressure difference of 0.35-0.7 mm Hg, or
in fact, as we shall show later actually aids the upward 0.477-0.954 gr/cm 2 cm.
flow. Fissures lying closer to the horizontal occur prin- For the rate of diffusion of one gas through another
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gas the following formula applies: particle walls (hygroscopic action). Probably the thick-
d p l  nesses of the adsorption films so accommodate them-

v = -ks d selves to an equilibrium condition, that their vapor
d.: pressure is the same as that of the meniscii (orelse there

where k = constant (constant of diffusion), would be a continuous circulation of vapor between the
s = area of a cross section taken at right angles meniscii and the particle surfaces).

to the pressure drop If we now go to the case we are considering, a cross-
t = time wise fissure without any points of contact of the upper

dpI/dx = the pressure change across the section and lower surfaces, we find, therefore, that in order to
v = volume of flowing gas, reduced to the pres- have a diffusion across the fissure, a capillary pressure

sure at which it occurs. difference between the upper and lower surfaces is
necessary. But we also find that the pressure difference

If centimeters and seconds are used as units, the value must be quite large in order to have any considerable
of k for water vapor in air at a temperature around 00 C diffusion, although the effect of capillary tension on the
is 0.20 cm 3/sec. vapor pressure is very small.

For the pressure drops of 0.447 and 0.954 gr/cm 2  The following computation gives an idea of the
obtained above, v becomes in the first case 0.2 x 0.477 quantitative values involved.
= 0.0954, and the latter v = 0.2 x 0.954 = 0.191 gr/cm 2, If we assume the meniscus in a capillary to be a
computed in cubic centimeters ofvaporatapressureof hemispherical shell, we have the following relation
I gr/cm2 (at 00 C), per second and square centimeters of between the capillary pressure k and the radius of the
cross-sectional area. The unit weight of vapor at that meniscus r:
pressure is 0.775 x 10-6 gr/cm 3. The amount of water
per day per square centimeter in the first case is then k = a .1
0.0954 x 0.775 x 10- 6 x 86.400 = 0.00639 gr, and in the r

latter=0.0128gr, correspondingtoawaterlayerof6to where a2 is the capillary constant, which for water
13 hundredths of a millimeter in thickness. between zero and room temperature is about 15. Then k

If we compute how much cooling of the lower sur- becomes
face that such evaporation involves, we find however,
that it is 2/3 of the total heat conducted upwards by flow k = 15 1
(the latent heat of vapor just above 0' = 595-590 cal,
the heat coefficient of soil = 0.003. the temperature where k and r are in millimeters.
gradient -0.02 to 0.04°C/cm, the rate of evaporation = The change in relative vapor pressure corresponding
0.74 x 10-6 to 0.148 x 10- 6 gr/cm 2 sec). Consequently, to a certain curvature is given by:
the above values of 0.06 to 0.13 mm/day are actually 2a s
reduced to about a half; these computations only show pw =p ± a

the order of magnitude. It is not necessary to give the S, .r

relatively complex exact computations here. where Pw = vapor pressure over the curved surface
We can say in other words: the diffusion due to p = vapor pressure over a plane surface

temperature difference is so small. that for water flow in a = surface tension
frost-heaving soils (being only a few millimeters per = vapor density
day), it is of no importance.

The other possibility for a vapor pressure difference r = radius ofcurvature.
is the difference in capillary tension between the upper
and lower surface. The effect of capillary tension on the The sign for the last term is plus for convex. minus
vapor pressure is to change the vapor pressure as the forconcave surfaces. In the lattercase, formeniscii. we
curvature of the meniscus is changed. For a convex can then write:
meniscus the vapor pressure above is greater. Above a
concave meniscus (i.e., a capillary meniscus) the vapor _ _ 2 sa

pressure is less. P - sv -
The higher the negative capillary pressure is. the

larger is the curvature of the meniscus, and the lower is For water the values are given tr different temper-
the relative vapor pressure. The adsorption films around atures in Table 19 (top).
the particles in the voids are of course convex, but here By inserting these values in the formula we get p-[w
the vapor pressure is reduced by adsorption from the as a function of r. In Table 19 (bottom). P-Pw is com-
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Table 19.

0OC 5 C 10C 15 C 20'C 25 C

p (gr/cm 2) 6.24 8.90 12.5 17.4 23.8 324
Sa 4.84xl0- 6  6.81x10 "- 6  9.41x10 - 6  12.8xl0 - '  

17.3x1O' 23.1xI06
sv 0.999 1.000 0.9997 - 0.9991 0.9971
" (dynes/cm) 75.49 74.75 74.01 73.26 72.53 71.78
" (gr/cm) 0.0770 0.0762 0.0755 0.0747 0.0740 0.0732

Capillary
pressure k Meniscus OC 59C 10OC 15C 20'C 25C

(M) radius r Difference of vapor pressure P-pw. in gr/cmz
2

E0.0015 1/r (cm) 0.745xI0- I/r 0.928x/0- l/r 1.42x10 - 6 I/r 1.91xlO- l/r 2.65x101 I1r 3.38x10 -6 /r

0.1 0.015 0.0000496 0.0000618 0.0000946 0.000127 0.000174 0.000229
1.0 0.0015 0.000496 0.000618 0.000946 0.00127 0.00174 0.00229
5.0 0.0003 0.00248 0.00309 0.00473 0.00636 0.00853 0.0114
10.0 0.00015 0.00496 0.00618 0.00946 0.0127 0.0174 0.0229

puted for a number of different values of r and their The rate of flow is therefore largerat the contact sur-
corresponding capillarity. faces than at other points in the soil column by the ratio

From the table we see that the vapor pressure differ- Y:a and the pressure drop is also greater. If we assume
ences are very small. For low temperatures, close to the soil to be completely homogeneous, and therefore
zero, which we are interested in, we must have a pres- the permeability to be the same at all points, the rate of
sure difference of 100 m per mm of fissure width in flow across a surface a, is
order to have a vapor pressure difference of the same
magnitude as for the illustrated example where a diffu- YQY ([cm3/cm
sion of a layer of water 0.06 mm per day occurred! For Qa a

0C the rate of diffusion v is
where Qy= the rate of flow across the entire cross

V = 0.00067k mmn of water/day section, also, the capillary pressure gradient across a, isd lky _ y l
where k = the capillary pressure difference in meters and de a de
d = the width of the fissure in millimeters. No apprecia-
ble amount of water can therefore be transported in such where dky/dt is the pressure gradient for the entire cross
a manner, unless the capillarity can exceed a few hun- section (at some distance away from the fissure).
dred meters. For frost-heaving soils, this type of diffu- The flow of water occurs in such a manner that when
sion is insignificant, it approaches a fissure, the flow is concentrated at the

We can therefore conclude that fissures having contact surfaces, that is to say the stream lines are con-
no contact between the upper and lower surfaces are centrated through the contact surfaces, and after passing
practically perfect insulators for water flow. The spread out to the same shape they had before. This is
significance of fissures is then clear: water move- shown diagramatically in Figure 74. Along with the
ment across a fissure can only occur over points of convergency of the stream lines, there is a correspond-
direct contact. ing concentration of the potential lines, denoting a

Capillary conduction at the contact surfaces. The steeper pressure gradient.
exact quantitative computation in this case is entirely It is ofcourse obviousthat there is a very large poten-
dependent on the numberof contact points, and their ar- tial drop at the contact surfaces. But the potential drop
rangement, which naturally variesa greatdeal. Jngener- isproportional to the resistance; for practical reasons it
al we can say that for a soil column which is not com- is more convenient to consider the effect of acrack as an
pletely detached by an air discontinuity, and in which increase in the resistance to flow.
there are certain areas in which there is contact and over The following is a quantitative computation of the
which capillary flow can occur, the amount of water that effect of a fissure:
can flow in unit time through a contact area is the same If we assume the contact areas to be divided at a num-
as that which would flow through the entire cross ber of places with an equal spacing and length, and
section Y. equally divided over the cross-section, the entire system
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2s'. " ' perpendicular to the equipotential lines. The

water pressure for each equipotential line is
.f-- -- *y given by the number to the right (relative val-

ues) which starts as a negative value (Ak) near
-* - --, the surface and increase (+ 1, +2, etc.).

can be divided up into separate systems, each having where A =the area of the single contact (cm 2 ) and n is
one contact plane. In such a single system the con- the number of contacts (i.e., numberof systems). ButA/
verging flow net has the shape of a truncated pyramid n = Y;therefore
(or cone), the bottom of which is equal to the cross
section of the entire column, Y, and the top of which is MA= Y.A- .{ -L I - r(hcm /m)
equal to the area of the contact surface y. The height n (ry-y Y h (=h m c/m

depends, be sides these areas, on the steepness of the T ei c e s nr s s a c o a h fs u ei Apyramid, that is, the top angle. If we express a in terms MAThereA is resistance er unit ais re a s orM

ofntheuae pramid of the ety)adte egto h normal flow through a layer of the same thickness as
untrncaed yramd x wegetdouble the height of the pyramid (= a single layer on

a =f3Y- each side of the fissure), that is, the resistance that would
x be in the disturbed zone if the fissure did not exist. MAO

is

We then get the following formula for the resistance of A=2 Y-rthe truncated pyramid, M1, when the specific resistance MA O = Y 1 '2M. '(V- _ -) m. -_ yY
of the soil is l[P = m [hr/cm]: y a a

The increase in resistance MA-MAo is therefore
M -m l_1 [hr/cm2].

a ( jy- f y--M A - M AO = 2 m--  (-y -y 2 f/Y- + y

This formu la applies of course for the single system.

The resistance per unit area (MA) is inversely propor- Then factoring out "fY-:
tional to the number of single systems per unit area, and

, ,_ a
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From this latter formula, we see that for constant multiply m by I and we get
conditions (Y/y = constant) the increase in resistance is
directly proportional to the square root of the base ( +k )
surface Y(or inversely proportional to the square root of
the number of contact surfaces per unit of area), that is
to say, is directly proportional to the average distance fissure or
between the centers of the contact planes. For a constant
percentage of contact surfaces, the resistance depends S.=I 8 + 53 + 53+... + Sn
on at how many points these surfaces are divided, and
the resistance is larger the fewer, and smaller the more
numerous these points are. For example, if four contact where each separate value is determined by the formula
planes be put together to form one (four times as large) 2. 2 '
the resistance is therefore increased four times. a! = V 2 iT

On the other hand, if n/A and therefore Y is constant,
while the distance between the surface varies, we get, o i a =2
putting r = fs-Y-8 = fT( fK-2+ IT).
MA-MAO=: r-2+1 C: where C =jy .2  " We can tell from the various probable values of Yand

Y/y that the effect of the fissures in increasing the
For large values of r= 'Y-y and therefore for small resistance is very large. Theabove example showedthat
relative contact surfaces, the increase in resistance is for I cm 2 of contact surface on each square decimeter,
approximately proportional to Y/y. the effect of this single fissure of the area is to increase

The numerical value of the form constant a lies the resistance 80 times; and five such fissures gives a
between I and2andprobablycloserto 2.The following resistance of 4 m, etc. Thus it is obvious that numerous
computation illustrates the numerical magnitude of the fissures can lower the capacity of soil to suck up water
increase in resistance. to a smallfraction of the normal flow.

Assume Y/y = 100, and that one contact surface oc- b) Effect of stratification and other heterogeneous
curs on each square decimeter, therefore Y = 100 cm 2. properties of soil on water flow and frost heave. The
If a = 2 we get computation of the capillary flow in a soil consisting of

different layers of varying grain size is relatively sim-
MA - MAO= 10 . 2m (10 - 2 + 0.1) = ple, even though it may become quantitatively cumber-

2 some in reality.
- 10 x 8.1 m = 8 x I m hr. The fundamental basis is that from the groundwater

table to the frost line, the negative capillary pressure can
It is probably difficult to see how the hour time unit nowhere exceed the capillarity of a layer in which it

enters: however giving the units as hours x cm/cm (or exists. It is obvious that the rate of flow is the same at all
hour x cm 2 X cm/cm 3), we have the time in hours re- levels, and therefore the gradient of the capillary pres-
quired for a water layer I cm thick to pass for a pressure sure difference* in each layer is inversely proportional
difference of 1 cm. The specific resistance m is simply to the permeability of the layer. If we then start from the
the resistance under these conditions of a layer 1 cm bottom and sum up the resistances of the different lay-
thick and therefore the value of MA-MAO = 81 x m ers, we have then at any level the resistance of the total
simply means that the resistance caused by the fissure column below that level. If we know the capillarity of
corresponds to the resistance to ordinary flow of a layer any layer, we can one by one compute the rate of upward
81 cm thick. suction. But the layer which from this gives the least rate

Then in order to compute the capillary suction in a of flow is the one which limits the entire flow; this cap-
soil column containing fissures, all we need to do is to illarity cannot be exceeded, since air would be sucked
substitute the equivalent height of soil column which up and the capillarity would be broken.
would have the same resistance as the column with the
fissures. Thus for the formula for capillary suction

* This is the active capillary pressure gradient, i.e., the capillary
Q=p.k- _ k - I pressure difference in centimeters of water minus the height above the

Q= - •mgroundwater table in centimeters. If the absolute pressure difference
dk/dt is n centimeters of water per centimeter of height (1), we have

n - I = c x lIP, where P = the permeability and c = constant.(and other similar formulas) all that is necessary is to
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Let us setup an exact analysis: Let us assume a series sponding layer, which in turn is proportional to the
of layers numbered from below a, b, c, d, etc. Their square of the capillarity.*
respective capillarities are Ka, Kb, Kc ..., and their Thus we see here how the capillary pressure curve
specific resistance ma, mb, mc.... If the sediments have cannot exceed the capillarity of any of the layers below;
a similar grading we have for flow to layer c, layer b is the deciding factor, for flow

to layer e or f, layer d is the deciding one.
Ma = b c = C = constant The effect on the rate of flow can also be shownK K K2 graphically, by having the gradient angle for each layeras a relative measure of the rate of flow. Thus in the

since for similar grading characteristics, the resistance given case the relation between Q, and Q2, etc., is:
is proportional to the square of the capillarity (m = c x
K2). If we call the thickness of the layers a, b, c ..., the Q- tv 1 - tg8  Q I tgV I - tg8  etc.
absolute resistance of each layer Ma, Mb, Mc, is then: Q 2  tgV 2 - tg8 Qa tgV 3 - tg8

Ma =a-ma; Mb = tb-mb. •etc. where t.8= unity.
The similar case of varved sediments is schematical-

If we compute successively using the upper surface ly illustrated in Figure 76. Here the soil is assumed to
of each layer as the surface to which the flow is going, consist of layers of equal thickness and equal properties
we have the following formulas for the maximum up- (varves) each varve consisting of a layer of fine materi-
ward flow to the surface of layer a, b, c... etc.: al, a, with a capillarity Ka (here taken = 100) and a

K -1 coarser layer b, with a capillarity Kb (here taken = 30).
Qa a a We find here that the more varved the material is, the

ma -a closer the active capillary pressure k5 is to Kb. When the
varving is large, we can for practical .ases take ka = Kb,

Qb Kb - (Ya + 1b) i.e., the largest possible capillary pressure is equal to

-b the capillarity of the coarsest soil in the varved materi-
ma "la+ mb "tb al. This also applies if the varved material consists of

many different components.
Naturally, the rate of flow in this case is less than the

QPc =  Kc-a +b +1c) etc. maximum rate of flow that would occur if the soil
ma "a+ mb "1b + Mc "1c consisted entirely of material a, where the pressure can

equal the capillarity Ka (the angle for the dashed line

If in this manner we add layeron layer, we find, as stated from Ka is larger than for line 5 in layer a). Now in the

above, that in reality the largest rate of flow Q can never case of flow to the frost li,te, if we assume that an ice

be larger than any of the computed values of Q. So for layer is growing on the upper surface of one of the fine-

example, the maximum flow to the layer e, which we grained layers a (in Fig. 76 at the surface of layer a5),

can call QAe must be
QAe: - Qd, Qc, Qb, Qa * As an example of how this is computed we will assume flow to the

surface of layer d. Then the average gradient Gd = KdILd. The total
resistance, Md is then

The layer having the smallest rate of flow determines
the possible rate of flow for all the overlying layers. The Md = ta" Ma+ tb mb + Ic" Mc + td md

cause of this is, as has been said, that at any layer the where
capillary pressure cannot exceed the capillarity of the t a + tb + tc + t d = Ld.
soil. This can be more clearly seen by graphical presen-
tation. The average specific resistance is then = MW/Ld. If we call the gradient

Figure 75 shows schematically a sediment series a- dkldt in layer a, g. in layer b, 9b. etc., we get

f. The capillarity of each layer is laid out to scale on the ga- I m, ,n=.to .(Gd- I ) +
left side. On this diagram, the capillary pressure curves Gd-I Md/. Md Md

are constructed (1--4) for flow to various heights in the b-I -IlbLd Mb.LdGd- I)
sediment. These are in fact the gradient, i.e., the pres- d-I + I etc
sure change per unit length, dk/dt = g which is inversely
proportional to the specific resistance for each corre- Thus for each layer, the gradient can be computed, and the capillary

pressure curve constructed, as shown in Figure 75.
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Figure 7S. Schematic diagram, showing the effect of difer- Figure 76. Schematic diagram similar to Figure 75,
ent layers on the capillary rise. Right side: the soil column, showing the capillary conditions in a regular stratified
consisting of layers a tof ha ving capillarities shown. The capillar- (var'ed) sediment, made up of alternating coarse and
ities are also shown graphically at the left as the maximum possible fine grained layers. Lines 1, 2, 3 etc., represent the pore
capillary pressure in the soil por's (negative pressure). The diag- waterpressuresazdifferentheights, if the maximum capillary
onal lines with arrow heads 1, 2, 3, 4 represent the pore water flow occurs to the surface of layers a,a 2, etc. The capillarity
pressures at different levels, giving the ma'imum possible rate of thus occurring at the surface are kaj, ka2, etc.
capillary rise for water flowing to the various levels shown by the
corresponding arrow heads. The slope of these lines within each
layer (vi+ v2 for the bottom layer) is a measure of the rate of
capillaryflow if the slope angle 8 is subtractedfrom it (the dashed
line at a slope 8 is the pressure condition at which there is no flow).

then the possible active capillary pressure at the frost where n is a number less than 1, and is the ratio of the
line is considerably less than the capillarity of the soil. material a to the total length of the column L, and ma =

2 2If the capillary pressure that would exist at the frost line c "Ka, mb =c .Kb. The driving capillary pressure is
if the soil consisted entirely of the fine-grained material Kb; then the rate of flow Q is
(a) is less than the capillarity of the coarser soil, Kb, the
effect of the coarser soil is to increase the rate of flow. Qab - Kb -

This is shown graphically in Figure 76 where from point Lc [n ma + (I - n)m "
k, 5 a dashed-line is drawn to the origin, this line being
the capillary pressure line if the soil consisted entirely The rate of upward flow (for the same capillary pres-
of material a. As shown, the angle for this line is sure) for a soil column consisting entirely of material a
considerably less than for the solid line 5, i.e., the rate is
of flow is less.

The following gives the exact computation: the total Qa = K -

resistance, Mab of the soil column is L • c" K2

Mab = n. L ma + (I - n)L. mb Wethenge
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0(Kb- 1)-L -c K 2  ,ka -I

01Lc~n-K,+(l-n) ktbiJ(Kb-i) Ma
2

2 where the total resistance is Ma = t£m = I(1lCpk) .K 2 .
- K2  The compressive pressurepaat the frost line ispa= ka+

n" K. + (I - n) -Kb a where a is the load pressure. But we also have for Q

From this we find that since Kb is less than Ka, Qab/Qa Qa = 1
is greater than 1. i.e., Q is always larger than Qa. + c

We find, furthermore, that the difference becomes b
greater the smaller n becomes, i.e. the thinner the layer If a is assumed to be a clay, in which c is for all
a becomes. When n approaches I, the value ofqb/O I aic ass 0, a ca is a a
approaches 1, the value of QaQ, approaches K IKa = practical purposes 0, and t/k is so small, that £ can be
1, i.e., the difference vanishes. But when n approaches neglected, then both formulas become:

2zero, the value of Qat/Qa approaches K; /Kb, which is k
the greatest possible difference. Qa =

Let us take a numerical example to illustrate. As- a
su=meKa= 10andK b = 2. Then we get from the formula Qa = b2 .L, where p, kr

2
forn =I QUgQ 1 = 100/(l x 100+0.4)= 100/00=f P

for n = 1/2 Qab/Qa = 100/('/2x 100 + 1/2 x 4) = 100/ In the actual case, where the soil column consists of
(50 + 2) = 1.922 materials a and b, the total resistance M1b and the

capillary pressure at the frost line kab, Qab becomes for
forn = '/4 QaIWQa = l00/(/ 4 x !00+3/4x4)= 100/ the same approximations as above:(25 + 3) = 3.57

forn = VI10 QatbQa = 100/( 1/ 10
x 100+9/10x4) Q kb =ka-

100/(10 + 3.6) = 7.35 Mab

for n = /10O QatQ a = 100/(1/100 x 100+99/100 x4) =b 2 . 1 'wherepab =ka
100/(0 + 3.96) = 20.2 2._b

Pab
for n =0 QabtQ = 100/(0.100+ x4)= 10014=25.

From which we get
sponds to a varved lean clay, with the fine varve of -2 2 P

clayey fine silt (Ka= 10 m) and thecoarse varve of silt Qb Pab 'Ma b2 p a
(Kb =2 in). Now if the depth to the groundwater is not 3 M =
too great (considerably less than Kb), I in for example, = b= ,3 Mab
it is quite likely that the capillary pressure at the frost 'Pal Ma Pa V M a
line, if the entire layer consists of material a, would be
about 2 m, and perhaps less. In such a case the effect of since
the varying is to cause a very large increase in the rate
of upward flow.

The actual increase, however, is not proportional to Qab
the increase computed by assuming the capillary pres-
sureatthe frost line to be unchanged, but isconsiderably we get then the required relation:
less. In order to have a condition of continuity, the
increase in capillary suction must be accompanied by an Q& M L
equal increase in the rate of flow through the adsorption Qa / Mab
films against the ice contact, but this can only be
possible if the pressure is diminished. From formulas given above, MabMa = u can easily

Thus looking at it quantitatively: Assuming first a be computed.
homogeneous soil column and a capillary pressure k1, Assuming three different values of u, 0.5, 0.1 and
the rate of flow Qa is 0.05, the value of Qab/Qa becomes = 1.59,4.64, and 7.38
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or in other words the effect of the varves is to cause an -tanc = lOc.
increase in the rate of heave of 59, 364, and 638% re-
spectively. Since the trigonometric tables give functions in angular

This shows, therefore, that the increase in frost heave measure and not in radian measure we can change this
due to the varying is very large, and varved soils can be to
many times more frost heaving than the corresponding 0 1
homogeneous soil. This is especially true for the finer -tan 10 c.
grained sediments, for the increase is greater the thinner 1

the clay varves are. It should also be noted that for Then one can fined the angle in degrees whose tangent
coarse varves, oronly one single varve of coarse materi- is ten times the angle (in radians); this is the value of c.
al, the soil is very sensitive to a sinking of the ground- For above K/L values one gets cL = 1.504, or c =
waterlevel, and deep drainage has therefore a very great 1.504, where L = 1. A few other values are given in the
effect. following table:

Lastly there is one more case, which is certainly of K = 2L cL = 1.166 = 6648'
theoretical interest, and which not too seldom can be K=5L cL = 1.432 = 82*3'

realized practically, is the case where the grain size of K= 5L cL = 1.4 = 82012K=I10L cL=l1.504 =86O12 '

asediment changes in a vertical direction, either becom- K = lOOL cL = 1.564 = 89o21 '

ing coarser with depth or vice versa. The first is more K = -L cL = 1.5708 (--W2) = 900
important, since here the rate of upward flow can be
very large. The negative capillary pressure grows from For the large values of KIL, c can be obtained by the
zero at the groundwater surface to k at the surface at following approximate formula:
which the water is being delivered. If now the soil at the
groundwater table is very coarse, and gradually be- c n - 2; cL = - 2

comes just fine enough at each elevation going upward 2L K. 2 (KIL)n
to retain the watercolumn, we get for the same capillary If the value of x is inserted we get:
pressure at the surface, a soil with the least possible re-
sistance, and therefore the rate of flow is the largest cL = 1.5708 - 0.31831 .L (approx.).
possible. K

This can be explained quantitatively as follows: This can be used when the value of KIL is about 100 or
If we call the capillary pressure x, and the height larger. Under this value the error becomes too great.

above the groundwater surfacey, the capillary pressure The limiting value which c approaches when KIL
at the top surface K, and this height above the ground- approaches infinity, is x/2, corresponding to 900.
water L, the curve of capillary pressure vs height will For a given soil, the rate of flow is proportional to the
passthroughtheoriginandthepointx=K,y=L. Inorder pressure drop per unit length, minus the head due to
to fulfill the conditions of the problem, this curve of hydrostatic pressure drop which is 1:1. The pressure
capillary pressure must also be the curve of capillarity drop is in this case
vs height. Both the capillary pressure and the capillarity
are then x. But the resistance is proportional to the dx_ 1
square of the capillarity (x2) and the pressure gradient dy cos2(cy)
dx/dy for the same rate of flow at all levels is proportion-
al to the resistance. The curve satisfying these con- if the values for the top surface are inserted, we get the
ditions is pressure difference at that surface and the rate of flow Q

-x .tan(c .y) becomes then:
C I

where c is a constant, obtained from the value of the Q=C( c1 ( -

capillarity at the top surface and the distance to ground- os cL)
water, i.e., by putting x = K and y = L. We then get But the rate of flow Qa that would occur if the soil

tan(c .L) = -c .K. column had the same soil throughout as it has at the top
surface, is

This canbe solved either graphically, orby the use of
tables by finding the angle (in radians) whose tangent is Qa = c! • (KIL + 1).
= -cK. If for example K = 1 OL, L can be taken as unity
and one gets The ratio between Q and Qa is then
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1 -I Practically, such extreme cases as mentioned above
Q _ cos2(cL) never occur. But gradation with depth is not unusual,
Qa K_ 1  and can more or less approach these ideal cases. Thus

these examples give a limiting quantitative value for
practical cases.

The following are the values of Q/Qa for the four KiL c) Summary ofthe effect of heterogeneous soil distri-
values obtained above: bution on the water suction phenomenon and frost-

K/L =2 QIQa = 5.64/1 = 5.64 heaving. To summarize, the effect of fissures, varves, or
K/L = 5 Q/Qa = 1.4/4 = 12.8 changes in the coarseness of the layers on the flow to the

frost line and the consequent frost heave is the follow-
K/L = 10 Q/Qa = 227.7/9 = 25.3 ing:
K/L = 100 Q/Qa = 7770/99 = 78.5 1) If the soil between the frost line andthegroundwa-

Thus the increase in rate of flow is very large. The tersurface contains transverse (approximately horizon-
rate of flow can, for such a properly graded soil tal) fissures, these fissures usually cause a considerable
composition, be increased several tens of times that decrease in the rate of water suction and frost heave. The
of a uniformly distributed soil composition. It should effect depends on the distribution and magnitude of the
be noted that this only applies to the maximum rate of points or planes of contact; to a lesser degree the area of
flow; the relative increase for the flow occurring at the the crack is important, and also the closer the contact
frost line is considerably less. And further note that this surfaces are spaced, the larger is the effect of the fissures
ideal system is so constituted, that even the slightest in reducing frost heave.
drop in the groundwater surface can completely cut off Vertical fissures, on the other hand, do not hinder the
further flow, since the capillarity of the coarse bottom- flow, and often have a decidedly opposite effect.
most layer is exceeded. 2) If a coarse layer occurs high up (right under the

But on the other hand, if the groundwater level rises, frost line) in frost heaving ground, it can very greatly
there is a very small increase in the rate of flow if KIL is diminish and may even prevent frost heave. This layer
not very small. IfKIL is= 10, and the groundwater raised is completely effective in preventing heave if its capil-
reducing L to 1/2 (i.e., cutting the groundwater distance larity is less than the distance from the groundwater
in half) the resistance is reducedby the loss of resistance surface to this layer. The effectiveness of "sand insula-
of the lower half, but which is only a small fraction of tion" depends on this fact, that is to say it "breaks" the
the resistance of the upper half, so that the maximum capillarity to the road bed. And even if the capillarity of
driving net pressure K-t is increased by a small fraction the coarse layer is larger than the groundwater depth, it
(from 0.9 to 0.95K). Now if we start with this high of course won't prevent heave entirely, but will dimin-
groundwater and lower the groundwater surface, the ish it appreciably. Thus a thin layer of coarse silt lying
rate offlow decreases very little until we have doubled above a strongly frost heaving clay is very effective. It
the distance (=L) where theflow suddenly decreases to should be noted, however, that the effect ofdiminishing
zero. Such an occurrence in nature can seem quite per- the frost heave is greater, the thinner this silt layer is!
plexing. 3) Varved soils, i.e., soils with regularaltemations of

Another case of regular gradation of particle size in coarser and finer layers, most often cause a much larger
the vertical direction, is one in which the capillarity de- heave than if the entire soil mass consisted entirely of
creases downward proportionately with the depth-the the finer material. The requirement for such a condition
resistance then can be visualized as a cone with its apex is that the capillarity of the different soils be large in
downward. If the groundwater is at the apex of the cone, comparison to the groundwater depth. The reason why
the ratioQ/Qa= 3 (the reciprocal of the ratiobetween the the heave is increased, is that the driving capillary pres-
volume of a cone and a cylinder having the same base sure at the frost line does not exceed the coarsest ma-
and height); if the level is higher, the cone is truncated, terial (silt) and this material therefore does notdiminish
and for Q/Qa we have the relation the driving force. But also, on the other hand, the coars-

est layer has a larger permeability, and therefore reduc-
Q - (K-L) -Ma - 3 • K.' es the total resistance of the soil column. This reduction
Q2 (K-L) Mb K , in resistance becomes larger, the larger part of the total

a-M +a 'Kb thickness that the coarser material occupies, i.e., the
smaller the relative thickness of the fine clay layers.

The limiting value is 3, which occurs when Kb = 0. If This agrees with practical experience with varved clays,
Kb is small in comparison to Ka, the increase is very consistingofthinclay varvesin silt or fine silt, inwhich
nearly three times. there is extremely large frost heaving. In such material
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the ice layer grows on the upper surface of the clay refer to different degrees of freedom of the water, i.e., in
varves. what manner and with what force the water is tied to the

4) If the soil distribution is such that the grain size soil substance.
changes considerably with depth, this has a large effect In general, the strength with which the water is
on the water sucked up. If the grain size decreases up- bound is larger the closer the water molecules are to the
wards, so that the soil closest to the groundwater is mineral particle surfaces. The strongest bound water is
coarse, andgradually becomes finer, the possible amount "chemically bound," which enters into the mineral par-
of flow to the frost line becomes greater. ticles themselves, as a part of the solid substance gen-

On the other hand if the grain size varies in the oppo- erally this watercan only be separated by heating to high
site direction, so that the finest soil is underneath, the temperatures. Next there is the water that is bound to the
amount of water sucked up and the frost heave becomes surface of the mineral particles, due to the forces of the
much less. molecular charges (adsorption forces), this water is

For these cases, very characteristic and irregular called the "adsorbed water" or the "hygroscopic water."
changes occur due to changes in groundwater depth. In The latter name is used in relation to air, and refers to the
the former case (fine grained soil on top), a lowering of action of the adsorption forces in lowering the vapor
the groundwater causes hardly any decrease in heave, pressure of the adsorbed water, so that in a soil only part
until a certain level is reached, where suddenly the of the water can evaporate to the surrounding air in the
heave decreases to practically zero. In the latercase (soil pores, or if the soil is dry it can absorb a certain amount
finest at the bottom), lowering the groundwater only of moisture from the air.
slightly has a very large effect. If we now allow the water content in an air dried soil

(i.e., a soil having air filled pores and thin films of hy-
D. Groundwater groscopic moisture around the particles) to increase,

The most useful, and important, but least theoretical- first the hydroscopic water films begin to increase in
ly understood part of the fundamental hydro-geological thickness until the force of adsorption on the outermost
science is, without doubt, the phenomenon of ground- layer or film of water is extremely small. Then an en-
water. The phenomenon of groundwater occurrence is tirely different force begins to act, the "surface tension"
extremely important for all types of vegetation and between water and air. As we already know, the general
therefore the usefulness of the ground in agriculture and mechanical effect of surface tension on a water surface
forestry. Lately. groundwater has been found to play a is a force which tends to level out the surface or make the
very important role in the process of soil freezing, and curvature of the surface as small as possible. Now the
its consequent effect on highways and railroads. With- soil contains irregularly shaped pores, with the moisture
out making the pretense of going into the subject thor- contained in corners and other points of contact. The
oughly, a brief analysis of the principles of the science surface tension thus has the effect of trying to surround
of groundwater will be given, with special regard to the the air in the pores, tending to form spheres, which,
effect on the latter named phenomenon. however, is not possible. This condition, in which the

The term groundwaterhas formerly been understood adsorption force is very small and the surface tension
to mean the water existing in the ground that can be ob- tends to form equilibrium with the entrapped air is
tained (by digging, drilling, or from natural springs) in called"funicular water" (in German "Porenwinkelwas-
a free state. According to the science of groundwater, ser," see Zunker 1930). This funicular water is impor-
this definition does not include all the water in the tant for sandy soils, for it is the state in which it exists
ground, but only the "free" water; therefore not the hy- between a dry condition and a fully saturated one. For
groscopic or capillary water (the fact that no sharp di- such a coarse soil there is practically no hygroscopic
viding line between the latter and "free" water exists, moisture, so that with the addition of water it enters right
has already been mentioned). There is of course no point into the funicular state.
in trying to change the generally accepted meaning of What happens now when the pores become com-
this term, except to define more exactly and describe pletely filled with water, i.e., the soil becomes capillary
more completely the physical significance of it. saturated? We can give this state the usual name of "cap-

Tied together with the science of groundwater is the illary water," although the term is far from being ideal.
groundwatertable, which is the level orsurface to which In this state, the adsorption forces act all over and hold
the water reaches, or with respect to the ground surface, the water molecules in the form of a meniscus, the force
the level where the water begins, decreasing with distance from the particle walls. This

effect of the force of adsorption is important when the
1. Different types of soil water soil freezes, for it lowers the freezing temperature of the

The different names for the water existing in a soil water (Fig. 23); also in the fine grained soil it has a large
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mechanical effect, acting as tight rubber membranes is and where it lies is another matter. This is a compli-
squeezing the soil together and affecting its swelling cated matter and varies greatly depending upon the soil
and shrinkage properties. There is really no sharp dis- properties.
tinction between adsorbed water and capillary water. One of the important properties having an effect is
By capillary water we mean the water in the pores, the the grain size, or more correctly the pore size and shape
"freest" or least bound water away from the particle which depend on the grain size, and upon which the
walls; as the water approaches the particle walls it be- capillarity depends, being inversely proportional to the
comes tighter bound or adsorbed and is called adsorbed pore size (see Sect. IV). If a dry column of sandy soil is
water. Thus the essential meaning of capillary water is placed with its bottom end in water, the water will rise
the "freest" water in the soil. to a definite height above the water surface, the height

being the capillary rise. If the soil is extremely coarse,
2. The groundwater table the capillarity will be zero, and the system is not able to

The capillary water in the pores of a soil can exist lift the water above the free water level; thus the capil-
under various hydrostatic pressures. The pressure can lary level and the groundwater level coincide; but as
be positive or negative, or larger or smaller than the at- soon as the soil has any capillarity at all, the capillary
mospheric pressure. If the pressure in the pores is great- level rises above the groundwater level.
er than atmospheric, the water must flow out of the pore Let us assume a number of tubes filled with sand in-
space (in a bore hole or ditch for example) and "run out serted into a container of water, and that the water has
as free water." Groundwater is therefore the water in risen in the columns to its full height and that the system
a soil whose hydrostatic pressure is greater than at- is in a state of hydrostatic equilibrium (Fig. 77a). The
mospheric. The groundwater surface is therefore a free water in the container of course represents the
pressure surface, but just what the value of this surface groundwater level. In the sand column at this level, the

EVAPORATIOI
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Figure 77. The difference between groundwater conditions for static equil-
ibrium andfor capillaryflow in soil. The diagram shows two similar large soil
columns, a being of any type soil, and b being a non-fissured fine silt, packed in a
cylinder and lowered into the water. In a, evaporation is prevented by means of a
cover, and static equilibrium is therefore reached in the system. in b, constant
evaporation, and therefore a constant upward flow of water occurs (dynamic
equilibrium). Each horizontal numbered line represents a given water pressure.
Imagine standpipes inserted to different depths. In a, then, the groundwater will rise
to the same height as the surrounding free groundwater. in b, however, the
evaporation and the upward flow will cause a steeper pressure gradient. The
groundwater level can in this case be quite low but cannot be practically determined
by standpipes. The deeper the hole is under the groundwater table, the higher will
be thefinal level of the water in the pipe. (Note that the rise takes long.) The diagram
shows the final equilibrium conditions. The groundwater table is in such soils a
pressure surface without any practical significance. The critical factor is the dis-
tance to very permeable layers.
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pressure in the pores is the same as atmospheric; above exterior free water surface, the "groundwater surface"
this level there is a linearly increasing negative pres- in the sand is only I cm from the lowersurface, i.e.,9cm
sure, which is largest just under the meniscii at the cap- underneath the exterior water surface.
illary boundary, and which is equal to the total capillary Likewise, when water flows downward-such as if
pressure. Thus the capillary boundary is the boundary for example a water filled column of soil is lifted high
between the large and the small amount of water; the enough above the water surface to exceed the capillary
groundwater surface, on the other hand, is not such a height-the groundwater surface is also displaced but
boundary but a pressure boundary. In a homogeneous in the opposite direction; the system of isobars in the
soil then, the groundwater table is only a pressure sur- flow net becomes, in this case, expanded, while in the
face; but when the first discontinuity occurs such as a pit former case it was compressed.
or groove, below this level, it will fill up with water. A This occurrence is very important because most of
clay containing cracks or fissures will have these cracks the year there is a change in the groundwater level going
or fissures filled with water below the groundwater on and water movement occurring.
table, whereas the cracks above this level will not be Let us assume a homogeneous fine silt layer, lying on
filled. Thus for a clay the groundwater table is in addi- top of a very permeable gravel. Assume the thickness of
tion to a pressure boundary, also a boundary where the the layer to be 3 m, and the water pressure at the top sur-
water does not rise any further in a crack or a boundary face of the gravel surface to be plus 2 in. This means
between different water contents. If we bore a hole that, if a hole is drilled down to the gravel layer, the
throughasandhavingadry surface we first reach a zone water will rise 2 m above the layer, i.e., I m under the
(aftera gradually increasing zone of moisture, funicular ground surface; thus we are inclined to say that the
water) where the sand is capillary saturated, and then at groundwater depth is 1 in. This is correct, if we assume
some depth under this (in sand 1-5 cm) the level where that hydrostatic equilibrium has been reached. This is
free water flows, or the groundwater table. approximately true during the period after the fall rains

The zone between the groundwater surface and the have stopped and before the ground surface has begun
capillary boundary can be called the capillary water to freeze. The groundwater surface would be 1 in under
zone. It is larger the finer grained the soil is, and, as- the ground surface. If we drill a hole that reaches just
suming that static equilibrium has been reached, it is the slightly below this surface, the hole ought to fill up with
same length as the capillary rise (4-15 cm for coarse water to this level. And it will fill up, provided we wait
sand, 12-50 cm for medium sand). But the finer the soil long enough, or if the conditions remain constant long
is, the more rarely is it in static equilibrium, and this is enough for it to rise. The flow of water can only occur
the reason for the very complicated phenomena of the as a "water excess" at the bottom of the hole, and due to
groundwater in the finer grained soils. the small permeability of the material andthe very small

Let us look at the case where a sand column is im- pressure difference causing this flow, it can take a very
mersed in water, before the condition of equilibrium is long, almost infinite time to occur. But let us not con-
reached, i.e., during capillary flow. As the meniscus sider the difficulties of empirically determining the
surface moves upward the meniscii have their full curv- groundwater level and go further into the problem.
ature, and thus the pressure in the water just under the Now what happens when freezing, and the conse-
meniscii is the full capillary pressure.* At the bottom quent flow of water to the frost line, occurs? There is a
surfaceof the sandcolumn the free waterpressure exists negative pressure at the frost line, a capillary suction,
(proportional to head or depth of immersion of the col- which causes the water to flow upwards. A condition of
umn). The pressure difference between these two sur- hydrodynamic equilibrium is then reached, and the flow
faces is distributed linearly, as a constant pressure drop of water past any cross section in unit time is the same
upward. The zero pressure surface, or the groundwater at all levels, i.e., the pressure difference between the
surface in this case, lies in such a position that the dis- frost line and the lower surface is equally divided in the
tance to both surfaces is proportional to the capillary fine silt.
pressure (negative) and the pressure (positive) at the The position of the groundwater surface (surface of
bottom of the sand column. For example, if a fine sand zero pressure) can then be determined from the fol-
having a capillarity of I m is immersed to a depth of 10 lowing formula:
cm and the capillary surface stands just even with the I = 1 k

a-1 h h+K
* We must assume that either the particle surfaces are covered with

adsorption films (i.e.. the sand is damp) or the wetting occurs very where t = the depth of the groundwater below the frost
rapidly. For a rapid rise in a dry soil the capillary pressure is less than
the full pressure, and the rate of rise becomes less than that computed line, at which the negative capillary pressure is = k, and
on this assumption. a is the total distance from the frost line to the bottom of
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Figure 78. Schematic diagram showing the analogy to Figure 77b in nature. The cover material is
fine silt resting on saturated fine gravel. Ifa hole is bored down to the gravel, the water will rise in the hole
to the dashed line, but the groundwater surface in the fine silt lies further down. Practically, the important
factor which largely determines the rate of capillary rise is the depth to the top of the gravel containing the
water supply. The water pressure there [atthe gravelsurface), measured by the heightto which the water rises
in the hole, isof lesser importance. Note that itisassumedthatthe soil has nofissures andhas low permeability
(veryfine silt). Infissured clay the conditions are quitedifferent, in that the dashed line represents the ground-
water surface, under which the fissures (and of course all other cracks or holes) are filled with water.

the gravel layer, where the water pressure (positive) is needlessly long way of doing it. Thus, similarly, the
=h. formula for the capillary suction becomes

If we go to the numerical example that has been
mentioned, and for simplicity assume that the frost line = .- (-kh h - a p k + h - a
is at the ground surface and that the capillary stress k =a a
5 m, we get (for practical cases h a the capillarity of the coarser

bottom layer, i.e., in this case, where the bottom layer is
5 .; £=lAS=2.14m gravel (zero capillarityh _0).

3-1 2 7 From the formula we can say that essentially, the rate

i.e.,the groundwater depth has increased from 1 to 2.14 of upward suction depends on a. If k is constant (which
m, and this occurs at a rate which is practically instan- is the case when there is complete evaporation, where k
taneous, when considering a fine silt without any clay, = K) and if h-a is constant, which means that the water
having very little shrinkage, and a large permeability level obtained by boring a hole to the gravel layer is at
compared with clay. a constant distance from the surface independent of the

In general the flow through a homogeneous soil can thickness of the layer of fine silt, then the maximum rate
be found by the formula: of suction is inversely proportional to a.*

Now let us consider the case where the surface of the
Q = p .81 - 82- gravel layer is no longer plane but varies as shown in

a Figure 78. Even if hydrostatic equilibrium exists in the
gravel, so that the water will rise to the same level in

where a = distance bore holes made anywhere, and thus the groundwater
I = difference in height between two pressure- has essentially a constant depth, the zero pressure sur-

surfaces 81 and 82 face (= theoretical groundwater surface) is quite undu-
P = permeability. lated, being lower where the finer material is thickest

and vice versa, as shown in the figure. Now on such a
The given formula for capillary suction is only a special terrain, if we want to find, by a boring, the depth to
case of this general formula where the pressure surface groundwater, it is not possible to obtain the existing zero
is the atmospheric orzero pressure;, rface; the pressure pressure surface in the fine silt, since the flow of water
difference then is equal to the capillary pressure k. But is so extremely small. When the bore hole first reaches
in the case treated above it is, however, more practical the gravel layer, the water starts to run, and rises rapidly
to figure the rate of upward flow from the difference be- to a certain level and stops. We are now led to think that
tween the capillary pressure at the frost line (k) and the this level is the groundwater level, and since the water
pressure at the bottom of the fine silt layer (h), and the is just as deep from the ground surface all over, we
distance between them (a). The result is exactly the would conclude that the danger from frost heave is the
same as if the groundwater surface is used; but in this
case the groundwater surface is practically impossible * For soil freezing this proportionality is true forclays. but not exactly

true for coarser soils, such as fine silts, which we are here considering.to determine. and can only be computed from k, I and However, the variation is in the same direction and the proportionality
a, so that computing using the groundwater surface is a is not too badly off.
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same all over. This is of course all wrong. If the results The quantitative differences are, however, quite large:
of such borings are interpreted correctly, they are of ex- while the percentage of voids in gravel is about 30-35
treme value, especially since they determine the thick- and up to 40% by volume, the percentage of voids due
ness of the fine silt layer at different points, or the depth to fissures and cracks in clays is only a few and at most
to the water conducting bottom layer. 5%. But the greatest difference is due to the fact that

How does this result agree with the foregoing valid while the gravel particles consist of massive stone, the
premise that the groundwaterdepth is of extreme impor- large secondary "particles" in clay, or the clay lumps
tance in the phenomenon of water suction? There is of separated by the cracks, consist of a fine porous soil
course no contradiction at all, and instead the validity of mass, which not only holds a large amount of "solid" or
the statement still remains: the rate of upward water immobile water, but whose water content can change
suction is dependent upon the depth to groundwater, but considerably, and can by the help of the immense cap-
this depth is in certain cases essentially a function of the illary forces that are possible in clay, move very rapidly
thickness of the frost heaving soil layer, or of the depth into the clay mass itself.
to the coarse permeable layer. In a fissured clay, the water rises quite rapidly in a

To summarize we can say that as soon as water newly bored hole; in fact in a fairly stiff, greatly fissured
movement begins, the static equilibrium is disturbed, clay it occurs almost instantaneously.* The amount of
and the groundwater table is lowered. The deeper a hole water sucked up is a function of this very definite meas-
is bored, the higherthe waterlevel (the apparent ground- urable groundwater depth, and the rate offrost heave is
water surface) rises. However, some soils are so per- for practical purposes inversely proportional to this
meable (capillarity low) that the upward flow is very depth.
small and the groundwater is practically the same as for The fissure system in a clay exists, however, only in
static conditions. the upper part, in the so-called dry crust. In general the

number of fissures decreases rapidly with depth, and
3. Classification of various soil types disappears in this locality usually at a depth of around
considering groundwater 3 m. In this comparatively sparse fissured zone, there is

Soils for this purpose can be divided into three prin- consequently very little mobility of the groundwater;
cipal types, and the soils found in nature can be said to the more the groundwater is lowered, the less mobile the
approach any one of these types. These are: groundwater becomes, and where the fissure disappear,

1. Gravels and sands. Very permeable. The ground- there is no mobility at all. Naturally a surface of zero
water surface can easily be found by measuring the pressure always exists, but where the groundwater has
depth to the water surface in a bore hole. been lowered below the fissured zone, this surface has

2. Fine silts containing no clay. Very small perme- an entirely different practical physical significance: a
ability. Very small pores, and an absence of fissures. theoretical pressure surface without much hydrological
The groundwater level cannot be found practically, and meaning.
has no significance for frost heaving properties. The same phenomenon occurs when the type of soil

3. Clay. Quite permeable due to fissures. The ground- varies sidewise in a horizontal direction and there is a
water surface can easily be determined from borings, continuous change from a clay to a fine silt. In such a
and the groundwater depth is of extreme importance for case, determining the groundwater profile is extremely
frost heaving properties. difficult.

In the first group, there are only the very coarsest In case 2-fine silt without any fissures-as has
frost-heaving soils, such as the silts. But nevertheless been pointed out, the groundwater cannot be obtained
soils coarser than silts are important too, because in from a boring, and the groundwater surface has no
stratified soils, layers of coarse material may occur to- meaning. This does not mean that a boring in such a ma-
gether with fine layers. terial determines the depth to groundwater, but deter-

In the case of type 3, the groundwater surface can mines the depth to the permeable water bearing layer.
usually very easily be determined empirically, and it is If this water bearing layer is very permeable and the
a very critical quantity. From a hydrodynamic stand- water pressure is considerable, the water breaks through
point, the groundwater surface occurs in a fissured clay suddenly and rises immediately to its final height in the
much the sameas the gravels-there is free watermove- bore hole. This height of rise-a direct measure of the
ment independent of capillarity and only dependent on excess pressure at the bottom of the layer of fine ma-
the slope, since the pore space (cracks and fis- terial--does not have any meaning. The significance of
sure in clay) is so large that there is nocapillarity. In both
cases the groundwater surface is also a boundary of *The smaller the volume of the fissures are. the longer it takes them

water content, and is not merely a theoretical surface. to fill up. In transition materials such as lean clays, it usually takes a
few hours for the water to rise to its full height in a bore hole.
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this rise as far as frost heaving is concerned, is greater water surface, and is essential in order to know frost
the coarser the soil is. For example, in a silt having a rel- heaving properties.
atively low capillarity, the water pressure at the bot- It should be kept in mind that it is the groundwater
tom of this layer is very important. For a very fine silt, depth during the time offreezing that is important; if the
on the other hand, with a high capillarity, it is quite un- determination of the depth to groundwater is made at
important. some other time, groundwater variations must be con-

Let it be pointed out still once more that the water sidered, for changes can even occur during the begin-
pressure at the top of a gravel layerjust below a finer ma- ning of freezing.
terial is very important, in that it determines whether II. The case where the sediment cover consists of so-
there is access of water to the upper layer or not. If the called loam, i.e., fine silt with practically no clay. Free
water level is balanced just around this contact surface groundwater comes out of a bore hole when it first
between the two layers, a very small change in water breaks through to another coarser layer (gravel, sand,
pressure can cause the flow and the frost heave to sud- gravelly moraine, material, or rock bottom) and rises to
denly decrease to almost nothing. a considerable height. Here the most important fact is

What is important to observe then, is at what depth where the water broke through, and next the height to
the coarse material occurs, and to what height the water which it rose; but this level does not represent the
rises in it. It is of course necessary that the coarser layer groundwater surface.
be water bearing, in order to measure the height in the The actual groundwater surface is in this case impos-
bore hole. In most cases, the coarse layers are always sible to determinepractically, and hasn't any significance
water bearing after heavy rains, especially after the fall for frost heaving.
rain. With a little experience, it is a simple matter to de- Silt lies essentially somewhere in between both of
termine if a layer will be water bearing or not. In the these cases. If we are dealing with a silt, and the water
summer, when the conditions are not the same as when breaks through a sandy or gravelly layer and rises to a
freezing occurs, soil profiles can be used to predict considerable height in the bore hole, we have to bore a
whether the coarse soils layers will be water bearing new hole a few meters away from the first one, which
under normal fall and winter conditions, if it takes con- does not go down to the permeable layer, or stops be-
siderable rain to become water bearing, etc. tween the bottom layer and the level of the water in the

Along the coastal regions of Norriand [northern firsthole. It is good practice to first drill only tot/3 of the
Sweden], you generally find in the valleys a fairly thin distance between the water surface and the bottom lay-
covering of the fine silt-lean clay resting on a gravelly er, then wait about a 1/2 hour to see if any water comes
moraine material or on a thin gravel layer covering bed in it, then drill to 1/2, and then to 3/4 of the depth. If the
rock. If the sediment cover is a fissureless or almost water begins to trickle fast enough for at least some free
fissureless fine silt, the depth to the gravelly moraine water to enter the hole in say a 1/2 hour, then it is possible
material or to bed rock is extremely important, especial- to determine the groundwater surface. If the water grad-
ly since the most severe frost heaving occurs when this ually rises in the hole to nearly the same height as in the
cover is very thin or when gravel or bed rock lies only other hole (if the difference in level after a few days is
a short distance below the ground surface. not more than a few decimeters), we can consider with

To summarize then, we can say the following: for tolerable approximation the level in the first hole to be
every investigation of the frost heaving properties of the level of the groundwater surface. To determine the
any ground, borings are necessary in order to determine groundwater level more accurately, more exact bore
the distribution of the soil types and the groundwater holes are needed, which do not go very far below the
conditions. Concerning groundwater, it is expedient to water surface, since the error becomes greater the deep-
distinguish between two principal cases. er the hole is.

I. The case where during boring of test holes, free Since such a long time is required for observation-
water rises in the holes without any essential change in often several days-final level can be computed from a
the soil composition. The kinds of soils in which this curve of the rate of rise (by extending it until it becomes
occurs are sand, coarse silts, certain clays (those which asymptotic). A useful method is to take two holes of
are fissured), and all such varved sediments in which the equal depth about I m apart, and in one fill it with water
coarse varves are considerably permeable (coarse silt or to a level above the groundwater surface; the common
coarser). level which is being approached in both holes in oppo-

On such material, one can measure the level of the site directions is in this way much easier to determine.
groundwater in the bore hole; this level is the ground-
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V. TEMPERATURES IN FREEZING GROUND For capillary saturated mineral soils the value is
about X = 0.003-0.004. The gradient is about 0.06°C/m

A lot of investigation has been done on the temper- and this can be taken as the average value for the loose
atures at various depths in various soils during different top mantle for the conditions under which frost-heaving
times of the year and much of the information is obtain- occurs.
able in many handbooks [for example, in Blanck, Vol. The exact determination of the different heat coeffi-
6, 1930 (Schubert 1940) Einfuhrung in die Geophysik, cients is considered briefly below, and a number of
Vol. 1 (Keranen 1929)]. We shall not discuss these vol- basic values of the coefficient for different substances
umes in detail, but shall only give some of the data are given.
which illustrate the most important temperature condi-
tions existing in soil (magnitude of temperature gradi- A. Heat and temperature conductivity coefficients
ent, conductivity, temperature at the frost line, etc.) The flow of heat in a medium, as we know, always
under which the natural freezing process occurs. depends on the existence of a temperature difference.

As we have seen, the temperature gradient dt/dx The quantity of heat Qv in calories flowing through a
(temperature change per unit length) is a measure partly surface U cm 2 during S seconds is
of the rate of flow of heat, and partly of the conductivity
of the medium. If the rate of heat flow, i.e., the amount Qv = x . U.S

of heat flowing past a surface in unit time, is called Qv, dx
we have the following formula: where dt/dx is the temperature gradient, or the temper-

ature difference per unit length in the x direction which
Qv = X. dt cal is the direction of heat flow.

dx From this we get
where X is taken as the coefficient of heat conductivity.
For a constant value of this coefficient, the rate of heat X Q cal/cm 2 • degrees/cm sec-
flow is therefore proportional to the temperature gradi- U. dt S
ent, and for a constant gradient it is proportional to the dx
heat conductivity coefficient. cal/cm degree sec

Graphically, from the diagram of temperature vs
depth, the slope of the temperature curve is a measure of If U, dt/dx and S are taken as unity, then X = Qv cal/cm
the gradient, which is numerically equal to the tangent degree sec, i.e., the coefficient of heat conductivity is
of the angle at any point on the curve. Now if we assume the quantity of heat in calories that flows past a surface
the conductivity constant to be a constant,* we have the of unit area in unit time and acted on by a unit gradient.
following rule: When the temperature curve is a straight Temperature changes at any point can only occur
line (constant gradient), no temperature change occurs, when the quantity of heat flowing is different at dif-
but there is only heat flow, in which just as much heat ferent places, i.e., at any given cross section, the heat
is conducted away from a point as to a point. Where the absorbed and the heat conducted away is different.
temperature curve is curved, there is a temperature The temperature change that occurs at any point due
change, and thus when the gradient in the direction of to heat conduction, derived directly from the heat con-
the temperature drop increases, cooling occurs, and ductivity coefficient, is expressed in terms of the tem-
when it decreases, warming occurs. Or looking at the perature conductivity coefficient. [Also known as "dif-
curves from the side of the positive temperature, when fusivity"; however, the literal translation of the author's
the curve is convex cooling occurs, when concave term-"temperature conductivity coefficient" will be
warming occurs. used hereafter]. This is denoted by a2 and

Generally in the earth's crust heat flows upward
from undemeath due to higher temperatures within the a2 _k_ cm 2/sec
ground. The gradient for this heat flow is for usual soils s c C

about 1 0C per 33 m, or 0.03*C/m. An average value for where s = density (gr/cm3) and c = specific heat (cal/gr
the coefficient of heat conductivity for the upper part of C) ands. c=C is the heat capacity per unit volume (cal/
the earth's crust is X = 0.006 -0.008 cal/cm sec "C (see cm3 *C). For any given value of the coefficient of heat
Table 20). conductivity, the temperature conductivity-the rate at

which a body heats up- is inversely proportional to the

* This is approximately true for any one medium, especially for rather heat capacity.
small temperature differences, since the effect of temperature on the The units for this coefficient are 'C per (0C/cm.cm)
conductivity constant is very small. .sec, and are therefore, the temperature change in de-
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Table 20. Heat conductivity coefficient X (cal/cm 2 sec °C) of various materials.
Coefficient

Range of variation
Extreme Range of Mean

limits concentration value

Volcanic rocks
Granite (9 det.) 0.003-0.009 0.004-0.007 0.0055
Gneiss (6 det.) 0.0035-0.009 - 0.006
Porphyry (1 det.) 0.008 - 0.008
Basalt (4 det.) 0.003-0.007 - 0.005
Serpentine (I det.) 0.007 - 0.007
Average of volcanic rocks (21 det.) 0.003-0.009 - 0.006-7

Sedimentary rocks
Limestone and dolomite (10 det.) 0.002-0.006 - 0.0045
Marble (12 det.) 0.0055-0.009 0.006-0.008 0.007
Sandstone (2 det.) 0.0037-0.0072 - 0.005
Quartzite (8 det.) 0.0069-0.0116 - 0.009
Schist (2 det.) 0.0022-0.0036 - 0.003
Rock salt (2 det.) 0.009-0.0167 - 0.012

Loose soils
Rubble (3-8 cm) (density 1.85) 0.000889 - 0.0009
Sand, dry (5 det.) 0.0006-0.0010 - 0.0009
Sand, moist (6.9% water) 0.0027 - 0.0027
Clay, dry (5 det.) 0.0015-0.0029 0.0021-0.0026 0.0024

Minerals
Quartz, I to axis 0.025 - 0.025
Quartz, . to axis 0.015 - 0.015
Quartz, amorphous (2 det.) 0.00330-0.00332 - 0.0033
Calcite, II axis (2 det.) 0.0129-0.0132 - 0.013
Calcite, 1 axis (2 det.) 0.0108-0.0111 - 0.011

Ice-50* 0.00665 - -
Ice-250  0.00595 - -

Ice-10 °  0.0055 - -
Ice ±00 0.00535 - 0.0054
Water (0* to room temp.) 0.0013-0.0015 - 0.0014
Brick (4 det.) 0.00097-0.001750 - 0.0013
Pine wood (1 fiber) (3 det.) 0.00025-0.0029 - 0.00027
Pine wood ( I I fiber) (1 det.) 0.00053 - 0.00053
Sawdust (density 0.19) 0.00014 - 0.00014
Cork (3 det.) 0.000093-0.00012 - 0.0001
Peat, hard-pressed (density = 0.320) 370 0.00018 - 0.00018
Air 0° 0.000057 - 0.000057

grees that occurs in one second, when the change in the The effect of water content of the soil on the value of
temperature gradient is one degree per centimeter per the heat conductivity coefficient is very great. A sand
centimeter distance. This of course refers to an infini- saturated with water conducts heat much better than a
tesimally thin layer for, as a rule, the change in the tern- sand with air-filled pore space. And even if the sand
perature gradient is not constant and the heat flow is pores are air-filled, there is still some moisture content
variable. Forthe rate of heating tobe uniform (i.e., equal in the soil in the form of"pornwinkelwasser" [funicular
temperature increases) the temperature gradient must water] which gives it a greater conductivity than com-
be proportional to the distance from the surface being pletely dry sand.
heated and thus a2 = X/C is a constant. For the coarse grained soils, gravels and sand down

Table 20 gives a summary of the values of heat con- to the silts, we can say then, that the heat conductivity is
ductivity coefficients for a number of different sub- least in a completely dry state, and increases with in-
stances. Usually tables of values of the heat conductiv- creased water content, and is greatest for complete
ity coefficient contain old,erroneous or uncertain values; capillary saturation.
this table has only the values of newer determinations In fine-grained soils, where the thickness of the ad-
and those older ones that have been later confirmed. All sorption water films is of the order of magnitude of the
of these figures are taken from Landold-Bomstein (Vol. particle diameter itself, the phenomenon is much more
II, page 1925, Supplementary Vol. 1, p. 7 1 l, and II b, p. complicated. Of the three possiblecomponents in a min-
1295). eral soil-mineral particles, water, and air-the con-
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Table 21. Temperature conductivity coefficients (a2), heat capacity (C), and conductivity

coefficients (X) for various soils.

Type of soil a2 = 4/C C X = C. a2

Rubble, dry, 3-8 cm density = 1.85 - - 0.0009
Sand, dry (5 determinations) - - 0.0006-0.0010
Sand, moist (6.9% water) - - 0.0027
Clay, dry (5 determinations) 0.00343-0.0072 - 0.0015-0.0029
Damp sand from 60-90 cm deep a 0.00616 0,274 0.00168

Kurwien ] b 0.00627 0.258 0.00162
Sandy lean clay (15-60 cm deep) a 0.0052-535 0.346 0.00180-0.00185

Eberswalde b 0.0058-685 0.373 0.00218-0.00250
Same, very wet (60-90cm deep) a 0.00600 0.449 0.00268

b 0.0105 0.378 0.00397
Clayey sand, saturated, a 0.00774 0.342 0.00265

60-90 cm deep. Fritzen b 0.00795 0.549 0.00435

ductivity of the particles is much greater than the water, it increases to 0.0025-0.003. Also, only a small increase
and that of the water, much greater than air. For the in water content for sand increases the constant greatly,
coarser soils it is only the volume or the ratio between to about 0.002 or 0.003. For capillary saturated sands,
waterand air in the pores thatcan vary; the greatest con- silts, and fine silts, the value of the coefficient lies at
ductivity therefore occurs at greatest water content. about 0.004 and 0.003, which comes near the value for
This applies for the fine grained soils too but only for clay near the saturation point. For a soft plastic clay, the
conditions under capillary saturation. But due to the coefficient is lower, about 0.003-0.0025. (The limit to
very large adsorption forces in clays, the water content which the value can go for increasing water content is
can be considerably greater than capillary saturation, the value for pure water or about 0.0014.)
since the particles are surrounded by expansive elastic Inclusion of humus material, and loosening due to
adsorption films. A wet plastic clay, in which the parti- roots, of course diminishes the conductivity. The con-
des are some distance from one another, therefore has siderably lower values of conductivity for soils in
a smaller conductivity than clay at capillary saturation, wooded areas are due to these causes.
where the particles are as close to each other as they can Infrozen soil, the conductivity is usually much great-
possibly be. er than in the same unfrozen soil, since the conductivity

For clays then, the coefficient of heat conductivity is of ice (0.0054) is about 3 or 4 times as great as water
a maximum at the saturation point, and from this point (0.0014). The increase is of course variable, depending
it decreases with increasing water content. As the water upon how the soil is frozen. An important effect is that
content decreases under the saturation point, the de- the increase in conductivity due to the formation of ice
crease in the conductivity is much less than for sands, is partly counteracted by a loosening due to the ice-
since in dry clay, the flaky, scaly particles are more in banding (decrease contacts of particles). Due to this
contact.* reason, the conductivity of moist (non-saturated) soils

A number of determinations of the heat conductivity is changed only very slightly. In capillary saturated non-
coefficients as well as heat capacity and temperature clayey soils, the increase is about 0.001 in magnitude or,
conductivity coefficients for different soils are given in for example, from 0.004 to 0.005. The conductivity of
Table 21. The values are taken partly from Landolt- the ice strata is 0.0054; if the soil is a clay, the soil be-
Bomstein, and partly from Schubert (1930, p. 371). tween the strata becomes compressed, and the conduc-

Schubert's values are based on average annual val- tivity increases somewhat. However, in clays, the ice
ues from temperature readings at different depths in layers often become quite porous, and therefore thecon-
natural soils. ductivity of the ice decreases greatly. In general, then,

From the table we see that the heat conductivity co- the conductivity of frozen clay is not greater than unfro-
efficient forthe coarse soils (sand) in adry condition can zen clay, but in coarser soils, the coefficient of con-
be taken to be about 0.001; for fine grained soils (clay) ductivity increases for frozen soil about 0.0005 to 0.001

over unfrozen soil. In percent, this increase is about 10-
* This assumes that the dry clay has not been pulverized. If the clay 15 and at the most 20-30%.
dries in a natural state, the capillary forces are so large that the pore If, therefore, the change in the heat conductivity is
volume is reduced to a rather moderate value. If the clay is ground up
or pulverized after being dried, the soil becomes very loose, and the nothing or relatively small, the effect on the temperature
conductivity is much lower. conductivity coefficient is greater, due to the large
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decrease in heat capacity when water freezes to ice Ratio of C unfrozen to C frozen =
(from 1.00 to 0.45 cal/cm 3). This decrease in heat cap- a) 0.685/0.5775 = 1.185
acity occurs simultaneously with the eventual increase
in conductivity; thus for the temperature conductivity b) 0.685/0.535 = 1.280.
coefficient (a2) [diffusivity] we have, The theoretical maximum decrease in temperature

a2  X capacity occurs when the ice increase in a freezing soil
C (with maximum pore volume) becomes infinite, i.e., the

frozen soil consists of a single ice layer. We can get:where C = the heat capacity of the medium.

This effect is easily computed. C unfrozen = 0.6 x 0.55 + 0.4 x 1 = 0.73
In a soil consisting of a% by volume of soil sub- C frozen = 1 x 0.45;

stance, and b% water (where a plus b = 100%) we have
ratio of C unfrozen to C frozen = 0.73/0.45 = 1.62.

C = ._ Ca+ b. Cb To summarize, then, we find that the heat capacity is
100 100 decreased during freezing, which causes an inversely

where Ca = the heat capacity of the soil and Cb = heat proportional increase in the temperature conductivity.
capacity of the water. Now assume that the soil freezes, This increase in frost-heaving soils has a magnitude of
and that a part of the water content changes to ice. If the about 10-30% and can sometimes (for very massive ice
volumetric percent of soil and water and ice is respec- formation) approach 50%.
tively a, P3, and y, the heat capacity is The total increase in the coefficient of temperature

conductivity in frozen soil is (for capillary saturated
C= -- Ca+ "Cb + Y c soil) about the following:

100 100 100 Ratio of a2 frozen to a2 unfrozen is

= 1.0 x 1.1 -+ 1.3 x 1.4 = 1.1 -+ 1.8(t+f3 +T= 100; 1 + 0.9.y= b)
therefore an increase of 10to 80%. The usual values are

where Ca, Cb, Cc are the heat capacities of the mineral between 20 and 50%, or between 1/5 and I/2.
substance, water and ice respectively. As an average The increase in this coefficient for frozen soils is in
value of the heat capacity for the mineral substance we some cases important to know, especially for the com-
can take Ca = 0.55; Cb = 1.00 and Cc = 0.45. putation of the rate of penetration of the temperature

A soil with 30% water has before freezing a heat change from temperature measurements at different
capacity, C = 0.7 x 0.55 + 0.3 x I = 0.685; if all the water depths at different times. Also the temperature conduc-
(without an additional flow to the freezing zone) freez- tivity coefficient is generally of much less importance
es, the heat capacity is C = 0.678 x 0.55 + 0.322 x 0.45 than the heat conductivity coefficient, in that the latter
= 0.375 + 0.145 = 0.518. is the fundamental constant forall computations of heat

The ratioof C unfrozen is then =0.685/0.518 = 1.32. conditions in the ground, therefore for soil freezing and
For a water content a) of 35% and b) of 40%, simi- soil melting. Thus the heat flow is computed from the

larly the ratio of C unfrozen to C frozen is a) -0.7075/ temperature gradient and the heat conductivity, the heat
0.508 = 1.39; b) = 7.30/0.507 = 1.44. content from the temperature (= temperature difference

If we assume a watercontent of30% before freezing, from equilibrium temperature) and the heat capacity,
and that after freezing there is 20% ice and 20% of both of which control the freezing and thawing of soil.
unfrozen water, we have:

B. Temperature variations at the ground surfaceC unfrozen = 0.7 x 0.55 + 0.3 x 1 = 0.685 adterpntaindwwr
and their penetration downward

C frozen = 0.6 x 0.55 + 0.2 x I + 0.2 x 0.45 = 0.62 If we have a conductor, which as far as heat is con-
Ratio of C unfrozen to C frozen = 1.103. cemed, is in equilibrium-eithera continuity condition,in which an equal amount of heat flows without temper-

If we change the values of ice content to a = 40 and ature changes, or the special case where there is no heat
b = 60% while the ratio between soil and unfrozen water flow, i.e., the temperature change occurs somewhere on
remains constant, the values become this conductor, a change in equilibrium conditions oc-

a) C unfrozen = 0.45 x 0.55 + 0.15 x I + 0.4 x 0.45 curs, and the temperature changes over the body to-
= 0.5775 wards a new condition of equilibrium. If a permanent

increase in temperature occurs, the temperature change

b) C frozen = 0.3 x 0.55 + 0.1 x I + 0.6 x 0.45 = 0.535 is conducted gradually through the whole conductor-
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although in most cases with decreasing magnitude, for, 2p x = 2p. e- 1
as example, if heating occurs on the end of a rod on the
side of a wall, and the other end the temperature is kept or, if the ratio 2px/2p is put = s,
constant, in which case the final equilibrium condition
is one in which the temperature difference is divided s = e-VX.

linearly. If the body is subjected to a temperature change
all around, for example, if it is immersed in a warm The phase length d is then
liquid, the equilibrium condition would be one in which
an equal increase in temperature over the entire body = vx
has occurred.

If now the ground surface temperature changes, and where v = Txf/a2T and T = time cycle.
then the change remains constant, it will be continu- The value of the temperature conductivity coeffi-
ously penetrated downward to a certain constant depth. cient [diffusivity] a 2 = X/C is as has been mentioned

The temperature variations occurring on the ground (Table 21) quite variable. It is largest for dry soils with
surface, are, however, not constant but vary continuous- small pore volume, and lowest for very wet soils, since
ly, and can over long periods occur in regular intervals the water has a very low temperature conductivity coef-
(cyclical variation) of equal length, the most pronounced ficient (0.0014). The maximum value of a2 is about 0.01
beingthedaily andyearly intervals. Forthis type oftem- (for granite a2 = 0.01 to 0.015); the minimum value oc-
perature change, which consists of a rhythmic oscilla- curring in very wet plastic clays approaches 0.0025.
tion of the surface temperature over aknown period, the Schubert (1930, p. 368) gives as an average value from
following schematic analysis can be used. 16 German test stations of a2 = 0.0065.

Assume that the temperature at the ground surface is At any instant, the temperature curve has the shape
rising. Due to heat conduction downward, the tempera- of a damped wave. The depth (t), to which a single
ture successively increases downward, at a rate depend- change reaches is
ing on the temperature conductivity coefficient. But the
surface temperature eventually reaches a maximum and I = 2 f. a2T
begins to decrease. Then the temperature at the surface
is lower than the temperature at some distance beneath where Tis the time cycle. This depth is of interest, since
the surface, i.e., the gradient at the surface has an oppo- it is the boundary to which appreciable temperature
site direction, and the heat begins to flow to the surface changes reach; the amplitude of variation is at this boun-
from underneath. If we consider the temperature curve, dary only 0.2% of that occurring at the surface.
the heating has caused an increase in this curve, which From the formula we also find that the depth is pro-
is rapidly leveled off downward. If then again, the sur- portional to the square root of time. Yearly variations
face temperature drops, the drop is projected down- therefore reach toadepth of 19.1(3-65 )times the depth
ward, until the minimum temperature is reached at the of daily variations.
surface and the surface temperature begins to rise again; Table 22 gives a number of depths of penetrations for
we thus get a'"maximum cold" which penetrates down- daily and yearly variations for a number of different
ward. In Figure 79 the temperature curves for eight temperature conductivity coefficients.
phases of complete cycles are constructed schematical- We see from the table that in clay soils, the depth of
ly. Figure 80 gives empirical curves for daily variations penetration is about 1/2 m per day or 10 m per year, for
(from Vujevic in Kerdinen 1929).* wet ground, and0.7 to 0.8 m and 15 m fordryer ground;

The exact mathematical treatment of temperature the maximum depth for loose soils is I m per day or 20
variations with depth for regular cyclical surface tem- m per year. In bedrock, the depth is generally much
perature variations, is given in Schubert's work (1930, greater than in loose soil. For unmetamorphosed sedi-
p. 364) and Kerlinen's (1929, p. 169). mentary rocks (sandstones and shales, etc.), the depth is

Schubert makes the assumption that the surface tem- about the same as the high values for loose soils; for
perature variation is a sine function of time. He gives the crystalline rock, (granite, marble, quartzite, etc.) the
following variation: depth is about 11/2 m per day and 20-25 m per year.

If the amplitude of the surface variation is 2p, then The mixture of organic material in soil decreases the
the amplitude of variation at adepthxunder the surface depth of penetration considerably. The lowest values
is occur for clean dry soils, about 30-40 cm per day, 6-8

m per year. The effect is relatively independent of water
* The axis is in this case sloping, caused by the seasonal changes content for the temperature conductivity coefficient of
during the year (in this case warming up during the summer). water(a 2 =0.0014) liesjust at the same value. The effect
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Figure 79. Schematic diagrams of depth-
temperature curves at different periods as-
suming the surface temperature to vary be-
tween a maximum and minimum value (such
as the change between day and night, or
summer and winter). The diagram shows the
curves for eight different stages of a temperature
cycle. Compare with Figure 80.

A0 J " ai V Z5 Z6 27 28 P3

jo Figure 80. Depth-temperature curves at var-A - 7 7 1 - - ous periods of a 24-hour day. These are the
0 V L F means for the month of June at Belgrade (from

-1 Vujevic in Kerdnen 1929, Fig. 6). Notice the
inclination of the temperature axis, due to warmer

6__ summer temperatures.

of mixing humus in mineral soil is about proportional to From the data on freezing temperature depressions
the amount added. Forhumus, loose forest soils, as well in different soils (Fig. 23) the maximum values of frost
as in humus clays, a value of 1/2 m per day is a good line temperatures (or the minimum value of freezing
average value. In Figure 80, the depth (where the vortex point depression at the frost line) can be obtained. This
stops) is 45 cm, which agrees with the value for a loose minimum value is of course the temperature at which
decomposed soil. freezing begins at a given water content (for frost-heav-

ing soils, always at capillary saturation). However, the
C. Temperature at the frost line table actually shows that the temperatures at the frost

It is often assumed for the computation of the posi- line are always lower than this value, i.e., the de-
tion of the frost line from temperature measurements, pression is greater. The cause is, of course, that in frost-
that the frost line coincides with the zero isotherm, i.e., heaving soils an actual undercooling occurs,which adds
that the temperature at the frost line is 00 C. This is falla- to the definite freezing point depression of a soil. But it
cious, at least during the duration of freezing, for we is significant that this only occurs while freezing is
know that in all soils the freezing temperature of water occurring, and that for any given soil the temperature
is more or less lowered, depression is greater the quicker freezing occurs.
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Table 22. normal values of the frost line temperatures occurring
Depth of penetrations of for normal rates of freezing.

Temperature temperature oscillations
conductivity whose periods are: Frost line temp (0C)
coefcient 24 hours years Types of soil Limits Avg.

a2  (cm) (m)

Medium sand 0.015-0.02 -
So.s (only damp-6% moisture)
pew 0.002 32.9 6.3 Silty moraine, Stockholm 0.02-0.08 0.05

0.002 46.5 8.9 Silt, Norrbotten 0.15-0.2 -
0.004 65.9 12.6 Lean clay, Vtistemorrland 0.4--1.0 0.5

0.005 73.7 14.1
Average, soil 0.0065 84.0 16.0 D. The temperature gradient in freezing soil

0.008 93.1 17.7 It is, of course, obvious that the magnitude and the
0.010 104.0 19.9 changes in the temperature gradient are largest at the

Rock 0.0115 112.0 21.4 surface and decrease with depth. For rapid heating (for
Ice 0.013 119.0 22.8

0.015 137.0 26.2 example, by direct sun rays) or cooling the temperature
0.020 148.0 28.2 gradient at the surface can be as high as a few degrees

per centimeter, but as a rule even the gradient at the
surface is much more damped, and at a few centimeters

For melting of frozen soil, on the other hand, at least depth exceeds this value.
for ice-stratified soil, the phenomenon is quite the In freezing soil the temperature gradient is always
opposite. When such a frozen soil heats up, the ice melts quite damped, especially at and under the frost line. The
successively and follows the stability curve for freez- reason is, of course, that due to the change in form of the
ing, but in the opposite direction. The clean ice layer, water, the large amount of heat is absorbed or extracted
however-with the exception of the actual contact during freezing or thawing delays temperature changes
surface-has adifferent freezing and melting point than from one side to the other side of the freezing point. In
the soil. If melting occurs slowly, there is a change in frozen coarse soil which has practically a constant
equilibrium at the contact surface, due to expansion of freezing temperature throughout, a large gradient can
the nearby soil and the sucking up of the melting nearby occur; but as soon as it concerns clays, with lowering
water, but the excess water which cannot be taken up by freezing temperatures, there is a large energy transfor-
the soil forms an ice layer between the thawed water mation in changing water to ice which dampens the
saturated soil, which does not have a melting point temperature variations considerably.
depression, but freezes at exactly 00C. Thus the bound- But even without considering the soil properties,
ary forthe melting of soil is the place where this ice layer there is in all soils considerably damped temperature
disappears, and the receding frost line is the zero tem- variations below the frost line, and the gradient is very
perature line. small. Thus the frost line represents an isotherm that has

To summarize, then, we can say that for coarse non- a very large resistance against being moved. Thus when
frost-heaving soils the temperature for freezing and freezing begins, there is quite a temperature variation at
thawing is practically the same, and is very slightly less the surface, which is transmitted down towards the frost
than 00 C. For frost-heaving soils there is quite a differ- line which absorbs these variations and moves down-
ence between the frost line temperature during freezing ward very slowly. Thus in a general way, heat flow in
and thawing: the receding frost line temperature is 00C frozen soil occurs by a smoothing out of temperature
or very slightly less, while the frost line temperature differences between constant temperature surfaces, the
during freezing is considerably lowered, being greater frost line and a constant temperature surface lower
the finer the soil is and the faster it freezes. down representing the average yearly surface tempera-

Below is given the results of a few exact determina- ture (about 10-20 m deep) below which there is no tem-
tions of the temperature during frost penetration. The perature variation at any level.
determinations were made partly with a thermometer, The temperature gradient immediately under the
and partly by a thermoelement at different depths during frost line is quite important since it controls the progress
freezing, and depths were measured (Fig. 81). There are of ice formation. Some empirical data of the magnitudes
no exact data on the rate of freezing; all determinations of this gradient will be considered below.
are, however, eitheraverage values forlonger periods of The gradient is most important when freezing starts.
freezing, or single values for a definite, nearly average Along with the "hoar frost" studies during the first
rate of freezing. They can, therefore, be taken as good winter frosts, temperature determinations were made to
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Figure 81. Diagram showing temperatu4re variations and the downward movement of the

frost line in a cylinder of saturated clay (lean clay from Ramvik), insulated on its sides
and frozen outdoors (at the State testing grounds, Stockholm).

I and 2 m depth. Small, accurate thermometers were in- perature is lower, the gradient at the end of winter and
serte to different depths in the soil. Sam of the tern- in the spring is considerably less. Likewise for warmer
perature curves obtained are given in Figure 82. For regions, the gradient is larger at the end of winter.
such small depths the curves are practically straight

lines; the gradient varies from 0.3°C/cm early in No- E. Greatest possiblefrost depth, melting from below
vember to almost 0. 1 °C/cm in the middle of December. The value of the temperature gradient below the frost
0. 1 *C/cm can be used as the average gradient at which line is important in determining the greatest frost depth
freezing begins, for mineral soils in central Sweden. and melting from below. During the entire winter, a

Anmgstr~m obtained similarcurves for different depths continuous upward flow of heat occurs, and the amount
in sandy soil at the Experimental Station which agree decreases as the winter progresses. The heat flow below
quite well with these curves (Angstr~m 1928, Fig. 4). the frost line is, of course, directly proportional to the
For the months of October and November temperature temperature gradient.be amount of heat that flows is
differences of about 4-3C were obtained for depths of quite large (see Table 27, column d), and is about 4-10
10 to 50 cm, i.e., 0.o1-0.075rC/cm. That is,the the cacm2 day. Inorder for freezing to take place, theheat
average gradient between 0 and 50 cm. In the top conducted away must be greater the e heatabsorbed.
setd imeter the gradient is, of course, somewhat larger. For this to happen, a certain minimum temperature
Later on the gradient decreases and is in December gradient must exist. The temperature at the frost line is
about 0.065C/cm, in January 0.04pC/cm, in February essentially constant and is somewhat under igt; for a
0.03Ccm, and in March 0.02C/cm. given thickness and a given temperature gra dient under

Th ese values agree with other tests made at places the frost line, acertain minus temperature is required in
having similar climate. InTable 23 some of these values orderthat freezom blw urin ue. Orconversely: if at the
are given o ground surface a certain temperature exists, and under

We can conclude the following from the results: At thefrost line there is acertain temperature gradient, then
the beginning of freezing, the gradient at the frost line the frost can only grow to a certain thickness, this
is about o. C/cm, but decreases during the winter thickness depending on the difference in temperature
rather rapidly, and at the turn ofthe year is about 0.05C/ between the surface andteertue a the frstempera-
cm and at the end of winter is about 0.02-0.03°C/cm. etre drop below the frost line.

For colder regions, where the average surface te th- If we consider only the temperature gradient caused
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I ,l*
be said to equal unity and the formula becomes

LM= to - ty approx.
a

* In regions where perpetually frozen soil is not found,
but where there is yearly winter freezing, which has to
work against the stored up summer heat,* the conditions
are entirely different. The gradient is here many times
the geothermal value. For gradients of 2, 3 and 40C/m,
(i.e., 0.02, etc., °C/cm) the frost depth L for each degree
of to - Ty, is L = 0.5.0.33, and 0.25 m.

As long as the ground remains bare, the average sur-
face temperature is about the same as the average air
temperature, at least during overcast weather. During
clear weather there is some difference due to the sun's

b. radiation. During the winter the aircan absorb consider-
able radiant heat from thedirect sun rays, and the surface

iit~tq temperature can then be much less than the air temper-
ature. In early winter in central and northem Sweden,the average air temperature is from a few up to 100C be-

low zero. In the cooler regions, such as inland Noffland
(northern province of Sweden) there is very little cloudy
weather, and due to the effect of radiation, the actual soil
temperature is much less than the air temperature.

5It is then obvious that in these regions the rate ofpen-
etration offrost during early winter can be qiwte large,

J&.I. 1919especially if the ground is bare, or the snow mantle is
very thin.

-j .. Later on in the winter the ground is usually covered
with a rather thick, loose snow blanket. This blanket is

Figure 82. Temperature gradient in the upper part of a very poor heat conductor and acts as an insulator. Even
mineral soils (clay, silt and silty moraine material), in for extremely cold weather the heat transmitted through
ground near Stockholm during late fall, measured by the blanket is small.
means of thin thermometers under fresh hoarfrost. The conductivity of the snow blanket depends prin-

cipally on its looseness, and porosity. The conductivity
can then be assumed to be approximately a function of

by the heat flow from within the soil, which for loose the density of the snow. In Figure 83 a number of deter-

soils is about 0.06*/m, the maximum frost depth is about minations are given graphically and an approximate

15-35 m for each degree difference between the aver- curve drawn through them.

age surface temperature and the frost line temperature. There are quite a lot of data on the density of snow

The depths of frost of the perpetually frozen arctic under various conditions (see Keraanen 1929, p. 282-

regions are found in this manner. 283). Newly fallen snow usually has a density less than

The effect then of the ground surface temperature is 0.1. The average density of the snow covering in the

that it determines the greatest possible frost depth. cooler climates is usually less than 0.2; during the peri-

If the temperature at the frost line is to, and the sur- ods of melting or during the spring thaws, the density

face temperature is ty, the gradient under the frost line increases to between 0.2 and 0.3. The following gives

dt/dx=a (degrees per unit length), and the heat conduc- the monthly data obtained by H. Abels (in Kerdnen

tivity coefficient in unfrozen soil is X1, and in frozen X2, 1929, p. 283).
the maximum frost depth LM is

L = t o - ty . * It should be noted that besides the conditions for perpetual frost, the

a , constant temperature surface 10-20 m deep (which is greater than the

average yearly temperature of the surface) is often quite a bit greater
With very slight approximation the ratio of X2 to k, can than zero degrees.
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Table 23. Temperature gradients (°C/cm) in the upper first meter of natural

mineral soils.

Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar

New Stockholm (Beskow) (0.3)-0.1 - - - -

New Stockholm (Angstrom) 0.08 0.065 0.04 0.03 0.02
Pavloosk* (Leyst) 0.075 0.088 0.042 0.039 0.028
Leningradt (Luboslawsky) 0.13 0.054 0.04 0.04 0.035
Koanigsberg* (Schmidt) - 0.05 0.035 0.02 -
* Monthly mean, after Schubert 1930.
t Monthly mean, after Kersnen.

Average density of the snow covering temperature of the snow covering = ty, the temperature
Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. April at the frost line = to, and the temperature gradient at the

0.139 0.182 0.193 0.189 0.233 0.279 frost line is dt/dx, and the ratio between the conductivity
of the frozen soil and the snow is Al.

Comparing this with the curve in Figure 83, we find The equation is then
that the heat conductivity coefficient during the early
part and the middle of winter, where there hasn't been I ,dr + x .A = t - y
much packing and alternate melting and freezing, is XY dx dx

about 0.00025 to 0.0004, and is hardly one-tenth of that
of the ground. When melting occurs it rises to 0.0004 to x t - t

0.0008, and at its greatest possible density may be as dt ,-
high as 0.001. dx

The greatest possible frost depth X can then be com-
puted, when the following values are known: If melting starts from below, to can be taken as 00 C;

The thickness of the snow covering =1, the surface when -ty is large, to can also in other cases be taken as

0I

0004.
I

1 /

S0,004 /

! ,
I- /
~//

Figure 83. Diagrams showing the
0.0S heat conductivity coefficient ofsnow

as afunction of its density. Graphical
S .t , ' , * , , , * o summary of data from Landol-Brn-

0 0ff OKNSr 9. sein, and especially Jansson (1901).
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Table 24. Greatest frost depth possible with various snow depths and temperatures.

a b c d e
dt/dx I tyfor X = 0 Maximum frost depth X (M)

ML.I (Cm) (M) (0C) t,= -2'C t, = -50C ty = -I0C ty = -159C ty = -209C ty =-309C

0.5 -20 - - 0 2.5
0.3 -12 - - - 0.75 2 4.5

4 0.2 -8 - - 0.5 0.75 3 5.5
0.1 -4 - 0.25 1.5 2.75 4 6.5
0 0.0 0.5 1.25 2.5 3.75 5 7.5

0.5 -15 - - - 0 1.67 5
0.3 -9 - - 0.33 2 3.67 7

10 3 0.2 -6 - - 1.33 3 4.67 8
0.1 -3 - 0.67 2.33 4 5.67 9
0 0 0.67 1.67 3.33 5 6.67 10

0.5 -10 - - 0 2.5 5 10
0.3 -6 - - 2 4.5 7 12

2 0.2 -4 - 0.5 3 5.5 8 13
0.1 -2 0 1.5 4 6.5 9 14
0 0 1 2.5 5 7.5 10 15

0.5 -10.5 - - - 1.5 3.17 6.5
0.3 -6.3 - - 1.23 2.9 4.57 7.9

3 0.2 -4.2 - 0.27 1.93 3.6 5.27 8.6
0.1 -2.1 - 0.97 2.63 4.3 5.97 9.3
0 0 0.67 1.67 3.33 5 6.67 10

0.5 -7 - - 1.5 4.0 6.5 11.5
0.3 -4.2 - 0.4 2.9 5.4 7.9 12.9

7 2 0.2 -2.8 - 1.1 3.6 6.1 8.6 13.6
0.1 -1.4 0.3 1.8 4.3 6.8 9.3 14.3

0 0 1 2.5 5 7.5 10 15

0.5 -3.5 - 1.5 6.5 11.5 16.5 26.5
0.3 -2.1 - 2.9 7.9 12.9 17.9 27.9

1 0.2 -1.4 0.3 3.6 8.6 13.6 18.6 28.6
0.1 -1.7 1.3 4.3 9.3 14.3 19.3 29.3

0 0 2 5 10 15 20 30

a--JX. where X = heat-conducvitivy coefficient in the frozen zone, and X. = for snow.
b--Temperature gradient drd at the frost line.
c-Thickness of snow layer = 1.
d-Highest temperature t. at which the soil an freeze beneath the snow layer.
e-Greatest possible frost-depth in meters, for various temperatures ty at the surface of the snow.

00C. The equation then simplifies to frozen soil begins to melt from underneath. We assume
here that the temperature gradient is 20C/m or larger,

x = L- --. also, in somewhat warmer regions, where the winter is

dA X1  more mild, such as in southern Sweden, the gradient

dx never is as large as this. In middle and northern Sweden,
where the snow covering during midwinter is usually

For an average value of AA i , 10 can be taken for loose about I or 2 dm the effect of the covering is enhanced.

snow, and from 9 down to 5 for more compact snow. If we compute with a gradient of only 3*C/m we find
Table 24 gives the possible depth X for a number of (column d) that the surface temperature for 2 dm of
different depths of snow covering, temperature gradi- snow covering is-6, for3 dm,-9 0 and for5 dm,-15°C.
ents, and ratio "I 1 . If, therefore, earlier during the winter, frozen soil of

The table illustrates what we can conclude from the depth X meters is formed, and snowfall occurs, to a

formula: Especially in moderately coldclimates, where depth of the given values above, the average tempera-
the temperature at the surface of the snow cover is only ture of the snow surface must be the same as the corre-

a few degrees below zero, this cover is very important. sponding temperatures above, plus an additional tem-
Fora snow surface temperatureof -2'C, and I dm thick, perature of --3 X °C.

all soil freezing is prevented, and the previously formed Table 25 gives a number ofaverage monthly temper-
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atures fordifferent Swedish localities. From this we see Table 25. Average monthly temperatures (C) for
that for upper Norrland (northern province in Sweden) different Swedish localities.
the average temperature during midwinter is about
-10C, for lower Norrland, -5 to -8*C, and for central Nov Dec Jan Feb March April

Sweden about -2, -3 to -4'C. Haparanda -4.8 -9.5 -10.9 -11.6 -8.0 -1.6

The temperature at the snow surface is somewhat Stensele -6.1 -11.5 -12.1 -11.5 -7.6 -0.7

lower than these air temperatures. The difference, of UmeA -2.9 -7.0 -8.0 -8.3 -5.5 +0.2
course, depends upon the amount of sunshine. In Norr- Osterund -2.4 -7.4 -8.4 -7.6 -4.7 +0.8

land, the difference is the greatest. At a place in Finland Hmrdsand -0.9 -5.2 -6.2 -6.1 -3.4 +1.3
(Sodankyla) with a climate similar to that in Norrland, Falun -0.8 -5.0 -6.0 -5.5 -2.7 +2.7

Karlstad +1.2 -2.4 -3.4 -3.4 -1.2 +3.8

this difference was measured (Keranen 1939, p. 289) Stockholm +1.5 -1.7 -2.9 -3.1 -1.3 +3.4

and was found to be (air temperature minus snow sur- Link6ping +1.7 -1.5 -2.4 -2.4 -0.5 +4.3
face temperature) during 1917-16 for Nov 1.2', Dec GOteborg +3.6 +0.7 -0.5 -0.6 +1.1 +5.6

0.90, Jan 1.70, Feb 1.20, Mar 1.20, and April 2.2C. VAxjo +1.8 -1.2 -2.3 -2.3 -0.4 +4.4
Lurid +3.4 +0.5 -0.7 -0.7 +1.2 +5.3

Of course these values are comparatively small, so

that the air temperature can be used approximately for
the snow surface temperature.

We find then that in upper Norrland a snow covering In both cases, melting occurred in February and
of 1/2 m is required to prevent any further soil freezing. March, when the snow covering was greatest, and it was
In central Norrland, a thickness of 3 to 4 dm is required, still not compacted by thawing weather. In 1926 there
and in Central Sweden a covering of 2 to 3 din. When was, however, a fairly large increase in the frost depth
these depths are exceeded, melting from underneath during the month of April; in both of these places it
begins. (This, of course, is only considering the average almost doubled. This cause is, of course, as weather ob-
temperature, for large variations may cause a consider- servations show, that thawing weather occurred, fol-
able departure.) lowed by a big cold spell. Thus the snow covering be-

Since the snow depth during midwinter, as a rule, ex- came compacted into ice, and its conductivity became
ceeds these values, it is not surprising that during the much greater, and the subsequent cold spell caused the
latter part of the winter melting begins from underneath ground to freeze deeper. (On the other hand, data have
under normal conditions. Usually, the first big cold shown that at otherplaces where there was no snow cov-
spell occurs before snowfall, and the bare ground freez- ering, there was no further penetration of frost during
es. If snow should fall before the ground freezes, and is this cold spell.) The curves for the following year, 1927,
of considerable depth the whole winter and does not do not show any further penetration of the frost line
melt away or compress into ice, it can happen that the towards the end of winter (only a period of delayed
ground doesn't freeze at all. Such winters are, as we thawing).
know, not rare at all. During the winter of 1930-31 the Nowadays, with general snow clearing and heavy
ground was unfrozen over most of the country. In 1928 traffic, the snow covering is very small, at most only a
the author found that all along the coast of Nonrland few decimeters, and it is quickly turned into ice during
there was no ground frost at all. short periods of mild weather. The effect is then that the

We have considered above the case of the ground be- covering has very little effect, and there is very little re-
ing covered with an undisturbed snow blanket of nor- tardation and no retreat of the frost line, and that it pro-
mal density and thickness. When we are concerned with gresses downward continuously with a decreasing rate.
roads, the situation is, of course, quite different, for here It is then, of course, obvious that the frost depth be-
we have a roadbed, with a thin compact snow cover and comes much greater.
drainage with a large snow depth. The roadbed then be- The drainage ditches, however, due to snow removal
comes less insulated and the sides become more insulat- have a very thick snow covering which insulates the
ed than normally. ground underneath so well, that the conduction upward

Before there was general snow clearing of roads, the in the snow is much less than the flow of heat to the
snow could be quite deep and loose over the roadbed. A surface from underneath. Only during winters of very
thickness of 0.4 to 0.5 m was not at all unusual even on little snow, orduring extremely long periods of very low
the main roads. This snow covering was very often suf- temperature, is the ground under the ditches frozen
ficient to prevent further freezing, and melting started towards the end of winter. In most cases, and as a rule,
from below. From Figure 84 we see that this was the the bottom of the ditches are unfrozen, which is practi-
case in late winter of 1926 in South Sunderbyn and in cally quite useful, since the melted water during the
later winter 1927 in Brannland. spring thaw can seep into the ground through the ditch-
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Figure 84. Below: Downward and upward movement of the frost line for different localities in Northern Sweden,
determined by measurements in the road base. It should be noted that these are only horse plowed roads. The upper soil
temperature curves are for 11/2 m depth below thefields in S. Sunderbyn. In 1926, a thaw occurred in April followed by a severe cold
spell. The snow melted on the roads during the thaw and then froze forming a much better heat conducting ice layer. Thus the frost
line took a severe drop but not the soil temperature, because in the fields a snow cover still remained.

es, and decreases the difficulties experienced on roads In this formula it is assumed that there is a decrease in
during the thawing. Of course the opposite is true, when volume of 1/10 of the ice when melted. If the frozen soil
due to local conditions, or thin snow covering, the ditch- is very porous, such as a sandy soil, in which the ice does
es remain frozen throughout the winter, not fill all the pore space, the formula is simplified to

Of great importance is the melting of the ground
from below during the period of general thawing, when
the snow disappears and thawing begins to penetrate = 100 Q -__d

from above. Quantitative computations are quite sim- a 0.8 .a

ple, since the entire frozen mass now has about the same Even in the above cases, when exact computations
temperature, just under 0'C, and the heat from under- are not necessary, this simplified formula can be used,
neath is entirely used to melt the ice. Knowing the tem- since the approximation is usually quite small.
perature gradient under the frost line, as well as the tem- As we have said, we must assume that we know the
perature conductivity coefficient, the quantity of ice temperature gradient under the frost line. Direct deter-
that is melted in unit time from the heat from below can minations of this gradient indicate that for central Swe-
easily be computed, and also, if we know the amount of den the gradient towards the end of winter is of the order
ice in the frozen soil, the thickness which is melted in of 0.02-0.03'C/cm. But we cannot say very defi-
unit time can be found. nitely what the values are for northern Sweden. Howev-

The heat of melting of ice is 80 cal./gr; if the heat con- er, the gradient for certain years can be computed in an-
ductivity coefficient is X and the temperature gradient is other manner, by knowing the average surface temper-
dt/dx, the quantity of ice melted Q is ature.

Empirical observations and mathematical computa-
d. dt tions of the penetration of the temperature variations

Q = d I [gr/cm2 . sec]. downward show that towards the end of winter the tem-
80 perature-depth curve has the approximate shape of a

If the ice content isa% by weight, the thickness of the hyperbola, becoming asymptotic at a depth of about 10-

melted layer is 20 m. The temperature at the frost line (after melting has
X .dt begun) is everywhere = 00C, and the remaining variable

t 100 •Q _ -r [cm]. is then the temperature at the depth where the curve is
(I- 0.001 ) 0.8 c(1m-0.001) asymptotic. The temperature at this depth is practically
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everywhere constant, and is about the average tempera- the winter temperature is very close to zero so that the
ture of the ground surface (orbetter yet the average tern- heat gain is very small, while the heat loss during thaw-
perature at a depth of a meter) plus the geothermal in- ing is large.
crement. The effect of vegetation is, as aruie, to lower the tern-

The average surface temperature is largely con- perature, since it is a better insulator during the warm
trolledby the airtemperature. But it is not identical with periodof the year than during the cold. Formoss andturf
it but diverges from it due to different factors, the most the effect can be quite large, due to the fact that during
important being the snow covering. In regions having a the summer the surface layer is dry and a poor conduc-
low winter temperature and a large snow covering, the tor, and in the fall and winter it is wet and a good con-
difference canbe quite large, due to the insulating effect ductor. On mossy ground in Norrland one can especial-
of the snow. The ground surface temperature during the ly observe how on hot sunny days during the summer
entire winter stays around 00 C, which is much higher there is still some frost left at amazingly small depths.
than the air temperature, and the heat gain is greater than Table 26 contains average values of air and soil tern-
the loss that occurs when the snow melts, when during peratures and their differences for different localities in
a shorter period the ground is at 00 C while the air is at Sweden, taken from the annual data of the State Meteor-
a higher temperature. In regions where the winter is not ological and Hydrographical Institute.

so cold, the effect of the snow covering in preserving The table shows clearly how the excess temperature

heat is less, and can in some cases even be reversed, if between the ground and the air decreases from north to

Table 26. Annual means of air-temperature (tl) and soil-temperature at 1/2 m depth (t) and their differences
(t2 - tj), for a number of places in Sweden.

Elevation Air Soil
above temperature temperature Difference

sea level Observation t (at 112 m) t2  tl-t 2

Place Province (m) Latitude (years) (0C) ("C) (0C)

Abisko Norrbottens 388 68"21' 1926-28 -1.17 +0.92 +2.09
Kiruna Norrbottens 504 6705 1' 20-28 -1.62 +2.34 +3.96
Bralrnberg Norrbottens 88 65*48' 25-28 +0.13 +2.84 +2.71
S. Sunderbyn Norrbottens 20 65042' 25-28 +0.73 +3.05 +2.32
Lule Norrbottens 5 65037' 27-28 +1.15 +3.97 +2.82
Gissleis Jlmtlands 320 63°42' 22-28 +0.40 +2.65 +2.21
BjorkA bruk Vlsternorrlands 30 63" II' 24-28 +2.28 +4.75 +2.47
Uppsala Uppsala 24 5605 1' 19-28 +5.16 +6.72 +1.56
Varpnis VArmlands 68 59024' 21-28 +5.14 6.17 +1.03
Suburb Stockholm 14 59022' 20-28 +5.96 +7.23 +1.97
Skara Skaraborgs 115 58*24' 22-28 +5.30 +6.01 +0.71
Flahult Jinkopings 224 57042' 19-28 +4.66 +6.10 +1.44
Sval6v Malm6hus 72 55155' 22-28 +6.54 +7.28 +0.74
Alnarp Malmdhus 10 55039' 23-28 +7.55 +8.35 +0.80
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south, correspondingtodifferencesinwinterclimate.In he only considered the excess heat from the summer,

upper Norriand it is about 2-3°C, and in southern Swe- and neglects to take into consideration that constant

den it drops to less than V 0C. The average soil temper- average yearly temperature which occurs at a certain

atures are therefore--even in the coldest regions of the level, against which, as shown above, the gradient and

country-quite high: along the coast of Norrland about the rate of thaw is proportional. When the temperature

plus 3°C, in central Norrland 4-5, in Svea and Gotland at this level is quite low, the gradient and the consequent

6-8. Thus there is always a considerable positive tem- thawing is small. This is, of course, the case in Sodan-

perature gradient during the latter part of the winter and kylA. The average air temperature is quite small there (a

in the spring, which causes an appreciable melting from few degrees below 00C) and the snow covering is large,

below, and is the reason why the average yearly temperature of

The above explanation for the melting from below the ground is about 1°C.

during late winter and spring is contrary to the explana- The temperature gradient can be found from the

tion given by Keranen (1929, p. 260-263). Keranen graphical construction of the temperature curves. With

treats thawing as occurring by heat flow from under- small approximation, we can assume that the slope of

neath, but assumes that this only takes place during the the curve at the frost line is proportional to the constant

early part of winter, since most of the stored up excess average temperature at a lower level-therefore pro-

heatfromthesummerisstillintheground.Whenspring portional to the average ground surface temperature,

comes, all of this heat has been used up and there is computed in degrees over 00C plus an increment due to

therefore almost no conduction of heat from below and geothermic heat increase, which is about 0.6°C.

there is no melting from below. Though he observed In Figure 86, the construction is carried out for aver-

melting from below during the spring as well as the win- age ground temperature of plus 1,3,5,7 and 100 C. Even

ter, heattributedittotheheatingduetothemeltedwater if the figure is not quantitatively exact-it is only to

that seeps down. To substantiate his thesis, he gives an illustrate qualitatively the relation between the gradient

example from Sondankyla, which shows a very small atthe frost line and the average ground temperature.The

amount of thawing from underneath during the spring, possible error is not large, and the curve then gives an

The error in Keranen's reasoning is, of course, that approximate measure of the magnitude of this gradient.

H -, Os .+o ,, 4,, to C ,,+ +1

U

Figure 86. Schematic curves of ground
If' temperatures assuming thefollowing dif-

ferent values of mean yearly tempera-
turesatthe ground swfaces: +1, +3, +5,
+7 and +106C. The solid curves arefor the
periods when there isfro:en ground and the
dashed lines are fr the periods when there is
no frozen ground. The slope of the straight

4 Oc portions of the line is the geothermalgradient.
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Table 27.
dt/dx ___ q = )..(dt/dx) Q = .(dt/dx): 80

a b c d e
Ice melted Q

Temperature Heat conductivity coefficient Amount of cm 1120
gradient cal cal heat Q (gram H2OIcm2)
(CC/cm) (cm x degree x sec) (cm x degree x day) (callday x cm2) per day

0.002 173 1.73 0.0217
0.01 0.003 259 2.59 0.0324

0.004 346 3.46 0.0433

0.002 173 3.46 0.0433
0.02 0.003 259 5.18 0.0648

0.004 346 6.92 0.0865

0.002 173 5.19 0.0648
0.03 0.003 259 7.77 0.0972

0.004 346 10.38 0.130

0.002 173 6.93 0.0866
0.04 0.003 259 10.36 0.1295

0.004 346 13.84 0.173

For an average ground temperature of plus 3*C, it is thawing-the frozen soil has never been cooled much
about 0.7*C/m, and for plus 7*C (central Sweden) it is below 0°C-on the average between 1/2 and 1/4 of the
about 2.50C/m. Notice that this latter value for average original water content is frozen, we get as the minimum
temperature of 6-7*C agrees with the empirically de- ice content (in which the water sucked up is taken as
termined value for the Stockholm district. From this zero):
empirical value we can either-without graphical con-
struction-compute the value of the gradient dt/dx = G 1/4 x 15 to 1/2 x 40 = 3.5-10% by volume.
for different average ground temperatures (), or from
the general formula: As an average value we can take

G t t + 0.6 (approx.) 1/3 x 30 = 0%.
Ga ta + 0.6

To this we must add the water sucked up during
where Ga is the known gradient at a place of known freezing, which can vary from zero up to 100%.
ground temperature ta For the Stockholm district the We find then, that the thickness of the frozen soil
values ta = 7 ±1C and Ga = 2.5 ±1' C/m can be used. layer that can be melted per day from underneath, for

In Table 27, the quantity of ice melted Q is computed very sparsely stratified frozen soil is about (0.03 - 0.1
for a number of values of gradients (dt/dx) and heat - 0.12)/0.1 = 0.3 -+ I - 1.2 cm per day. For every
conductivity coefficients ., which include the range of stratified frozen soil, the rate of thawing is only one-
values found in Scandinavia. tenth as large.

As the end column in the table shows, we can there- For average stratified frozen soil, which shows an
fore compute, assuming that after thawing has begun appreciable amount of heave, the rate of thawing from
and the temperature of the frozen soil is close to zero, the below can be taken at about 1/4 and at the most I cm/day.
heat per day conducted upwards causing melting is For large frost depths, this highest value can be ex-
enough to melt 0.03 to0.12 grof ice/cm2, corresponding ceeded, since this part of the frozen soil has less ice and
to a water layerO.3-1.2 mm thick. Just how thick a layer also because the gradient is somewhat larger. For mod-
of frozen soil this corresponds to, depends upon the erate frost depths, and no deeper post-winter freezing,
quantity of water in the particular frozen soil. The total the rates of melting is about 1/2 cm/day, in ice stratified
water content in capillary saturated freezing soil before frozen soil.
freezing varies between 30-40% by volume. To this we It should be pointed out that the above determina-
must addthe amount of water sucked up during heaving. tions refer to ordinary fairly flat ground. For roadways,
This latter quantity, consisting of ice strata, is the part other factors may enter, which change the magnitude of
that is frozen longest. If we compute for the small the gradient considerably, in either direction. For snow
amount of cold that occurs at the under surface of the cleared roads on land with a thick snow cover, the frost
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Figure 87. Schematic cross-sections showing the isotherms and the
frost line (dashed line) alongside and below roads towards the end
of winter. A shows the effect of deep snow cover on the side of a road. The
frost line becomes curveddownward, causing a closerspacing of isotherms,
i.e., a steep temperature gradient and therefore rapid thawing from below.
8 shows the effect of road cuts-also a steep temperature gradient and rapid
thawing from below. C shows the effect offills--isotherms become wider-
spread and aflat temperature gradientand hence slow thawingfrom below.

depth under the road becomes larger than usual, and Table 28.
therefore-when it is not a question of high banks-the
frost line under the surface is warped downwards (Fig. Maximum rate of
87a). Due to this the isotherms become pressed togeth- melting from below

er, i.e., the temperature gradient is larger than under the Localty

surrounding ground. Cuts have the same effect and if the S. Sunderbyn 0.1
cut is deep, the effect can be quite large (Fig. 87b). The Sr Trtndelag No. 1 0.4
effect in fills is opposite that of a cut. For normal em- Sdr Trtndelag No. 2 1.2
bankments and normal snow covering this effect is Sdr Trdndelag No. 3 0.7
small, but for high banks there is a considerable de- Sdr Trindelag No.4

crease in the gradient (Fig. 87c). The effects are similar
if the road cuts through a steep side slope. In the case of S. Sunderbyn this is easy to do: the very

Now how do these computed values of rate of thaw- rapid freezing during the latter part of the winter in 1926
ing compare with the values obtained by direct ob- occurred after thawing weather and ice formed on the
servation? From the data given before, the temperatures roads, and was followed by cold, which affected only
at different depths, this comparison can be made. The the roads, and not the surrounding ground-as the
data are given graphically in Figures 84 and 85 and in temperature observations from cultivated land in the
Table 28, which summarizes the values computed from same locality show. Thus a downward warped curva-
the curves for the rate of melting below the frost line. ture of the frost line occurred, similar to that in Figure

As the table shows, the empirically determined val- 87a, and in addition a very small increase in the ice
ues agree with the computed. The individual variations content, both factors of which cause a rapid thawing
could certainly be explained if more details were known. from below.
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Table 29. Summary of mechanical analysis of the remolded soils used in this study.

Percent by weight
Soil See >20 20-6 6-2 2-0.6 0.6-0.2 0.2-0.06 0.064).02 0.02-0.006 0.006-0.002 <0.002
type page(s): (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (1nm) frnt (fl) (nam) (mm)

Atterberg's sedimentation method
Sediments

I 117 - 0.7 1.2 1.5 2.6 13.0 31.8 27.3 8.5 13.45 115 - 0.2 1.4 3.5 20.2 54.3 11.2 3.3 1.0 4.7
7 115.117 - - - - 1.9 15.4 35.1 24.0 10.1 13.5
8 115.117 - - - 0.2 15.2 54.2 16.4 6.9 2.3 4.8
10 117 - - - 0.5 0.5 4.1 11.4 14.7 21.0 48.0
12 117 - - - 0.9 4.0 21.8 52.3 11.9 2.3 6.8

45990 115 - - - 0.1 0.2 14.0 19.0 13.4 15.6 37.7VI: 7 115 - - - 0.2 2.3 66.3 18.8 4.3 1.3 7.0
A 84 115.117 - - - 0.7 1.0 5.9 38.6 31.1 7.4 15.3
Bw I 115.117 - - - 0.1 0.2 53.9 28.0 8.0 2.4 7.4
Bw 2 115 - 2.3 5.3 10.6 21.1 30.1 16.4 5.0 1.8 7.3
Bw 7 115 1.6 1.0 1.4 4.3 6.5 6.1 11.0 35.6 16.1 16.2
Bw 10 115 - 0.5 10.7 25.0 27.8 13.4 6.2 3.1 1.2 12.1
Bw 13 115 1.1 2.5 5.4 7.4 13.6 27.5 16.9 9.7 4.5 11.2Bw 14 115 - - - 0.3 0.7 6.9 63.0 18.6 3.0 7.5
Bw 19 115 - - - 0.5 2.4 14.6 20.7 37.2 15.0 9.6
Bw 21 115 - - - 0.5 2.2 19.4 54.2 16.4 7.3
Bw 22 115 - - - 0.3 0.4 8.4 25.4 40.5 17.1 7.9
Bw 23 115 - - - 1.2 13.8 53.2 14.8 9.3 2.9 4.8
Bw 24 115 - - - 0.6 0.3 1.4 9.2 34.7 23.0 30.8
Bw 25 115 - - - 0.1 0.2 53.8 38.5 3.7 0.8 2.9
Bw 26 115 - - - 0.2 0.3 5.0 31.5 32.8 14.0 16.2
GB 2 115 - - - 0.3 1.0 6.7 9.4 13.5 29.9 39.2
GB 5 115 - - - 2.3 11.9 20.7 19.2 12.4 9.6 23.9
GB9 115 - - - 0.6 5.1 30.7 27.8 16.5 6.5 12.8
GB 15 115 - - - 0.2 0.2 6.1 46.8 29.5 5.4 11.8GB 16 115 - - - 0.2 0.4 1.7 16.5 43.3 15.2 22.3
GB 17 115 - - - 0.1 0.2 3.0 9.9 18.4 24.2 44.0
GB 18 115 - - - 0.7 1.4 5.4 26.8 37.6 11.4 16.7
GB20 115,117 - - - 0.1 2.4 25.9 40.9 16.2 2.7 11.8
GB 21 115 - - - 2.9 2.2 2.5 21.4 27.5 13.6 29.9
M 102 115,117 - - - 1.6 2.3 8.8 57.9 21.1 2.5 5.8
Moraine soils
2 - 8.8 7.7 7.5 13.4 32.6 13.8 6.4 2.4 7.4
V: 2 2.9 9.8 18.4 23.9 18.7 12.1 5.9 3.2 1.0 4.0
V:4 - 9.3 9.0 18.5 24.1 20.4 9.1 4.3 1.1 4.2
B 9. 640 9.2 10.7 9.7 19.8 27.0 13.8 5.6 2.01 0.5 1.6
Bw4 6.3 15.6 16.3 13.9 18.2 15.2 7.2 3.2 1.2 2.0

Percent by weight
Soil 16 16-8 8-4 4-2 2-1 1-4).5 0.5-).25 0.25-4.125 0.125
type See page: (min) (mt) (mm) (im) (im) (n i _____ (Inn (int)

Road pavements. Gravel and moraine soilsSieve Analyses (Tyler sieves)
102 104 ,Table 9 19.3 11.6 9.2 7.7 7.7 11.1 14.9 7.7 10.8

- - - 14.7 21.2 28.6 14.7 20.7BI 4 104, Table 9 - 0.5 2.2 25.7 21.0 16.4 14.6 6.9 12.6
- - - 29.3 22.8 20.4 9.6 17.6S134 104, Table 9 0.5 19.9 34.9 11.9 6.4 5.3 5.2 4.3 11.6
- - - 19.5 16.2 15.9 13.1 35.3

44 104. Table 9 - 7.3 6.0 8.7 17.0 20.7 14.9 8.0 17.4
- - - 21.8 26.6 19.1 10.2 22.3

GA 6 104, Table 9 4.1 5.2 5.8 7.0 7.7 9.6 14.9 12.8 32.9
- - - 1(1.0 12.4 19.1 16.4 42.2209 104, Table 9 38.7 9.8 8.9 8.0 8.3 7.5 6.2 3.2 9.4
- - - 24.0 21.7 17.9 9.A 27.11934,1:10 104, Table 9 36.1 9.9 7.7 8.3 8.2 7.6 6.5 4.1 11.5

- - 21.6 20.0 17.1 10.8 30.429 104, Table 9 37.5 12.0 6.9 5.2 5.6 8.0 7.8 4.5 12.4
- - - 14.6 20.8 20.3 11.7 32.44/I 33, 8 b 104. Table 9 2.1 17.7 18.0 16.3 10.4 8.7 8.8 5.3 12.6
- - - 22.7 19.0 19.2 11.6 27.5
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Table 29(cont'd). Summary of mechanical analysis of the remolded soils used in this study.

Percent by weigt
soil 16 16-8 8-4 4-2 2-1 1-0.5 0.5-0.25 0.25-0.125 0.125

rve See page: (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) -(mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm)

Road pavements. Gravel and moraine sojisSieve Analyses (Tyler sieves)
BI 14 104 Table 9 1 .7 7.2 19.6 15.5 14.2 13.9 8.9 19.0

- - - 21.7 19.9 19.5 12.4 26.6
4/l1133,4 104,.Table 9 3.4 8.1 10.2 13.5 16.0 14.0 11.5 6.6 16.3

- - - 24.8 21.7 17.7 10.2 25.3
47 104, Table 9 19.1 9.7 8.0 9.1 12.5 14.9 9.5 4.1 13.1

- - - 23.1 27.6 17.5 7.6 24.2
1934,11:1 104, Table 9 - 12.0 11.1 18.0 19.4 14.7 9.3 4.3 11.2

- - - 33.0 25.0 15.8 7.3 19.0
BI 5 104, Table 9 6.6 11.2 8.2 8.0 10.3 13.3 14.8 7.6 20.0

- - - 15.6 20.2 22.4 11.5 30.3
201 104. Table 9 43.1 11.0 6.5 5.7 6.6 5.9 5.5 3.5 12.2

- - - 19.6 17.5 16.3 10.4 36.2

NOTE: Second line for each soil gives the analysis of the material passing the 2-mm sieve.
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Supplement: Some Results of Scandinavian
Soil Frost Research 1935-1946

GUNNAR BESKOW

L INTRODUCTION from still water and assuming constant air temperature
below 0°C, Stefan gives the following formula:

During the 12-year period since the original Swedish
publication, considerable research work on soil freez- S = /2*X.T
ing and its mechanical effects has been performed by V e'q
Norwegian investigators. Experiments concerning the
frostdepth asafunctionof total wintercoolness, and the where S = thickness of ice after time T
speed of frost penetration as a function of heat conduc- t = temperature (in oC)
tivity and water content have been made. e = heat conductivity coefficient of ice

Publication of these works began in 1937 with a q = desit o
paper by Arne Eriksen of the Norwegian Northern Rail- h= specific heat of ice.
roads, and was continued with reports from A. Watz- This formula is, of course, an approximation. It
inger, E. Kindem and B. Michelsen, at the Norwegian doesn't take into account the energy liberated by cool-
Technical University inTrondheim; technical-econom- ing ice below 0°C nor the heat conductivity between ice
ical conclusions were given by K. Heje of the same Uni- surface and air (in reality temperature should be de-
versity. H. Brudal, T.B. Riise and O.A. Gj6rv of the fined as the surface temperature of the ice).The formula
Norwegian Government Highway Board have made canbeadapted forthe freezingrate ofwet soil, using, of
important contributions. Sverre Skaven Haug and H. course, the correct constants. The product e.q, or the
Fleischerofthe Norwegian Government Railroads have heat of melting per unit of volume pends on thebeen especially concerned with the use of moor insula- (freezing) water content of soil, and i pA portional to
tion for railroads, that water content in per cent by volume. But the lowerThe extremely cold winters of 1939-40, 1941-42 the water content, the more important becomes the ef-The xtrmel col witer of193940,194-42 fect of heat capacity of the soil substance itself.
and 1946-47 caused many unusual frost action occur- f e of e at fresil tae el frences. From 1940 to 1944, the author performed a In case of pure water freezing, the melting energy of
series of investigations regarding frost action problems ice (80 cal/gr = 72 cal/cm 3) is quite large compared toseresof henSweihti rail dinfro ao n problems the heat capacity of ice (0.45 calcm3); thus at a surfaceof the Swedish railroads, and also problems encoun- temperature of -100 C (mean ice temperature = -5*C)tered in heavy foundations. These investigations were the heat capacity of ice is responsible only for 5.45 =
of a practical-technical nature, but they also dealt with 2.25 calories against the 72 of melting energy. But in
the same principal questions as the Norwegian re-
searchers referred to above. Another investigation was case of a sandy soil with 5% water per unit volume, and
made to study the effects on frost action of excess water a heat capacity of about 0.35 cal/cm 3 for the mineral
from other than ordinary groundwater sources. In grains, plus 0.025 ca for ice = 0.375 cal/cm 3 , the pro-tion, the effect of soil stabilization chemicals on frost portion would be 5x0.375 --1.87 cal. against 0.05x80 =
actonisw the sect of illabatory aon fie st 4 cal. Thus the heat capacity plays an important role.stuies. (When water content = 0, heat capacity is, of course, theonly factor.)

Thus it is necessary to place in the formula the sum

IL CALCULATION OF FROST DEPTH of the heat of melting and the heat capacity of both soil

IN DIFFERENT MATERIAL matter and soil water. That sum the Norwegians call
"frost-storing capacity," Q.

The simplest method of calculating frost depth as a Thus,

function of time is as follows: For freezing of pure Q =f. 80 + L .(f.0.45 + s .0.55) cal/cm3

water, i.e., the growing of an ice-layer on the surface 2
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where t = surface temperature empty space); heat conduction from below; a covering
f = water content per unit volume layer of snow; the water freezing conditions in fine-
s = mineral matter per unit volume. grained soils (only a small part of the total watercontent

is frozen in clay near the frost line). Of these factors, the
The sum within the parentheses represents the heat cap- first two cause some difference between the surface
acity of (frozen) soil, composed of the heat capacity of temperature (the uppermost surface, either soil or pave-
ice and of dry soil matter. Pure empirical data (e.g., in ment surface, or surface of covering snow) and the air
case of organic soils) could be substituted for s .0.55. temperature.The effect maybe rathervariable, depend-
Also one could use an approximate figure for the heat ing upon the frequency ofclearorcloudy sky, the height
capacity of different soil types (frozen), as the variation of the sun in winter, the darkness of the surface, etc. In
is rather small (0.5-0.4 for wet clay, 0.40 for saturated subarctic-continental climate the surface temperature
sand, 0.38 for moist sand, and 0.35 cal/cm3 for dry is lower than the air temperature; at Sodankyla in north-
sand), em Finland the difference is about 1-2°C (referred to in

For most cases (mineral soils, except fat clays) a Section V). In less extreme climate the difference is
good approximation which can be used is: rather small, and may be neglected.

Q =f -80 + L -0.4 cal/cm3. 1. Heat conduction from below

2 A more important factor is the effect of heat conduc-
Thus the formula becomes tivity from below. This heat conduction toward the frost

line, which reduces the "cold conduction from above,"
V2• t • -•T is proportional to the temperature gradient below the

Qfrost line. This reduction can be calculated as follows:
Q Assume a frost depth of 0.5 m, a surface temperature

Q= "frost storing capacity." of -6°C, i.e., the mean gradient in the frozen layer is
where Q "r" 2°C/m. The gradient below the frost line is 4°C/m (see

A. The concept of "cold quantity" Fig. 88). Thus the heat conduction from below is I/3 ofA. T asassumedthatthe onceptpor"coldquthe total heat conduction from the frost line to the sur-
constt a as dhtn tih ail teerare readin face: that is, freezing is reduced by 1/3. (This could be

pacnstaceInt a oifion w hin neerbre reaze- visualized graphically as follows: the gradient line frompractice. In place of avarying temperature, a mean tern- below extended to the soil surface shows the surface

perature for a given time period should be substituted.

This figure is obtained planimetrically from the mea-
sured time-temperature curve. Since the formula deals
with the product of temperature and time, it is conven- .strce Tremo"/ul
ient to take this product directly by measuring the area 0 - 6 41 t - Z V 6 T "
under the time-temperature curve below the zero ("C)
line. In case of a frost period broken by intervals with
temperatures above freezing, these periods (i.e., the
areas above the zero line) have to be subtracted from the
area below the zero line. The resulting sum expressed in
degree hours is called 'frost quantity." Because of its 0 Vs L \_ r /,ri
fundamental importance, it is valuable to know the
"frost quantity" for different localities: to know both the
"normal" value and the value for extremely cold winters
("maximum frost quantity"). These data can usually be
obtained from the meteorological statistics. The Nor-
wegian Government Railroad Board has edited maps of
Norway with equilogical curves for different frost quan-
tities (5,000, 10,000, 15,000, etc., up to 90,000 degree
hours) (see Skaven Haug 1944). Figure 88. Influence of heat conductivity

from below. Ratio of heat conductivity offro-
B. Complicating factors zen to unfrozen = XA. = 1.15; thus a corre-

The above formulas neglect the following factors: sponding adjustment is made to the actual tem-
heat exchange conditions between surface and air; radi- perature gradient curves when extendedacross
ation (essentially the heat radiation from the surface to the frost line.
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temperature for equilibrium, i.e., no freezing nor melt- on the surface can most simply be taken into account as
ing, that is at -2*C. Thus the active frost excess is only an equivalent increase in thickness of frozen soil. The
6- 2 = 4°C, or 2/3 of the surface cold. (See Fig. 88). rate of heat transfer from the freezing zone (or freezing

Generally the conditions are somewhat more com- speed) is proportional to the temperature gradient in the
plicated, since for the same soil, at the same moisture frozen layer, which is t • 8f, where 8f = thickness of the
content, heat conduction may be somewhat higher in the frozen layer. When heat has to pass through a top snow
frozen state. Forclay it is aboutthe same, but forcoarser layer, temperature gradients in both layers (of course
soils the heat conductivity in frozen soil is about 10- after equilibrium is reached) are inversely proportional
20% higher (see Section V, subsection A). Thus the to their heat conductivity X. The snow layer has the same
equivalent temperature gradient curves in reality are effect as a frozen soil layer of thickness
broken at the frost line, as shown in Figure 88. In the
given example, a gradient of 120C/m in the frozen soil 8s f
corresponds to 115/110 x 12 = 13.8°C/m in the unfro- X
zen, assuming that the heat conductivity in the frozen where 8. thickness of snow, X andX" =heatconductiv-
soil is 15% higher than in the unfrozen. f

Thus in the formula the correction for heat conduc- ity of frozen soil and snow respectively. Thus, in the

tivity from below has to be made by substituting for the calculation add to the existing soil frost depth the thick-
temperature t, a quantity t - 8G, where 8 = depth of ness of snow cover, 8s, multiplied by .'XVX Since heat
frozen layer, G = temperature gradient below frozen conductivity X. of the snow is rather low (about
layer. (Theoretically, G should really be multiplied by 1/10 to 1/7 of that of ordinary mineral soil (Fig. 83 and
a.y.f, wheret i, =  heat conductivity coefficient for un- Table 24), the effect of snow is very large and thus cor-

hozereoiland = hea coenuctt oe t fresponds to a soil layer seven or ten times as thick.
The above approximation, where heat capacity is ex-

t - Lu. 8G cluded from the calculations, i.e., heat energy liberation
-f restricted to the frost line, always gives too large an

effect of snow cover and the value of equivalent soil
but as /Xuf forclay soils is about 1.0. and for sandy soils thickness should be somewhat reduced. In case of wet
is about 0.9 or 0.8, this correction is not important when soils (except clays), the error is moderate, and thus very
considering other approximations.) small where the calculations deal with moderately thick

Practically, then, frost depth does not depend only on snow fallen on ground already frozen to some depth (Fig.
t • T or "frost quantity." Moderately low temperatures 89). Assuming that the surface air temperature does not
overa long time period do not cause the same frost depth increase sharply, the heat capacity of a frozen soil layer
as a severe cold spell overhalf the time, even though the would play a very unimportant role in the freezing
products t Tare the same. When t/8 reaches the same formula, and the approximation is nearly correct.
value as the temperature gradient below the frost line,
then t- 8. G = 8.(t/8- G) becomes zero and no freezing 3. Freezing conditions at the frost line
occurs. Such extreme consequences are not unusual, The calculations above are nearly correct for all but
especially when there is heavy snow (see Fig. 84, the the fine-grained soils. In fine silts and especially clays
curve for "S. Sunderbyn," February-March 1926). the decrease of freezing temperature (Section 11, subsec-

How then can one make acorrection forheat conduc- tion B) becomes important. When calculating frost depth
tivity from below in the formula for frost depth as a from temperature readings (isotherms) the 00C-isotherm
function of time, when frost depth is increasing and gra- may not be regarded as the frost line (Fig. 81), as the
dient G is decreasing? Any exact mathematical treat- tempera-ture of the frost line may be some tenths or near
ment is not possible. An approximation is possible be- -1 *C. And in clays quantity of water frozen in the lower
cause of the fact that G decreases as winter proceeds in frost layers is only a small part (some 10%) of the total
somewhat the same proportion as t/8. Thus, the correc- water content, the quantity of ice to water suc-cessively
tion calculated for the middle or end period of freezing increasing with decreasing temperature (Section II, sub-
could be extended to the whole period. (Forexample, at section B, Fig. 19 and 23). Thus, in the case ofclays espe-
a mid-winter temperature of t = -8°C and a frost depth cially, rather large corrections are necessary.
8 = I m, t = -8*C/m, and G = 3*C/m, the correction Concerning the practical use of calculating the frost
would be 3/8. For finding the gradient G, for the end of depth (or freezing speed), its value is essentially for
winter. (See Section V, subsection E, and Fig. 86.) comparison (i.e., frost depth in material b when frost is

at a given depth in material a, and the necessary proper-
2. Effect of snow ties of both materials are known). Because of the many

The effect of a layer of snow (or any other material) and serious uncertainties (or approximations) the calcu-
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J.,,E 7ZW' /& For the next layer 12 would be

to~~'2 = Q2 '8 ' "T 2

S2X,
where fl = "freezing resistance" of the layer

thickness of the layer

+ \Q = frost storing capacity
SA. = heat conductivity coefficient.I \

\ 'For any deeper layer, the formular would correspond-
I X ingly be

_ 62 0-On = Q- n- n2+qn'8n'Y 8-

_ where

iLn
-/f/r 110i

is the sum of 8/X for all overlying layers.
As seen from the formula, the "freezing resistance"

Q2 for any layer depends upon the thickness and material
Figure 89. Effect of snow. Heat conductivity of constants of the layer, as well as its depth below surface,
frozen soil assumed = 10 times that of snow (I/X, = or thickness of covering layers, and their heat conduc-
10); thus a 0.1 m layer of snow corresponds to 1.0 m tivity.
layer of soil. Shown also is the surface temperature
required to maintain freezing (in the given example Total "cold quantity" of a series of different strata,

9-6 C; in case of no snow it would have been -2 *C). i.e., the product of time and cold necessary for freezing
all through to the bottom, has to be calculated as the sum
of "freezing resistance" for each layer (see Fig. 90).

lations have tobe frequently correlated empirically with In order to obtain small frost depths, it is best to

reality, combine a lower layer with high "frost storing capacity"
q, i.e., wet moor, with acovering upper layerofmaterial
with low heat conductivity (e.g., porous slag, charcoal),

III. "FREEZING RESISTANCE" OF the upper layer acting as a heat insulting barrier, saving

DIFFERENT MATERIALS as long as possible the "heat storage" of underlying
water saturated (but of course not in itself frost heaving)

For practical purposes, it is generally of value to material.

know the relative frost depth in different back fill mater- The Norwegians have developed this principle sys-
ials or to be able to calculate the necessary total thick- tematically in practice, using moor as a material with

ness of non-frost-sensitive layers, in cases where secu- high water capacity and thus high freezing resistance.
rity against frost action is wanted. Especially when The effect of a moor layerabout 20cm thick, situated in

excavating and using insulating back fill, where the ex- moderate depth, may be illustrated by Figure 90. This

cavation depth plays an important economic role, the use of moor as a frost-preventing back fill or insulation
choice of most frost restraining material is desirable. material in roads has been practiced in northern Scandi-

In Norway, this matter has been studied extensively. navia for a very long time, surely as a consequence of

The "freezing resistance" of any layer is expressed in empirical observations of moor being non-frost-active,

"cold quantity," or -- C/hours. For the top layer, this as well as of the small frost depth in moor.
"freezing resistance" f1 is given from the formula of A disadvantage istheconsiderable settlements in the

frost depth, thus moor material, compression from overlaying masses,
elastic compression from passing traffic load, as well as

Q 2 long-time settlement caused from biochemical decom-
l 1 = t" T -- .1loC hr. position within the organic substance. These conditions

xj 2 reduce the applicability of moor layers especially for
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Material constants (in frozen state), °"cnen, aact onut'yx aact,

Water (ice) Heat Heat Frost storingA7 AMARVcontent, f capacity conductivity, ). capacity, Q
C£1 rX HR.. (vol %) (cal/cm 3) (cal/cm sec C) (cal/cm 3)

A. Sandy gravel 10 0.36 0.002 9.1
B. Moor 40 0.25 0.001 33
C. Silt 30 0.05 0.0045 25

Figure 90. The effect on depth offrost penetration of a 20-cm layer of moist moor (graphical example of Norwegian
practice). Curve I s/tows the frost depth for sandy gravel-moor-silt; no. 2for 70 cm on sandy gravel on silt (without moor layer);
no. 3for sandy gravel alone. For this excavation of70 cm, the bottom layer of moist moor has extended the period of nofrost heaving
from 3100*Cx hr (for 70 cm sand only) to 7700 C x hr. Notice: No reduction made for heat conduction from below. For temperate
climate the empirical "cold quantity" ought to be reduced by about 30% which is, however, a very rough approximation.

roads with rigid pavements, which can stand but small A. Objectives: Security from frost heaving
deflections. Nevertheless, for railways and gravel roads and frost boils
(the latter rathercommon in Scandinavia, with its wide- The troubles caused by frost action may be quite
spread population and easy sources of good material for different for different structures. For buildings, as well
gravel roads) mooris rather useful. Surely the compres- as heavy road or runway pavements, the heaving in
sion during the first years may be about 1/4 to 1/2 of the itselfcauses thedestruction.The damagedependsmainly
original thickness, but the use of strongly pre-com- on unevenness of heaving, different degrees of heaving
pressed moor bundles does reduce fill settlement of at different parts of the structure causing breakage and
10% or less. Both railroads and gravel roads could deflections.
rather easily be readjusted during the settling period. In most cases, a practical objective is to prevent frost
With a moor layer of about 20-40 cm thickness, its heaving from reaching disastrous degrees of inequality.
upper surface on about 0.5 m depth, the elastic deforma- sometimes, as in the case of most buildings, it is neces-
tion by traffic is not a disadvantage, eitherforrails orfor sary to prevent all or nearly all movement, usually by
gravel road surfaces, even if the latter are perfectly hard excavation to "frost-safe depth" and refilling with non-
and well-bound. frost-heaving material. But in the case of roads, run-

ways and railways, a rather large amount of heaving
may be tolerated, the crux being to avoid abruptness

IV. PRACTICAL MEASURES AGAINST (both for sake of pavement and ease of traffic move-
FROST DAMAGE ment). Here one should aim at moderating and smooth-

ing of heave action, e.g., through cutting off the peaks
Although this book deals with the basic physics of of the frost heave curve. It is not difficult to minimize

frost action in soil and not with the techniques of frost frost action by excavation and filling when expense
damage prevention (these matters being handled in a doesn't matter, but it takes expertjudgment to select the
series of other publications), it may be convenient to simplest and cheapest way to reach the right reduction
conclude the American edition with a brief summary of in frost heaving.
the practical methods used against frost damage, and the On the other hand, the main frost damage of roads is
principles for their application, due to the softening of soil from melting ice lenses,
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imum depth from road surface to bottom of sandfill
,_., /r~ MUED- Jnecessary for the wheel-load allowed in Swedish high-

way traffic (21/2 tons---of course for non-rigid pave-
ments) is 60 cm for very sensitive soils, namely, silts
and light silty clays, 50 cm for moderately sensitive

fsoils, clays and moraine soils. In the U.S. Army Engi-
neers' Design curves, these figures of base sub-base
thickness for 21/2 tons wheel-load corresponds to a

Atr _ __ CBR value of about 1.0 to 1.5% respectively.

The function of the sand fill as a non-frost-sensitive
Figure 91. Use of sand layer to prevent fiost sub-base material is quite simple. But sand is also effec-
damage. Alternative I. Thick sand fill, acting as a tive as a rather thin bottom layer, covered with refilled
non-frost-sensitive backfill and sub-base. Alterna- frost-sensitive soil. In this case, the sand layerhas a real
tire 2. Thin insulating bottom layer of rather coarse insulation function, namely, cutting the capillary con-
sand, actingasanisulationlayer, breakingcapillal, nection between the overlying soil and the subgrade,
connection with overlying refilledfrostsensitive soil thus preventing the capillary water suction to the frost
material, line. It is essential that the sand layer itself does not be-

Figure 92. Use of "sand-wedge" construction,for smooth transition between
differentfrost heaving road sections (avoiding abrupt ledges on surface offro-
:en road). Figure represents a soil cut (strongly frost-heaving) with rock base. Deep
transition wvedge between rock andfrost-heaving soil; also the ordinarv sand insulation
layer in the soil cut ending with a short wedge.

causing a decrease of bearing strength in the soil. For come water saturated, i.e., it must be situated above the
silts, especially, the mechanical effect of this water ex- free water table (Fig. 91).
cess may be tremendous ("frost boils"). This melting Thus, in practice the sand sub-base may be reduced
phenomenon is not dealt with in this book; for roads toaratherthininsulatinglayer.Inordertosecureanon-
without concrete pavements, it is the really disastrous interrupted, open porosity all over the area, a minimum
consequence of frost action. Frost preventive measures thickness of 12 cm is stipulated. The refill of very frost
practiced in Scandinavia are aimed principally to guard sensitive material (silt) should not exceed 20 cm thick-
against this softening due to melting of the subgrade ness.
soil, thus, e.g., the depth of excavation and insulating This principle of a thin sand insulation layer, with
back fill are dimensioned purely in order to insure that frost heaving soil refilled above, presumes that there is
the bearing capacity is sufficient. In these cases, the such good drainage that the distance from the sand
back fill thus does function as a sub-base layer. insulation layer down to free water level (during the

period of freezing) exceeds the capillarity of the sand,
1. Excavation-Insulation with a margin of safety of at least 10 cm. With the top

As already said, this measure has the dual function of of the sand at a depth of, e.g., 45 cm (from road surface),

both diminishing or preventing frost heaving action, and a sand of capillarity 15 cm, the free water must be
and of forming a sub-base necessary during the sub- kept at a depth of 45 + 15 + 10 = 70 cm; that is, the
grade softening in spring. In Sweden, as a rule, the over- bottom of ditches or other drainage must be still some
whelming most important function is that of being a centimeters deeper. As the standard depth of ordinary
sub-base, dimensioned for that purpose. The ordinary open roadside ditches does average about 60-70-80
material is sand or sandy gravel, which is rather com- cm, it is important to get coarse, clean sand material
mon all over the country. with low capillarityof some 7-10-15 cm. Forordinary,

From practice, confirmed by test sections, the min- thicker sand sub-bases, any sandy material could be
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Material constants

Water (ice) Heat Frost storing
:. content, f conductivity. X capacity, 0

00 (vol %) (cal/cm sec C) (cal/cm3)

Gravel 7 0.0014 7
Moor 70 0.0025 58

Figure 93. (Redrawn from Brudal, 1945.) Frost
safe excavation depth for gravel back fill on a
layer of wet moor. Minimum depth to top of moor

-la -- -layer = 0.5 m, calcularedforfour different dimensions
of moor layer. Note: No reduction for heat conduction

o from below. In reality the necessary depths are some-
what smaller. Compare text (Fig. 90).°t0O, Qur'/y'- *Cent~xhrs.

used, even a rather fine or "dirty" sand, provided it is thus increasing the frost resistance. Thus such deeper
non-frost-heaving (see Section III, subsection B). But excavations with sand fill should not be drained at the
for a thin sand insulation layer below refilled soil, the bottom. Also, rather fine sand, with high capillarity,
sandy material must be a rather coarse, well-sorted, may be chosen, in order to keep the lower part of the
clean sand with low capillarity. sand fill saturated (of course the sand should not be frost

For special purposes, the depth down to sand bottom heaving). For the top layer of such a deep sand fill, a
may be increased. In case of an abrupt step from non- coarse, well-sorted sand should be chosen, forming a
frost-heaving to frost-heaving, e.g., at a rock border in layer with a high percentage of air voids and a low heat
combined rock-soil cuts, a transition may be required, conductivity.
consisting of a "sand-wedge," with its base at about a The Norwegian Government Railroads use hard
meter's depth or more, the base depth slowly rising molded blocks of moor, 1.0 times 0.5 m, and 0.3,0.4 or
toward the frost heaving side (see Fig. 92). 0.5 m thick (depending on the climatic conditions).

In the case of railroads and highways with concrete Such blocks are easily laid to a uniform moor layer, and
pavements on strongly and unevenly frost-heaving thecompression settlement in the following years (which
ground, the principle of heat insulating materials, or is one of the main disadvantages for moor insulation) is
more generally a fill with highest possible frost resis- both uniform and greatly reduced, from about 50% for
tance, has a special economic value, i.e., to keep a limit- ordinary Sphagnum moor blocks. The water content in
ed depth of excavation. The formulas for calculation of these Sphagnum moor layers is found to remain rather
frost depth in such materials and combinations of mate- high andconstant, about 80-85% by volume; the organ-
rials have already been given. A graphical example is ic decomposition is thus extremely slow (no serious ef-
shown in Figure 93. fect in half a century).

The following practical approximation can be stat-
ed: Frost depth in wet moor is about 50-60% of that in 2. Deep drainage
moist sand. When used as fill in roads with non-rigid Usually this method is used for a simple practical
pavements, the minimum thickness of base and pave- purpose: to reduce the height of groundwater where it
ment must be 0.5 m. A 30-cm layer of moor, down to a stands especially high, i.e., increase the depth to ground-
depth of 0.8 m, would hold out against freezing about as water where it is especially small. Thus both frost heav-
long as a sand filled down to 1. 1 m. Assuming the moor ing is moderated and smoothed and frosts boils prevent-
is covered by a layer of very porous slag of say 20 cm, ed.
in itself a good sub-base material, the frost resistance of The terrain conditions favorable for deep drainage
this combination, with a depth of only 0.8 m, would be are roads with side slopes. Here a deep drainage placed
equivalent to a sand fill of about 1.3- to 1.5-m depth. along the up slope side will cut the groundwater flow,

In the case of a deep sand fill, it is most expedient to i.e., force the groundwater level down to the drainage
keep the sand rather moist, especially near the bottom, level, this influence extending rather far to the other
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invade at least a half meter of soil. A thorough mechan-
ical mixing would be much too expensive, and a suc-

.....- -- tion-diffusion method must bring the chemical into the
soil, i.e., the substance must posses some solubility in
water. It must be movable in the soil-water system, and
yet gradually become absorbed in order to avoid wash-
ing out with time. Systematic research on this object is
now in pro-gress.~~..............

. ..... .. .4. Frost-safefoundationsfor buildings
The first rule is to extend the foundation down to

"frost-safe depth" (or to non-frost-heaving subgrade
Figure 94. Effect of deep drainage on groundwater level, bottom, where such a level is above the frost line). But
Broken line: groundwater level before drainage. A-Side even if the foundation is laid deep below frost line,
slope. Onlyonedrain. along the upper roadside. B-Nosideslope. heaving may occur by "side grasp" action. If the ground
Drain causesadepression in the groundwater surface,thenarrow- alongside the foundation heaves, and the space next to
erthedepression. the denser the soil. Thus asarie nvo drains are the foundation wall is packed with hard-freezing fine
necessary. soil, the connection between frozen soil and foundation

wall may be strong enough to cause the foundation and

side. Thus only one deep drain is required along the building to follow the frozen soil crust as the soil
heaves, Of course, this action depends largely on the

roadside. But in case of rather flat ground, or the road hape Of oudati ace. eeis rgh nd

going in the direction of slope, the drain would cause

only a trough in the groundwater level, and a rather nar- uneven this "side grasp" effect is highly facilitated.

row one, if the soil has low permeability. Such terrain Also, where the foundation wall shows some inward

conditions require deeper double drains, one on each slope, heaving occurs. We can thus make a general rule:

side of the road (see Fig. 94). Between the foundation wall and the soil, a fill of non-

Very extensive experience has shown that for pre- hard-freezing material should e applied preferably coarse

venting fiost boils, the effective depth of drainage be- sand or fine gravel. This vertical insulation wall permits

low road surface has to be at least 1.7 m in silts, and 1.5 the heaving movement of the side ground to proceed,

m in clay and moraine soil. As an example, a road suffer- leaving the foundation unaffected. The thickness need-

ing from frost boils at special locations where the soil ed is about 25-30 cm. This sideward insulating fill
type and groundwater are unfavorable, such deep drain- would be needless where the foundation wall surface isage along the affected parts will reduce the heaving and smooth and slopes slightly outwards with depth. Forex-
eliminate the frost boils. Of course, the effect of deep ample, concrete foundation blocks for columns, etc., in
drainage in each actual case could be predicted more ex- frost heaving ground should be given a pyramidal shape
dage bystuyin chauacasecoudter tedree- with a side-slope of some 100, in which cases no sand
actly by studying changes in groundwater water depth inuaonsned.

during the freezing period. Some soil conditions may be insulation is needed.

especially favorable fordeep drainage, such as theexis- In reference to the frost-safe depth, one has to con-

tence of a sand layer, which could be cut and emptied of sider not only the climate and the soil, but also the heat
water, after that acting as a natural sand insulation layer. conducted by the foundation wall itself. For example, afooting block for a column construction may cause a
3. Chemical treatment serious depression of the frost line, especially in cases

Chemical treatment is the newest and most promis- where the concrete block extends above the grass and

ing method of preventing damage from frost action. For snow cover.

the last few decades it has been known that any sub-
stance reducing the thickness of soil water films would
reduce frost heaving (see Section III, subsection B).
Tests have been made on road fills with such substances BekowG. (1940)Tjallyftningen vidjamvagama. States-
as sulphite leach, CaCI 2, sodium humate, etc. Most sub- B ekwG . Frost Hevingn v i lways. States-
stances used for soil stabilization show a frost heave baneingenjen. Frost Heaving of Railways. (Journal
reducing effect, but common chemical soil stabilization of) Railway Engineering, No. 3.
is a mat-ter of surface treatment. For frost action, the Beskow,G. (1943) invFgaraoch tjilen. Statsbanein-
treatment must affect a rather thick subgrade soil layer, genjbren. Railways and Frost Action. (Ibid), No. 9.
and that raises practical problems. The substance must Beskow, G. (1938) Anvisningar om Atg~irder till f~rhin-
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drande av tjalskador A vAg. Kungl. VAg-och Vattenbyg- Skaven H. Sv. (1946) Tory i jembanelinjen som botemi-
gnadsstyrelsen. Instructions for Prevention of Frost ddel mot telehivning. Moor as a frost heaving preven-
Damage on Highways. Swedish Govemm. Highway tive on railways. Teknisk Tidskrift, No. 52, 1367-1374.
Board, Stockholm. Watzinger, A., E. Kindem, and B. Michelsen (1938) Un-
Brudal, H. (1945) Telefrie Veger. Meddelelser fra Vei- dersokelserav Masseutskiftningsmaterialer for Veioch
direktoren. Non-frost-active roads. Reports from Nor- Jembaenbygning. (Meddel. fra Norges Tekn. Hois-
wegian Government Highway Board, No. 7, p. 73-81. koles Varmekraftlaboratorium). Meddel. fra Veidirek-
Eriksen, A. (1937) Teledannelsen som varmeteknisk toren. Investigations concerning excavation fill materi-
problem. Soil freezing as a problem of thermotechnics. als, for highways and railroads. Techn. University of
Meddelelserfra Norges Statsbanor, Norwegian Gov- Norway; Laboratory of Heat Research. With German
ernment Railroad Reports, No. 6, p. 109-112. Summary. Information from Norwegian Government
Eriksson, S. (1941) Uberdie Einwirkung des Frostes auf Highway Board, No. 6, 101-122.
die Struktur der Lehm- und Tonboden. Lantbruksh6g- Watzinger, A., E. Kindem, and B. Michelsen (1941) Un-
skolans Annaler. Effects of freezing on structure of dersokelserav Masseutskiftningsmaterialer for Veioch
clays and silts.Annalesde 'UniversitetAgriculturelde Jembaenbygning. (Meddel. fra Norges Tekn. H6is-
Suede, vol. 9, p. 80-115. koles Varmekraftlaboratorium). Meddel. fra Veidirek-
Gjorv, O.A. (1943) Litt om Tele. Meddelelser fra Vei- toren. Investigations concerning excavation fill mate-
direkt6ren. Concerning soil frost. Reportsfrom Norwe- rials, for highways and railroads. Techn. University of
gian Government Highway Board, No. 9, p. 93-98. Norway; Laboratory of Heat Research. With German
Heje, K. (1941) Norges Tekniske Hogskoles Telehivn- Summary. Information from Norwegian Government
ingsforsok og deres Ekonomiske Resultater-Meddel- Highway Board, 2nd & 3d part, No. 6, 7, 8, 9.
selser fra Veidirektoren. Technical University of Nor- Watzinger, A., E. Kindem, and B. Michelsen (194 1) Un-
way: Frost Heaving Experiments and their Economic dersokelserav Masseutskiftningsmaterialer forVeioch
Consequences. Reports from Norwegian Government Jembaenbygning. (Meddel. fra Norges Tekn. Hois-
Highway Board, No. 9. koles Varmekraftlaboratorium). Meddel. fra Veidirek-
Kjos, A. (1945) Fuktinghetsgraden i Masseinskiftnings- t6ren. Investigations concerning Excavation fill materi-
materialer. Meddelelser fra Veidirektoren. Moisture als, for highways and railroads. Techn. University of
contents in excavation fill materials. Information from Norway; Laboratory of Heat Research. With German
Norwegian Government Highway Boards, No. 7, p. 84- Summary. Information from Norwegian Government
87. Highway Board. Appendix to I st part: Laboratory Tests
Skaven H. Sv. (1944) Frostmengdekart over Norge. concerning Pavements. Part 2: Field Test Sections. Part
Meddel.fra Veidirektoren (Frost Quality Map of Nor- 3: Frost Safe Excavation Depth for Different Back Fill
way), No. 5. Materials. Ibidem. No. 6, 7, 8, 9.
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